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Abstract
This thesis deals with computational social choice which combines computational complexity theory,
one of the most important areas of theoretical computer science, with social choice theory which is
highly relevant to economists, politicians, and other figures involved in decision-making processes.
Although being a fairly young research field, springing to life in the early 1990s, computational social
choice has established itself as one of the central pillars of artificial intelligence and multi-agent
systems research.
The central objects of interest for computational social choice are elections, which model decisionmaking processes where preferences of different agents or voters over candidates have to be aggregated into a final decision, and voting rules, which specify methods of how to aggregate those preferences. Naturally, all parties involved in an election, e.g., the agents, the organizing chair or even
an outside agent, might have an interest to influence the outcome of an election. So-called election
tampering attempts take many different forms: The agents may submit insincere preferences (i.e.,
strategic voting or election manipulation), the organizing chair might alter the structure of the election
(i.e., electoral control) or an outside agent might want to bribe agents to change their votes to her
liking (i.e., bribery). In this thesis we investigate, from a computational complexity perspective, to
what degree elections evaluated by certain voting rules can be influenced by those types of election
tampering attempts.
Firstly, we study electoral control for the Borda Count which is one of the oldest and most important
voting rules. We consider different types of electoral control such as adding or deleting candidates
or voters and in particular electoral control by partitioning the candidates or voters into two groups.
Furthermore, we consider so-called online electoral control in which candidates or voters appear one
after another in the election and the chair may decide only in the moment of appearance to exert some
control action. We find that Borda is rather resistant against electoral control by proving NP-hardness
of several control problems.
Secondly, we study replacement control which is a special kind of electoral control in which candidates or voters that are removed from the election need to be replaced by, as of yet, unregistered
candidates or voters. We find that the complexity of replacement control problems usually follows the
complexity of the corresponding classical control problems. Furthermore, we fill gaps in the literature regarding the complexity of the classical electoral control problems regarding adding or deleting
candidates or voters.
Thirdly, we consider multiwinner elections in which we seek to elect a fixed-sized set of candidates,
a committee, instead of single candidates. We devise a model and define several decision problems to
model electoral control by cloning of candidates. A candidate is cloned by adding a new candidate to
the election that is very similar to the original candidate. We study the introduced model for cloning
candidates in multiwinner elections for several popular multiwinner voting rules and find a wide range
of complexity results.
The last contribution of this thesis deals with shift bribery, which is a special kind of bribery in which
only one special candidate may be moved forwards or backwards in the voters’ preferences. We study
shift bribery for iterative voting rules that decide the outcome of an election in several rounds. We
find that iterative voting rules are generally very resistant to shift bribery. In contrast to non-iterative
voting rules, for which several examples of vulnerability against shift bribery can be found in the
literature, shift bribery is NP-hard for all of our considered iterative voting rules.
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C HAPTER 1
I NTRODUCTION
Collective decision-making, the act of aggregating individual preferences of a group of individuals
into a final decision, is important in almost every social aspect of life ranging from politics over
economics to everyday activities like choosing where to go on vacation. In the wake of digitalization a
multitude of additional settings became important including multi-agent systems, meta-search engines
or recommendation systems for online multimedia platforms like Youtube or Netflix. In each of
those settings there is a set of candidates or alternatives from which we would like to choose one
and a set of agents, which we will call voters, with preferences over the candidates. Depending
on the specific settings candidates might be politicians to be elected, bills to be ratified, applicants
to company positions or objects to be chosen from. The agents might be registered voters, jury or
committee members, or even processes running on servers.
The most common way to aggregate individual preferences and come to a collective decision is to
run an election: collect the preferences of the voters and use an aggregation procedure, which we will
call voting rules, to determine the winning candidate. But, choosing a good voting rule for the job at
hand is more intricate than at first glance. Firstly, it is important to consider in what form the voters’
preferences are given. There may be ordinal preferences meaning voters order the candidates linearly
according to their liking or there may be cardinal preferences in which the voters assign each candidate
points or even a mixture of both. Still, even if we focus on one type of preferences, for example ordinal
preferences, there is a multitude of possible voting rules we could use to aggregate those preferences.
As early as the age of ancient Greece elections were used to elect representatives or settle disputes
but the scientific study of elections did not start until the late 18th century when the Marquis de
Condorcet [33] started a research field called social choice theory by applying mathematics to voting
theory and rigorously formalizing elections and voting rules. With this, general theorems or statements
can be deduced and voting rules can be characterized which hopefully helps us choose the right voting
rule for the right task.
One of the many famous results of Condorcet’s work is the Condorcet paradox. Consider the following linear preferences of three voters over the candidates a, b and c: Voter 1 prefers a to b to c, voter
2 prefers b to c to a, and voter 3 prefers c to a to b. Whichever candidate we choose as the winner
there is always another candidate who is preferred by two of the three voters (e.g., if a is chosen as
the winner, voter 2 and 3 both prefer candidate c to a) implying that it might not be possible to find
a satisfying outcome for an election. Condorcet’s preferred method of voting, thus called the “Condorcet method”, chooses the candidate as the winner of an election that defeats all other candidates in
pairwise comparison. Other famous theorems resulting from this “golden age” of social choice theory
are the Condorcet jury theorem [33], the median voter theorem [18], and May’s theorem [110]. But
the most famous result is certainly due to Arrow [2], who later received a Nobel Memorial Prize in
Economic Sciences together with John Hicks. In his so-called impossibility theorem it was shown
that no voting rule, which accepts votes that rank all candidates, can satisfy three reasonable criteria
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simultaneously:1 (1) If every voter prefers some candidate a over some candidate b, then the voting
rule cannot choose b over a, (2) if the voting rule prefers a to b then this is still the case even if candidates other than a and b are removed from the election, and (3) no single voter should be able to
decide the outcome. The theorem implies that there does not exist a “perfect” voting rule.
Another method of voting was proposed by Jean-Charles de Borda to elect the members of the French
Academy of Science in 1770 [20]. In the so-called “Borda method” candidates score points from every
voter depending on where they are placed in the voter’s preference. Condorcet and Borda famously
argued whose voting method is better with Borda once defending his voting method by proclaiming
“My scheme is intended only for honest men” [141]. He is thereby implying that when using his voting
rule a voter can benefit by casting a dishonest vote, which is also called strategic voting. Strategic
voting should ideally be discouraged since it would give the dishonest voters more influence over the
election outcome as the other, honest voters. Alas, Allan Gibbard [78] and Mark Satterthwaite [142]
showed independently from each other that a voting rule that is non-dictatorial, meaning that there
is no single voter who determines the outcome, and non-imposing, meaning every candidate can
possibly win in some election, is necessarily manipulable by strategic voting.2 Since a fair voting
rule should always be non-dictatorial and non-imposing, strategic voting is always possible. This
notion of reasonable voting rules being manipulable is further reinforced by the Duggan-Schwartz
Theorem [48]. Their theorem deals with non-resolute voting rules which means that they are choosing
not a single candidate as the winner but a subset of candidates (i.e., candidates may tie for the win).
Duggan and Schwartz show that a non-resolute voting rule that is anonymous (i.e., all voters are
treated the same), non-imposing, and where there may be voters whose top ranked candidate is not in
the set of winners is necessarily manipulable by strategic voting. The third property is reasonable to
assume for a voting rule in order to have a meaningful set of winners since the winning set of a voting
rule that includes all top ranked candidates in the set of winners would always be very large.
The celebrated Gibbard-Satterthwaite impossibility theorem inspired John Bartholdi III, Craig Tovey,
and Michael Trick in the late 1980s to a series of papers applying computational complexity theory
to social choice theory launching a research field called computational social choice that sits at the
intersection of economics and computer science. Their approach to combat strategic voters was to
choose a voting rule for which it is intractable to decide if an election can be manipulated by strategic
voting. Then, under the condition that the election is large enough which is true in most multi-agent
settings, it might take a strategic voter too long to decide if the election can be manipulated or to even
compute a successful strategic vote [37]. Remarkably, intractability is seen as a positive property for
this use case whereas it mostly seen negatively in computational complexity theory (i.e., the problem
at hand cannot always be solved quickly). This notion is in many ways similar to how computational
complexity was successfully used in cryptography to investigate the vulnerability of cryptosystems to
attacks. Ideally, a cryptosystem should be hard to break, which can be achieved if it takes a long time
for an attacker to break it [135].
The approach used to combat strategic voting can be extended to other forms of election tampering.
Besides voters, other entities involved in elections could try to influence the outcome of an election.
An election’s chair organizing the election could be interested in steering the election into a certain
direction without directly submitting a vote but instead by altering the structure of the election. We
call this form of election tampering “electoral control” and it appears in the real world as, e.g., voter
1 To

be precise, we also need to require that there are at least three candidates and the votes are unrestricted in their
structure.
2 Again, we tacitly assume that there are at least three candidates and the votes are not restricted in some way.
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disenfranchisement [154], cloning of candidates [150], or Gerrymandering [61, 91]. For voter disenfranchisement regulations are introduced to prevent groups of voters from voting that would vote
contrary to the chair’s liking. Felony disenfranchisement is the most common form of voter disenfranchisement in which people with criminal convictions are excluded from voting. In the US it is
believed that felony disenfranchisement heavily influenced the presidential election in 2000 [105].
By cloning a candidate, i.e., introducing additional candidates to the election that are similar to an
already participating candidate, the chair can split up the support of the cloned candidate. This type
of electoral control is also known as the “strategic candidacy problem” [49]. Gerrymandering is used
in district-based elections in which voters are partitioned into districts usually constrained by their
geographical location. The voters then elect a representative for their district and the representatives
of all districts elect the overall winner in a separate election. By manipulating the district borders the
chair can reduce the impact votes of a certain group of voters have on the overall election result. This
technique was first used by Massachusetts governor Elbridge Gerry in 1812 by creating a salamander
shaped district coining the term “Gerrymandering” [61, 91].
Another way to tamper with an election is bribery. Now, an external agent, who is not part of the
election, is bribing voters to change their vote in some way that favors the external agent’s own
preference. Bribery problems come in many different flavors depending on which voters can be bribed
and how their votes can be changed [70]. Apart from the obvious example of a malicious briber trying
to influence an election, a whole range of real world scenarios can be modeled by bribery problems.
The most common scenarios are political campaign management and as a robustness measure for
election results.3 The former is related to bribery in that the campaign manager “bribes” the voters
to change their votes by running, e.g., targeted ad campaigns. A special kind of bribery in which
only the favorite candidate of the external agent can be moved forward in the votes models a type of
ethical campaign management in which the campaign manager is not allowed to apply smear tactics
to damage the standing of other candidates. The robustness of an election result is important in the
following way. If the winner of the election can be dethroned by only a few changes to the votes, then
the supposed winner might be incorrect due to vote counting errors or manipulation attempts.
Beyond election tampering, computational social choice is concerned with winner determination in
elections—in particular, with possible and necessary winners [99]—winner prediction [35], and iterative elections [112]. Another sub-field deals with multiwinner elections that seek to elect a fixedsized set of candidates, a committee, and can be used for, e.g., shortlisting or parliamentary elections [71]. Over time other research fields were integrated and adapted to computational social choice
to address settings such as meta-search engines [50, 98], information extraction [145], planning [55],
automated scheduling [81], collaborative filtering [128], computational linguistics [124], kidney exchanges [134], and assignments of students to schools [79]. Very recently, special attention was given
to participatory budgeting [6, 13, 30] which is concerned with the question of how a budget can be
allocated to different projects depending on the preferences of voters.
In this thesis we will extend the pioneering work of Bartholdi, Tovey, and Trick focusing on the line
of research concerning electoral control and bribery.
3 Another

way to measure the robustness of election results is the margin of victory [155].
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Outline
In Chapter 2 we will provide the background for the following chapters including preliminary definitions and theorems of voting theory and computational complexity theory, and a brief survey of
previous related works in computational social choice. In Chapter 3 we investigate how resistant the
Borda voting rule is against the classical electoral control defined by Bartholdi, Tovey, and Trick [10]
and Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra, and Rothe [83]. In Chapter 4 we study electoral control once
again solving open problems to try to complete the puzzle of the computational complexity of electoral control for the most popular voting rules. In particular, we study replacement control for which
we may only remove a candidate or voter from the election if, in turn, we add an unregistered candidate or voter, respectively. In Chapter 5 we devise a new model, in the context of multiwinner
elections, for electoral control by cloning, which is the act of adding candidates to an election that
are similar (i.e., clones) to an already participating candidate, and study the computational complexity
of this model for various multiwinner voting rules. In Chapter 6 we study shift bribery, which is a
special kind of bribery in which only the position of a special candidate can be improved or worsened.
For this type of bribery we study how resistant iterative voting rules, which elect the winner of an
election in multiple rounds, are against it. Lastly, in Chapter 7 we summarize the previous chapters
and provide starting points for future research.
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C HAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

In this chapter we will provide background information necessary for the following chapters including
definitions, notation, and some important prior work.
For a comprehensive overview of computational social choice see the recent book by Brandt et al. [23],
especially the book chapters therein by Conitzer and Walsh [37] and Faliszewski and Rothe [70]
concerning manipulation, electoral control, and bribery, and the book by Rothe [136]. A more concise
introduction to computational social choice is provided by the surveys of Chevaleyre [31], Faliszewski
and Procaccia [69], and Faliszewski, Hemaspaandra, and Hemaspaandra [64]. Additionally, see the
very recent survey by Lang [99] of elections with incomplete knowledge. For an introduction to
multiwinner elections see the book chapter by Kilgour [95] and the book chapter by Faliszewski
et al. [71] surveys recent research from the computational complexity perspective. The books by
Arora and Barak [1], Papadimitriou [126], and Rothe [135] deal with complexity theory (see Tovey’s
tutorial [151] for an introduction). For parameterized complexity theory see the books by Cygan et
al. [39], Downey and Fellows [47], Flum and Grohe [76], and Niedermeier [122].

2.1 Computational Complexity
Our main tools for analyzing elections and classifying voting rules originate in a research field called
computational complexity theory started by the seminal work of Hartmanis and Stearns [80] in 1965
who use the abstract computational model of Turing machines defined by Alan Turing [152]. Computational complexity theory deals with the question of whether different computational tasks can be
solved “efficiently”. By efficiently we mean the amount of resources (usually the time it takes to
finish or the space that is used) required to complete the computation. Computational tasks are formalized as decision problems1 that consist of the problem’s name, given information (i.e., the input),
and a question about the input. For example, the important decision problem SAT [77] is defined as
follows.
S ATISFIABILITY (SAT)
Input:
Question:

A boolean formula φ with a set of (boolean) variables X and a set of clauses K over X.
Is there a satisfying truth assignment to the variables of φ ?

1 Note

that there are many different kinds of problems besides decision problems such as optimization problems, search
problems, sort problems or counting problems but in this thesis we will only deal with decision problems. Therefore,
when we speak of “problems” we always mean “decision problems”.
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A specific case of a decision problem is called an instance (i.e., for SAT an instance would be a
specific boolean formula). We call an instance I of a decision problem A a yes-instance if the answer
to the question of the problem for this instance is ”yes“ and a no-instance otherwise. Sometimes it is
useful to think of the decision problem as the set of all yes-instances of the problem so I ∈ A if and
only if I is a yes-instance of A (e.g., SAT = {φ | φ is a satisfiable boolean formula}).
Example 2.1 (Instances of decision problems). Consider the instance (X, K) of SAT with X = {x1 , x2 }
and K = {K1 , K2 } with K1 = (x1 ∨ x2 ) and K2 = (x1 ∨ x2 ). Can we find a truth assignment to x1 (i.e.,
x1 is set to true or false) and x2 (i.e., x2 is set to true or false) such that both K1 and K2 evaluate
to true? Here, the answer is yes since we can set x1 to true and x2 to false to satisfy both clauses.
Therefore, (X, K) is a yes-instance of SAT. If K would contain a third clause K3 = (x2 ), we would
have a no-instance since we cannot satisfy K1 , K2 , and K3 at the same time.
Note that the input to a decision problem can be of many forms. In addition to boolean formulas they
may have strings, integers, graphs, elections, etc. as inputs. To be able to do computations on different
kinds of input we assume—on a lower level—that inputs are encoded in some way, usually as strings
over {0, 1} called the binary encoding.
A (deterministic) algorithm that solves a decision problem takes any input or instance to the problem
(in binary encoding), does some basic computational steps, and outputs the answer to the question of
the problem, therefore deciding if the instance belongs to the problem or not. Assuming the ChurchTuring Thesis [32, 152], that any real-world algorithm can be simulated by Turing machines, holds
true we use Turing machines as the computational model to represent algorithms (although, for the
sake of readability, we will use a more descriptive language to define algorithms in this thesis).
The type of algorithms defined above are deterministic meaning the steps the algorithm takes for an
input are singular and predetermined leading to a computation path in which every node is a state of
the algorithm. In contrast, a nondeterministic algorithm may choose from several possible steps on
how to proceed with the computation on the current state. In particular, the algorithm makes every
possible decision (i.e., which computational step to do next) simultaneously building a computation
tree instead of a path. Then, the nondeterministic algorithm accepts the input if there is at least
one path in its computation tree that accepts. Note that some paths on the computations tree of a
nondeterministic algorithm may be infinitely long in contrast to deterministic algorithms in which
every computation stops eventually. Therefore, nondeterministic algorithms can only accept decision
problems and never decide them like deterministic algorithms. Due to the fact that there are no
modern computers who can run nondeterministic algorithms (yet) they would have to be simulated
by deterministically running through every path in the computation tree if used in practice which is
very inefficient. For a deterministic algorithm we define its (worst-case) runtime as the maximum
number of steps the algorithm takes over all possible inputs. For a nondeterministic algorithm its
(worst-case) runtime is the maximum number of steps of the shortest accepting path over all inputs
that the algorithm accepts.2 Runtimes are given as functions depending on the size of the input that
describe the growth of the computational effort of the algorithm with increasing size of the input.
For those function we are only interested in the fastest growing factor, called the runtime bound,
as slower growing factors and constants become irrelevant for larger input sizes (e.g., the values
of the functions f (x) = 2x + 3 and g(x) = 3x for very large x are very similar but much smaller
in comparison to values of h(x) = 2x ). That means we are interested in the asymptotic behavior,
2 There
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the asymptotic bounds, of algorithms when the size of the input increases. In this thesis, the most
important runtime functions are polynomial and exponential functions. A polynomial function p is
defined as p(x) = ck xk + ck−1 xk−1 + · · · + c1 x + c0 for some constant k and k + 1 constants c0 , . . . , ck ,
and an exponential function f is defined as f (x) = 2 p(x) for some polynomial function p. We say that
an algorithm has a polynomial-time runtime if its runtime functions is in O(p(x)) for some polynomial
function p and an exponential-time runtime if its runtime function is in O( f (x)) for some exponential
function f .3

Complexity Classes
Computational complexity theory aims to group similarly complex problems together into so-called
complexity classes. The most important complexity classes are P, containing problems that can be
solved in deterministic polynomial time, and NP, containing problems that can be solved in nondeterministic polynomial time. In order to show that a decision problem belongs to P we need to
find a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm that solves the problem and for NP-membership the
algorithm only needs to be nondeterministic.
Example 2.2 (SAT is in NP). To show that SAT is in NP, a nondeterministic algorithm could (nondeterministically) guess a truth assignment for the variables of a given instance of SAT and then check
(in polynomial time) if it satisfies the given formula of the instance.
It is widely believed that P represents the class of problems that can be efficiently solved (problems
belonging to P are also sometimes called tractable) although a polynomial runtime with a large exponent is still very slow for large inputs. But it turns out that many natural problems in P actually have
algorithms with polynomial runtime with only small exponents so this assumption seems reasonable.
Obviously, it holds that P ⊆ NP since every deterministic algorithm is also nondeterministic with a
computation tree that only consists of one path. We already mentioned that nondeterministic algorithms can be simulated by deterministic algorithms with an exponential blow-up in the runtime. The
question of whether there exists a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm for every nondeterministic polynomial-time algorithm is formalized as the famous open P = NP problem [38]. It is widely
believed that P 6= NP, i.e., there exist problems in NP for which no deterministic polynomial-time
algorithm exists and we also require this assumption in this thesis. Another complexity class is coNP
which contains the complements of problems that are in NP (i.e., let A be a decision problem and I
be an instance of A, then I is in the complement of A if and only if I ∈
/ A). We mention in passing
that there are other complexity classes that contain problems who are (allegedly) even harder than
problems in P, NP or coNP. Together they form the so-called polynomial hierarchy introduced by
Meyer and Stockmeyer [115] and Stockmeyer [149] but we will not further discuss those complexity
classes here.
Showing that a decision problem belongs to a complexity class is in some sense showing an upper
bound of the complexity of that problem since then we can follow that the problem can be solved at
least as fast as the most difficult problems in that complexity class. In this thesis we aim to find upper
bounds of P or NP. In contrast, showing a lower bound of the complexity for a problem is much more
3 We

assume the reader to be familiar with the Big O notation. Roughly, for two functions f and g, f is in O(g) if there is
some input to f and g after which f does not grow faster than g (i.e., f is upper bounded by g barring constant factors
and finitely many exceptions).
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complicated as we would need to show that there does not exist an algorithm with a specific runtime
that solves the problem. The notion of reducibility which we will discuss in the following section
enables us to proof such lower bounds for decision problems.

Reducibility and Complexity Lower Bounds
We say that a decision problem A (polynomial-time many-one)4 reduces to another decision problem B
(formally, A ≤mp B) if we can construct in polynomial time from each instance I of A an instance I 0 of
B such that I is a yes-instance of A if and only if I 0 is a yes-instance of B. Intuitively, if we can reduce
A to B, then A is at least as hard to solve as B. Then, a decision problem A is ≤mp -hard for a complexity
class C (or simply C -hard) if B ≤mp A for every B ∈ C . Furthermore, a decision problem A is ≤mp complete for a complexity class C (or simply C -complete) if A is C -hard and A ∈ C . The notion
of hardness for a complexity class intuitively means that a decision problem is at least as hard to
solve as the hardest problems of that complexity class and completeness for a complexity class even
implies that the problem is one of the hardest problems in this class. Even still, in order to show
hardness with this basic definition we would need to reduce every one of (possibly) infinitely many
problems in the complexity class to the problem we want to show hardness for. Luckily, due to the
transitivity of ≤mp (i.e., for three problems A, B, and C, it holds that if A ≤mp B and B ≤mp C, then
A ≤mp C), if a decision problem B is C -hard for a complexity class C and B ≤mp A for another decision
problem A, then A is C -hard as well. Thus, given a C -hard problem we can show C -hardness of
another problem by reducing from the C -hard problem to it. Cook [38] showed that SAT is NP-hard
opening up the possibility to show NP-hardness (and even NP-completeness) for many other problems
by reducing from it. Karp [93] then showed for several natural problems that they are NP-complete.
Since P contains the decision problem that can be solved in polynomial time, showing NP-hardness
and assuming P 6= NP implies that the problem is not solvable efficiently or that it is intractable.
This makes the P 6= NP question central to computational complexity theory as important natural
problems (e.g., the problem of creating mathematical proofs) are NP-hard and a collapsing of both
complexity classes would mean that they are efficiently solvable. Interestingly, showing for only one
NP-complete problem that it is in P would immediately show P-membership of all other NP-complete
problems as well and, thus, showing P = NP. Note that NP-hardness of a problem does not mean that
specific instances of the problem are hard to solve as the size of a specific instance is predetermined
and, therefore, can be solved in constant time. Rather, the NP-hardness of a problem means that,
unless P = NP, as instances of the problem increase in size the time to solve those instances grows
exponentially.
We can also use reducibility to show upper bounds. Since P, NP, and coNP are closed under ≤mp reducibility, for a complexity class C ∈ {P, NP, coNP} and two decision problems, A and B, with
A ≤mp B and B ∈ C it follows that A ∈ C .

Parameterized Complexity Theory
Showing NP-hardness is not the end of research but merely the beginning. There are several approaches on how to deal with the NP-hardness of a decision problem and gain more insight into what
4 There

are many other notions of reducibility but in this thesis we will only use polynomial-time many-one reducibility so
we will simply call it “reducibility”.
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makes the problem hard to solve. Apart from average-case analysis, finding approximate solutions,
or using heuristics, studying the parameterized complexity of a problem has seen much attention recently.
The general idea of parameterized complexity theory is to choose some part of the input to an NP-hard
decision problem as the parameter and then design an algorithm that runs in polynomial time if the
parameter is small or even a constant (it can only run in exponential time in general as the problem
is NP-hard, unless P = NP) or proof that such an algorithm probably does not exist. To this end, we
turn a decision problem into a parameterized decision problem by taking some part of the input as
the parameter. An instance of such a parameterized decision problem is a pair (I, p) with I being an
instance of the “not-parameterized” problem and p being some part of I.
Example 2.3 (Parameterization of V ERTEX C OVER). Consider the following decision problem.
V ERTEX C OVER
Input:
Question:

An undirected graph G = (V, E) with n vertices and m edges and an integer k.
Does there exist a set V 0 ⊆ V of at most k vertices of G such that V 0 covers the edges of G
(i.e., for each {v1 , v2 } ∈ E, v1 ∈ V 0 or v2 ∈ V 0 )?

The obvious parameters of V ERTEX C OVER are the integer k, the number of vertices n, or the number
of edges m. We can also combine parameters by adding them, e.g., we could choose the parameter
k + n. We may also study parameters that are given by the structure of the instance. For problems that
deal with graphs, like V ERTEX C OVER, it is common to choose the maximum degree of the graph or
the treewidth of the graph as parameters.
A parameterized decision problem is in FPT (i.e., it is fixed-parameter tractable) if there exists an
algorithm that solves it in O( f (p) · |I|O(1) ) time for some computable function f . If p is small or a
constant, then |I|O(1) is the fastest growing factor of the runtime of an FPT-algorithm which turns the
runtime polynomial. The complexity class XP consists of problems that can be solved in O( f (p) ·
|I|g(p) ) time for some computable functions f and g. Notice that if the parameter is a constant, then
the problem can be solved in polynomial time. Therefore, problems in this complexity class are often
called slice-wise polynomial-time solvable as instances (I, p) of a parameterized problem for some
fixed p can be seen as a slice of the problem. In practice XP-algorithms often times do not perform
very well as the constant parameter might be relatively large which results in a high degree polynomial
as the runtime. In contrast, the degree of the polynomial in the runtime of an FPT-algorithm must be
independent of the parameter.
Example 2.4 (V ERTEX C OVER parameterized by k is in FPT). Since V ERTEX C OVER is NP-complete (see, e.g., Garey and Johnson [77]) we expect that there is no polynomial-time
 algorithm that
solves the problem. The trivial brute-force algorithm that iterates through all nk possible sets of
vertices of size k and checks whether it is a vertex cover obviously needs exponential time in the
worst case (O(nk ) time to be precise) to solve the problem. Notice that if k is a constant, the algorithm
runs in polynomial time. Therefore, V ERTEX C OVER parameterized by k is in XP. On the other hand,
the algorithm above does not satisfy the requirements to be a FPT-algorithm. But, we can improve
the trivial algorithm in the following way. Firstly, we can remove any vertex from the graph that has
no neighbor since we cannot cover any edges with such a vertex. Afterwards, notice that, given an
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instance (G, k) of V ERTEX C OVER, if a vertex v of G has at least k + 1 neighbors, this vertex needs
to be in a vertex cover for otherwise the cover would have to include all at least k + 1 neighbors of
v to cover all of v’s incident edges. Therefore, we can immediately remove such a vertex (including
its incident edges) from the graph and decrease k by one. So, after those two reduction steps all
remaining vertices have at most k neighbors but at least one and we can reject the instance if there
are more than k2 edges since every vertex can cover at most k edges. Otherwise, it follows that there
are at most 2k2 vertices that were not removed in the reduction step and we can brute-force over all
2
(at most) 2kk sets of vertices of size k to check whether all edges are covered. This algorithm has a
worst case runtime of O(2k k2k · m + nm) and, therefore, runs in FPT-time if k is the parameter.
The technique shown in Example 2.4 to first reduce the size of an instance which can then be solved in
FPT-time is also called kernelization. Another technique to show FPT-membership uses integer linear
programs. An integer linear program (ILP) consists of p variables and a set of m linear inequalities
over the variables. Then, the goal of the ILP is to choose values for the variables such that the
inequalities are satisfied. Formally, we define the I NTEGER L INEAR P ROGRAMMING F EASIBILITY
problem as follows. We are given a constraint matrix A ∈ Zm×p and a bias vector b ∈ Zm . The question
is whether there exists a variable vector x ∈ Z p such that Ax ≤ b. I NTEGER L INEAR P ROGRAMMING
F EASIBILITY is known to be NP-complete but the following theorem was proven by Lenstra [101].
Theorem 2.1 (Lenstra’s theorem [101]). An I NTEGER L INEAR P ROGRAMMING F EASIBILITY instance of size L with p variables can be solved in time O(p2.5p+o(p) · L).
It follows that I NTEGER L INEAR P ROGRAMMING F EASIBILITY is in FPT if parameterized by p,
i.e., the number of variables. Therefore, if we manage to express a parameterized problem as an
ILP in which the number of variables is only bounded by the parameter, we can solve this ILP (and
subsequently the problem) in FPT-time by using Lenstra’s theorem. We illustrate the technique by the
following example.
Example 2.5 (An ILP for V ERTEX C OVER). Given an instance (G, k) of V ERTEX C OVER, the ILP
has a boolean variable xi for every vi ∈ V (i.e., xi ∈ {0, 1} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n). If a variable xi is set to 1,
this corresponds to vertex vi being in the vertex cover. Furthermore, the ILP consists of the following
constraints.

xi ≥ 0

xi + x j ≥ 1
n

∑ xi ≤ k

for every vi ∈ V

for every {vi , v j } ∈ E

(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)

i=1

Constraint (2.2) ensures that every edge of the graph is covered and constraint (2.3) ensures that the
vertex cover contains at most k vertices. Due to Theorem 2.1 and the fact that we have n variables, we
can solve the ILP in FPT-time if n is the parameter and, therefore, have shown that V ERTEX C OVER
is in FPT for this parameter. Note that parameterizing V ERTEX C OVER by n is not all that useful since
the size of the instance is directly related to n (i.e., k ≤ n and m ≤ n(n−1)
2 ). Intuitively, that means if
we assume n to be small, then instances are small as well and the result that those instances are fast to
solve is unsurprising.
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The ILP technique described above was successfully used in computational social choice to show FPTmembership of problems dealing with winner determination [9], bribery [24, 29, 45], control [66],
possible winner [15, 26], and lobbying [25]. We will also use this technique in Chapter 5 to show
FPT-membership.
Similarly to NP-hardness we can define a notion of hardness for parameterized problems as well
showing (under a separation assumption similar to P 6= NP) that there is no FPT-algorithm for a
parameterized problem. First, we need another set of parameterized complexity classes, the so-called
W hierarchy. We omit the details of defining it formally as it is out of scope of this thesis (see the
book by Downey and Fellows [47] for the formal definitions). The most important fact is that for
every t ≥ 1 there is a parameterized complexity class W[t] and it holds that FPT ⊆ W[1] ⊆ W[2] ⊆
· · · ⊆ XP. Showing that a parameterized problem is W[t]-hard for some t ≥ 1 and assuming that
FPT 6= W[1] then prevents the problem from being in FPT. For showing W[t]-hardness we need
to extend the notion of reducibility to parameterized problems. We say a parameterized decision
problem A, with parameter p, reduces to another parameterized decision problem B, with parameter r,
if we can construct for each instance (I, p) of A in O( f (p)·|I|O(1) ) time, for some computable function
f , an instance (I 0 , p0 ) with p0 ≤ g(p) for some computable function g such that (I, p) is a yes-instance
of A if and only if (I 0 , p0 ) is a yes-instance of B. The main difference to “not-parameterized” reductions
is that we need the constructed parameter for the instance of the target problem to be exclusively
bounded by some function of the parameter of the original instance. With this notion of reducibility we
can reduce some W[t]-hard problem to some other parameterized problem to show the W[t]-hardness
of the latter problem. Although the formal definition of the W hierarchy is quite technical involving
combinatorial circuits, for W[1] and W[2], there are natural problems with natural parameterizations
that are hard for one of those classes and from which we can reduce to show hardness for other
parameterized problems. For W[1]-hardness the following problem can be used.
M ULTICOLORED C LIQUE
Input:
Question:

Given an undirected graph G = (V, E), an integer f , and a partition of V into f sets
W1 , . . . ,W f .
Does there exist a clique X ⊆ V (i.e., the induced subgraph of G restricted to X is complete)
that contains exactly one vertex of every set Wi with 1 ≤ i ≤ f ?

M ULTICOLORED C LIQUE is W[1]-hard if parameterized by f [46]. For W[2]-hardness a central
problem is S ET C OVER which is defined as follows.
S ET C OVER
Input:
Question:

Given a set X = {x1 , ..., xm }, a family S = {S1 , . . . , Sn } of subsets of X, and an integer k.
Does there
exist a cover of X of size at most k, i.e., a subfamily S 0 ⊆ S with |S 0 | ≤ k
S
such that S j ∈S 0 S j = X?

If S ET C OVER is parameterized by k, it is W[2]-hard [46]. We note in passing that hardness for
some class of the W hierarchy does not, in general, imply NP-hardness since a parameterized reduction allows the construction to be done in FPT-time with respect to the parameter which might be
exponential-time with respect to the size of the input.
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Lastly, we will discuss the parameterized complexity class para-NP which sits above XP (unless
P = NP). A parameterized decision problem is para-NP-hard if it is NP-hard for some constant value
of the parameter. Intuitively, if some slice of a parameterized problem is intractable, then it cannot
belong to XP (unless P = NP) since this would imply that all slices are tractable. Interestingly, para-NP
bridges the gap between parameterized complexity and classical complexity as it can be shown that
FPT = para-NP if and only if P = NP [76].

2.2 Voting
An election is defined as a pair (C,V ) with C being a finite set of candidates and V being a multiset
of the voters’ preferences over C, sometimes referred to as the preference profile. Typically, voters
express their preference (i.e., the vote or the ballot they cast) as a linear order  over the candidates
in C with the following three properties.
1. Completeness: For every pair of candidates c, d ∈ C, we have c  d or d  c;
2. Transitivity: For every triplet of candidates c, d, e ∈ C, if c  d and d  e, it follows that c  e;
3. Antisymmetry: For every pair of candidates c, d ∈ C, if c  d, then d  c does not hold.
For example, given a set of candidates C = {a, b, c, d} a voter that prefers b to a, a to d, and d to c
would have the preference b  a  d  c (sometimes we omit the  symbols and write the preference
as a string b a d c). Note that the first and third property imply that the voter is sure for every
pair of candidate which one the voter prefers over the other, i.e., the preferences are strict. In the
(computational) social choice literature it is sometimes allowed that the voter may be indifferent of
candidates (i.e., we drop the completeness property) but in this thesis we will always assume strict
preferences. Apart from those ordinal preferences voters’ preferences may be cardinal which means
that each voter assigns each candidate a number of points. A special type of cardinal preferences
are approval-based preferences in which a voter can only assign the values 0 or 1 to a candidate
corresponding to the voter, respectively, disapproving or approving the candidate. Then, the vote is
simply given as the subset of approved candidates. In some cases voters may even have preferences
that are a mixture of both cardinal and ordinal preferences. In the following, we will assume that
voters’ preferences are ordinal and explicitly mention it in the few cases where it is not the case.
The outcome of an election is determined by a voting rule5 that is a mapping which assigns every
possible election a subset of the set of candidates which form the winners of the election. For some
voting rule E and an election (C,V ) we call a candidate that is part of the set of winners of the election
under E an E -winner of (C,V ). A resolute voting rule, in which always only a single candidate can
be a winner, is also known as a social choice function. If we are looking for a complete linear order
over the candidates as an outcome of an election, we speak of social welfare functions.
We will now define the studied voting rules.
5 In
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the literature, voting rules are often referred to as social choice correspondences, voting protocols, or voting systems.
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Positional Scoring Rules
An important class of voting rules are (positional) scoring rules. Let m be the number of candidates.
Then, scoring rules use a so-called scoring vector (α1 , α2 , . . . , αm ) with each αi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, being
a positive integer called a score value and α1 ≥ α2 ≥ · · · ≥ αm (i.e., the monotonicity of the score
values) to determine the score of each candidate (i.e., the candidate in position i in a vote gains
αi points and the points are summed up over all votes) and the candidate(s) with the highest score
win(s). Therefore, each scoring rule is defined by a series of scoring vectors; one scoring vector for
each possible number of candidates. To represent this infinite series of vectors succinctly Betzler and
Dorn [14] defined the class of pure scoring rules in which we can obtain the scoring vector of size
m by inserting an additional score value somewhere into the scoring vector of size m − 1 maintaining
the monotonicity of the scoring vector as described above. As Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra, and
Schnoor [89] observe we can also assume that αm = 0 and that there is no integer which divides all
score values which restricts the class of pure scoring rules only slightly.
We focus on the following (pure) scoring rules.
k-approval: The first k score values are 1 and all others are 0. 1-approval is also known as plurality.
k-veto: The last k score values are 0 and all others are 1. 1-veto is simply called veto.
Borda (Count): Let m be the number of candidates. Then, we have for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, that
αi = m − i.
We can also define iterative variants of scoring rules in which the winner(s) are determined in several
rounds.
Hare: Uses plurality scores to eliminate, in each round, the candidates with the lowest score until all
remaining candidates have the same score which are proclaimed winners of the election. This
voting rule is often known as single transferable voting (STV) but we will use the name STV
for the multiwinner variant below.
Coombs: Works the same as Hare but uses veto scores.
Baldwin: Works the same as Hare but uses Borda scores.
Nanson: Uses Borda scores but eliminates all candidates that have less then the average Borda score
which is defined as (m − 1) n2 with m being the number of candidates and n the number of voters.
Plurality/Veto with runoff: We always have only two rounds. In the first round only the candidates
with the highest plurality/veto score proceed to the second round, except when there is a unique
winner in which case the candidates with the highest and second highest plurality/veto score
proceed to the next round. In the second round plurality/veto scores are used to determine the
winner(s).
Iterated plurality/veto: All candidates are eliminated that do not have the highest plurality/veto
score.
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Notice that in all iterative voting rules we eliminate all candidates if there is a tie in some round.
Sometimes a tie-breaking rule (e.g., a linear order over the candidates deciding which candidate is
eliminated first if a tie occurs) is used to break ties instead. Then, only one candidate is eliminated in
each round.
Lastly, we define the fallback voting rule which is a hybrid between positional scoring rules and
approval-based voting rules.
Fallback: Instead of linear orders we assume that voters’ preferences are given as a set of approved
candidates and disapproved candidates while the former set is ordered linearly as well. For
example, given a set of candidates {a, b, c, d, e} a voter might have the set {a, b, c} as approved
candidates, the set {d, e} as disapproved candidates, and orders the former set as b  c  a.
Then this voter’s vote would be written as b  c  a | {d, e}. We call a vote a level-i approval
for some candidate c if c is in the first i positions of the voter’s approved set of candidates.
Furthermore, we call a candidate a level-i winner if the candidate is in the first i positions of
approved sets of candidates in at least half of the voters’ preferences. Then, the fallback winners
are those candidates that are level-i winners for the smallest i and have the highest number of
level-i approvals. If there are no such candidates, then fallback chooses the candidates with the
most (overall) approvals as the winners.

Condorcet Extensions
The following voting rules rely on pairwise comparisons of the candidates. For an election (C,V ) and
two candidates c, d ∈ C, let N(C,V ) (c, d) be the number of voters whose preferences rank c in front of d.
Condorcet is one of the oldest and most prominent voting rules but has the downside that there may
not be a winner at all. Therefore, Copeland and maximin try to imitate Condorcet by always choosing
a Condorcet winner if there is one and provide a nonempty set of winners otherwise.
Condorcet: The Condorcet-winner is a candidate c who beats all other candidates in direct comparison (i.e., N(C,V ) (c, d) > N(C,V ) (d, c) for all candidates d ∈ C \ {c}).
Copeland: The Copelandα score with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and for a candidate c ∈ C is defined as

|{d ∈ C \ {c} | N(C,V ) (c, d) > N(C,V ) (d, c)}| + α|{d ∈ C \ {c} | N(C,V ) (c, d) = N(C,V ) (d, c)}|.
Intuitively, c gains a point for each candidate that c beats in direct comparison and α points for
each tie. Then, the Copelandα winners are the candidates with the highest Copelandα score.
Copelandα with α = 21 is referred to as Copeland.
Maximin: The maximin score of a candidate c is defined as mind∈C\{c} N(C,V ) (c, d). Then, the candidates with the highest maximin score are the winners.

Range Voting
For the last two voting rules we assume cardinal preferences. That means a voter’s preference is a
point vector v ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}m of size m and describes the amount of points a voter assigns to every
candidate. (We assume here that the candidates are ordered lexicographically such that the i-th component of the vector corresponds to the i-th candidate according to this ordering.) The number k is the
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maximum number of points a voter can give to a single candidate. For an election (C,V ), if k is fixed
and every voters gives at most k points to a candidate we call (C,V ) a k-range election. Note that in a
k-range election it is not required that all voters give 0 or k points to some candidate which in reality is
very unlikely as voters tend to maximize the points given to their favorite candidate and minimize the
points given to their most despised candidate. We will later see how votes are normalized to display
this behavior.
Range Voting: Given a k-range election, we simply sum up the points each candidate is given by
the voters and the candidates with the highest score are k-range voting winners. 1-range voting
is commonly known as approval voting.
Normalized Range Voting: Given a k-range election, we first normalize each voter’s point vector
as follows. For a candidate c ∈ C and a voter v ∈ V , let s be the points the candidate is given
by this voter and let smin and smax be the minimal and maximal points given to any candidate
min )
by this voter. Then, the normalized score that c is given by voter v is sk(s−s
. We can assume
max −smin
that smin and smax are not equal for otherwise the voter would be indifferent of every candidate.
Similarly to range voting, we will then sum up the normalized points for each candidate and the
candidates with the highest normalized score win.
For all of the voting rules above the outcome of an election can be computed in polynomial time.
Voting rules for which winner determination6 is NP-hard (e.g., Kemeny [94] and Dodgson [44]) will
not be discussed here but some of them will be defined later in the context of multiwinner elections.

Manipulating Elections
We will now explore how different actors in an election may be able to influence its outcome. We start
with insincere voters which is often known as strategic voting. Consider the following example.
Example 2.6 (Manipulation). Let C = {a, b, c, d} and consider the following four voters in V .
v1 : c  d  b  a

v2 : a  d  c  b
v3 : d  c  b  a

v4 : a  d  c  b
The Borda scores of the candidates in (C,V ) are as follows. Candidate a has 6 points, b has 2 points,
c has 7 points, and d has 9 points. So, d is the unique Borda-winner of the election. Now consider the
first voter v1 and assume that before she casts her vote she finds out how the other voters vote and that
together with her (honest) vote her favorite candidate c does not win. Then, she might be tempted to
change her vote to c  b  a  d which would lead to c being tied for the win together with a and d.
6 The

problem E -W INNER D ETERMINATION for a singlewinner voting rule E is defined by the input that consists of an
election (C,V ) and candidate c ∈ C and the question of whether c is an E -winner of (C,V ). On page 28 we will define
the problem for multiwinner voting rules as well, which is slightly different than this variant for singlewinner voting
rules.
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Strategic voting with only one manipulating voter is formalized as the E -M ANIPULATION problem
for some voting rule E which was first defined by Bartholdi, Tovey, and Trick [8] who studied the
complexity of this problem for various voting rules.
E -M ANIPULATION
Input:
Question:

An election (C,V ), an additional voter v (the strategic voter), and a distinguished candidate c.
Is there a vote that v can cast such that c is an E -winner of the election (C,V ∪ {v})?

Note that in contrast to Example 2.6 the honest vote of the strategic voter is not given in the input
and we simply ask if there is any vote v can cast so that c wins which might as well be her honest
vote. Example 2.6 illustrates that a voter can actually benefit from casting a strategic vote instead of
an honest one.
For most voting rules it seems that M ANIPULATION with only a single manipulator is easy since
Bartholdi, Tovey, and Trick [8] provided a simple greedy algorithm that solves M ANIPULATION for
many common voting rules. Surprisingly, they also found a natural voting rule for which M ANIP ULATION is NP-hard, namely second-level Copeland which is the Copeland voting rule with a tiebreaking mechanism. Later on, the NP-hardness of M ANIPULATION was also shown for Hare with
single-candidate elimination by Bartholdi and Orlin [7] and for a voting rule called Ranked Pairs by
Xia et al. [158].
If there is more than one strategic voter and they work together, this is called coalitional manipulation and was formalized by Conitzer, Sandholm, and Lang [36] for so-called weighted elections.
In a weighted election (C,V, w) in addition to the set of candidates C and the multiset of the voters’
preferences V we are given a weight function w : V → N that assigns every voter a positive integer.
Although elections with weighted votes are violating the democratic principle that all votes should
be weighted equal in many settings this is not the case. For example, the countries in the European
Union are weighted and in decision processes within a company the shareholders’ votes are weighted
depending on how many shares each shareholder holds. Up until now we have always assumed that
the manipulating actor has a favorite candidate that she wants to make a winner of the election but she
may also have a despised candidate which she wants to prevent from winning. Conitzer, Sandholm,
and Lang [36] described those two notions as constructive manipulation and destructive manipulation
letting them define the following decision problems as their central problems to study.
E -C ONSTRUCTIVE -C OALITIONAL -W EIGHTED -M ANIPULATION (E -CCWM)
Input:
Question:

A weighted election (C,V, w), a coalition of manipulators V 0 with weights w0 , and a distinguished candidate c.
Are there votes the manipulators in V 0 can cast such that c is an E -winner of the weighted
election (C,V ∪V 0 , w ∪ w0 )?

The destructive variant (E -DCWM) has the same input and asks whether there are votes the manipulators of V 0 can cast such that c is not an E -winner of the weighted election (C,V ∪V 0 , w ∪ w0 ). Those
two problems were studied for a variety of voting rules by Conitzer, Sandholm, and Lang [36] especially under the aspect of how many manipulators are needed until coalitional manipulation becomes
intractable for a voting rule. Continuing this line of research, Hemaspaandra and Hemaspaandra [82]
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settled the complexity of weighted manipulation for the class of all scoring rules by showing that
weighted manipulation is intractable for a scoring rule if and only if it satisfies the “diversity of dislike” property (i.e., the score value of the second best and worst candidate in a vote are different).
In contrast, much less is known of the unweighted variant (i.e., each weight is 1) of these problems:
Faliszewski, Hemaspaandra, and Schnoor [68] showed that coalitional manipulation is intractable
for Copeland voting while it is tractable with only one manipulator; Davies et al. [41] and Betzler,
Niedermeier, and Woeginger [16] independently showed that coalitional manipulation is intractable
for Borda; and other results were shown by Xia et al. [157, 158] and Narodytska and Walsh [116].

Electoral Control
Besides manipulation, Bartholdi, Tovey, and Trick initiated the study of electoral control in 1992 [10].
Instead of manipulation attempts by voters electoral control deals with election tampering attempts
by the election chair that organizes the election. The chair can influence the structural parts of the
election which is the set of candidates or the voters that participate in the election and might even be
able to influence the election process by holding subelections.

Example 2.7 (Electoral control). Consider the election of Example 2.6 again evaluated with Borda.
An election chair who would like c to win might choose to remove the candidate d from the election
which would change the original election as follows.
Original election ({a, b, c, d},V )

Controlled election ({a, b, c},V )

v1 : c  d  b  a

v1 : c  b  a

v2 : a  d  c  b
v3 : d  c  b  a
v4 : a  d  c  b

v2 : a  c  b

v3 : c  b  a

v4 : a  c  b

In the controlled election, a has 4 points, b has 2 points, and c has 6 points turning c into the unique
winner of the election while d won the original election uniquely.

Bartholdi, Tovey, and Trick [10] defined eleven different decision problems dealing with various kinds
of election tampering by the chair which were doubled to 22 problems by Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra, and Rothe [83] who defined the destructive variants of the original electoral control problems. The
problems concerned with altering the set of candidates and the multiset of voters’ preferences can be
conveniently combined to the following problem called multimode control problem which was first
defined by Faliszewski, Hemaspaandra, and Hemaspaandra [65].
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E -C ONSTRUCTIVE -M ULTIMODE -C ONTROL
Input:

Question:

An election (C ∪ D,V ∪W ) with C and D being disjoint sets of, respectively, registered and
unregistered candidates and V and W being disjoint multisets of, respectively, preferences
of registered and unregistered voters, four nonnegative integers `DC , `AC , `DV , and `AV , and
a distinguished candidate c ∈ C.
Are there subsets C0 ⊆ C \ {c}, D0 ⊆ D,V 0 ⊆ V , and W 0 ⊆ W with |C0 | ≤ `DC , |D0 | ≤
`AC , |V 0 | ≤ `DV , and |W 0 | ≤ `AV such that c is an E -winner of the election ((C \C0 ) ∪ D0 , (V \
V 0 ) ∪W 0 )?

Then, we obtain the special cases
E -Constructive-Control-by-Adding-Candidates (E -CCAC) by setting `DC = `AV = `DV = 0 and
W = 0;
/
E -Constructive-Control-by-Adding-an-Unlimited-Number-of-Candidates (E -CCAUC) by
setting `DC = `AV = `DV = 0, `AC = |D|, and W = 0;
/
E -Constructive-Control-by-Deleting-Candidates (E -CCDC) by setting `AC = `AV = `DV = 0
and D = W = 0;
/
E -Constructive-Control-by-Adding-Voters (E -CCAV) by setting `AC = `DC = `DV = 0 and D =
0;
/ and
E -Constructive-Control-by-Deleting-Voters (E -CCDV) by setting `AC = `DC = `AV = 0 and
D = W = 0.
/
We will study those problems for various voting rules in Chapter 4.
The second set of problems deals with partitioning the set of candidates or multiset of voters’ preferences. Then, one or two subelections are run before the overall winners are decided by a final
election with a reduced set of candidates. Note that in an election with a reduced set of candidates the
votes are always masked down to the participating candidates (see Example 2.8 below). Bartholdi,
Tovey, and Trick [10] also considered two notions of tie-breaking in the subelections. The first one
is called ties-promote (TP) in which all tied candidates proceed to the final and the second one is
called ties-eliminate (TE) in which only a unique winner of a subelection proceeds to final and all
candidates are eliminated if there is a tie for the win. We can now define the decision problems. Given
an election (C,V ) and a distinguished candidate c ∈ C, E -C ONSTRUCTIVE -C ONTROL - BY-RUNOFF PARTITION - OF -C ANDIDATES (E -CCRPC) asks whether we can partition C into two disjoint subsets C1 and C2 such that c is an E -winner of the two stage election in which the winners of the first
stage (sub)elections (C1 ,V ) and (C2 ,V ) (with either ties-eliminate or ties-promote tie-breaking) proceed to a second and final runoff election in which the overall winners are determined. Then, we
can define the following variants that have the same input as E -CCRPC but ask slightly different
questions.
• For E -C ONSTRUCTIVE -C ONTROL - BY-PARTITION - OF -C ANDIDATES (E -CCPC) we ask the
same question as for E -CCRPC except we only run one subelection in the first stage, (C1 ,V ),
and the candidates from C2 get a bye to the final election, and
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• E -C ONSTRUCTIVE -C ONTROL - BY-PARTITION - OF -VOTERS (E -CCPV) asks the question of
whether there is a partition of V into two disjoint subsets, V1 and V2 , such that c is an E -winner
of the two stage election in which the winners of the first stage (sub)elections (C,V1 ) and (C,V2 )
(with either ties-eliminate or ties-promote tie-breaking) proceed to a second and final runoff
election with all voters in V in which the overall winners are determined.
Again, we obtain the destructive versions of the above problems by asking if we can make sure that c
is not a winner of the election and replacing “Constructive” with “Destructive” in the problem names.
To indicate which tie-breaking mechanism is used, we append “TE” for ties-eliminate tie-breaking
or “TP” for ties-promote ties-breaking to the problem names. We illustrate how electoral control by
partitioning the set of candidates works with the following example.
Example 2.8 (Control by runoff partition of candidates). We will use ties-eliminate tie-breaking in
this example. Consider the election of Example 2.6 which d wins uniquely if the election is evaluated
by Borda. If we want do prevent d from winning (i.e., destructive control), we might choose to partition the candidate set C into C1 = {a, d} and C2 = {b, c}. Then the first stage contains the following
subelections with the votes being masked down to the respective reduced sets of candidates.
First subelection ({a, d},V )

Second subelection ({b, c},V )

v1 : d  a

v1 : c  b

v3 : d  a

v3 : c  b

v2 : a  d

v4 : a  d

v2 : c  b
v4 : c  b

If we again use Borda to evaluate the subelections, a and d tie for the win in the first subelection and
are eliminated due to ties-eliminate tie-breaking. Therefore, we have achieved our goal to prevent d
from winning. For completeness, c beats b in the second subelection and proceeds to the final election
which is won by c as well since she is the only candidate still standing.
In contrast to manipulation we might not be able to influence the election outcome by some type of
electoral control using some voting rule. For example, assume we try to make some candidate a winner
of an election evaluated with Condorcet by adding additional candidates. Then, either the candidate is
already a winner of the election or she is beaten by some candidate in pairwise comparison which we
cannot change by adding additional candidates to the election. In this case we would call the voting
rule immune against this type of electoral control. Otherwise we call the voting rule susceptible to
this type of electoral control and further investigate the computational complexity of the associated
decision problem. If we can show that the decision problem is solvable in polynomial time, we call
the voting rule vulnerable to this type of electoral control or if we can show that the decision problem
is NP-hard, we call the voting rule resistant against this type of electoral control.
Electoral control has since been studied extensively for a variety of voting rules [56, 59, 66, 108,
109, 114, 127]. Currently, the voting rules with the most resistances against electoral control types
are fallback (see the work of Erdélyi et al. [56]) and normalized range voting (see the work of Menton [114]) who are only vulnerable to two of the 22 types. Although Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra,
and Rothe [84] constructed a hybrid voting rule that is resistant against all types while still being
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computationally easy to compute there is still no “natural” voting rule that is resistant to all 22 types.
In Section 3 we will continue the study of classical types of electoral control for the Borda Count.
Another type of electoral control that was not part of the set of classical control types but related to
control by adding candidates is control by cloning of candidates. The notion of cloning candidates in
elections was first studied by Tideman [150] as the so-called independence of clones property of voting
rules and was later formalized as a decision problem by Elkind, Faliszewski, and Slinko [53]. They
defined the action of cloning candidates as a size-m vector of nonnegative integers (k1 , . . . , km ) with
m being the number of candidates and some arbitrary (e.g., lexicographic) ordering of the candidates.
Each entry ki , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, in the vector with ki > 0 means that the i-th candidate of the election is
(1)
(k )
replaced by ki clones ci , . . . , ci i . If ki = 0 for some i with 1 ≤ i ≤ m, then ci stays in the election
and no clone for this candidate is added. Notice that this definition of cloning candidates is slightly
different than in the work of Elkind, Faliszewski, and Slinko [53] in that we allow candidates to
not be cloned (Elkind, Faliszewski, and Slinko [53] replace every candidate by at least one clone)
which seems more natural and does not restrict the model. Given an election E = (C,V ) with C =
{c1 , . . . , cm } and a vector K = (k1 , . . . , km ) of nonnegative integers, a cloned election E ∗ = (C∗ ,V ∗ )
via K is derived from E by the set of candidates
!
!
C∗ = C \

[

{ci }

ki ∈K,ki >0

∪

[

(1)

(k )

{ci , . . . , ci i }

ki ∈K,ki >0

and for every vote v j ∈ V there is a vote v∗j ∈ V ∗ which is a (complete) linear order over C∗ such that
for every pair of candidates ci , c j ∈ C it holds for v j that ci  c j if and only if c0i  c0j in v∗j with c0i = ci if
(1)

(k )

(1)

(k )

ki = 0 or for every c0i ∈ {ci , . . . , ci i } otherwise, and c0j = c j if k j = 0 or for every c0j ∈ {c j , . . . , c j j }
otherwise. We illustrate the notion of cloned elections with the following example.

Example 2.9 (Cloned elections). Let E = (C,V ) be an election with C = {c1 , c2 , c3 } and V consisting
of two voters with preferences v1 : c1  c2  c3 and v2 : c2  c1  c3 . Consider the vector K = (0, 2, 0)
(1)
(2)
which means that c1 and c3 remain in the election but c2 is replaced by two clones c2 and c2 yielding
(1) (2)
(1)
(1)
(2)
C∗ = {c1 , c2 , c2 , c3 }. Regarding the voters, v1 might be extended to v1 : c1  c2  c2  c3 or
(2)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(1)
v1 : c1  c2  c2  c3 and v2 to v2 : c2  c2  c1  c3 or v2 : c2  c2  c1  c3 . Thus, there
(1) (1)
(1) (2)
(2) (1)
are four possible cloned elections of E via K (i.e., (C∗ , {v1 , v2 }), (C∗ , {v1 , v2 }), (C∗ , {v1 , v2 }),
(2) (2)
and (C∗ , {v1 , v2 }) ).
Notice that there are several possible cloned elections depending on how the clones of a single candidate are ordered against each other. Therefore, the following decision problem is defined for some
q ∈ {0+ } ∪ (0, 1] that describes the probability of success that we need to reach. That means that q is
the fraction of all possible cloned elections in which the distinguished candidate needs to be a winner.
The special case q = 0+ means that we need only one cloned election in which the distinguished candidate is a winner in order to be successful. To decide to what degree we can clone candidates we are
given a cost function ρ : [m] × [t] → N ∪ {+∞} for some integer t > 1. Then, ρ(i, j) defines the cost
of adding the jth clone of the ith candidate to the election. Since adding the first clone of a candidate
only replaces the original candidate we require ρ(i, 1) = 0 for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
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E -q-C LONING
Input:

An election (C,V ), a distinguished candidate c ∈ C, a positive integer t > 1, a cost function
ρ : [m] × [t] → N ∪ {+∞}, and a budget B.

Question:

Is there a vector of nonnegative integers K = (k1 , . . . , km ) with ∑ ∑ ρ(i, j) ≤ B such that c

ki

ki ∈K j=2

(or some clone of c) is an E -winner of a cloned election of (C,V ) via K with probability q?

Elkind, Faliszewski, and Slinko [53] also considered two special cases with the cost functions that
have ρ(i, j) = 0 for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and j ∈ N which is called Z ERO C OST (ZC) and ρ(i, j) = 1 for
all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m and j ≥ 2 which is called U NIT C OST (UC).

Bribery
In contrast to manipulation and electoral control, the notion of bribery was introduced to computational social choice only much later by Faliszewski, Hemaspaandra, and Hemaspaandra [63]. Bribery
assumes that there is an outside agent that tries to influence an election by bribing the voters to change
their vote to the outside agent’s preference.
Example 2.10 (Bribery). Again, consider the election of Example 2.6 evaluated with Borda. If we
want the candidate c to be the winner, we can bribe the second voter to change her vote to c  a  d  b
which would lead to c scoring 9 points while d scores 8 points, a scores 5 points, and b scores 3 points.
Similarly to the previous section we will define a very general bribery problem (see the book chapter
by Faliszewski and Rothe [70]) that captures the different flavors of bribery by Faliszewski, Hemaspaandra, and Hemaspaandra [63] and by Elkind, Faliszewski, and Slinko [52].
E -C ONSTRUCTIVE -P RICED -B RIBERY
Input:
Question:

An election (C,V ) with m candidates and n voters, a list of price functions (ρ1 , . . . , ρn ) such
that for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and each possible linear order υ over C, ρi (υ) is the price to pay
so that voter i changes her vote to υ, a distinguished candidate c, and a positive integer B.
Can we bribe the voters in V with a budget of B such that c becomes an E -winner of the
resulting election?

Then, we can define the other bribery problems by restricting the range of price functions the voters
may have. The problems E -C ONSTRUCTIVE -B RIBERY and E -C ONSTRUCTIVE -$B RIBERY defined
by Faliszewski, Hemaspaandra, and Hemaspaandra [63] have so-called discrete and $discrete price
functions, respectively. We call a price function ρi discrete if ρi (υi ) = 0 with υi being the preference
order of voter i and ρi (υ) = 1 for every preference order υ 6= υi (intuitively, the briber pays nothing
for not bribing and can freely change the preference of a voter for unit cost). A $discrete price
function ρi is defined similarly except that we have ρi (υ) = ci for every preference order υ 6= υi with
ci being some constant (i.e., the price of voter i to be bribed which may vary for different voters).
The third type of price functions are swap-bribery price functions which were first introduced by
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Faliszewski et al. [66] for irrational voters7 and later studied by Elkind, Faliszewski, and Slinko [52]
for voters with linear preference orders. Formally, a swap-bribery price function ρi is defined by a
{x,y}
constant ci
for each pair of candidates x, y ∈ C such that for each preference order υ, ρi (υ) is
{x,y}
the sum of all constants ci
for which the candidates x, y ∈ C are in opposite order in υ and υi ,
the preference order of voter i (intuitively, the briber pays a voter to swap two candidates in her
preference order). S WAP -B RIBERY turned out to be NP-hard for most of the voting rules considered
by Elkind, Faliszewski, and Slinko [52] so they also studied a natural special case called shift bribery.
For E -S HIFT-B RIBERY swap-bribery price functions are used with the restriction that for each pair of
{x,y}
candidates x, y ∈ C \ {c}, with c being the distinguished candidate, we have ci
= B + 1 (intuitively,
the briber can only shift the distinguished candidate forwards or backwards in the voters’ preference
orders). Swap bribery and shift bribery have natural applications in practice as they model campaign
management. A campaign manager for a specific candidate might try to improve her candidate’s
chances of winning by running ads that target specific groups of voters and make them change their
opinion of the ordering of candidates. Shift bribery models a more ethical approach to campaign
management as only the position of the distinguished candidate (i.e., the candidate for which the
campaign is managed) may be altered by campaign management actions such as ads. Due to this
very natural application, shift bribery has been thoroughly studied since its introduction. Schlotter,
Faliszewski, and Elkind [143] studied shift bribery for approval-like voting rules; Bredereck et al. [24]
studied shift bribery for several classes of price functions; Kaczmarczyk and Faliszewski [92] studied
destructive shift bribery; Bredereck et al. [29] studied shift bribery in the context of multiwinner
elections; and Bredereck et al. [28] studied a combinatorial variant of shift bribery in which one bribe
action causes changes to the preferences of multiple voters. In Section 6 we will extend the study of
shift bribery to the iterative voting rules defined above.
Each of the above bribery problems can also be defined for (a) weighted elections which will be
denoted by adding “Weighted” to the problem names and (b) with a destructive goal which will be
denoted by replacing “Constructive” with “Destructive” in the problem names. Destructive bribery is
especially interesting as it can measure the robustness of an election result (see the work of Xia [104]
for a more detailed discussion): If the winner of an election can be dethroned by only a few changes
to the election, the current winner might be wrong due to vote counting errors or even raise the
suspicion of election manipulation. The robustness of election results (in the context of multiwinner
elections) was also studied by Bredereck et al. [27] although their method of investigating robustness
is not directly related to bribery. Furthermore, Dey, Misra, and Narahari [125] studied frugal bribery
in which a voter can only be bribed if the change to her vote improves the election result for this
voter with respect to her preference; Faliszewski [62] studied so-called nonuniform bribery which is
a model of bribery for (k, b)-elections which is a special type of elections in which voters submit their
preferences by allocating k points to the candidates while never giving a candidate more than b points;
and Erdélyi, Hemaspaandra, and Hemaspaandra [57] studied bribery under the assumption that the
voting rule used to evaluate the election is not fixed, i.e., there is uncertainty about which voting rule
is used.
Notice that in all decision problems that we have defined above the goal is to make the distinguished
candidate a winner of the election which means that the distinguished candidate does not need to beat
every candidate but at least tie them. This is called the nonunique-winner model. In contrast, we can
ask for the distinguished candidate to be the unique winner which is then called the unique-winner
7 In

contrast to (rational) voters having linear preference orders, an irrational voters may have cycles in her preference
order. For example, given a set of three candidates {a, b, c} an irrational voter may prefer a to b, b to c, and c to a.
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model. The former is more common in the computational social choice literature which is why we use
this winner model as well. We will later see that the choice of the winner model is not only a matter
of taste but there might even be a change in complexity for some decision problems when the winner
model is changed.

Possible and Necessary Winners
Up until now we required the voters to have complete preferences over the candidates. In practice, this
is very rarely the case: The ballots of voters are kept secret until the election is over and some voting
rules, such as plurality, do not require complete preferences. Moreover, complete preferences might
not even be desirable: Does a voter really know who she prefers of every pair of candidates or are most
of them simply ordered randomly or, even worse, lexicographically? Regarding “unrealistic” complete
preferences, one could argue that if some type of election tampering is hard with full information, it
is at least as hard with only partial information. Still, it makes sense to study elections with partial
information.
We can define partial preferences from complete preferences by dropping the completeness property
(i.e., a partial preference is a linear order over the candidates that is transitive and antisymmetric).
Usually, a partial preference is defined by a set of pairwise comparisons of the form ci  c j . Then, a
partial preference profile is a multiset of the voters’ partial preferences. A complete preference v0 over
a set of candidates C extends a partial preference v over C if for all ci , c j ∈ C it holds that if ci  c j in v,
then ci  c j in v0 . We call a multiset of complete preferences {v01 , . . . , v0n } an extension of a multiset of
partial preferences {v1 , . . . , vn } if for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, v0i extends vi .
We can now define the E -P OSSIBLE -W INNER and E -N ECESSARY-W INNER problems introduced by
Konczak and Lang [97].
E -P OSSIBLE -W INNER
Input:
Question:

An election (C,V ) with a set of candidates C and a partial preference profile V and a distinguished candidate c.
Is there an extension V 0 of V to complete preferences such that c is an E -winner of the
election (C,V 0 )?

E -N ECESSARY-W INNER is defined similarly but we ask whether c is an E -winner of the election (C,V 0 ) for all extensions V 0 of V .
Both problems were further studied by Xia and Conitzer [156], Walsh [153], Pini et al. [130], Betzler, Hemmann, and Niedermeier [15], Betzler and Dorn [14], and Baumeister and Rothe [12]. Interestingly, E -Possible-Winner generalizes the E -C ONSTRUCTIVE -C OALITIONAL -M ANIPULATION
problem [97] and is itself a special case of E -S WAP -B RIBERY [52].

Electoral Control in Sequential Elections
Another partial information model was introduced and studied by Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra, and
Rothe [85, 86, 87, 88] in a series of papers concerning different kinds of election tampering attempts in
sequential elections. We will define the so-called online models for electoral control [86, 87] in detail
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and refer to the corresponding papers for the online models for manipulation [85] and bribery [88].
Later in Section 3 we will study the online models for electoral control for the Borda Count.
Online candidate control [86] models voting scenarios in which the candidates are added to the
election (and evaluated against the already participating candidates by the voters) one after the other
and the election chair may decide, only at the moment a candidate appears and never after that, to
exert a control action (such as adding or deleting) on this candidate. The corresponding online control
problems online constructive control by deleting candidates for a voting rule E (online-E -CCDC),
online constructive control by adding candidates for a voting rule E (online-E -CCAC) and their
destructive variants online-E -DCDC and online-E -DCAC capture such a moment of decision for the
election chair. For online-E -CCDC we are given the set of candidates C, the set of voters V (note
that only in this section the voters’ preferences are given separately later as they are not complete over
the set of candidates), the election chair’s ideal ranking σ over the candidates, the election chair’s
distinguished candidate d ∈ C, an order of the candidates describing in which order they appear in the
election with a flag for each candidate saying who the current candidate is and which of the already
revealed candidates were deleted, the voters’ preferences over the still standing (i.e., already revealed
but not deleted) candidates including the current candidate, and the number of deletions k that the
election chair has left to use. Then we ask whether the election chair can make a decision about the
current candidate (whether to delete her if possible or not) so that the chair has a forced win by which
we mean that no matter what happens in the future (i.e., how not yet revealed candidates appear in the
voters’ preferences) the chair can make decisions on later revealed candidates with the information
available at the time such that the distinguished candidate d or some candidate ranked higher than
d according to the chair’s ranking σ is an E -winner of the election in which only the not-deleted
candidates participate.
The following example illustrates how a moment of decision and a forced win work for online-E CCDC.
Example 2.11 (Online control by deleting candidates). In this example we will use plurality as the
voting rule. Consider the following instance of online-E -CCDC.
• Let C = {a, c, d, e} and V = {v1 , v2 }.
• The chair’s ranking is d  a  b  c.
• The distinguished candidate is d (i.e., the chair succeeds only if d wins).
• The candidates’ order of appearance is d a b c.
• No candidate has been deleted as of yet and the current candidate is a (i.e., d and a are already
revealed).
• The voters preferences are v1 : d  a and v2 : a  d (note that b and c have not shown up yet
and are therefore not included in the preferences).
• Finally, k = 2.
Now the chair has to decide whether the current candidate a must be removed or not in order to have a
forced win (i.e., no matter how the not yet revealed candidates b and c appear in the voters’ preferences
there exist decisions about b and c such that d wins). Notice that if the chair decides to remove a,
then there is only one removal left so either b or c must remain in the election. In the worst case the
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candidate that cannot be deleted will be ranked above d in both preferences and therefore beats d. So,
by removing a the chair does not have a forced win. If the chair decides to leave a in the election,
both b and c can be removed from the election later so no matter how they actually appear in the
preferences at future moments of decision they will not appear in the preferences after all candidates
have been revealed. Since d wins the election ({a, d},V ), the chair has a forced win by not deleting a.
For online-E -CCAC the input changes slightly: We now have a set of registered candidates that are
certainly part of the election and a disjoint set of unregistered candidates that may be added to the
election only at the moment of decision when such a candidate is revealed. The order of appearance
of candidates is over the union of both sets and the rest stays the same (the flag for a candidate now
indicates whether an already revealed, unregistered candidate has been added to the election by the
election chair and the deletion limit k is now an addition limit).
For the destructive variants, online-E -DCDC and online-E -DCAC, the chair’s goal is to make sure
none of the candidates d or worse in their ideal ranking win after all decisions have been made.
Regarding online-E -DCDC the election chair might try to delete all candidates d or worse to win
trivially so Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra, and Rothe [86] proposed two approaches to prevent this
behavior. The first one is called the non-hand-tied chair model and lets the chair delete some but
never all candidates d or worse. In contrast the hand-tied chair model prevents the election chair from
deleting any candidates d or worse.
The online voter control model [87] assumes that the set of candidates that are part of the election
is fixed but now the voters are revealed sequentially (with preferences over the full set of candidates)
and susceptible to control actions by the election chair, again, only at the moment they are revealed.
Before we define the control problems that were introduced by Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra, and
Rothe [87] we define the general information that all of them have in common namely an online voter
control setting (OVCS) given by (C, u,V, σ , d) which contains the candidate set C, the current voter u,
an election snapshot V = (V<u , u,Vu< ) with V<u being the set of voters that were revealed before u
and Vu< being the set of not-yet-revealed voters, the election chair’s ideal ranking σ of the candidates,
and a distinguished candidate d. Note that V<u and u have already cast their votes so their preference
orders are known but V<u only specifies the order in which the not-yet-revealed voters cast their votes.
Then, the question is whether the election chair can make a decision about the current voter (whether
to exert the control action at hand if possible or not) to have a forced win (i.e., the election chair
can reach their—constructive or destructive—goal by making future decisions about not-yet-revealed
candidates with the—up to each point of decision—revealed information). As before, the constructive
goal of the chair is to make the candidate d or some candidate that is ranked higher than d in their
ideal ranking a winner of the election after all voters have shown up and all decisions about the voters
have been made, and the destructive goal aims to prevent all candidates d or worse in the chair’s ideal
ranking from winning.
For online control by deleting voters (i.e., the problems online-E-CCDV and online-E-DCDV) in
addition to an OVCS we are given a nonnegative integer k (the number of deletions the election chair
has left to use) and for each voter of V<u a flag that says whether the voter was deleted or not. The
election after the voting process includes all voters that were not deleted by the election chair.
For online control by adding voters (i.e., the problems online-E-CCAV and online-E-DCAV) the
OVCS is, again, augmented by a nonnegative integer k which is the limit of additions the election
chair may use and for each voter there is a flag that indicates whether the voter is unregistered (i.e.,
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the chair can choose to add her or not) or registered (i.e., the voter is definitely in the election) and
for each voter in V<u there is another flag indicating whether this voter was added to the election. The
election after all voters have shown up then includes the registered voters and all unregistered voters
that have been added by the election chair.
Lastly, for online control by partition of voters (i.e., the decision problems online-E-CCPV and
online-E-DCPV) the chair partitions the set of voters by assigning each voter to the left or the right
part of the partition after they are revealed. Then, after all voters have been revealed the election
proceeds in two stages in which the winners of two subelections with each part of the partition determine the overall winners in a final runoff election with all voters. So, in addition to an OVCS we are
given a flag for every voter in V<u that indicates whether a voter was assigned to the left part or the
right part of the partition. Similarly to the classical control by partition problems we adopt either the
ties-promote model or the ties-eliminate model to decide whether, respectively, all candidates or none
of the candidates that are tied for the win in a subelection proceed.

Multiwinner Voting
Another branch of the computational social choice landscape is concerned with elections that have
a fixed-sized set of candidates—a committee—as the election outcome. This type of elections are
known as multiwinner elections (in the literature they are also sometimes called committee elections).
The notion of multiwinner elections and committees was implicitly introduced by Fishburn [75] in
the context of so-called choice functions although the committee size was not fixed then. Debord [43]
and Felsenthal and Maoz [74] later introduced k-choice functions which always output a size-k committee.
In comparison to singlewinner elections, in which the most popular candidate should be the winner,
for multiwinner elections there are several approaches of which committee might be considered the
“best” winning committee for a given election. Depending on the specific application of multiwinner
elections the properties a winning committee should have change fundamentally. Elkind et al. [51]
distinguish between three kinds of multiwinner elections:
Excellence-Based Elections: (Used for short-listing candidates for awards or job positions.) The
winning committee should contain the most popular or highest-rated candidates.
Selecting a Diverse Committee: (Used for choosing items to display on a storefront or offer to
a group of people.) The chosen candidates should be as diverse as possible.
Proportional Representation: (Used for parliamentary elections.) We seek to choose candidates
such that the different views of the voters are represented proportionally in the committee.
Under those aspects we must choose a (multiwinner) voting rule that delivers an appropriate committee for a given application. Categorizing and analyzing multiwinner voting rules under those aspects to be able to choose the right voting rule for the right task has been given much attention (see,
e.g., the work of Elkind et al. [51], Aziz et al. [3], Kilgour, Brams, and Sanver [96], Faliszewski et
al. [72], Skowron, Faliszewski, and Lang [146], and Skowron, Faliszewski, and Slinko [147]). Interestingly, an impossibility theorem similar to that of Gibbard and Satterthwaite for singlewinner voting
rules [78, 142] can be formulated for multiwinner voting rules as well: Peters [129] showed that
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no multiwinner voting rule can simultaneously satisfy a weak proportionality property8 and a weak
form of strategy-proofness. Multiwinner voting rules usually fall into one of three categories: Committee Scoring Rules [147], in which voters’ preferences are given as linear orders, Approval-Based
Counting Rules [95], in which voters submit a subset of approved candidates, and Condorcet-Inspired
Rules [4, 144]. We focus on multiwinner voting rules of the first category and refer to the corresponding literature for definitions of the other two.
Formally, a multiwinner election (C,V, k) is defined by a (singlewinner) election (C,V ) with the set
of m candidates C and the preference profile V of n voters augmented with a nonnegative integer k
which is the size of the committee that we seek to elect. Given the committee size k, a multiwinner
voting rule E is a function mapping each multiwinner election (C,V, k) to a nonempty family of size-k
subsets of C, the winning committees of (C,V, k) under E . We will now define the multiwinner voting
rules that we focus on.
n
Single transferable vote (STV): Given the quota q = b k+1
c + 1, we choose candidates for a winning committee iteratively as follows. We compute plurality scores and if some candidate
reaches the quota, we add her to the committee and remove q voters that vote for her. If no
candidate reaches the quota, we remove the candidate with the lowest plurality score from the
election (i.e., we remove her from all preference orders in the preference profile and the voters voting for this candidate now transfer their vote to the second highest candidate in their
preference order).

An important issue is how ties are handled especially since we might need to break ties between
voters in cases when a candidate has more than q voters voting for him but only q of them
are removed. Conitzer, Rognlie, and Xia [34] devised a very fair tie-breaking scheme called
parallel-universes tiebreaking (PUT) for which a committee is winning under STV if there
exists a series of choices, breaking ties, such that the candidates of the committee are chosen
by using STV. Sadly, using this tie-breaking method makes determining whether a committee
is winning (see the corresponding decision problem below) intractable [34].
Single nontransferable vote (SNTV): Choose k candidates with highest 1-approval score.
Bloc: Choose k candidates with highest k-approval score.
k-Borda: Choose k candidates with highest Borda score.
E -Chamberlin–Courant (E -CC): Given a scoring rule E , each committee is assigned a score by
each voter that is the score under scoring rule E that the highest-ranked member of the committee in the voter’s preference order would receive from the voter. The committee(s) with the
highest overall score, summed up over all voters, are winning. We focus on k-approval-CC
and Borda-CC which use k-approval and Borda scores, respectively.
For all E -CC rules, the winner determination problem (defined below) is intractable [103, 132]
but it is in FPT if parameterized by the number of candidates or voters [17].
Regarding computational considerations a central problem is the winner determination problem which
was studied for various multiwinner voting rules by Aziz et al. [5], Procaccia, Rosenschein, and
Zohar [131] and Baumeister, Dennisen, and Rey [40].
8 Proportionality for multiwinner voting rules roughly means that a produced winning committee must represent the voters’

preferences proportionally.
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Chapter 2 Background
E -W INNER D ETERMINATION
Input:
Question:

A multiwinner election (C,V, k) and a size-k committee C0 ⊆ C.
Is C0 a winning committee of (C,V, k) under E ?

The study of election tampering attempts in multiwinner elections was initiated by Meir et al. [113]
focusing on strategic voting and proceeded by Aziz et al. [5], Obraztsova, Zick, and Elkind [123],
and Baumeister, Dennisen, and Rey [40]. Bredereck et al. [27, 29] and Faliszewski et al. [73] studied
bribery in multiwinner elections. In Section 5 we will extend the model of electoral control by cloning
candidates for singlewinner elections that was introduced above to the multiwinner setting and study
it for the multiwinner voting rules above.
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C HAPTER 3
C ONTROL C OMPLEXITY IN B ORDA
E LECTIONS : S OLVING A LL O PEN C ASES OF
O FFLINE C ONTROL AND S OME C ASES OF
O NLINE C ONTROL

3.1 Summary
The Borda Count is one of the most important voting rules which finds applications not only in voting
settings but also can be used for the allocation of indivisible goods [21] (for a thorough introduction to
the field of fair division see, e.g., the book chapter by Lang and Rothe [100]) and hedonic games [138]
(an introduction to hedonic games can be found in, e.g., the book chapter by Elkind and Rothe [54]).
We first survey recent research in all three fields relating to Borda.
Then, we study electoral control for Borda. Especially the electoral control problems involving partitioning the set of candidates or voters were largely unexplored for Borda: Out of the twelve cases
only one case (namely, Borda-DCPV-TE) was solved by Russel [140]. In particular, we solve all open
cases of classical electoral control introduced by Bartholdi, Tovey, and Trick [10] and Hemaspaandra,
Hemaspaandra, and Rothe [83] for Borda showing that Borda is resistant to all cases of constructive
control and vulnerable to all but three cases of destructive control. We obtain our results for both winner models and also found two of the rare cases, namely destructive control by partition and by run-off
partition of candidates with ties-promote tie-breaking, for which the complexity changes depending
on which winner model is assumed.
Lastly, we study the model of online control, which was introduced by Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra, and Rothe [86, 87], showing that Borda is vulnerable against constructive and destructive online
control by adding or deleting candidates and resistant against all types of online voter control (to be
precise, we show coNP-hardness results for all cases).

3.2 Publication – Neveling and Rothe [120]
M. Neveling and J. Rothe. Control complexity in Borda elections: Solving all open cases of offline
control and some cases of online control. Artificial Intelligence, 298:103508, 2021.
Preliminary versions of this paper were published in the proceedings of the 31st and the 33rd AAAI
Conference on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI’17 and AAAI’19, see [118, 137]) and of the 18th Italian
Conference on Theoretical Computer Science (ICTCS’17, see [117]).
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3.3 Personal Contribution
The writing was done jointly with Jörg Rothe. All technical results are my contribution. Parts of this
work already appeared in my Bachelor’s and Master’s Thesis. Specifically, Theorem 1 was part of my
Bachelor’s Thesis and Theorem 3, 10 and 13 were in my Master’s Thesis.
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a b s t r a c t
Borda Count is one of the earliest and most important voting rules and has been central
to many applications in artiﬁcial intelligence. We study the problem of control in Borda
elections where an election chair seeks to either make a designated candidate win
(constructive case), or prevent her from winning (destructive case), via actions such as
adding, deleting, or partitioning either candidates or voters. These scenarios have been
studied for many voting rules and the related control problems have been classiﬁed in
terms of their computational complexity. However, for one of the most prominent natural
voting rules, the Borda Count, complexity results have been known for only half of these
cases until recently. We settle the complexity for all missing cases, focusing on the uniquewinner model. We also exhibit two of the very rare cases where the complexity of
control problems differs depending on the winner model chosen: For destructive control
by partition and by run-off partition of candidates when ties promote, Borda is resistant in
the unique-winner model (i.e., these two control problems are NP-hard), yet is vulnerable
in the nonunique-winner model (i.e., one can decide in polynomial time whether control
is possible). Finally, we turn to the model of online control in sequential elections that
was recently proposed by Hemaspaandra et al. [62,61]. We show that sequential Borda
elections are vulnerable to constructive and destructive online control by adding or deleting
candidates, whereas we obtain coNP-hardness results for all types of online voter control
in sequential Borda elections.
© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
More than 230 years ago, Borda [15] proposed one of the most important and inﬂuential voting rules up to date. It
is simple and strikingly elegant: When there are m candidates, the voters rank them by a linear order according to their
preferences; a candidate in ith position of a voter’s ranking scores m − i points; and the candidates with the most points
win.
Borda and its modiﬁcations have been widely used in political elections (e.g., in Slovenia or to elect the leader of the
Irish Green Party) or by academic institutions. For instance, the French Academy of Sciences adopted this rule to elect its

✩
This paper combines and extends a series of previous papers that appeared in the proceedings of the 31st and the 33rd AAAI Conference on Artiﬁcial
Intelligence (AAAI’17 and AAAI’19, see [80,91]) and of the 18th Italian Conference on Theoretical Computer Science (ICTCS’17, see [79]) and were presented at
the 7th International Workshop on Computational Social Choice (COMSOC’18, with nonarchival proceedings).
Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: marc.neveling@hhu.de (M. Neveling), rothe@hhu.de (J. Rothe).
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members for about two decades in the 18th century. The debates between the Chevalier de Borda and the Marquis de
Condorcet, both members of this Academy, about whose voting method is better are legendary. Social choice theorists have
continued to ﬁercely dispute this question up to now; for example, Saari [95,96] champions Borda, a view that Risse [89]
strongly disagrees with. Our goal, however, is not a social-choice-theoretic treatise of Borda compared with other voting
rules1 ; rather, our goal is to present recent advances related to Borda within the ﬁeld of computational social choice as
a subarea of collective decision making. To provide some motivation of our work, let us start by giving an overview of
some of the most exciting related work in computational social choice—having evolved to become an established subarea of
distributed AI and multiagent systems—during the last decades. In particular, we will present the standard attacks that have
been proposed within computational social choice to model strategic behavior in voting, such as manipulation, control, and
bribery attacks of various types.
1.1. Motivation and related work
Some of the most exciting work in computational social choice of the previous decades is the study of strategic behavior
in voting, and how computational complexity can be used as a barrier against such attacks that aim at inﬂuencing the
outcome of an election (notwithstanding the well-known and intensively debated limitations of worst-case complexity in
this regard, as surveyed by Rothe and Schend [93]). Three basic attack types are distinguished in the literature: manipulation,
control, and bribery. While we will focus on Borda’s voting rule to illustrate such attacks and to discuss how resistant Borda
is to them in terms of computational complexity, we will also mention in passing some related results for other voting rules.
For a comprehensive overview of related results, we refer to the book chapters and surveys by Conitzer and Walsh [25],
Faliszewski et al. [50,42,45,48], Baumeister et al. [11,9], and Chevaleyre et al. [23].
1.1.1. Manipulation in Borda elections
Consider the following example.
Example 1. Suppose we are given an election (C , V ) with ﬁve candidates, C = {a, b, c , d, e }, and the following list of ﬁve
votes in V , each cast by an honest voter:

v1 : d
v3 : d
v5 : c

c
b
b

a e b
e a c
d a e

v2 : d
v4 : e

c
c

b
b

a e
a d

where a vote like v 1 ’s (d c a e b) means that v 1 prefers d to c, c to a, etc. Using Borda in (C , V ), a scores 6 points, b 10
points, c 13 points, d 14 points, and e 7 points, so d alone wins. Now suppose that an insincere voter, v 6 whose truthful
vote is c d b a e, joins the election. Knowing the other voters’ preferences, however, v 6 strategically casts the vote c a e b d,
so c alone wins the election (C , V ∪ { v 6 }) with a score of 17, while a, b, d, and e now have 9, 11, 14, and 9 points,
respectively. (Casting v 6 ’s truthful vote would have made both c and d win the election with 17 points, but v 6 wants to
make sure that her favorite candidate c is the only winner.) Thus v 6 has successfully manipulated the election.
Motivated by a famous result of Gibbard [53] and Satterthwaite [97] (which, roughly speaking, says that every reasonable voting rule is manipulable), Bartholdi et al. [6] proposed to use computational complexity to prevent manipulation
from happening or being successful. They deﬁned the constructive manipulation problem (CM): Given an election (C , V ), a
distinguished candidate c ∈ C , and a strategic voter s,2 is it possible for s to cast a vote such that c is the winner of the
election (C , V ∪ {s})? For Borda, though, they showed that this problem is easy to solve: A simple greedy algorithm solves
CM for Borda in polynomial time. In fact, this greedy algorithm works for every voting rule that can be represented by a
scoring function that is both responsive (i.e., candidates with the highest score win) and monotonic (i.e., moving a candidate
to a better position in a preference ranking cannot result in this candidate scoring fewer points). On the other hand, they
showed that another voting rule, “second-order Copeland,” resists manipulation in the sense that CM for it is NP-complete.
Bartholdi and Orlin [5] established that for the voting rule STV (“single transferable vote”) CM is NP-complete as well.3
Conitzer et al. [24] generalize CM in two ways: First, they allow voters to be weighted and, second, they consider coalitions of manipulators, leading to the constructive coalitional weighted manipulation problem (CCWM), where the weights and
preferences of the honest voters but only the manipulators’ weights are given (and the manipulators are free to choose
their preferences strategically). For instance, suppose that, in the election from Example 1, v 1 , . . . , v 4 are honest voters
with weight 2 each, whereas v 5 and v 6 both have weight 1 and form a coalition of manipulators who wish to make their
favorite candidate, c, win. Casting their truthful votes, c b d a e for v 5 and c d b a e for v 6 , would result in d (with 29
points) beating c (with 26 points) and also a, b, and e (with even fewer points). But if v 5 and v 6 cast strategic votes (e.g.,

1
For more details about the social-choice-theoretic properties of Borda and other voting rules, we refer to the recent book chapters by Zwicker [102]
and Baumeister and Rothe [11].
2
We often use “voter” and “vote” synonymously, i.e., we often identify a voter s with the vote cast by s.
3
Rothe and Schend [93] note that the reduction of Bartholdi and Orlin [5] is slightly ﬂawed but can be easily ﬁxed.
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both c a b e d), they would make c (still with a score of 26 points, but d now scoring only 24 points and a, b, and e even
less) the Borda winner of the election.
Conitzer et al. [24] show that CCWM is (weakly) NP-complete for Borda even when there are only three candidates
(and is in P for up to two candidates). Similar results for CCWM have been obtained for many other voting rules, such as
plurality, veto, Copeland, maximin, and STV [24], Baldwin’s and Nanson’s variants of Borda [28] that we will again consider
later on in Section 1.1.4, plurality with run-off and veto with run-off [40], and Bucklin and fallback voting [49] (we omit
deﬁning all these rules explicitly here, but refer to the book chapters by Conitzer and Walsh [25] and Baumeister and
Rothe [11]). An interesting special case occurs for the Copeland rule4 with three candidates: While CCWM for it is in P for
the unique-winner model (which requires the distinguished candidate c to be the only winner for the manipulation attack
to be successful), Faliszewski et al. [47] show that this problem is NP-complete in the nonunique-winner model (where the
manipulation attack is considered successful even if c is one among several winners). The known complexity results for
CCWM with respect to all other voting rules considered are the same in both winner models.
Borda is a very prominent member of a whole class of important voting rules, the so-called scoring protocols, that also
contains plurality and veto. A scoring protocol for m candidates is deﬁned by a scoring vector σ = (σ1 , . . . , σm ) of nonnegative
integers, σ1 ≥ · · · ≥ σm , where a candidate in the ith position of a vote gets σi points, and whoever has the most points
wins. Borda is thus deﬁned via (m − 1, m − 2, . . . , 0), plurality via (1, 0, . . . , 0), and veto via (1, . . . , 1, 0). Hemaspaandra and
Hemaspaandra [57] established the following dichotomy result (which for the case of three candidates was also observed by
Conitzer et al. [24]): CCWM is in P for plurality and the trivial scoring protocol with vector (0, . . . , 0), and is NP-complete
for all other scoring protocols.
So far we have considered only the constructive case where the goal of the manipulator(s) is to make a given candidate
win. Conitzer et al. [24] were the ﬁrst to deﬁne the destructive variant where the goal is to block a given candidate’s victory.
The destructive analogue of CCWM, denoted by DCWM, has also been studied for most of the voting rules mentioned above.
It turns out that DCWM is never harder than CCWM, but it can be easier. For example, Conitzer et al. [24] showed that
DCWM for Borda is in P, and this holds true for each voting rule that can be represented by a scoring function that is both
responsive and monotonic and whose winners can be determined in polynomial time. By contrast, they also showed that
DCWM for STV (which is not monotonic) is NP-complete even for three candidates.
Coming back to constructive manipulation for Borda, we have seen that CCWM is NP-hard, yet CM is easy to solve. But
what about the intermediate case, the case where voters are unweighted and still there is a coalition of manipulators? Denote
this problem by CCUM. Its complexity for Borda has been a mystery for several years. Then, in 2011, two papers resolved
this open question independently at about the same time: Betzler et al. [13] and Davies et al. [27] (see also [28]) showed
that CCUM is NP-complete even when there are only two manipulators. Indeed, this was one of the greatest moments in
computational social choice: Betzler et al. [13] presented their work in the IJCAI 2011 Distinguished Papers session, and
Davies et al. [27] were honored by an AAAI 2011 Outstanding Paper Award.
Zuckerman et al. [101] considered an optimization variant of CCUM, denoted by CCUO: Given the unweighted votes of
sincere voters and a distinguished candidate c, determine the minimum number of manipulators needed in order to make c
win. They designed an eﬃcient algorithm that approximates CCUO for Borda up to an additive error of one. They also studied
the weighted variant, noting that a shortcoming of NP-hardness results is that they are worst-case complexity results only,
thus providing a “poor obstacle against potential manipulators,” as these may still be able to succeed in typical settings.
Instead, Zuckerman et al. [101] took a different approach: They designed eﬃcient heuristics, characterized “small windows”
of instances where these may fail, and proved that they are correct on all other instances. For Borda, they showed that if
there is a manipulation for an instance with certain weights, their heuristics will succeed when given an extra manipulator
with maximal weight. Rothe and Schend [93] survey this and other approaches to dealing with challenges to complexity
shields that are supposed to protect elections against manipulative attacks.
1.1.2. Control in Borda elections
While one may feel a bit uneasy about manipulators strategically changing the outcome of an election, there is actually not much one could put forward against it. After all, every voter—human or software agent—has the right to think
strategically about which vote to cast; not doing so would not be smart. Electoral control, however, is better suitable than
manipulation as a model of electoral fraud or vote rigging—in the sense of acts that are considered ethically unacceptable,
outside the spirit of an election, or in violation of the principles of democracy. Here we assume that an external authority,
called the (election) chair, seeks to inﬂuence the outcome of an election via exerting certain control actions. Bartholdi et
al. [7] were the ﬁrst to introduce control attacks (such as constructive control by deleting voters) and their associated decision
problems (CCDV): Given an election (C , V ), a distinguished candidate c ∈ C , and a nonnegative integer k, is it possible for
the chair to make c win by deleting up to k votes from V ? For example, in the election (C , V ) considered in Example 1,
with C = {a, b, c , d, e } and V = ( v 1 , . . . , v 5 ), we have seen that d is the only Borda winner. However, by deleting just one
voter, namely v 3 , the chair can ensure that now c alone wins.

4
In a Copeland election [26], each candidate who is preferred to another candidate by a majority of voters earns one point in this head-on-head contest;
for each tie, they both earn half a point; and the candidates with the most points win.
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The other control actions/problems studied by Bartholdi et al. [7] (some of which will be deﬁned in detail in later
sections) are constructive control by adding voters (CCAV), constructive control by partition of voters (CCPV), constructive control
by deleting candidates (CCDC), constructive control by adding an unlimited number of candidates (CCAUC), constructive control by
adding candidates (CCAC), constructive control by partition of candidates (CCPC), and constructive control by run-off partition of
candidates (CCRPC). Each such control type captures a particular way of rigging elections. For example, CCDV models voter
disenfranchisement; by adding spoiler candidates in CCAC, the chair seeks to weaken the rivals of her favorite candidate; and
partitioning of voters in CCPV (which is formalized as a two-stage election where the electorate is partitioned to create two
subelections whose winners face each other in the ﬁnal run-off) is a (rather simple) model of gerrymandering, a common
practice to achieve an advantage from suitably shifting the boundaries of voting districts.5 Similar scenarios motivate the
other control types.
The control-by-partition cases come in two variants each by using a rule that speciﬁes how to handle ties in their
ﬁrst-stage subelections: Either all subelection winners move forward to the ﬁnal run-off (ties promote, TP) or only unique
subelection winners move forward (ties eliminate, TE). This distinction is due to Hemaspaandra et al. [59], who also introduce
the destructive analogues of these control types: DCDV, DCAV, DCPV, DCDC, DCAC, DCAUC, DCPC, and DCRPC.6
Bartholdi et al. [7] classiﬁed the complexity of the constructive control problems for Condorcet voting and plurality;
Hemaspaandra et al. [59] did so for their destructive variants, and also for constructive and destructive control in approval
voting; Faliszewski et al. [44] studied the complexity of control for Copelandα 7 ; Menton [76] and Erdélyi et al. [39] for
certain variants of approval and range voting; Parkes and Xia for Schulze voting [84]; Erdélyi et al. [37] for Bucklin and
fallback voting; and Maushagen and Rothe [75] for veto. Interestingly, unlike for manipulation, some voting rules are immune
to certain control actions, which means that it is never possible for the chair to reach her goal. For example, Condorcet is
immune to constructive control by adding candidates and to destructive control by deleting or partitioning candidates, and
the same applies to approval and range voting. If a voting rule is not immune to a control type, it is susceptible to it,
and in this case it makes sense to determine the complexity of the corresponding control problem. Among natural voting
rules with a winner problem in P, normalized range voting [76] and fallback voting [37] display the broadest resistance
(in the sense of NP-hardness) to control currently known: They are vulnerable (i.e., the associated control problem is in P)
to only two control types (DCDV and DCAV) and resistant in all other cases. (We omit stating all related results explicitly
but instead refer to the book chapters by Faliszewski and Rothe [50] and Baumeister and Rothe [11] for an overview.) How
protective are NP-hardness results (showing hardness merely in the worst case) as shields against control attacks? Various
approaches have been proposed to challenge such NP-hardness shields to control and, again, Rothe and Schend [93] survey
these approaches and discuss how to deal with such challenges.
Summing up, while the above control scenarios have been studied intensively for many voting rules (including some
exotic ones that are rarely used in practice), one of the most prominent natural voting rules, the Borda Count, has still been
heavily underexplored until recently: The nine results previously known for control in Borda (marked in gray in Table 1 on
page 6) are due to Russel [94], Elkind et al. [34], Loreggia et al. [73], Chen et al. [22], and Hemaspaandra and Schnoor [64].
The purpose of this paper is to ﬁll this glaring gap, as will be outlined in Section 1.2 and will be done in full technical detail
in Sections 3 and 4.
1.1.3. Online control in sequential Borda elections
In a predecessor of this work [80], we have also considered online candidate control in sequential Borda elections—a dynamic, partial-information model due to Hemaspaandra et al. [61] where the candidates show up in sequence, one after the
other, the votes being gradually extended to add the current candidate in each step, and the chair must decide right now
whether or not to exert the given control action (e.g., to either delete the current candidate now or never). That is, the chair
has a “use-it-or-lose-it ability” to exert control. Extending the corresponding results for sequential plurality due to Hemaspaandra et al. [61], we show that sequential Borda is vulnerable to online constructive and destructive control by either
adding or deleting candidates [80]. An obvious question related to this result (which will be presented in Section 5) is what
can be shown for online voter control in sequential Borda elections, according to the model introduced by Hemaspaandra et
al. [62].
1.1.4. Bribery in Borda elections
Another way to ﬁddle around with elections so as to change their outcome to one’s own advantage is bribery, a model
proposed by Faliszewski et al. [41] (see also [44]): A briber seeks to inﬂuence the outcome of an election by bribing certain

5
To take certain restrictions (e.g., geographical constraints) into account, other models of gerrymandering and of control were considered as well, e.g.,
by Puppe and Tasnádi [86], Erdélyi et al. [38], Lewenberg and Lev [71], and Bachrach et al. [3].
6
Hemaspaandra et al. [58] observed that, depending on the tie-handling rule (TP vs. TE) and the winner model (nonunique vs. unique winner) used,
DCPC and DCRPC can be the same problem (see Fact 1 in Section 2). The difference between control by partition and by run-off partition of candidates is
that in the latter the winners of both subelections run against each other in the ﬁnal run-off, whereas in the former the winners of one subelection face
all candidates of the other subelection in the ﬁnal round.
7
Copelandα generalizes Copeland by rewarding each tie between candidates in a head-on-head contest with α points, α ∈ Q ∩ [0, 1]: Ties in Copeland0
are not rewarded at all; Copeland0.5 is the common Copeland rule (see Footnote 4); and Copeland1 , which was proposed by Ramon Llull as early as 1299,
treats ties just as wins in pairwise contests.
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voters without exceeding a given budget. Bribery shares certain features with manipulation and others with control, e.g., the
briber is an external actor who needs to choose which votes to affect as in control, and as in manipulation the briber needs
to ﬁnd suitable preference orders when changing these bribed votes. In the decision problem associated with the most basic
variant of bribery, denoted by Bribery, we are given an election (C , V ), a distinguished candidate c ∈ C , a budget B ∈ N ,
and a collection (χ1 , . . . , χn ) of cost functions, one for each voter. For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and each preference order over C ,
χi gives the cost of convincing the ith voter to cast this preference order instead of her original one, where we assume that
keeping the original vote always has zero cost. We ask whether there is a preference proﬁle V  such that c wins in (C , V  )
and the sum of the costs of changed votes doesn’t exceed B. While “bribery” commonly has a rather negative connotation, it
can also be positively interpreted, as, e.g., Faliszewski et al. [49] do, in terms of “campaign management” where the manager
of a political campaign seeks to convince voters to change their votes and these efforts have certain costs.
For an example, look again at the election (C , V ) considered in Example 1, with C = {a, b, c , d, e }, V = ( v 1 , . . . , v 5 ), and
the Borda winner d scoring 14 points. Assume that a (with 6 points currently) is our distinguished candidate, the budget
is 2, and all voters have unit cost. Then a can be made a unique Borda winner by bribing, e.g., v 2 and v 3 to change their
votes to a e b c d and a e b d c, yielding a score of 12 for a, of 9 for b, of 11 for c, of 7 for d, and of 11 for e. If the budget
were 1, though, no bribery action would be successful, as by bribing only one voter, a could gain only 3 points (giving a
score of at most 9), but d could lose no more than four points (giving a score of at least 10).
Among many other results, Faliszewski et al. [41] established a dichotomy result in the class of scoring protocols: For
each σ = (σ1 , . . . , σm ), if σ2 = · · · = σm then the weighted variant of Bribery for σ is in P; otherwise, it is NP-complete. In
particular, weighted Bribery for Borda with three or more candidates is NP-complete. Brelsford et al. [21] proved that even
in the unweighted case, Bribery for Borda is NP-complete and also provided an inapproximability result for bribery.
Elkind et al. [33] deﬁned another variant of the bribery problem, denoted Swap-Bribery (which generalizes the manipulation problem CCUM considered earlier), where the briber has to pay for each individual swap of adjacent candidates in
the votes separately. They showed that Swap-Bribery for Borda (and many other voting rules) is NP-complete. That was
why they also introduced the special variant Shift-Bribery, which is deﬁned like Swap-Bribery except that each swap must
involve the distinguished candidate. Still, they showed that Shift-Bribery for Borda is NP-complete, yet can be eﬃciently
approximated to within a factor of 2 (which was generalized by Elkind and Faliszewski [32] for all scoring protocols). Recently, Maushagen et al. [74] studied the complexity of Shift-Bribery for iterative voting rules such as those by Baldwin [4]
and Nanson [78] (which, as explained below, are variants of Borda), and showed that they are NP-complete as well. These
two voting rules proceed in rounds and eliminate in each round the candidates performing worst (namely, the candidates
with the lowest Borda score in Baldwin and those with scores lower than the average Borda score in Nanson), and the
remaining candidates win.
The complexity of bribery has been studied for many other voting rules as well; for instance, Faliszewski et al. [44]
studied bribery in Copelandα elections. We again omit stating all these results and papers, referring to the book chapters
by Faliszewski and Rothe [50] and Baumeister and Rothe [11] instead.
1.2. Our contribution
As pointed out above, a large variety of manipulation and bribery scenarios have been comprehensively studied for Borda
elections. But what about the control complexity in Borda elections? A closer look at the two book chapters just mentioned
reveals that only nine of the many control scenarios had been solved for Borda by 2016, scattered results in as many as ﬁve
different papers (by contrast, the control complexity of other voting rules was typically dealt with in just one paper each).
Our main contribution is to systematically study the control complexity of Borda and to settle all the other cases of control
for Borda8 ; in particular, the technically quite demanding partition-of-candidates/voters cases that were still open.
Table 1 gives an overview of the control complexity in Borda elections in the unique-winner model; previously known
results are marked in gray and our new results are marked in boldface.9 In this table, an “R” stands for resistance (which in
Section 2 will be deﬁned as NP-hardness of the corresponding control problem) and “V” stands for vulnerability (which in
Section 2 will be deﬁned as polynomial-time solvability of the corresponding control problem). Further, we use the standard
names of the control problems that correspond to the standard control scenarios (see, e.g., [11,50] and Section 1.1.2). For
example, CCDC stands for “constructive control by deleting candidates” and DCDC denotes the destructive variant of this
problem. Each control problem for which we provide a new result in Borda elections will be formally deﬁned in Sections 3
and 4, and the unique-winner versus the nonunique-winner model will be discussed in Section 2. As Table 1 shows, Borda is
now known to be resistant to every standard type of constructive control, whereas it is vulnerable to most of the destructive
control types; resistance is known only for destructive control by (run-off) partition of candidates and by partition of voters,
each in the so-called “ties-promote” (TP) model to be formally deﬁned in Section 3.
Interestingly, we show that Borda is vulnerable to destructive control by partition of candidates with TP in the
nonunique-winner model (Theorem 8). A consequence of this result (Corollary 2) is that Borda-DCRPC-TP (which is known

8
All of these except one (namely, Theorem 6) could be settled already in our two conference papers [80,79] from which the present work emerged.
However, we here provide all proofs in full technical detail, give more examples for illustration, and we comprehensively extend our discussion.
9
NP-completeness of CCDV has been shown in our previous paper [80] as well; however, as we learned later, this already follows from a dichotomy
result of Hemaspaandra and Schnoor [64] for this problem in the class of scoring protocols.
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CCAC

CCDC

CCPC-TE

CCPC-TP

CCRPC-TE

CCRPC-TP

CCAV

CCDV

CCPV-TE

CCPV-TP

Borda

CCAUC

Table 1
Control complexity in Borda elections (unique-winner model), with standard notation of
control types [11,50]. “R” means resistance and “V” vulnerability.

R†

R$

R❄

R♣

R◦

R♦

R

R§

R♠

R♥

R⊕

DCRPC-TE

DCRPC-TP

V

R

V¶

R

DCPV-TP

DCPC-TP

V£

DCPV-TE

DCPC-TE

V£

DCDV

DCDC

V‡

DCAV

DCAC

Borda

DCAUC

(a) Constructive control. New results are in boldface: Theorem 1 (†), Theorem 3 (♦),
Theorem 4 (♣), Theorem 9 (◦), Corollary 3 ( ), Theorem 10 (♥), and Theorem 11 (⊕).
Previously known results are gray and due to Russel [94] (marked by §), Elkind et al. [34]
($), Chen et al. [22] (❄), and Hemaspaandra and Schnoor [64] (♠).

V§

V§

V§

R⊗

(b) Destructive control. New results are in boldface: Theorem 2 (‡), Theorem 5 (),
Corollary 1 (¶), Theorem 6 (), Theorem 7 (), and Theorem 12 (⊗). Previously known
results are gray and due to Russel [94] (marked by §) and Loreggia et al. [73] (£).

to coincide with Borda-DCPC-TP in the nonunique-winner model [58]) is in P as well. By contrast, both Borda-DCPC-TP and
Borda-DCRPC-TP (which differ in the unique-winner model; see Footnote 15) are NP-complete by Theorems 6 and 7. These
are two of the rare cases where the complexity of control parts company depending on the winner model chosen.
Regarding online control in sequential Borda elections, in Section 5 we will show vulnerability for constructive and
destructive online control by adding and by deleting candidates. As mentioned in Section 1.1.3, these results were contained
in a predecessor of this work [80] already. By contrast, we will show coNP-hardness for constructive and destructive online
control by adding voters, by deleting voters, and by partitioning voters (where coNP is the class of complements of NP sets).
These results are new and were not contained in this predecessor [80].
1.3. A look on using Borda beyond voting
Borda Count has been used not only in voting but also to maximize social welfare when indivisible goods are to be allocated to agents with ordinal preferences [18,19,17,8,81] and for the purpose of coalition formation in hedonic games [69,92].
All three ﬁelds—preference aggregation by voting, the allocation of indivisible goods, and hedonic games—are central to
certain AI applications. Voting, for example, has been employed in AI subareas as diverse as automated scheduling [56],
collaborative ﬁltering [85], computational linguistics [82], information extraction [98], planning [36], recommender systems [52], and web searching [31]. In the following, we very brieﬂy survey some recent results on how to use Borda in the
allocation of indivisible goods and in hedonic games.
1.3.1. Borda-optimal allocation of indivisible goods
Allocating indivisible goods to agents having preferences over (bundles of) goods is an important ﬁeld at the intersection
of AI and economics. There is substantial literature on the allocation of indivisible goods, which cannot all be cited here;
instead we refer to the book chapters by Bouveret et al. [16] and Lang and Rothe [70].
Let
nN = {1, . . . , n} be a set of agents and G a set of m goods. An allocation of G to N is a partition (π1 , . . . , πn ) of G (i.e.,
G = i =1 πi and πi ∩ π j = ∅ for i = j), where πi is the bundle of goods assigned to agent i. A common approach to how
agents value their bundles is to assume additive preferences: Every agent i assigns a positive number to each good and i’s
utility for a bundle of goods is the sum of the corresponding numbers. Here, however, we take a different approach: We
assume that agents have ordinal preferences over G, i.e., a ranking of the goods, and the agents’ utilities are now speciﬁed
by a ﬁxed, agent-independent vector that maps ranks into scores just as in voting. In particular, Brams et al. [18] (and later
Brams and King [19] and Bouveret et al. [17]) studied Borda-optimal allocations.10 Baumeister et al. [8] generalized these by
introducing scoring allocation correspondences, which informally stated proceed in three steps: First, we use a scoring vector
σ = (σ1 , . . . , σm ) to derive from the agents’ preferences a utility vector for each possible allocation π , thus specifying each
agent’s individual utility for π . Second, these individual utilities are aggregated via an aggregation function (typically, via
utilitarian or egalitarian social welfare, i.e., by using the sum or the minimum of the agents’ individual utilities) to obtain
the collective utility of π . Third, we choose the outcomes π that maximize collective utility. (If desired, one can break ties
so as to yield a scoring allocation rule, which always outputs only one allocation π maximizing collective utility.)
Brams et al. [18] study properties of Borda-optimal allocations such as envy-freeness (i.e., no agent wants to swap her
bundle) and Pareto optimality (where an allocation is Pareto-optimal w.r.t. the agents’ preferences if no other allocation

10
Unlike for Borda in voting, they here use the scoring vector (m, m − 1, . . . , 1) to ensure that each good has some positive value. In voting, such a shift
of scores would not matter [57]. For the allocation problem, however, Baumeister et al. [8] show that such a shift actually does matter.
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can make some agent better off without making some other agent worse off). For example, they show that Borda-optimal
allocations (w.r.t. the “leximin order”) are always possibly Pareto-optimal, whereas they in general fail to be necessarily
Pareto-optimal—notions that are closely related to the notions of possible and necessary winner in voting due to Konczak
and Lang [66].
Baumeister et al. [8] study both axiomatic and computational properties of scoring allocation correspondences and rules.
For example, they show that Borda scoring (with egalitarian social welfare and any tie-breaking relation) satisﬁes monotonicity, yet does not satisfy what they call “global monotonicity,” “possible object monotonicity,” and “separability.” And
that, given the agents’ preferences, the problem of whether there is an allocation whose egalitarian social welfare exceeds a
given value is NP-complete for Borda. Nguyen et al. [81] characterize strategy-proofness, as deﬁned by Kelly [65], for scoring
allocation correspondences with utilitarian social welfare. For Borda, their result implies that strategy-proofness holds if and
only if there are no more than two goods. Kuckuck and Rothe refute a conjecture of Baumeister et al. [8] on separability of
sequential allocation rules [67] and they study duplication monotonicity of scoring allocation rules [68], a notion inspired by
the twin paradox [77] in voting and by false-name manipulation in weighted voting games [1,87].
1.3.2. Forming coalitions in Borda-induced FEN-hedonic games
Hedonic games, as part of cooperative game theory, model how players, each having preferences about the coalitions
they can join, form coalitions. For more background, we refer to the book chapters by Aziz and Savani [2] and Elkind and
Rothe [35]. One problem is how to represent hedonic games, given that each player can join exponentially many (in the
number of players) coalitions. Lang et al. [69] list a number of approaches from the literature for how to deal with this
problem, e.g., the friend- and enemy-oriented encodings due to Dimitrov et al. [30]. Lang et al. [69] extend their approach
by also allowing neutral players and deﬁne FEN-hedonic games: Each player partitions the set of other players into friends,
enemies, and neutral players and ranks her friends and enemies. They assume preferences to be monotonic w.r.t. adding
friends and antimonotonic w.r.t. adding enemies and then use “bipolar responsive extensions” to lift the players’ rankings
of players to their partial preferences over coalitions. Rothe et al. [92] (see also Section 5.2 in the conference version by
Lang et al. [69]) then employ cardinal comparability functions based on scoring vectors so as to extend partial to complete
preference orders consistent with these bipolar responsive orders. Focusing on Borda-induced FEN-hedonic games, they study
the complexity of the existence and the veriﬁcation problem for common solution concepts; e.g., verifying “Nash stability” is
in P and testing if a Nash-stable coalition structure exists is NP-complete, while verifying “core stability” is coNP-complete
and testing if a core-stable coalition structure exists is NPNP -complete (where NPNP , the second level of the polynomial
hierarchy, is the class of problems that can be solved by an NP oracle machine accessing an NP oracle; see, e.g., [83,90]).
1.4. Outline
In Section 2, we provide some notation and technical preliminaries. Section 3 is devoted to candidate control and Section 4 to voter control in Borda elections. We then turn to online control in sequential Borda elections in Section 5 before
we conclude in Section 6 with outlining some open issues and possible directions for future work.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we present our notation and technical preliminaries and give the needed background from social choice
theory, computational social choice, and computational complexity.
2.1. Notation for elections
An election is a pair (C , V ) that contains a set C of candidates and a list V of votes (a.k.a. a preference proﬁle) describing
the voters’ preferences—as strict linear orders—over the candidates. We will represent a vote over C as a string that ranks
the candidates from left (most preferred) to right (least preferred); for example, if C = {a, b, c , d}, a vote c d b a means that
this voter prefers c to d, d to b, and b to a. A voting rule determines a set of winners from each given election. Positional
scoring rules are an important class of such rules, and among those we will only consider the perhaps most prominent one,
the Borda Count, which works as follows: Given m candidates, every candidate in position i of the voters’ rankings (where
position 1 is the leftmost position in a vote) scores m − i points, and all candidates scoring the most points win.
Let score(C , V ) (x) denote the number of points candidate x obtains in a Borda election (C , V ), and let

dist(C , V ) (x, y ) = score(C , V ) (x) − score(C , V ) ( y )

−
→

be the difference between the Borda scores of two candidates, x and y. For a subset X ⊆ C of candidates, X in a vote

←
−

denotes a ranking of these candidates in an arbitrary but ﬁxed order, X denotes their ranking in reverse order, and we
simply write X when the order of the candidates in X does not matter in this vote. For example, for C = {a, b, c , d} and

−
→

←
−

X = {b, d} and assuming the lexicographic order of candidates, c X a denotes the vote c b d a, the vote c X a denotes
c d b a, and c X a could mean either of c b d a and c d b a.
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2.2. Some background from complexity theory
We assume that readers be familiar with the most basic notions of computational complexity. For our purposes, it will
suﬃce to know the complexity classes P (deterministic polynomial time) and NP (nondeterministic polynomial time) as
well as the notions of NP-hardness and NP-completeness, based on the polynomial-time many-one reducibility. Whenever we
speak of a problem A being reducible to a problem B, we mean this notion of reducibility: There exists a polynomial-time
computable, total function ϕ such that for each input a, a ∈ A if and only if ϕ (a) ∈ B. For more background on complexity
theory, the reader is referred to the standard textbooks by, e.g., Garey and Johnson [51], Papadimitriou [83], and Rothe [90].
2.3. Susceptibility, immunity, vulnerability, and resistance
The control types considered here will be formally deﬁned in Sections 3 and 4, and we refer to the book chapters by
Faliszewski and Rothe [50] and Baumeister and Rothe [11] (and to the references therein) for all other standard control
types and for real-world scenarios that motivate them.
A voting rule is said to be susceptible to a type of control (e.g., constructive control by adding candidates) if there is some
election for which the chair can reach her goal (e.g., turning a nonwinning candidate into a winner) by exerting this type
of control. If a voting rule is not susceptible to a control type, it is said to be immune to it. Borda is susceptible to each
standard control type, in particular to those considered here. A voting rule that is susceptible to some type of control is
said to be vulnerable to it if the associated control problem can be solved in polynomial time (i.e., is in P), and it is said to
be resistant to it if the associated control problem is NP-hard. We mention in passing that since all problems considered in
Sections 3 and 4 are in NP, each resistant control problem in fact is NP-complete.
2.4. Unique- versus nonunique-winner model
Our control problems will be deﬁned in Sections 3 and 4 in the unique-winner model (see also Table 1). That is, a
constructive (destructive) control action is viewed as being successful only if the designated candidate can be made a
unique winner (not a unique winner) by this action. We note, however, that using essentially the same constructions and
slightly modifying the arguments in our proofs, most of our results also work in the nonunique-winner model, which means
that for a constructive (destructive) control action to be successful, it is enough to make the designated candidate only a
winner (she can be made not even a winner) by this action. The only two exceptions are destructive control by partition
and by run-off partition of candidates in the ties-promote model (to be deﬁned in Section 3) to which Borda will be shown
resistant in the unique-winner model (Theorems 6 and 7), yet vulnerable in the nonunique-winner model (Theorem 8 and
Corollary 2).
In our proofs, we will sometimes use the following result due to Hemaspaandra et al. [58], which shows that some of
the destructive candidate control cases (to be deﬁned in the next section) can collapse depending on the chosen winner
model. The notation for control problems used in Fact 1 will be formally introduced in Section 3 where this fact will be
applied in two places; it can now safely be skipped and looked up later. Recall that decision problems are simply languages
of strings that encode exactly the yes-instances of the problems; so an equality between two control problems in Fact 1
means that Hemaspaandra et al. [58] have proven these two sets of strings to be the same.
Fact 1 (Hemaspaandra et al. [58]). In the unique-winner model, it holds that DCRPC-TE = DCPC-TE. In the nonunique-winner model,
it holds that DCRPC-TE = DCPC-TE and DCRPC-TP = DCPC-TP.
3. Complexity of candidate control in Borda elections
In this section, we solve all open problems for candidate control in Borda elections, starting with constructive control by
adding an unlimited number of candidates.
3.1. Borda-CCAUC and Borda-DCAUC
Elkind et al. [34] showed that Borda is resistant to constructive control by adding a limited number of candidates (i.e.,
a bound k on the number of candidates that may be added is part of the problem instance), and Loreggia et al. [73]
showed that Borda is vulnerable to the destructive variant of this control type (see Table 1). Originally, however, Bartholdi
et al. [7] deﬁned control by adding candidates in an unlimited variant where no such bound is given. The deﬁnition of the
limited variant is due to Faliszewski et al. [44], who also proved that the two variants of the problem can have different
complexity classiﬁcations: Two special cases of Copelandα elections (recall Footnote 7 in Section 1)—namely, Copeland0 and
Copeland1 , the latter a.k.a. Llull elections [55]—are resistant to the constructive, limited variant (the corresponding problem
denoted by CCAC), whereas they are vulnerable to the constructive, unlimited variant, which we deﬁne now for Borda. In
the problem Borda-Constructive-Control-by-Adding-an-Unlimited-Number-of-Candidates (Borda-CCAUC) we ask, given
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a set C of candidates, an additional set A of candidates, C ∩ A = ∅, a set V of voters with preferences over C ∪ A, and a
distinguished candidate p ∈ C , whether there is a subset A  ⊆ A such that p is the unique Borda winner of (C ∪ A  , V ).11
We will show resistance of Borda to this control type. The proof of Theorem 1 will make use of a reduction from
Exact-Cover-by-3-Sets (X3C) that is well known to be NP-complete [51]:
Exact-Cover-by-3-Sets (X3C)
Input:
Question:

Given a set X = {x1 , . . . , x3k } and a family of subsets of X, S = { S 1 , . . . , S n }, each with three elements.
Does there exist an exact cover of X, i.e., a subfamily S  ⊆ S with |S  | = k such that each element xi ∈ X occurs in exactly one
subset S j ∈ S  ?

Our reduction from X3C to Borda-CCAUC will also employ Lemma 1, which was proven by Elkind et al. [34, Lemma B.3] and
allows us to construct votes conveniently.12
Lemma 1 (Elkind et al. [34]). Let C = {c 1 , . . . , c 2t −1 , d}, t ≥ 2, be a set of candidates and let A = {a1 , . . . , as } be a set of spoiler
candidates. Let L = 2t − 1 and M | A  | = L (2| A  | + |C | − 1) for every A  ⊆ A. Then there is a polynomial-time computable preference
proﬁle R = ( R 1 , . . . , R 2L ) over C ∪ A such that for each A  ⊆ A the Borda scores in the election (C ∪ A  , R ) are as follows:
(a) For each c i ∈ C , score(c i ) = M | A  | + 1;
(b) score(d) = M | A  | − L; and
(c) for each ai ∈ A  , score(ai ) ≤ M | A  | − 2L.
Theorem 1. Borda is resistant to constructive control by adding an unlimited number of candidates.
Proof. To show NP-hardness, we provide a reduction from X3C to Borda-CCAUC. Let ( X , S ) be a given X3C instance with
X = {x1 , . . . , xm }, where m = 3k for some k > 1, and S = { S 1 , . . . , S n }, where S i ⊆ X and | S i | = 3 for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Without loss of generality, we assume that k is even and k > 2 (this can be achieved by duplicating the instance13 if
necessary). Construct from ( X , S ) a Borda-CCAUC instance ((C , V ), A , p ) as follows. Let C = X ∪ {u , p } with p being the
distinguished candidate and A = {a1 , . . . , an } a set of spoiler candidates. Deﬁne V to consist of the following votes:

−
→
−
→

−−−→

←−−−

←
−
←
−

1. For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there are two votes: S i u p X \ S i A and X \ S i p u ai S i A \ {ai }.

−
→

←
−

2. There are three votes of the form u A p X and three votes of the form X p u A . (Note that the gap between the
score of u and p is proportional to the number of added candidates, which ensures that if the number of candidates
crosses a certain limit, then u overtakes p to become the winner.)
3. All votes obtained by applying Lemma 1 to the candidate set C with each xi taking the role of a c i , p that of c 3k+1 , and
u that of d. (Here, we need k to be even.)
Note that p ranks ahead of every a j ∈ A  in all but three votes in the second group of voters. The point deﬁcit from those
three votes is always offset by the other votes in this group, so we can disregard the points of every a j ∈ A from now on,
since p always defeats them. Regarding the point differences of p to all other candidates, we will later need the following
lemma.
Lemma 2. Let ((C , V ), A , p ) be the constructed Borda-CCAUC instance. For the point differences of p to the other candidates in the
election (C ∪ A  , V ) for any A  ⊆ A, we have
(a) dist( p , u ) = 3k + 2 − 3| A  | and
(b) dist( p , xi ) = |{a j ∈ A  | xi ∈ S j }|.
Proof of Lemma 2. We show the two assertions as follows.
(a) From the votes in group 1, p and u gain the same number of points. From the votes in group 2, u gains | A  | + 1
more points than p in three votes and p gains 1 point more than u in the three other votes. From the last group
11
For convenience, whenever we have a list V of votes over a set C ∪ A of candidates and then consider an election with fewer candidates, C ∪ A  with
A  ⊂ A, we use (C ∪ A  , V ) to denote the election with the votes in V tacitly assumed to be restricted to C ∪ A  , meaning that none of the candidates in
A \ A  appear in the votes of V while the other candidates are ranked in the same order as before.
2t −1
12
The original lemma by Elkind et al. [34] is slightly more general in that they consider nonnegative integers 1 , . . . , 2t −1 with L = i =1 i . For our
purpose, it is enough to set 1 = · · · = 2t −1 = 1, so L = 2t − 1.
13
 } with | X | = | X  | and X ∩ X  = ∅, and construct a
In order to duplicate an instance ( X , S ) of X3C, we ﬁrst clone X so that we obtain X  = {x1 , . . . , xm
) = ( X ∪ X  , S ∪ S  ). It is obvious that
clone S  of S such that S  = {{xi , xj , xk } ⊆ X  | {xi , x j , xk } ∈ S }. Then we obtain the duplicated instance (
X, S

) is a yes-instance of X3C if and only if ( X , S ) is a yes-instance of X3C and if | X | = m = 3k with k being uneven then |
(
X, S
X | = | X | + | X  | = 3 · (2k) = 3k
with k being even.
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of votes and Lemma 1, it follows that p gains L + 1 with L = 3k + 1 more points than u. Summing up, we have
dist( p , u ) = 3k + 2 − 3| A  |.
(b) It is obvious that p and candidates from X gain the same number of points from the votes in the voter groups 2 and
3. Let xi ∈ X . Notice that for every j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, with xi ∈
/ S j , the two votes corresponding to j in voter group 1 give p
and xi the same number of points and for every j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, with xi ∈ S j , the two votes corresponding to j in voter
group 1 give p one point more than xi only if a j ∈ A  , and the same number of points otherwise. Summing up, we have
dist( p , xi ) = |{a j ∈ A  | xi ∈ S j }|.
This completes the proof of the lemma.

❑ Lemma 2

From Lemma 2 it immediately follows that p is not winning (C , V ) (with A  = ∅) alone.
We claim that ( X , S ) is a yes-instance of X3C if and only if ((C , V ), A , p ) is a yes-instance of Borda-CCAUC.
From left to right, suppose there is an exact cover S  ⊆ S . Let A  = {a j ∈ A | S j ∈ S  }. Then from Lemma 2 we have
dist(C ∪ A  , V ) ( p , xi ) = |{a j ∈ A  | xi ∈ S j }| = 1 for every xi ∈ X , since every xi ∈ X is contained in one element of the exact
cover S  of X exactly once. Furthermore, from Lemma 2 we have k = |S  | = | A  |. Thus dist(C ∪ A  , V ) ( p , u ) = 3k + 2 − 3k = 2,
so p defeats every candidate and is the only Borda winner of (C ∪ A  , V ).
From right to left, suppose that p can be made the only Borda winner by adding the candidates of a subset A  ⊆ A.
Therefore, p defeats every candidate in (C ∪ A  , V ), so we have dist(C ∪ A  , V ) ( p , u ) > 0 and dist(C ∪ A  , V ) ( p , xi ) > 0 for every
xi ∈ X (recall that p always defeats every a j ∈ A  ). Since from Lemma 2 we have dist(C ∪ A  , V ) ( p , xi ) = |{a j ∈ A  | xi ∈ S j }| > 0
for every xi ∈ X , the subfamily S  = { S j ∈ S | a j ∈ A  } covers X . Thus we have |S  | ≥ k, as there are 3k elements in X and
every subset of S contains three elements. Furthermore, from Lemma 2 we have dist(C ∪ A  , V ) ( p , u ) = 3k + 2 − 3| A  | > 0, so
|S  | = | A  | ≤ k. Overall, we have that S  covers X and |S  | = k, which means that S  is an exact cover of X . ❑
For the destructive variant, we show that Borda-DCAUC is in P.
Theorem 2. Borda is vulnerable to destructive control by adding an unlimited number of candidates.
Proof. To show the theorem, we will reduce Borda-DCAUC to Borda-DCAC. Then P membership of Borda-DCAUC follows
immediately from Borda-DCAC being in P, which was proven by Loreggia et al. [73].
Let ((C , V ), A , p ) be an instance of Borda-DCAUC. We trivially map it to the corresponding Borda-DCAC instance
((C , V ), A , p , | A |), i.e., we set the limit of how many candidates of A may be added to (C , V ) to the highest possible
value, | A |. Since we thus can potentially add all candidates of A to the election in ((C , V ), A , p , | A |) it is immediately clear
that ((C , V ), A , p , | A |) is a yes-instance of Borda-DCAC if and only if ((C , V ), A , p ) is a yes-instance of Borda-DCAUC.14 ❑
3.2. Borda-CCRPC-TE and Borda-CCPC-TE
In the problem Borda-Constructive-Control-by-Run-Off-Partition-of-Candidates-TE (Borda-CCRPC-TE) we ask, given
an election (C , V ) and a distinguished candidate p ∈ C , whether the candidate set C can be partitioned into two subsets C 1
and C 2 such that p is the unique Borda winner of the ﬁnal run-off among the Borda winners of subelections (C 1 , V ) and
(C 2 , V ), where only unique subelection winners move forward in the ties-eliminate (TE) model.
The proof of Theorem 3 below makes use of a reduction from the standard NP-complete satisﬁability problem (3SAT) [51]:
3-Satisﬁability (3-SAT)
Input:
Question:

Given a boolean formula ϕ in 3-CNF (i.e., with exactly three literals per clause).
Does there exist a satisfying truth assignment to the variables of ϕ ?

For a boolean formula

ϕ , we denote by #i the number of literals occurring in the ith clause that are negated variables.

Theorem 3. Borda is resistant to constructive control by run-off partition of candidates in the ties-eliminate model.
Proof. To show NP-hardness, we now provide a reduction from 3-SAT to Borda-CCRPC-TE. Given a 3-SAT instance
ϕ (x1 , . . . , xn ), construct a Borda-CCRPC-TE instance ((C , V ), p ) as follows. Let X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } be the set of variables and
(1)
(2)
(3)
let K = { K 1 , . . . , K m } be the set of clauses of ϕ , where K i = ( i ∨ i ∨ i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Furthermore, let D = {d1 , . . . , d6 }
∗
and D i = {d1 , . . . , di } ⊆ D. Deﬁne the candidate set by C = X ∪ K ∪ { p , r , r } ∪ D with p being the distinguished candidate
the chair wants to make a unique winner. Deﬁne V to consist of the following votes:

14
Recall, however, that in general control by adding a limited number of candidates may behave differently from control by adding an unlimited number
of candidates. For example, as mentioned earlier, for Copeland0 and Copeland1 elections, CCAC and CCAUC—the constructive analogues of DCAC and
DCAUC—are known to differ in terms of their computational complexity (assuming P = NP).
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1. For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, there are two votes:

−−−−−−−−−−−→
←−−−−−−−−−−−
C \ ({ p , K i } ∪ D ) p D 2#i K i D \ D 2#i and K i d6 p C \ ({ p , K i } ∪ D ) D 5 .
2. For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and for each literal

(1)
i

,

(2)
i

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
– two votes K i x j p C \ ({ K i , x j , p } ∪ D ) D and
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−
– two votes C \ ({ K i , x j , p } ∪ D ) p K i x j D
(k)
if i = x j is a negated variable, or
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
– two votes C \ ({ K i , x j , p } ∪ D ) p x j K i D and
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−
– two votes K i p C \ ({ K i , x j , p } ∪ D ) x j D
(k)
if i = x j is a positive variable.
→−
→
∗ −

, and

(3)
i

, there are four votes: either

←
−←
−

3. There are m votes of the form r r K D p X and m votes of the form r p D K r ∗ X .
Since dist(C , V ) ( p , r ) = m(−6 − m − 2) = −m(m + 8) < 0, p does not win in (C , V ). Note that p and r score the same
number of points in the ﬁrst two groups of votes. Later on, we will also need the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Let ((C , V ), p ) be the constructed Borda-CCRPC-TE instance. In the election ({ p } ∪ D ∪ K ∪ X  , V ) with X  ⊆ X , p beats
all candidates from K if for every K i ∈ K , X  contains at least one variable candidate corresponding to a positive variable in clause K i ,
or X \ X  contains at least one variable candidate corresponding to a negated variable in clause K i , or both.
Proof of Lemma 3. Consider a clause candidate K i . In the ﬁrst group of votes, p scores 2#i − 1 points more than candidate
K i (recall that #i is the number of negated variables in clause K i ). In the second group of votes, p gains two more points
with respect to candidate K i for each positive variable in clause K i , and p loses two points with respect to candidate K i for
each negated variable in clause K i . Since p and K i score the same number of points in the third group of votes, we have

dist(C , V ) ( p , K i ) = −2#i + 2(3 − #i ) + (2#i − 1) = 5 − 2#i .
Assuming that one variable candidate x j ∈
/ X  , if x j is a negated variable in clause K i then p gains two points with respect
to candidate K i , and if x j is a positive variable in clause K i then p loses two points with respect to K i . Further, if X  ⊆ X is
the set of candidates obtained by removing from X all variable candidates corresponding to positive variables in clause K i ,
then

dist({ p }∪ D ∪ K ∪ X  , V ) ( p , K i ) = 5 − 2#i − 2(3 − #i ) = −1
because p is losing as many points with respect to K i as there are positive variables in clause K i . That is, p is defeated by
K i if (1) all variable candidates corresponding to positive variables in clause K i are not in X  and (2) all variable candidates
corresponding to negated variables in clause K i are in X  . Note that, for p to defeat K i , either (1) or (2), or both, must be
false. ❑ Lemma 3
The following example illustrates Lemma 3.
Example 2. Let K 1 = (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3 ) ∈ K be a clause over the variables {x1 , x2 , x3 }. Since there is only one negated variable in
this clause, we have #1 = 1. Therefore, p scores one point more than K 1 from the ﬁrst voter group:

−−−−−−−−−−−→
←−−−−−−−−−−−
C \ ({ p , K 1 } ∪ D ) p D 2 K 1 D \ D 2 and K 1 d6 p C \ ({ p , K 1 } ∪ D ) D 5 .
Then the following 12 votes are in the second voter group:

•
•
•
•
•
•

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
K 1 p C \ ({ K 1 , x1 , p } ∪ D ) x1
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
C \ ({ K 1 , x2 , p } ∪ D ) p x2 K 1
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
K 1 p C \ ({ K 1 , x2 , p } ∪ D ) x2
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
K 1 x3 p C \ ({ K 1 , x3 , p } ∪ D )
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
C \ ({ K 1 , x3 , p } ∪ D ) p K 1 x3

two votes C \ ({ K 1 , x1 , p } ∪ D ) p x1 K 1 D,
two votes
two votes
two votes
two votes
two votes

D,
D,
D,
D, and
D.

From the ﬁrst four votes in this group, p gains two points on K 1 only if x1 is participating in the election; from the second
four votes, p gains two points on K 1 only if x2 is participating in the election; and from the last four votes p loses two
points on K 1 only if x3 is participating. Therefore, p is beaten by K 1 if and only if x1 and x2 are not participating and x3
is participating in the election, which corresponds to setting the variables x1 and x2 to false and x3 to true such that the
clause K 1 is not satisﬁed.
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We show that ϕ is a yes-instance of 3-SAT if and only if ((C , V ), p ) is a yes-instance of Borda-CCRPC-TE.
From left to right, suppose there is a satisfying truth assignment to the variables of ϕ (x1 , . . . , xn ), say α . Let X + ⊆ X
denote the set of variables set to true under α , and let X − ⊆ X denote the set of variables set to false under α . Partition
C into C 1 = { p } ∪ D ∪ K ∪ X + and C 2 = {r , r ∗ } ∪ X − . The Borda winners of subelection (C 2 , V ) are r and r ∗ , since they
score more points than the candidates in X − due to the third voter group and the same number of points in the other two
voter groups. Due to TE, no candidate proceeds to the ﬁnal run-off from this subelection. In subelection (C 1 , V ), p defeats
all candidates from D, since p scores more points than these candidates in the ﬁrst voter group and the same number of
points in the other two voter groups. p also defeats all candidates from X + , since p scores at least m(m + 5) points more
than any candidate in X + in the third voter group, at most m points fewer than any candidate from X + in the second voter
group (which is the case if some positive variable occurs in all clauses), and the same number of points in the ﬁrst voter
group.
What about the clause candidates? The truth assignment (giving rise to X + and X − ) satisﬁes ϕ , so each clause K i of
ϕ is satisﬁed. Thus, for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, at least one positive variable in K i is assigned to true or at least one negated
variable in K i is assigned to false. In the former case, the corresponding variable candidate is in X + and thus in the same
subelection as p; in the latter case, the corresponding variable candidate is in X − and thus not in the same subelection
as p. By Lemma 3, p scores more points than K i . Summing up, since p defeats all other candidates in her subelection and
no one moves forward to the ﬁnal run-off from the other subelection, p alone is the overall Borda winner.
From right to left, suppose that p is the unique overall Borda winner for some partition of the candidates. This implies
that p also is the unique Borda winner of one subelection. Since r scores more points than p due to the third voter group,
p and r must be in different subelections (regardless of who else participates in them). Without loss of generality, assume
that p is in C 1 and r is in C 2 .
Consider C 2 ﬁrst. r cannot be the unique Borda winner in subelection (C 2 , V ), since otherwise p would not win the
run-off against r. Therefore, there must be candidates that either tie or defeat r in (C 2 , V ). Clause candidates, variable
candidates, and candidates from D lose too many points in the third voter group (that cannot be made up for in the ﬁrst
and second voter groups) to tie-or-defeat r. Only candidate r ∗ remains. However, r ∗ cannot be the unique Borda winner
of subelection (C 2 , V ), since p and r ∗ would score the same number of points in the run-off, contradicting that p is the
unique run-off winner. Thus there must be a tie between r and r ∗ in (C 2 , V ), which prevents them both from proceeding to
the run-off due to the TE model. Therefore, neither candidates from D nor from K can be in C 2 , for otherwise the balance
of points between r and r ∗ would be perturbed due to the third voter group. Variable candidates, however, may be in C 2 ,
since they get fewer points than either r and r ∗ and would not interfere with their point balance. Thus C 1 contains p and
all candidates from D and K and some variable candidates. Let X + denote the set of variable candidates in C 1 . Note that p
defeats the candidates in D by the ﬁrst voter group and the candidates in X + by the third voter group. Since p also defeats
each clause candidate K i , the variable candidates must be distributed among C 1 and C 2 according to Lemma 3. Now, if
we assign the value true to all variables corresponding to variable candidates in X + and the value false to all variables
corresponding to variable candidates not in X + , we obtain a truth assignment satisfying ϕ (x1 , . . . , xn ). ❑
Borda-Constructive-Control-by-Partition-of-Candidates-TE (Borda-CCPC-TE) is deﬁned as follows. Given an election

(C , V ) and a distinguished candidate p ∈ C , we ask whether the candidate set C can be partitioned into two subsets C 1 and
C 2 such that p is the unique Borda winner of the ﬁnal election in which the Borda winner of subelection (C 1 , V )—if there
exists one (again, in model TE, only unique subelection winners move forward)—faces all candidates from C 2 .
Theorem 4. Borda is resistant to constructive control by partition of candidates in the ties-eliminate model.
Proof. To show NP-hardness, since instances of Borda-CCRPC-TE and Borda-CCPC-TE are deﬁned identically, we can use the
same construction as in the proof of Theorem 3 that yields a reduction from 3-SAT to Borda-CCRPC-TE. That is, given a
3-SAT instance ϕ (x1 , . . . , xn ), construct the same candidates and votes as in the proof of Theorem 3. Note that the argument
on the point balance of p and a clause candidate K i (given right after the construction in that proof) still holds.
To show correctness of the construction, we only outline the most important arguments to highlight the slight differences
to the argumentation in that previous proof. To prove the equivalence from left to right, suppose there is a satisfying
truth assignment α to the variables of ϕ (x1 , . . . , xn ). Partition C into C 1 and C 2 so that C 1 contains r, r ∗ , and all variable
candidates that are set to false in α , and C 2 contains all the other candidates. Note that r and r ∗ tie in subelection (C 1 , V )
and are thus eliminated by the tie-handling rule. Candidates in C 2 get a bye to the ﬁnal run-off in which p then beats all
other candidates (in particular, the clause candidates) from C 2 because α is a satisfying truth assignment.
For the right-to-left direction, suppose that p is the unique overall Borda winner for some partition of the candidates.
Candidate r had to be eliminated in the subelection; otherwise, r would have beaten p in the run-off. This can only be
achieved by r ∗ , who can tie (but not beat) r in the subelection if the candidates in D, K , and p are not participating.
Thus C 1 contains r, r ∗ , and some variable candidates, and C 2 contains p, all candidates from D and K , and the remaining
variable candidates. All candidates from C 2 advance directly to the run-off, and in subelection (C 1 , V ) all winners are tieing
and, therefore, are eliminated by the tie-handling rule. Since p beats all clause candidates in the run-off, the variable candidates must have been distributed among C 1 and C 2 according to the above argument. Assigning every variable candidate
in C 2 to true and all the others to false, we obtain a satisfying truth assignment. ❑
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3.3. Borda-DCPC-TE and Borda-DCRPC-TE
We now turn to the destructive variants of the previous two problems. Unlike in the constructive case, we can give a
polynomial-time algorithm for Borda-DCPC-TE.
Theorem 5. Borda is vulnerable to destructive control by partition of candidates in the ties-eliminate model.
Proof. Our algorithm uses the result of Loreggia et al. [73] that Borda-DCDC is in P (see Table 1). Given an election (C , V )
and a distinguished candidate p ∈ C , the algorithm works as follows:
1. If p is not a unique Borda winner, accept immediately because control is possible via the trivial partition (C , ∅).
2. Otherwise, if |C | = 1, control is impossible since p is the only candidate and always wins, so reject.
3. Now, let k = | V | − 2. If ((C , V ), p , k) is a yes-instance of Borda-DCDC, which can be checked in polynomial time [73],
accept; otherwise, reject.
This algorithm runs in polynomial time and is correct. In step 1, if p is not a unique Borda winner, p is at most tied with
some candidates, so she can be either beaten or eliminated by the tie-handling rule in a subelection. Correctness of step 2 is
obvious. For step 3, if the constructed instance is a yes-instance, there is a subset C  ⊆ C , |C  | ≤ k = | V | − 2, p ∈
/ C  , so that p

is at most tied in the election (C \ C , V ). Therefore, we can eliminate p in the subelection by partitioning C into C \ C  and
C  , so control is possible. If the instance is a no-instance, p cannot be beaten or tied even if all but one candidate other than
p are deleted from the election. That means that p is the sole winner of (C \ C  , V ) for every C  ⊆ C with |C  | ≤ k = | V | − 2
/ C  ; so p cannot be eliminated in a subelection. In this case, p wins any subelection and reaches the run-off. There
and p ∈
may be a set of other candidates that reached the ﬁnal round, say C ⊆ C , p ∈
/ C . If some of those candidates beats or at
least ties with p in this run-off, destructive control would still have been achieved. But this cannot happen because then p
could have been eliminated in a subelection by partitioning C into { p } ∪ C and C \ ({ p } ∪ C ). As stated above, however,
this is impossible since the constructed Borda-DCDC instance is a no-instance, so p alone wins the run-off and control is
impossible. ❑
By Fact 1, Borda-DCPC-TE is the same as Borda-DCRPC-TE in the unique-winner model, which gives the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Borda is vulnerable to destructive control by run-off partition of candidates in the ties-eliminate model.
3.4. Borda-DCPC-TP and Borda-DCRPC-TP
Next, we consider the same two problems as above but with the ties-promote (TP) instead of the ties-eliminate rule,
which means that all subelection winners move forward to the ﬁnal round. While we focus on the unique-winner model as
our default in all other cases (simply noting that minor changes of our proofs yield the same result also in the nonuniquewinner model), we here explicitly distinguish between the unique- and the nonunique-winner model because destructive
control by partition and by run-off partition of candidates with TP are the only cases considered here where the control
complexity in Borda elections varies with the winner model chosen: We show that, in the unique-winner model, Borda is
resistant to control by partition of candidates with TP (Theorem 6) and to control by run-off partition of candidates with TP
(Theorem 7), yet is vulnerable in the nonunique-winner model (Theorem 8 and Corollary 2).
These are two of the very rare cases where the complexity of a voting problem differs depending on the winner model.
Only very few other such examples come to mind. Firstly, while Conitzer et al. [24] have shown that for Copeland elections
with three candidates, constructive coalitional weighted manipulation in the unique-winner model is solvable in polynomial
time, Faliszewski et al. [47] established NP-completeness of the same problem in the nonunique-winner model. Secondly,
Hemaspaandra et al. [60] have shown that online weighted manipulation in the nonunique-winner model for plurality can
be solved in polynomial time, yet in the unique-winner model its constructive variant is coNP-hard and its destructive
variant is NP-hard.
3.4.1. Unique-winner model
We start with the NP-hardness result for Borda-DCPC-TP in the unique-winner model.
Let us introduce some useful notation that will be employed in the proofs of Theorems 6, 15, and 16. In these proofs,
votes are always created in pairs. For a set of candidates C and two candidates c 1 , c 2 ∈ C , we denote by W (c 1 , c 2 ) the two

−−−−−−−→

←−−−−−−−

votes c 1 c 2 C \ {c 1 , c 2 } and C \ {c 1 , c 2 } c 1 c 2 . For such a pair, under the Borda rule c 1 gains two points on c 2 and one point
on each of the remaining candidates, whereas c 2 loses two points on c 2 and one point on each of the remaining candidates.
All other candidates gain the same number of points. Note that if one of c 1 and c 2 is not participating in the election, all
candidates gain the same number of points from the two votes of W (c 1 , c 2 ). Furthermore, for the point balance of any two
candidates x and y, only those pairs W (c 1 , c 2 ) matter where {x, y } ∩ {c 1 , c 2 } = ∅.
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Theorem 6. Borda is resistant to destructive control by partition of candidates in the ties-promote model.
Proof. To show NP-hardness, we provide a reduction from X3C to Borda-DCPC-TP. Let ( X , S ) be a given X3C instance with
X = {x1 , . . . , xm }, where m = 3k for some k > 5, and S = { S 1 , . . . , S n }, where S i ⊆ X and | S i | = 3 for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We
assume that every xi ∈ X appears in exactly three subsets S j ∈ S (thus n = 3k as well). This restricted version of X3C was
proven to be NP-complete by Gonzalez [54]. The assumption that k > 5 can be achieved by cloning and merging instances
with smaller k.
Construct from ( X , S ) a Borda-DCPC-TP instance ((C , V ), p ) as follows. Let C = { p , c , r } ∪ B ∪ G with B = {b1 , . . . , b3k }
and G = { g 1 , . . . , g 3k }.
We now construct the following pairs of votes:
number

vote

for

5
3k
7
1
3k
5
21
3

W ( p , bi )
W ( p, c)
W (c , b i )
W (r , c )
W ( p, r)
W (r , g i )
W ( gi , c)
W ( p, gi )

1 ≤ i ≤ 3k
1 ≤ i ≤ 3k

1 ≤ i ≤ 3k
1 ≤ i ≤ 3k
1 ≤ i ≤ 3k

Additionally, for every S j = {xs , xt , xu } ∈ S we construct the following 36 votes: six pairs W (b s , g j ), six pairs W (bt , g j ),
and six pairs W (b u , g j ).
We now introduce additional notation to conveniently count point balances of elections with a subset of candidates
C ⊆ C.

• Let ρC  = 1 if r ∈ C  and ρC  = 0 if r ∈
/ C .
• Let ζC  = 1 if c ∈ C  and ζC  = 0 if c ∈
/ C .
• For every bi ∈ B and C  ⊆ C with G  = C  ∩ G, let
corresponds to G  (i.e., for every g i

∈

G  , there is S i

C
bi

be the number of times xi is covered by the set S  ⊆ S that

∈ S  ). Note that 1 ≤

C
bi

• For every g i ∈ G and C  ⊆ C with B  = C  ∩ B and X  = {xi ∈ X | bi ∈ B  }, let
G

≤ 3 and |G  | = |S  | ≥
C
gi

= | S i ∩ X  |.

C
.
bi

From the constructed votes we have the following point balances for an election (C  , V ) with C  ⊆ C , B  = C  ∩ B and
= C  ∩ G:

dist(C  , V ) ( p , c ) = 6k − 2| B  | + (3k + 1)ρC  + 24|G  |,
dist(C  , V ) ( p , r ) = 6k − 2|G  | + 5| B  | + (3k − 1)ζC  ,
dist(C  , V ) ( p , b i ) = 5(| B  | + 1) + (3k + 7)ζC  + 3kρC  + 3|G  | − 6


dist(C  , V ) ( p , g i ) = 3(|G | + 1) + (3k − 21)ζC  + (3k + 5)ρC  + 6

C

b i for every b i ∈ B ,

C

g i for every g i ∈ G .

and

We can see that p can only be tied with r in C  = { p , r } ∪ G or with c in C  = { p , c } ∪ B, and beats both of them
otherwise. Also, p always beats every b i since

dist(C  , V ) ( p , b i ) ≥ 5(| B  | + 1) + 3|G  | − 6

C
bi

≥ 10 − 3

C
bi

> 0.

Furthermore, p always beats every g i since

dist(C  , V ) ( p , g i ) ≥ 3(|G  | + 1) + (3k − 21)ζC  ≥ 6 + 3k − 21 = 3k − 15 > 0.
Here we need the requirement k > 5.
Before we proceed with the proof of correctness, we provide some intuition on how the reduction is set up. The votes are
chosen in such a way that p can only be prevented from winning alone if p is tied with other candidates in the ﬁnal-round
election. Otherwise, p could simply be eliminated in the subelections. There are only two subsets of possible “tie” candidates
(referring to cases (a) and (b) later on) for which p can be tied with in the ﬁnal-round election, so all other candidates need
to be eliminated in the subelections (since we are in the TP model, those candidates need to be actually beaten in order
to be eliminated). The distinguished candidate p cannot be used to conveniently eliminate those other candidates, as the
remaining candidates from case (a) that are not used to tie with p in the ﬁnal-round election are the “tie” candidates from
case (b), and vice versa. So, depending on which case we try to carry out, we need some of the “tie” candidates to beat all
other candidates in the subelection while also tieing among themselves in order to reach the ﬁnal-round election. Although
the two cases seem to be symmetrical, we can show that only case (a) can lead to success. Then the candidates from B
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correspond to elements from X and candidates from G correspond to subsets of X in S . Using some subset of X in S to
cover elements of X corresponds to using the corresponding candidate of G to eliminate candidates in the subelection.
Now proceeding with the proof of correctness, we claim that ( X , S ) is a yes-instance of X3C if and only if ((C , V ), p ) is
a yes-instance of Borda-DCPC-TP.
From right to left, suppose ((C , V ), p ) is a yes-instance of Borda-DCPC-TP, via a successful partition of C into C 1 and
C 2 that prevents p from being the only winner of the ﬁnal-round election in which the Borda winners of (C 1 , V ) and
all candidates of C 2 participate. From the point balances and discussion above we see that p cannot be beaten in any
subelection. So p must be tied in the ﬁnal election. This can only happen if either (a) {r } ∪ G or (b) {c } ∪ B reach the ﬁnal
round while either {c } ∪ B (in case (a)) or {r } ∪ G (in case (b)) are eliminated in the ﬁrst round.
First, assume that p is participating in the subelection (C 1 , V ). In case (a), {c } ∪ B need to be eliminated in (C 1 , V ). If
no other candidate is participating in this subelection (i.e., if C 1 = { p , c } ∪ B), c together with p would proceed to the ﬁnal
run-off. However, neither r nor any g i ∈ G can participate in (C 1 , V ) since they would then be eliminated in the ﬁrst round
but are needed in the ﬁnal round to prevent p from being the only winner. Thus we cannot eliminate {c } ∪ B without
eliminating candidates from {r } ∪ G. In case (b), {r } ∪ G need to be eliminated in (C 1 , V ) (i.e., { p , r } ∪ G ⊆ C 1 ). With a similar
argument as in case (a) we can show that we cannot eliminate all candidates {r } ∪ G without eliminating candidates from
{c } ∪ B. All in all, if p participates in (C 1 , V ) then p cannot be tied in the ﬁnal round and wins the election alone. Therefore,
we conclude that p ∈ C 2 .
Again, there are the same two cases as above, (a) and (b), that could lead to a tie in the ﬁnal run-off. First, we have the
following point balances for elections (C  , V ) with C  ⊆ (C \ { p }), B  = C  ∩ B, and G  = C  ∩ G:

dist(C  , V ) (r , c ) = −7| B  | + 26|G  | + 2,
dist(C  , V ) (r , b i ) = 8ζC  + 5|G  | − 6


C
bi

for every b i ∈ B  ,

dist(C  , V ) (r , g i ) = 5(|G | + 1) − 20ζC  + 6
dist(C  , V ) (c , b i ) = 7(| B  | + 1) + ρC  − 6

C
bi

C
gi

for every g i ∈ G  ,

for every b i ∈ B  ,

dist(C  , V ) (c , g i ) = 7| B  | + 4ρC  − 21(|G  | + 1) + 6
dist(C  , V ) ( g i , b j ) = 28ζC  − 5ρC  − 6(

C
gi

+

C
bj)

C
gi

for every g i ∈ G  , and

for every g i ∈ G  and for every b j ∈ B  .

In case (a), {c } ∪ B need to be eliminated in (C 1 , V ). We need to add other candidates from {r } ∪ G to the subelection,
so all candidates from {c } ∪ B are eliminated and all added candidates proceed to the ﬁnal round. There are three possible
ways of adding such candidates: (1) only add r, (2) add r and some candidates G  ⊆ G, and (3) add only some G  ⊆ G. In
case (1), c would beat r since

dist(C  , V ) (r , c ) = −21k + 2 < 0.
In case (2), we have for every g i ∈ G  that

dist(C  , V ) (r , g i ) = 5(|G  | + 1) − 20 + 18 = 5|G  | + 3 > 0,
so every g i ∈ G  would also be eliminated. This leaves only case (3). For every g i ∈ G  , we have that

dist(C  , V ) (c , g i ) = 21k − 21(|G  | + 1) + 18 = 21k − 21|G  | − 3.
Therefore, we need |G  | ≥ k in order for c to be beaten. Furthermore, we have for every g i ∈ G  and every b j ∈ B that

dist(C  , V ) ( g i , b j ) = 28 − 6(3 +

C
bj)

= 10 − 6

C
bj.

C
bj

≤ 1 to hold for every b j ∈ B. This, however, means that S  = { S i ∈ S | g i ∈ G  } covers
every xi ∈ X at most once. Since we need |S  | = |G  | ≥ k, this is possible only if S  is an exact cover of X .
In case (b), {r } ∪ G need to be eliminated in the subelection (C 1 , V ) (i.e., {r } ∪ G ⊆ C 1 ). Therefore, we again need to add
some candidates from {c } ∪ B to C 1 but they cannot be eliminated themselves in (C 1 , V ). From the point balances above we
have that r always beats c in this case (since dist(C  , V ) (r , c ) = −7| B  | + 78k + 2 ≥ −21k + 78k + 2 > 0) and always beats any

b i ∈ B (since dist(C  , V ) (r , b i ) = 15k − 6 bC ≥ 15k − 18 > 0). Therefore, this case cannot lead to a tie of c with p in the ﬁnal
i
Therefore, to beat all b j we need

round.
From left to right, suppose there exists an exact cover S  ⊆ S . We now show that ((C , V ), p ) is a yes-instance of
Borda-DCPC-TP. Let G  = { g i ∈ G | S i ∈ S  }. Then we partition C into C 1 = {c } ∪ B ∪ G  and C 2 = { p , r } ∪ (G \ G  ). In the
subelection (C 1 , V ), we have the following point differences:

dist(C 1 , V ) (c , g i ) = 21k − 21(|G  | + 1) + 6
dist(C 1 , V ) ( g i , b j ) = 28 − 6(

C1
gi

+

C1
)
bj

C1
gi

for every g i ∈ G  and

for every g i ∈ G  and for every b j ∈ B .
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Note that |G  | = |S  | = k and

= 1 since S  is an exact cover of X , and Cgi1 = 3 since all candidates from B are
participating in the election. Therefore, it holds that dist(C 1 , V ) (c , g i ) < 0 and dist(C 1 , V ) ( g i , b j ) > 0 for every g i ∈ G  and
b j ∈ B. Furthermore, we have dist(C 1 , V ) ( g i , g j ) = 0 for every g i , g j ∈ G  . Therefore, all candidates from G  win (C 1 , V ) and
C1
bj

proceed to the ﬁnal round. This leaves p, r, and all candidates from G in the ﬁnal election. From the arguments and
discussion above it follows that p is tied with r in this election. Therefore, p is prevented from winning alone. ❑
Next, we consider the analogous control type with two ﬁrst-round subelections and show that Borda-DCRPC-TP is NPhard as well.
Theorem 7. Borda is resistant to destructive control by run-off partition of candidates in the ties-promote model.
Proof. To show NP-hardness, we provide a reduction from X3C to Borda-DCRPC-TP. Let ( X , S ) be a given X3C instance
with X = {x1 , . . . , xm }, where m = 3k for some k > 1, and S = { S 1 , . . . , S n }, where S i ⊆ X and | S i | = 3 for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Note that we again assume that every xi ∈ X appears in exactly three subsets S j ∈ S ; hence, n = 3k as well. Construct from
( X , S ) a Borda-DCRPC-TP instance ((C , V ), p ) as follows. Let C = { p , r } ∪ X ∪ S with p being the distinguished candidate.
For every xi ∈ X , let Sxi = { S j | xi ∈ S j } ⊆ S . Note that |Sxi | = 3 for every xi ∈ X . Deﬁne V to consist of the following
votes:

−
→

←
−

−
→

←
−

1. There are 3k + 1 votes of the form p S r X and 3k + 1 votes of the form p S r X . Intuitively, the voters in this
group ensure that candidates from S appearing in an election will make p beat r.

−
→

−
→

←
−

←
−

2. There is a vote r X p S and a vote r X p S . Intuitively, the voters in this group ensure that candidates from X
appearing in an election will give r enough points to make up for the points gap from voters in the ﬁrst voter group if
none of S are part of the election.

−−−−→

−−−−−→

3. For every xi ∈ X , there are (3k + 1)(3k + 2) votes xi Sxi X \ {xi } r p S \ Sxi and there are (3k + 1)(3k + 2) votes

←−−−−−

←−−−−

p Sxi S \ Sxi r X \ {xi } xi . Intuitively, the voters in this group ensure that we need an exact cover in order to have the
correct candidates in the ﬁnal election. In particular, we need this group to be so large that covering some candidate
from X more than once would prevent r from reaching the ﬁnal election.

−
→

−
→

←
−

←
−

4. There are 3k(3k + 1)(3k + 2) votes p X r S and 3k(3k + 1)(3k + 2) votes r X p S . Intuitively, the voters in this group
ensure that candidates from S never have a chance to win, so we can disregard their scores.
Before we proceed to prove that the reduction is correct, we need the following two lemmas.
Lemma 4. For subsets X  ⊆ X and S  ⊆ S , p is the unique Borda winner of the election (C  , V ) with C  = { p , r } ∪ X  ∪ S  if
| X  | < 3k or |S  | > 0, and a Borda winner only tied with r otherwise.
Proof of Lemma 4. For subsets X  ⊆ X and S  ⊆ S , we have the following point balances in the election (C  , V ) with
C  = { p, r} ∪ X  ∪ S  :

• dist(C  , V ) ( p , r ) = (2|S  | + 2)(3k + 1) − 2(| X  | + 1) + | X  | · |S  |(3k + 1)(3k + 2).
• For each xi ∈ X  , dist(C  , V ) ( p , xi ) ≥ (3k + 1)(2|S  | + 2) + 3k(| X  | + 1) > 0.
• For each S j ∈ S  , dist(C  , V ) ( p , S j ) ≥ (3k + 1)(3k + 2)((3k − 3)| X  | + 6k + 3k|S  | − 9) > 0.
We can see that p always beats all xi ∈ X  and S j ∈ S  and ties r only if X  = X and S  = ∅. Note that even when r is
removed from the election, p is the only Borda winner for any X  ⊆ X and S  ⊆ S . ❑ Lemma 4
From Lemma 4 we see that p is the only Borda winner of election (C , V ).
Lemma 5. For subsets X  ⊆ X and S  ⊆ S , p is the unique Borda winner of the election (C  , V ) with C  = { p } ∪ X  ∪ S  .
Proof of Lemma 5. For subsets X  ⊆ X and S  ⊆ S , we have the following point balances in the election (C  , V ) with
C  = { p, r} ∪ X  ∪ S  :

• For each xi ∈ X  , dist(C  , V ) ( p , xi ) ≥ (3k + 1)(2|S  |) + 3k(| X  | + 1) > 0.
• For each S j ∈ S  , dist(C  , V ) ( p , S j ) ≥ (3k + 1)(3k + 2)((3k − 3)| X  | + 3k + 3k|S  | − 6) > 0.
We can see that p always beats all xi ∈ X  and S j ∈ S  . ❑

Lemma 5

Intuitively, from Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 it follows that p can only be prevented from winning alone if r, all of X , and
none of S reach the ﬁnal-round election. Furthermore, p needs to be in a different subelection than r and all of X , for
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otherwise not all of them would reach the ﬁnal-round election. Then we need to add speciﬁc candidates from S (i.e., an
exact cover of X ) to the subelection with r and all of X in order to have them tied with each other.
Proceeding with the proof of Theorem 7, we claim that ( X , S ) is a yes-instance of X3C if and only if ((C , V ), p ) is a
yes-instance of Borda-DCRPC-TP.
From left to right, suppose there is an exact cover S  ⊆ S . We partition C into C 1 = { p } ∪ (S \ S  ) and C 2 = {r } ∪ X ∪
S  . By Lemma 5, p is the only Borda winner of (C 1 , V ) and reaches the ﬁnal round. In the second subelection, r ties every
xi ∈ X since

dist(C 2 , V ) (r , xi ) = (3k + 1)2 + (3k + 1) − (3k + 1)(3k + 2) = 0.
Furthermore, r beats every S j ∈ S  since

dist(C 2 , V ) (r , S j ) > −(3k + 1)(3k + 2)(4k) + 3k(3k + 1)(3k + 2)(5k) > 0.
Due to the ties-promote model, r and every xi ∈ X reach the ﬁnal round. Since p, r, and all candidates in X participate in
the ﬁnal round, but no candidates in S do, from Lemma 4 we can conclude that p is tied with r and thus prevented from
being a unique Borda winner.
From right to left, suppose that p can be prevented from being the unique Borda winner by partitioning the set of
candidates. From Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 we can conclude that r, all candidates in X and no candidate in S reach the ﬁnal
round. Furthermore, p cannot participate in a subelection with r or some candidates X as this would prevent at least one of
them from reaching the ﬁnal round. Without loss of generality, assume that p ∈ C 1 and {r } ∪ X ⊆ C 2 . It is easy to see that p
is the only Borda winner of (C 1 , V ) and so reaches the ﬁnal round. In ({r } ∪ X , V ), r beats every xi ∈ X by (3k + 1)(3k + 2)
points. For every S j ∈ S that is added to C 2 , every xi ∈ S j gains (3k + 1)(3k + 2) points on r. For r and all candidates from
X to proceed to the ﬁnal round, candidates S  ⊆ S need to be added to C 2 so that every xi ∈ X is contained in exactly
one element of S  . Therefore, S  is an exact cover of X . Note also that r beats all those candidates S  in (C 2 , V ). ❑
3.4.2. Nonunique-winner model
While we focus on the unique-winner model by default, in this section we make an exception and assume the nonuniquewinner model. In stark contrast with Theorem 6 (which shows that Borda-DCPC-TP in the unique-winner model is NP-hard),
we now show that Borda-DCPC-TP in the nonunique-winner model is in P.
Theorem 8. In the nonunique-winner model, Borda is vulnerable to destructive control by partition of candidates in the ties-promote
model.
Proof. To prove P membership of the problem, the algorithm from the proof of Theorem 5 can be used with some slight
modiﬁcations. Let (C , V ) be a given election and p ∈ C the distinguished candidate. Apart from the trivial cases, we only
need to check whether there is a candidate who beats p in an election with a subset of candidates C  ⊆ C \ { p }, which can
be done in polynomial time by slightly modifying an algorithm of Loreggia et al. [73]. If this is the case, we can prevent p
from winning by eliminating her in the subelection (C  ∪ { p }, V ). Otherwise, p is a winner in every election (C  ∪ { p }, V )
with C  ⊆ C \ { p }, so control is impossible. ❑
By Fact 1, Borda-DCPC-TP and Borda-DCRPC-TP are identical in the nonunique-winner model.15 Therefore, Theorem 8
implies Corollary 2, which again is somewhat surprising in light of Theorem 7 (which shows that Borda-DCRPC-TP in the
unique-winner model is NP-hard).
Corollary 2. In the nonunique-winner model, Borda is vulnerable to destructive control by run-off partition of candidates in the tiespromote model.
3.5. Borda-CCPC-TP and Borda-CCRPC-TP
Finally, we turn to the constructive variants of the above two problems.

15
In the unique-winner model, DCPC-TP and DCRPC-TP are not the same problem: Hemaspaandra et al. [58] design a rather artiﬁcial voting rule for which
these two problems differ. In fact, one can also prove this claim for a very natural voting rule: Borda. To see that Borda-DCPC-TP and Borda-DCRPC-TP differ
in the unique-winner model, consider three candidates, a, b, and c, and let V contain three votes: a b c, a b c, and b c a. It is clear that a is tied with b for
the ﬁrst place if c participates in the election, while c is lagging behind them in points. Therefore, in Borda-DCPC-TP, we can prevent a from winning alone
by the trivial partition (∅, {a, b, c }), i.e., by giving all candidates a bye to the ﬁnal round. However, in Borda-DCRPC-TP, either b or c is always eliminated
in the ﬁrst round while a always reaches the run-off: Since there are three candidates in total, there must be a ﬁrst-round subelection with two or three
candidates. In ({a, b, c }, V ), a and b win and c is eliminated, so a and b proceed to the run-off; in ({a, b}, V ), a wins and b is eliminated, so a faces c
(who trivially wins the other ﬁrst-round subelection) in the run-off; in ({a, c }, V ), a wins and c is eliminated, so a faces b (who trivially wins the other
ﬁrst-round subelection) in the run-off; and in ({b, c }, V ), b wins and c is eliminated, so b faces a (who trivially wins the other ﬁrst-round subelection) in
the run-off. In each case, only a wins the run-off and thus cannot be prevented from winning alone in Borda-DCRPC-TP.
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Theorem 9. Borda is resistant to constructive control by partition of candidates in the ties-promote model.
Proof. To show NP-hardness, we provide a reduction from X3C to Borda-CCPC-TP. Let ( X , S ) be a given X3C instance with
X = {x1 , . . . , xm }, where m = 3k for some k > 1, and S = { S 1 , . . . , S n }, where S i ⊆ X and | S i | = 3 for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Again, we assume that every xi ∈ X appears in exactly three subsets S j ∈ S , so n = 3k as well. Construct from ( X , S ) a
Borda-CCPC-TP instance ((C , V ), p ) as follows. Let C = { p , r , r ∗ } ∪ X ∪ S with p being the distinguished candidate. Deﬁne
V to consist of the following votes:

−
→
←
−
−
→
←
−
1. There are 2k votes of the form r X p r ∗ S and 2k votes of the form r X p r ∗ S .

−
→
←
−
−
→
←
−
2. There is one vote r ∗ S r p X and one vote r ∗ S r p X .



3. For every S i = {x , x , x } ∈ S , there are

−−−→
• (2k − 1)(3k + 3) + 1 votes of the form X \ S i r r ∗ p S i x x x
←−−−
• (2k − 1)(3k + 3) + 1 votes of the form x x x p r ∗ r S i X \ S i

−−−−−→
S \ { S i } and
←−−−−−
S \ { S i }.

It is easy to see that p is beaten by r in every possible subelection and therefore is not winning in (C , V ). The intuitive
idea is that r is eliminated by r ∗ in the subelection and, then, p is able to win the ﬁnal-round election. For r ∗ to beat r
in the subelection, none of X can be part of the subelection, and we also need a speciﬁc number of candidates from S
to participate. In order for p to win the ﬁnal-round election afterwards, we need to carefully choose candidates from S to
participate in the subelection, as they are eliminated, so that the remaining candidates from S that reach the ﬁnal-round
election enable p to beat all candidates from X . This can only be achieved if the candidates from S that are given a bye to
the ﬁnal round correspond to an exact cover of X .
We claim that ( X , S ) is a yes-instance of X3C if and only if ((C , V ), p ) is a yes-instance of Borda-CCPC-TP.
From left to right, suppose there is an exact cover S  ⊆ S . Then partition C into C 1 = {r , r ∗ } ∪ S \ S  and C 2 =
{ p } ∪ S  ∪ X . All candidates in C 2 are directly qualiﬁed for the ﬁnal election. Furthermore, r ∗ is the unique Borda winner
of the subelection (C 1 , V ), since dist(C 1 , V ) (r ∗ , r ) = −4k + 4k + 2 = 2 and dist(C 1 , V ) (r ∗ , S i ) > 0 for every S i ∈ S \ S  . In the
ﬁnal election (C  , V ) with C  = { p , r ∗ } ∪ S  ∪ X , we have that p beats every candidate in S  and the candidate r, since
dist(C  , V ) ( p , r ∗ ) = 4k − 2k − 2 > 0 (recall that we required k > 1). Because S  is an exact cover, every xi is contained in
exactly one element of S  . Therefore,

dist(C  , V ) ( p , xi ) = −2k(3k + 1) + (3k + 1) + (2k − 1)(3k + 1) + 1 = 1
and p is the unique Borda winner of the ﬁnal election.
From right to left, suppose that p can be made the only Borda winner by partitioning the candidates. Since p is beaten
by r in every possible subelection, r and p need to be in different parts of the partition (say, r is in (C 1 , V )), and r needs
to be eliminated in the subelection (C 1 , V ). It is easy to see that r beats all candidates from X and S in all possible
subelections as well. Therefore, r ∗ ∈ C 1 . For subsets X  ⊆ X and S  ⊆ S , the point balance of r ∗ and r is

dist({r ,r ∗ }∪ X  ∪S  , V ) (r ∗ , r ) = −4k| X  | − 4k + 2|S  | + 2.
In order for r ∗ to beat r, no candidate from X may be in the subelection and at least 2k candidates from S need to
participate in it. This leaves candidates C 1 = {r ∗ , p } ∪ X ∪ S  with S  ⊆ S and |S  | ≤ k in the ﬁnal election. Note that p
beats all candidates in S  and the candidate r ∗ , since |S  | ≤ k. Without any S i ∈ S  , p has a point deﬁcit of −2k(3k + 1) +
(3k + 1) on every x j ∈ X . For every S i ∈ S  , p gains (2k − 1)(3k + 1) + 1 points on every x j ∈ S i . Therefore, for p to beat
all candidates in X , every xi ∈ X needs to be in at least one element of S  . Since |S  | ≤ k, we have that S  is an exact
cover. ❑
A slight modiﬁcation of the proof of Theorem 9 yields Corollary 3.
Corollary 3. Borda is resistant to constructive control by run-off partition of candidates in the ties-promote model.
4. Complexity of control by partition of voters in Borda elections
In this section we solve the only three problems that still were open for voter control in Borda elections (recall Table 1):
constructive control by partition of voters when ties promote or ties eliminate and destructive control by partition of voters
when ties promote. We start with the one open case concerning the TE model.
4.1. Borda-CCPV-TE
In Borda-Constructive-Control-by-Partition-of-Voters-TE (Borda-CCPV-TE) we ask, given an election (C , V ) and a candidate p in C , whether V can be partitioned into V 1 and V 2 such that p is the unique Borda winner of the two-stage
election where only unique Borda winners of subelections (C , V 1 ) and (C , V 2 ) proceed to the ﬁnal run-off.
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Theorem 10. Borda is resistant to constructive control by partition of voters in the ties-eliminate model.
Proof. To show NP-hardness, we provide a reduction from X3C to Borda-CCPV-TE. Let ( X , S ) be a given X3C instance with
X = {x1 , . . . , xm }, where m = 3k for some k > 1, and S = { S 1 , . . . , S n }, where S i ⊆ X and | S i | = 3 for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
We again assume that every xi ∈ X appears in exactly three subsets S j ∈ S . From this restriction it follows that n = 3k as
well. Construct from ( X , S ) a Borda-CCPV-TE instance ((C , V ), p ) as follows. First, we construct a large but still polynomial
number of buffer candidates B = B 1 ∪ B 2 ∪ · · · ∪ B 6k+3 with

•
•
•
•
•

B 2i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3k, each containing 18k2 + 12k − 1 candidates;
B 2i −1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3k, each containing 27k2 + 18k + 4 candidates;
B 6k+1 containing 36k3 + 6k2 − 12k candidates;
B 6k+2 containing 135k3 + 90k2 + 12k candidates; and
B 6k+3 containing 18k3 + 30k2 + 12k − 1 candidates.

Note that all B i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 6k + 3, are pairwise disjoint. Let C = { p , r , r ∗ } ∪ X ∪ B be the set of candidates with p being the
distinguished candidate. Deﬁne V = V 1 ∪ V 2 ∪ V 3 ∪ V 4 to consist of the following four groups of votes:

−
→
1. V 1 contains a single vote of the form r B 6k+1 r ∗ B 6k+2 p X B \ ( B 6k+1 ∪ B 6k+2 ).

←
−
2. V 2 contains a single vote of the form r B 6k+3 r ∗ X p B \ B 6k+3 .
3. V 3 contains a vote v j of the form
X \ S j p B 2 j −1 r ∗ B 2 j r x x x B \ ( B 2 j −1 ∪ B 2 j )
for every S j = {x , x , x } ∈ S .

←
−
4. V 4 contains 3k votes of the form r X p r ∗ B.
Note that in the way these votes are set up, every buffer candidate b j ∈ B is behind some candidate from C \ B in every
vote (as a matter of fact, b j is behind every candidate from C \ B in all votes but one). This lets us conveniently disregard all
buffer candidates, since they are eliminated in all possible subelections and can never reach the ﬁnal run-off. Note further
that in the following, for better readability, all points balances are simpliﬁed to their shortest forms.
Note that p is not winning in (C , V ), since dist(C , V ) ( p , r ) = −54k3 − 45k2 − 3k − 3 < 0. The general idea of the reduction
is that p can beat r ∗ in a 1-on-1 ﬁnal-round election (due to the many votes favoring p over r ∗ in voter groups 3 and 4)
but loses to r if they reach the ﬁnal-round election. Therefore, the votes must be partitioned so that p wins one subelection
alone and r ∗ the other. We will show that in order to achieve this, we need to set the votes in groups 1, 2, and 4 to
the subelections in a certain speciﬁc way. Then we need at least 2k votes of group 3 for r ∗ to reach the ﬁnale while the
remaining k votes need to be enough for p to win the other subelection, in particular beating the candidates of X , which is
only possible if there is an exact cover of X .
In the following, we will provide a detailed description on why we chose to construct a speciﬁc number of buffer
candidates. First, consider voter group 4. The reason to have this group is to ensure that p loses against r in the 1-on-1
ﬁnal-round election due to the 3k votes in voter group 3 favoring p over r. In order to make this group as irrelevant to the
partitioning process of the subelections as possible, the score difference in the other votes (for elections that include buffer
candidates) of the relevant candidates should always be at least as high as the score difference from voter group 4 (i.e.,
γ = 3k(3k + 2) = 9k2 + 6k). For voter group 1, we want this vote to be in the subelection in which p does not win, so B 6k+2
should contain at least 3k(| B 2i | + | B 2i −1 |) − 1 candidates so that the score deﬁcit of p to r cannot be compensated by the
votes from group 3. Since the vote is now in the subelection in which r ∗ must win against r, we need their score difference
(i.e., B 6k+1 + 1) to be compensated by at least 2k votes from group 3, so we must have | B 6k+1 | = (2k − 1)(| B 2i | + 1). Due
to the issue with voter group 4 discussed above, we set | B 2i | = 2γ − 1, which gives | B 6k+1 | = (2k − 1)2γ . Now, regarding
the vote in group 2, this vote is supposed to be in the subelection that p must win in order to give p a score deﬁcit
on the candidates in X , so we must prevent it from being set to the other subelection. Therefore, we have | B 6k+3 | =
(k + 1)(| B 2i | + 1) − 1 = (k + 1)2γ − 1, which implies that putting the vote in the subelection together with the vote from
group 1 would make it hopeless for r ∗ to win against r. Lastly, regarding B 2i −1 , we expect k votes from group 3 to be in
the subelection that p alone wins, so we need to compensate (1) the deﬁcit on r from the vote in group 2, (2) votes from
group 4 being in the subelection, and (3) the deﬁcit on candidates from X . This is achieved by setting | B 2i −1 | = 2γ + 4 + γ .
We claim that ( X , S ) is a yes-instance of X3C if and only if ((C , V ), p ) is a yes-instance of Borda-CCPV-TE.
From left to right, suppose there exists an exact cover S  ⊆ S . Let 
V = { v j ∈ V 3 | S j ∈ S  }. Partition V into V  =


∗


V 1 ∪ ( V 3 \ V ) ∪ V 4 and V = V 2 ∪ V . In the subelection (C , V ), r beats every other candidate, since

dist(C , V  ) (r ∗ , r ) = 9k2 + 6k − 1 > 0,
dist(C , V  ) (r ∗ , p ) = 81k3 + 53k2 + 2k − 2 > 0, and
dist(C , V  ) (r ∗ , xi ) ≥ 171k3 + 15k2 − 55k − 4 > 0 for every xi ∈ X .
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In the other subelection, (C , V  ), p is the only Borda winner, since

dist(C , V  ) ( p , r ∗ ) = 27k3 + 18k2 + 2k − 1 > 0,
dist(C , V  ) ( p , r ) = 27k3 − 10k − 1 > 0, and
dist(C , V  ) ( p , xi ) ≥ 42k2 + 33k + 3 > 0 for every xi ∈ X .
In the ﬁnal-stage election ({ p , r ∗ }, V ), p is the only Borda winner, since

dist({ p ,r ∗ }, V ) ( p , r ∗ ) = 6k − 2 > 0.
For the converse, suppose there is no exact cover. We now show that p cannot be made the only Borda winner by
partitioning the votes. Since no buffer candidate reaches the ﬁnal round and due to the ties-eliminate model, the only
possible ﬁnal-stage elections with p participating are ({ p , c }, V ) with c ∈ {r , r ∗ } ∪ X and ({ p }, V ) (i.e., in the latter case
p alone wins one subelection and two or more candidates tie for winner in the other subelection). It is easy to see that
p wins alone only if r ∗ wins the other subelection alone or no one qualiﬁes from the other subelection. Consider any
partition ( V  , V  ) of V . Without loss of generality, assume that V 1 ⊆ V  . Then p cannot win (C , V  ), since the deﬁcit
of 171k3 + 96k2 + 2 to r cannot be made up for, not even with all the votes from V 3 from which p would gain only
135k3 + 90k2 + 15k points on r. Therefore, p can only win (C , V  ). For p to beat every xi ∈ X in (C , V  ), there need to
be votes 
V ⊆ V 3 in V  such that, for every xi ∈ X , there is a v j ∈ 
V with xi ∈ S j . Otherwise, p would be behind xi in
every vote of V  . Since there is no exact cover, we need at least k + 1 such votes from 
V to ensure that p is not beaten
by some candidate xi ∈ X in (C , V  ). In (C , V  ), the point deﬁcit resulting from V 1 ⊆ V  of p and candidates from X to r
cannot be made up for by at most 2k − 1 votes from V 3 . Notice that all votes from V 2 and V 4 have r at the top position, so
even if we assume that none of those votes are in V  , with only in the best case 2k − 1 votes of V 3 being in V  , we have
dist(C , V  ) (r ∗ , r ) ≤ −1. It follows that r ∗ cannot beat or tie r in (C , V  ), which leads to r reaching the ﬁnal round. Therefore,
without an exact cover, either p cannot reach the ﬁnal round or r does reach it as well. In both cases, p does not win it. ❑
4.2. Borda-CCPV-TP and Borda-DCPV-TP
Lastly, we consider the same problem as above but with the ties-promote (TP) instead of the ties-eliminate (TE) model,
and its destructive variant also with TP. We start with the former.
Theorem 11. Borda is resistant to constructive control by partition of voters in the ties-promote model.
Proof. To show NP-hardness, we can use exactly the same reduction as in the proof of Theorem 10 that showed NPhardness of Borda-CCPV-TE.
In the proof of correctness, it was shown there that if the X3C instance is a yes-instance then we can make p be the
only winner of one subelection and r ∗ be the only winner of the other subelection, leading to p alone winning the ﬁnal
run-off.
In the converse direction, it was shown that if the X3C instance is a no-instance, then either p does not reach the ﬁnal
round, or if we can make p win one subelection then inevitably r reaches the ﬁnal round as well via the other subelection,
which leads to p not winning the ﬁnal round. ❑
Theorem 12. Borda is resistant to destructive control by partition of voters in the ties-promote model.
Proof. To show NP-hardness, we provide a reduction from X3C to Borda-DCPV-TP. Let ( X , S ) be a given X3C instance with
X = {x1 , . . . , xm }, where m = 3k for some k > 1, and S = { S 1 , . . . , S n }, where S i ⊆ X and | S i | = 3 for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Again,
we assume that every xi ∈ X appears in exactly three subsets S j ∈ S (recall that this implies n = 3k as well). Construct
from ( X , S ) a Borda-DCPV-TP instance ((C , V ), p ) as follows.
We start by constructing a large but still polynomial number of buffer candidates B = B 1 ∪ B 2 ∪ · · · ∪ B 3k+2 ∪ {
b1 ,
b2 ,
b3 }
with B i , where 1 ≤ i ≤ 3k and S i = {x p , xq , xr } with p < q < r, containing rk − 3 candidates; B 3k+1 containing 6k + 3
b1 ,
b2 ,
b3 } are pairwise disjoint.
candidates; and B 3k+2 containing 9k2 candidates. Note that all B i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3k + 2, and {
Let C = { p , r , r ∗ } ∪ X ∪ B with p being the distinguished candidate. For a more convenient construction of votes, we

−−−−−−→

introduce additional notation. If we write X |{xi ,x j ,x } for some {xi , x j , x } ⊆ X , the candidates of X appear in the vote in the

−
→

usual order but xi , x j , and x are replaced with 
b1 , 
b2 , and 
b3 . It is important to note that when X appears in a vote, the
candidates of X are ordered from lowest to highest index, whereas they are ordered from highest to lowest index in case of

←
−

X.
Now, deﬁne V = V 1 ∪ V 2 ∪ V 3 ∪ V 4 to consist of the following four groups of votes:

←
−

1. V 1 contains 3k + 2 votes of the form p B 3k+1 r X B \ B 3k+1 .
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−
→

2. V 2 contains two votes of the form r 
b1 X p B \ {
b 1 }.
3. For every S j = {x p , xq , xr } ∈ S with p < q < r, V 3 contains a vote v j that is constructed in the following way: Set xr
on position one, then (r − q)k − 1 buffer candidates from B j , then xq (at position (r − q)k + 1), then (q − p )k − 1 buffer
candidates from B j , then x p (at position (r − p )k + 1), then the remaining pk − 1 buffer candidates from B j , and from

−−−−−−→

position rk + 1 onwards the vote has the form p r X |{x p ,xq ,xr } B \ ( B j ∪ {
b1 ,
b2 ,
b3 }).

−
→

←
−

4. V 4 contains 3k + 1 votes of the form r p B 3k+2 X B \ B 3k+2 and 3k + 1 votes of the form p r B 3k+2 X B \ B 3k+2 .
The votes in V 3 are set up in such a way that for a vote v j ∈ V 3 , if xi ∈ S j then dist(C ,{ v j }) (r , xi ) = −(ik + 1), and if
xi ∈
/ S j then dist(C ,{ v j }) (r , xi ) = i. This is illustrated by the following Example 3.
Example 3. Let k = 2 and S 1 = {x2 , x3 , x5 } ∈ S . Then B 1 consists of 5 · 2 − 3 = 7 candidates, denoted by b1 , . . . , b7 . With
p = 2, q = 3 and r = 5 the following vote for the third voter group is constructed:

x5 b7 b6 b5 x3 b4 x2 b3 b2 b1 p r x1 b1 b2 x4 b3 x6 B \ ( B 1 ∪ {
b 1 ,
b 2 ,
b3 }).
Then we have the following point balances of r and the candidates in X :
i

1

2

3

4

5

6

dist(r , xi )

1

−5

−7

4

−11

6

Note that every buffer candidate b i ∈ B is behind one candidate from C \ B in all votes. Therefore, no buffer candidate b i
ever survives a subelection and we can disregard their scores.
Lemma 6. For any partition of votes ( V  , V  ), p always is the unique Borda winner of one subelection.
Proof. Let ( V  , V  ) be a partition of V . Since V 1 contains 3k + 2 votes, there is at least one part of the partition with at
least k votes of V 1 , let us say V  . From these votes, p is ahead of r by at least k(6k + 4) points and ahead of every xi ∈ X by
at least k(6k + 5) points in (C , V  ). Even if the other votes in V  all rank r ahead of p, r can only gain at most 3k + 1 + 6k + 4
points on p, which is not enough to at least tie p. For each xi ∈ X , if the other votes in V  all rank xi ahead of p then xi can
only gain at most 2 + 3k2 + 1 points on p, which is not enough to at least tie p. Therefore, p is the unique Borda winner of
(C , V  ). ❑ Lemma 6
In election (C , V ), p is the unique Borda winner because

dist(C , V ) ( p , r ) = (3k + 2)(6k + 4) − 2(3k + 2) + 3k > 0 and
dist(C , V ) ( p , xi ) = 54k3 + 54k2 + (42 − 3i )k + (9 − 3i ) > 0 for every xi ∈ X .
The intuitive idea of the reduction is that p can only be tied for winning with r in the ﬁnal-round election if r and all
of X proceed from the subelections. Since p wins at least one subelection alone, it follows that r and all of X must tie for
winning the other subelection. This is only possible if we balance the score of r and all of X by compensating the score
deﬁcit of candidates of X on r from votes of group 2 with votes from group 3. We need voter group 4 to ensure that no
candidate from X can beat p in a ﬁnal-round election, and voter group 1 ensures that p wins at least one subelection alone
and can at most be tied with r in the ﬁnal-round election.
We claim that ( X , S ) is a yes-instance of X3C if and only if ((C , V ), p ) is a yes-instance of Borda-DCPV-TP.
From left to right, suppose there is an exact cover S  ⊆ S . Let 
V = { v j ∈ V 3 | S j ∈ S  }. Partition V into V  = V 1 ∪ 
V ∪


V 4 and V = V 2 ∪ ( V 3 \ V )
In the second subelection (C , V  ),

dist(C , V  ) (r , p ) = 6k + 4 − 2k = 4k + 4 > 0 and
dist(C , V  ) (r , xi ) = 2i + 2 − 2(ik + 1) + (2k − 2)i = 0 for every xi ∈ X ,
since S  is an exact cover, so every xi ∈ X is covered exactly twice in S \ S  . Therefore, r and all xi ∈ X tie and proceed
to the ﬁnal round according to the TP rule. From Lemma 6 it follows that p wins (C , V  ) alone. Then r ties p in the ﬁnal
election, since dist({ p ,r }∪ X , V ) ( p , r ) = 2 · 3k − (2| X |) = 0.
From right to left, suppose that p can be prevented from being the only Borda winner by partitioning the votes. From
Lemma 6 it follows that p always reaches the ﬁnal election. Since no buffer candidate survives the subelections, for a subset
X  ⊆ X the only possible ﬁnal elections are ({ p , r } ∪ X  , V ) and ({ p } ∪ X  , V ). In ({ p , r } ∪ X  , V ),

dist({ p ,r }∪ X  , V ) ( p , r ) = 2 · 3k − (2| X  |) and
dist({ p ,r }∪ X  , V ) ( p , xi ) ≥ 2(3k + 2) − 11 > 0 for every xi ∈ X  .
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Therefore, p is not the only winner if r and all candidates in X reach the ﬁnal run-off. In ({ p } ∪ X  , V ),

dist({ p }∪ X  , V ) ( p , xi ) ≥ (3k + 2) − 11 + (3k + 1) > 0
for every xi ∈ X  . Therefore, p wins the ﬁnal election alone if r or any xi fail to reach the ﬁnal round. From Lemma 6
it follows that r and all xi ∈ X need to tie in one subelection. Without loss of generality, assume that this subelection is
(C , V  ). Then no vote from V 1 can be in V  (or else p would beat r), and no vote from V 4 can be in V  (or else p would
beat at least one xi ∈ X ). Thus V  consists of votes from V 2 and V 3 . If there is no vote from V 2 in V  then r is beaten by p;
otherwise, r always beats p. We will now show that in both cases (only one vote of V 2 is in V  and both votes of V 2 are in
V  ), an exact cover needs to exist in order for p and all candidates of X to tie in (C , V  ).
Case 1:

If V  contains one vote from V 2 then r scores i + 1 points more than every xi ∈ X . To tie r and all xi , there need
to be votes 
V ⊆ V 3 in V  . Let S  = { S j | v j ∈ 
V } ⊆ S and S xi = { S j ∈ S  | xi ∈ S j }. | S xi | indicates how many
times xi is hit by S  .
• If | S xi | = 0 for a xi ∈ X then dist(C , V  ) (r , xi ) > 0. Therefore, |
V | = |S  | ≥ k.
• If | S xi | = 1 then

dist(C , V  ) (r , xi ) = −(ik + 1) + i + 1 + (|S  | − 1)i = 0
for |S  | = k and all i.
• If | S xi | = 2 then

dist(C , V  ) (r , xi ) = −2(ik + 1) + i + 1 + (|S  | − 2)i = −(2k − 1)i − 1 + (|S  | − 2)i = 0
for i = 1.
• If | S xi | = 3 then

dist(C , V  ) (r , xi ) = −3(ik + 1) + i + 1 + (|S  | − 3)i ≤ −(3k − 1)i − 2 + (3k − 3)i = −2i − 2 < 0.
Case 2:

Therefore, if V  consists of one vote of V 2 , r and all xi ∈ X can only tie if there exists an exact cover.
If V  contains both votes from V 2 then r scores 2i + 2 points more than every xi ∈ X .
• If | S xi | = 0 for a xi ∈ X then dist(C , V  ) (r , xi ) > 0.
• If | S xi | = 1 then

dist(C , V  ) (r , xi ) = −(ik + 1) + 2i + 2 + (|S  | − 1)i

= −(k − 2)i + 1 + (|S  | − 1)i ≥ −(k − 2)i + 1 + (k − 1)i = 1 + i > 0.
• If | S xi | = 2 then
dist(C , V  ) (r , xi ) = −2(ik + 1) + 2i + 2 + (|S  | − 2)i = −(2k − 2)i + (|S  | − 2)i = 0
for |S  | = 2k and all i. This would mean that S \ S  is an exact cover.
• If | S xi | = 3 then

dist(C , V  ) (r , xi ) = −3(ik + 1) + 2i + 2 + (|S  | − 3)i ≤ −(3k − 2)i − 1 + (3k − 3)i = −i − 1 < 0.
Therefore, if V  consists of two votes of V 2 , r and all xi ∈ X can only tie if there exists an exact cover.
This completes the proof.

❑

5. Online control in sequential Borda elections
Finally, we turn to online control in sequential Borda elections. Hemaspaandra et al. proposed frameworks to model
online manipulation [60], online voter control [62], and online candidate control [61] in sequential elections. We start with
online control of candidate-sequential Borda elections.
5.1. Online candidate control in sequential Borda elections
We ﬁrst describe the model and the related problems that are due to Hemaspaandra et al. [61], who also provide motivating examples for these control scenarios in detail, ranging from TV singing/dancing talent shows to university faculty-hiring
processes. Speciﬁcally, we restrict ourselves to formalizing online constructive control by deleting candidates for Borda, denoted
by online-Borda-CCDC. The corresponding problem for adding candidates (online-Borda-CCAC) and their destructive counterparts (online-Borda-DCDC and online-Borda-DCAC) can be deﬁned analogously. Capturing the election chair’s “moment of
decision,” an input to online-Borda-CCDC encodes the history of the sequential election process up to a given point in time
and speciﬁcally consists of:
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•
•
•
•
•

the candidate set C ,
the set of voters V ,
the chair’s ideal ranking σ of the candidates,
a distinguished candidate d ∈ C ,
an order in which the candidates will show up, with ﬂags indicating who the current candidate is and which of the
previous candidates have been deleted,
• the voters’ preferences masked down to the still-standing (i.e., already revealed but not deleted) candidates, and
• a nonnegative integer bound k on how many deletions are left for the chair to use.
The question the chair now faces is whether she has a “forced win” by either deleting (if possible) or not deleting the
current candidate right in this moment (she will never again have this choice about this current candidate), where by
“forced win” we mean whether the set {c | c ≥σ d} will contain a Borda winner eventually, no matter what voter preferences
will be revealed about the future candidates who have not shown up yet. A more formal way of deﬁning the notion of a “forced
win” would be to phrase the question as follows: Does there exist a decision about the current candidate such that for all
possible voter preferences that might be revealed until the next moment of decision for the chair, there is a decision about
the next candidate such that . . . such that the set {c | c ≥σ d} will contain a Borda winner?
Brieﬂy, for online-Borda-CCAC the input now contains a “certainly in the election” set of candidates and a (disjoint) set
of “potentially additional” candidates (which we also refer to as spoiler candidates), who may be added to the election by
the chair as soon as they are revealed. The presentation order refers to both candidate sets and the rest stays the same (so
for already revealed spoiler candidates, there is a ﬂag indicating whether they have been added or not, etc.).
The destructive variants of online-Borda-CCDC and online-Borda-CCAC have the same input as their constructive counterparts but here we ask whether the chair can make sure that no candidate of {c | d ≥σ c } is a Borda winner at the end of the
voting process. For destructive online control by deleting candidates, Hemaspaandra et al. [61] distinguish the non-hand-tied
chair model where the chair may delete some but not all candidates “d or worse” and the hand-tied chair model where the
chair may never delete any candidate “d or worse.”
Theorem 13. Each of online-Borda-CCDC, online-Borda-DCDC (both in the non-hand-tied and the hand-tied chair model), onlineBorda-CCAC, and online-Borda-DCAC belongs to P.
Proof. We restrict ourselves to giving the proof details for the result that online-Borda-CCDC is in P. The other proofs are
similar and we will only outline the key differences.
Given an input to online-Borda-CCDC as described above (using the same notation, e.g., d denoting the distinguished
candidate and σ the chair’s ideal ranking of the candidates), we give a polynomial-time algorithm that decides whether the
chair has a forced win by either deleting or not deleting the current candidate, c. In fact, since the chair is facing these two
options (to delete or not to delete c—unless the number of allowed deletions is used up already in which case c must be
left in) now, our algorithm (to be described below) will be run twice, ﬁrst pretending the chair’s decision were to leave c
in, then pretending the chair’s decision were to remove c, and if at least one run yields a forced win for the chair, the input
is accepted; otherwise it is rejected.
We call each e ∈ C with e ≥σ d a good candidate and each e ∈ C with d >σ e a bad candidate. Let b be the number of
future (i.e., as yet unrevealed) bad candidates and let g be the number of future good candidates. Recall that all votes at
this point are masked down to the still-standing candidates (but will be gradually extended when new candidates show
up). Our polynomial-time algorithm now works as follows.
If there is no voter, every candidate still standing in the end is a Borda winner with score zero, so we accept if there is
a good candidate among those, and otherwise we reject. Further, in case all candidates have been revealed in the current
moment, we simply determine their scores, and we accept if a good candidate has the highest score; otherwise, we reject.
So from now on we may assume that there is at least one voter and not all candidates have shown up yet.
We now determine the scores of all already revealed but not deleted candidates. If no good candidate has currently the
highest score, the chair does not have a forced win: It may happen, for instance, that all future candidates will be ranked
below all currently revealed candidates in the completed votes in the end, which would mean that all currently revealed
candidates score the same number of points more than they have now, and they each score more points than any future
candidate, since these are ranked lower in each vote, so it is still true that no good candidate is a Borda winner, and we
reject. (In this case, it doesn’t matter whether future candidates will be deleted or not.)
Consider now the case that at least one good candidate is currently winning. Let k ≥ 0 be the number of deletions left
for the chair to use.
If k < b then there is at least one future bad candidate that cannot be removed. In the worst case, one such candidate
ends up in the top positions of all completed votes in the end and thus is the only Borda winner, so the chair does not have
a forced win and we reject.
If k ≥ b, however, all future bad candidates can be deleted by the chair, who then is left with k − b ≥ 0 remaining possible
deletions. If none of the previously revealed candidates is bad, only good candidates remain in the election and at least one
of them will be a Borda winner in the end, so the chair has a forced win and we accept.
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Therefore, we now consider the ﬁnal case that a good candidate currently has the highest score, all future bad candidates
can be deleted with k − b ≥ 0 possible deletions remaining for the chair, and at least one bad candidate was previously
revealed and not deleted (and so will remain in the election). For each future good candidate who will not be deleted,
every other candidate can score at most one additional point in each vote, depending on their relative position in the votes.
In order to spoil a forced win for the chair, some previously revealed and not deleted bad candidate would have to score
enough additional points due to the g − (k − b) future good candidates that cannot be deleted so as to have more points
than each good candidate in the end.
Let i be a bad candidate still in the election and let s be a future good candidate. When s is being revealed, then i makes
up one point with respect to a good candidate j if there is a vote of the form · · · i · · · s · · · j · · · . That is, if such a bad
candidate’s deﬁcit regarding the good candidates is not too large and there are suﬃciently many votes of this form for all
good candidates, the bad candidate can still become a unique Borda winner in the worst case (for the chair). We may assume
that the revealed good candidates that won’t be deleted, call them s1 , . . . , s g −(k−b) , occur directly behind the bad candidate i
in these votes: · · · i s1 · · · s g −(k−b) · · · . For a good candidate j, let v i , j be the number of votes in which i precedes j. Then
i can make up v i , j · ( g − (k − b)) points with respect to j in the worst case. From the remaining | V | − v i , j votes, both i
and j would gain the same number of points. Therefore, all we need to check is whether there is a bad candidate i still in
the race such that for all good candidates j currently in the election, score(i ) + v i , j · ( g − (k − b)) > score( j ), where score(h)
denotes candidate h’s current score. If so, i can become a unique Borda winner in the end, which spoils the chair’s forced
win, so we reject. Otherwise, for each bad candidate there is a good candidate whose score is at least as high in the end,
even if the candidates still to be revealed and not deleted will be in the worst positions for this good candidate: The chair
has a forced win and we accept. This completes the description of our polynomial-time algorithm for online-Borda-CCDC
and the (implicit) proof of correctness.
For online-Borda-CCAC, a key difference is that we have two types of future candidates: qualiﬁed candidates who are
certainly in the election and spoiler candidates that may or may not be added by the chair. Note that the chair does not
need to add any spoiler candidates (only the number of added candidates is limited to k). In fact, we may assume that the
chair will never add future spoiler candidates, as even future good candidates can potentially reduce other good candidates’
chances of winning. On the contrary, the chair has no control over qualiﬁed candidates meaning every qualiﬁed bad candidate, who has not been revealed yet, will make the chair’s goal impossible to reach in the worst case. Therefore, instead of
“future bad candidates that cannot be removed” we speak of “future bad candidates that are not spoiler candidates.” Now
consider the case in our algorithm that a good candidate is currently winning (and no future bad candidate can enter the
election). Instead of “future good candidates that cannot be removed” we need to check if “future good candidates that are
qualiﬁed” can make a bad candidate defeat all other good candidates in the worst case.
For the destructive variants, we consider the candidates in {c | c >σ d} to be good candidates and candidates in {c |
d ≥σ c } to be bad candidates. Additionally, a good candidate needs to defeat all bad candidates for the chair’s goal to be
reached (in the constructive variant it was suﬃcient for a good candidate to at least tie all bad candidates). This entails
slight changes to the algorithm of the respective constructive variant (e.g., the case that required a good candidate to be
currently winning now requires that no bad candidate is currently winning, or in the last case, the inequality is no longer
required to be strict).
For online-Borda-DCDC, special attention needs to be paid to the hand-tied chair model (where the chair cannot delete
any bad candidate) and the non-hand-tied chair model (where the chair may delete all but one bad candidate). In the case
that no bad candidate is currently winning, if b = 0 (i.e., if there is no future bad candidate) nothing needs to be done.
Otherwise (i.e., if b > 0), reject the input in the hand-tied chair model, and in the non-hand-tied chair model reject the input
only if there is no bad candidate still standing. The input is rejected in those cases because there would be future, bad
candidates that the chair cannot delete (recall that one of those candidates could be ranked on top of all votes in the worst
case and thus would be the only winner). ❑
5.2. Online voter control in sequential Borda elections
Again, we start by describing the model proposed by Hemaspaandra et al. [62], now focusing on the formalization of
online constructive control by deleting voters for Borda, denoted by online-Borda-CCDV. We are given a basic online voter control
setting (OVCS), (C , u , V , σ , d), consisting of a set C of candidates, the current voter u, an election snapshot V = ( V <u , u , V u < )
for C and u, the chair’s ideal preference order σ on C , and a distinguished candidate d ∈ C . Here, the earlier voters V <u
have already cast their votes (i.e., their preference orders over C ), now it is u’s turn to cast a vote (which the chair of
course knows), and the future voters V u < will cast their (as yet unknown) votes in the speciﬁed order. The chair’s goal is
to make sure, by exerting an appropriate control action (here: possibly deleting u), that the ultimate election resulting from
all the chair’s decisions and the votes cast by the voters will have a set of winners that has a nonempty intersection with
{c | c ≥σ d} (i.e., with the candidates the chair likes at least as much as d). In online-Borda-CCDV, every voter before u is
marked as either being deleted or not and we are also given a deletion upper bound k (i.e., the chair is allowed to delete at
most k voters). Given an OVCS (C , u , V , σ , d) and k, the question is whether—no matter what votes the future voters after
u will cast—it is possible for the chair to reach her goal by her current decision as to whether or not to delete u and by her
future decisions regarding deleting future voters (no more than k in total), each being made with the chair’s then-in-hand
knowledge about what votes will have been cast by then.
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In the corresponding destructive case, online-Borda-DCDV, the only difference is that the chair’s goal now is to ensure
that none of the candidates in {c | d ≥σ c } wins the ultimate election.
In the corresponding cases for adding voters, online-Borda-CCAV and online-Borda-DCAV, k is now an upper bound on
how many (as yet unregistered) voters may be added to the election by the chair, and each voter before u is marked as
either originally registered or not (note that only originally unregistered voters can be added); in particular, u must be
unregistered for the chair to be able to make a decision regarding adding u.
Finally, in the corresponding cases for partition of voters, online-Borda-CCPV and online-Borda-DCPV, each voter before
u is marked as being either in the left side of the partition or in the right side, and the chair’s decision now refers to
whether the current voter u will be assigned to either the left or the right side of the partition. (As in the oﬄine-control
analogues, Borda-CCPV and Borda-DCPV, this voter partition is used for a two-stage election, where a tie-handling rule—TE
or TP—determines which winners of the two ﬁrst-stage subelections will proceed to the ﬁnal round.16 )
5.2.1. Online control by adding and by deleting voters
We now show that constructive and destructive online voter control by either adding or deleting voters are coNP-hard
problems. To show Theorem 14, we ﬁrst deﬁne the problem Borda-Constructive-Coalitional-Unweighted-Manipulation
(Borda-CCUM; recall this problem from Section 1.1.1): Given an election (C , V ), a distinguished candidate p ∈ C , and an
integer t (the number of manipulators), we ask whether the manipulators can cast votes V  , | V  | = t, such that p is a Borda
winner of the election (C , V ∪ V  ). Additionally, we denote by Borda-CCUMUW the unique-winner variant of Borda-CCUM in
which a manipulation is considered successful only if the manipulators succeed in making p a unique winner of the election.
Borda-CCUM is NP-complete even if t = 2, which was shown independently by Davies et al. [27] (see also [28]) and Betzler
et al. [13]. The proof by Davies et al. [27,28] can be slightly modiﬁed to show that Borda-CCUMUW is NP-complete as well.
We will reduce from the complement of this problem to show coNP-hardness of constructive and destructive online control
by adding and deleting voters in sequential Borda elections. Since each of these problems clearly is in NP, we even have
coNP-completeness.
Theorem 14. Each of online-Borda-CCDV, online-Borda-DCDV, online-Borda-CCAV, and online-Borda-DCAV is coNP-hard.
Proof. To show that online-Borda-CCDV is coNP-hard, we reduce the complement of Borda-CCUMUW to this problem. Let
((C  , V  ), p , t ) be a Borda-CCUMUW instance. We construct an OVCS (C , u , V , σ , d) as follows. Let C = C  be the set of
candidates, V <u ∪ V u = V  the election snapshot for C and the current voter u, the chair’s preference order σ = C \ { p } p,
and d is set to the last candidate in C \ { p } (in the chair’s ideally desired order σ ). The chair’s goal is to ensure that one
candidate from C \ { p } wins the election. Furthermore, suppose that V u < contains t voters, the deletion limit k is set to 0,
and all voters from V <u are marked as undeleted.
Since k = 0, the voter u and all t future voters from V u < cannot be deleted from the election. Therefore, the chair has a
forced win if and only if there do not exist t votes such that p is a unique winner of (C , V ). This is the case if and only if
(C  , V  , p , t ) is a no-instance of Borda-CCUMUW .
For the destructive variant, online-Borda-DCDV, we reduce the complement of Borda-CCUM (in the nonunique-winner
model) to this problem and construct the same instance as above, except that we now set d = p so that the chair’s goal is
to prevent p from winning. With the same argument as above, the chair has a forced win if and only if there do not exist t
votes such that p is a winner of (C , V ), which is the case if and only if (C  , V  , p , t ) is a no-instance of Borda-CCUM.
Note that coNP-hardness of online-Borda-CCAV and online-Borda-DCAV can be shown similarly. A key difference is that in
the constructed instance V <u = V  and V u can be set to any vote since V u can never be added to the election. Furthermore,
all votes except V u are marked as registered voters. ❑
5.2.2. Online control by partition of voters
We now turn to online control by partition of voters, starting with the ties-promote rule (which, recall Footnote 16,
ﬁts more naturally with the nonunique-winner model). To show that both the constructive and the destructive problem
is coNP-hard, we will reduce from the complement of the NP-complete problem Permutation-Sum, which is deﬁned as
follows:
Permutation-Sum
Input:
Question:

n

Given a nondecreasingly ordered sequence of n integers, X 1 ≤ · · · ≤ X n with
i =1 X i = n(n + 1).
Do there exist two permutations, π and δ , of {1, . . . , n} such that π (i ) + δ(i ) = X i for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n?

Permutation-Sum was proven to be NP-complete by Yu et al. [100] and was used both by Betzler et al. [13] and by Davies
et al. [27,28] to prove NP-hardness of Borda-CCUM.

16
Hemaspaandra et al. [62] note that the TP model ﬁts more naturally with the nonunique-winner model in which they deﬁne their online control
problems: For a constructive online control action to be successful, it is enough that some candidate “d or better” wins.
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Theorem 15. Both online-Borda-CCPV-TP and online-Borda-DCPV-TP are coNP-hard.
Proof. To show that online-Borda-CCPV-TP is coNP-hard, we will reduce the complement of Permutation-Sum to this problem. Given a Permutation-Sum instance ( X 1 , . . . , X n ), we construct an instance of online-Borda-CCPV-TP as follows. The set
of candidates is { p , a, x1 , . . . , xn , xn+1 }. The current voter is u. The voters prior to u on the left side of the partition vote as
follows:
number

vote

for

n+3
1
n+2
n+2

W ( xi , a )
W ( p , xi )
p x1 · · · xn xn+1 a
xn+1 xn · · · x1 p a

1≤i ≤n+1
1≤i ≤n+1

The voters prior to u on the right side of the partition cast the following votes:
number

vote

for

3n + 8 − X i
3n + 8
1
n+2
n+2

W ( xi , a )
W (xn+1 , a)
p a x1 · · · xn xn+1
p x1 · · · xn xn+1 a
xn+1 xn · · · x1 p a

1≤i ≤n

Now, u casts the vote p a xn+1 xn · · · x1 , and there are another two voters coming up after u. The chair’s ideal preference
is σ = x1 · · · xn xn+1 a p, and the distinguished candidate is xn+1 (i.e., the chair wins if and only if one of x1 , . . . , xn , xn+1
wins the election). We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 7. For any partition of u and the two future voters, if p reaches the ﬁnal round, then p alone wins the election, and otherwise
at least one of x1 , . . . , xn , xn+1 wins.
Proof of Lemma 7. First note that a cannot win in any of the two subelections, since a already has a deﬁcit of more
than 2n + 4 points on every other candidate in both subelections (including u’s vote) and can gain no more than 2n + 2
points on any candidate from the remaining two voters. This implies that if p is in the ﬁnal election, only a subset X  ⊆
{x1 , . . . , xn , xn+1 } of candidates can move forward to the ﬁnal round. From the votes of the voters up to and including u, p
gains 2| X  | + 2 points more than any candidate from X  . Since there are only | X  | + 1 candidates remaining, p can lose at
most 2| X  | points on another candidate from the two voters after u. Therefore, p alone wins the ﬁnal election.
If p did not reach the ﬁnal round, the candidates from {x1 , . . . , xn , xn+1 } must have won both subelections ahead of p
(recall that a is always eliminated) and are promoted to the ﬁnal run-off according to the ties-promote model. Therefore, if
only a subset of {x1 , . . . , xn , xn+1 } participates in the ﬁnal election (and not p), at least one of them wins. ❑ Lemma 7
Proceeding with the proof of Theorem 15, we will now show that there are no two permutations, π and δ , of {1, . . . , n}
such that π (i ) + δ(i ) = X i if and only if at least one of x1 , . . . , xn , xn+1 is a winner of the constructed election.
nFrom left to right, suppose that there are no two permutations, π and δ , of {1, . . . , n} satisfying π (i ) + δ(i ) = X i . Since
i =1 X i = n(n + 1), we have that for every two permutations, π and δ , of {1, . . . , n}, there is some i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n with
π (i ) + δ(i ) > X i . Set u and the two voters after u to the right side of the partition. We will show that p will be eliminated
in both sides of the partition.
From the left side, all candidates from {x1 , . . . , xn , xn+1 } proceed to the ﬁnal round since every such candidate scores one
point more than p.
On the right side, disregarding the two voters after u for now, every xi ∈ {x1 , . . . , xn } scores 2n + 4 − X i points more
than p and xn+1 scores 2n + 4 points more than p. Now, regarding the two voters after u, in order for p to not be beaten
by xn+1 , p needs to be in the top position of both votes and xn+1 must be ranked last. We may assume that a is on the
second place in both votes since p beats a anyway. Then every xi ∈ {x1 , . . . , xn } gains between 1 and n points from the two
voters after u. Let π (i ) be the points candidate xi gains from the ﬁrst voter after u, and let δ(i ) be the points candidate xi
gains from the second voter after u. Note that π = (π (1), . . . , π (n)) and δ = (δ(1), . . . , δ(n)) are permutations of {1, . . . , n}.
Then p gains 2n + 4 − (π (i ) + δ(i )) points on every xi . For the sake of contradiction, assume that p can at least tie with all
candidates xi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then it must hold that

2n + 4 − (π (i ) + δ(i )) ≥ 2n + 4 − X i
for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. This gives π (i ) + δ(i ) ≤ X i for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, which contradicts the assumption that there are
no two permutations, π and δ , of {1, . . . , n} such that π (i ) + δ(i ) = X i . Therefore, p is beaten by at least one candidate of
{x1 , . . . , xn } and is eliminated in the right side of the partition. Therefore, p will not reach the ﬁnal round and at least one
of x1 , . . . , xn , xn+1 wins according to Lemma 7, achieving the chair’s goal.
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From right to left, suppose that there are two permutations, π and δ , of {1, . . . , n} such that π (i ) + δ(i ) = X i . Let the
voters after u cast the votes p a xπ −1 (n) · · · xπ −1 (1) xn+1 and p a xδ −1 (n) · · · xδ −1 (1) xn+1 . Note that every xi ∈ {x1 , . . . , xn }
gains π (i ) + δ(i ) points from those votes.
We will show that, no matter how the voters are partitioned, p always reaches the ﬁnal round (and thus, by Lemma 7,
none of x1 , . . . , xn , xn+1 wins, so the chair’s goal cannot be achieved).
If one of u or the two voters after u is set to the left side of the partition, p will always gain at least one point more
than any other candidate. Therefore, she will at least tie with every other candidate and proceed to the ﬁnal round. On the
other hand, if all of these three voters are set to the right side of the partition, the point balance of p and xn+1 is

n + 4 + (2n + 4) − (3n + 8) = 0
and the point balance of p and every xi ∈ {x1 , . . . , xn } is

−(3n + 8 − X i ) + (n + 4) + (2n + 4 − (π (i ) + δ(i ))) = X i − (π (i ) + δ(i )) = 0.
Therefore, p at least ties with every other candidate and thus proceeds to the ﬁnal round.
For the destructive case, set the chair’s distinguished candidate to p, so the chair’s goal is now reached if p is not a
winner of the election. It can be shown again, using Lemma 7, that at least one of {x1 , . . . , xn , xn+1 } is a winner of the
constructed election if and only if p is not a winner. Therefore, the reduction above can be used to show coNP-hardness of
online-Borda-DCPV-TP as well. ❑
Finally, we show that the above proof can be slightly modiﬁed so as to also work for online control by partition of voters
with the ties-eliminate rule.
Theorem 16. Both online-Borda-CCPV-TE and online-Borda-DCPV-TE are coNP-hard.
Proof. We will only outline the key differences in the reduction and in the proof of correctness.
Consider the voters prior to u. On the left side of the partition, instead of n + 3 pairs of votes W (xi , a) for every i,
1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1, there are now n + 2 pairs of votes W (xi , a) for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and n + 3 pairs of votes W (xn+1 , a); this
implies that p ties all candidates x1 , . . . , xn and misses one point on xn+1 . On the right side of the partition, there are now
3n + 7 − X i instead of 3n + 8 − X i pairs of votes W (xi , a) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and 3n + 7 instead of 3n + 8 pairs of votes W (xn+1 , a);
thus every candidate x1 , . . . , xn+1 scores one point fewer than before while p’s score remains unchanged.
Since there may not be a ﬁrst-round subelection winner with the TE rule, Lemma 7 does no longer hold and we cannot
use it. Other than that the proof proceeds almost as before.
For the left-to-right direction, the same strategy (put u and both future votes to the right side of the partition) can be
used to make at least one of x1 , . . . , xn+1 a winner of the ﬁnal round. Note that from the left side of the partition now only
xn+1 proceeds to the ﬁnal round. On the right of the partition, with the same argumentation as before it can be shown that
p now cannot defeat (instead of tie-or-defeat) all candidates x1 , . . . , xn+1 if the Permutation-Sum instance is a no-instance.
Therefore, either no candidate (if there is a tie for the win) or a candidate from x1 , . . . , xn proceeds to the ﬁnal round from
the right side of the partition. Then only xn+1 and possibly another candidate from x1 , . . . , xn are in the ﬁnal round.
For the right-to-left direction, again, let the voters after u cast the votes p a xπ −1 (n) · · · xπ −1 (1) xn+1 and
p a xδ −1 (n) · · · xδ −1 (1) xn+1 . Then none of u or the two future voters can be set to the left side of the partition, or p
wins this ﬁrst-round subelection and afterwards also wins the ﬁnal round alone. On the other hand, if all three votes are
set to the right side of the partition, p beats all candidates x1 , . . . , xn+1 by one point and wins the ﬁnal round alone as well.
For the destructive variant recall that for the left-to-right direction p never wins with the mentioned strategy and for
the right-to-left direction p always is the only Borda winner. If p is the chair’s distinguished candidate, this is what we
need to show that the reduction is correct in the destructive case. ❑
6. Conclusions and future work
We have summarized recent results on how Borda has been used in collective decision making, ranging from voting (our
main focus) to other ﬁelds (allocating indivisible goods to agents and hedonic games). This wide range of applicability is
quite astonishing, considering how simple and elegant Borda’s rule is. We have also surveyed the most central models of
strategic behavior in computational social choice (namely, the most common manipulation, control, and bribery scenarios in
elections), a true success story within AI, and we have mentioned some of the most important complexity results for other
voting rules alongside Borda.
Our main technical contribution is that we have solved the remaining open problems about the complexity of standard
control scenarios in Borda elections (recall Table 1). This closes the most glaring gap regarding the computational complexity
of manipulative attacks on Borda elections. In particular, complementing previous results, we have now shown that Borda
is resistant to every standard type of constructive control, whereas it is vulnerable to most of the destructive control types.
We have also identiﬁed two of the rare cases where the complexity of a control problem in the unique-winner model
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parts company from that in the nonunique-winner model. In addition, we have provided the ﬁrst results on online control
in sequential Borda elections. While we have shown vulnerability for some cases of online candidate control, we have
established coNP-hardness lower bounds for all cases of online voter control.
As future work for control in Borda elections, we propose

• to provide a parameterized complexity analysis of the cases where resistance is known (a few cases in this direction
were already studied by, e.g., Liu and Zhu [72] and Chen et al. [22]),

• to study weighted elections for the vulnerable cases (see, e.g., [43]), and
• to settle the missing cases of online control in Borda elections: all cases of online control by partition of candidates.
Another challenging task is to settle the complexity of control for all scoring rules, ideally by establishing dichotomy
results in the style of Hemaspaandra et al. [57,63,64], Betzler and Dorn [12], and Baumeister and Rothe [10]. Establishing
hardness in typical settings rather than merely worst-case hardness results is still a great challenge in manipulation, control, and bribery. Furthermore, structured domains such as single-peaked or single-crossing elections have been extensively
studied recently also for Borda [14,20,46,99], and we propose to continue this line of research especially regarding our cases
involving partitioning of candidates or voters.
More generally, we propose to keep looking for new applications of this vintage voting rule in other ﬁelds and domains.
For example, Rey and Rothe [88] have recently studied the complexity of structural control scenarios (such as adding and
deleting players) in weighted voting games. How can we model control for Borda-induced FEN-hedonic games [92]?
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C HAPTER 4
T OWARDS C OMPLETING THE P UZZLE :
C OMPLEXITY OF C ONTROL BY R EPLACING ,
A DDING , AND D ELETING C ANDIDATES OR
VOTERS

4.1 Summary
In this chapter we study various open problems regarding electoral control, therefore taking a step
towards completing the puzzle of the complexity of electoral control problems for the most important
voting rules. In particular, we initiate and complete the study of the standard control cases for plurality
with runoff and veto with runoff.
We also study another special case of E -C ONSTRUCTIVE -M ULTIMODE -C ONTROL which models
electoral control by replacing candidates or voters that was introduced by Loreggia et al. [102]. For
replacement control the election chair may alter the set of candidates or set of voters while keeping
the size of both sets the same as in the original election. For example, if a candidate is removed
from the election, one candidate from the set of unregistered candidates must be added subsequently,
thus replacing the removed candidate with the added candidate. To obtain the corresponding control
problems we restrict E -C ONSTRUCTIVE -M ULTIMODE -C ONTROL as follows.
• For E -C ONSTRUCTIVE -C ONTROL - BY-R EPLACING -VOTERS we set `AV = `DV , `AC = `DC = 0,
and D = 0;
/ and require in the question that |V 0 | = |W 0 |.
• For E -C ONSTRUCTIVE -C ONTROL - BY-R EPLACING -C ANDIDATES we set `AC = `DC , `AV =
`DV = 0, and W = 0;
/ and require in the question that |C0 | = |D0 |.
The complexity of replacement control problems are studied for Copelandα , maximin, k-veto, plurality/veto with runoff, Condorcet, fallback, and (normalized) range voting. We find that the complexity
of replacement control always matches the complexity of the corresponding control by adding or deleting problem with the highest complexity. For example, plurality with runoff is in P for constructive
control by adding candidates, constructive control by deleting candidates, and constructive control by
replacing candidates. If for a voting rule the complexity of control by adding and control by deleting
candidates or voters differs, then the complexity of control by replacing candidates or voters matches
the higher complexity as is the case of maximin and constructive candidate control. It was shown by
Loreggia et al. [102] that this is not necessarily the case. Interestingly, Condorcet and range voting are
both immune against (constructive and destructive) control by adding candidates but in combination
with control by deleting candidates they become susceptible to control.
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4.2 Publication – Erdélyi, Neveling, Reger, Rothe, Yang and
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Abstract
We investigate the computational complexity of electoral control in elections. Electoral
control describes the scenario where the election chair seeks to alter the outcome of the
election by structural changes such as adding, deleting, or replacing either candidates or
voters. Such control actions have been studied in the literature for a lot of prominent voting
rules. We complement those results by solving several open cases for Copeland𝛼 , maximin,
k-veto, plurality with runoff, veto with runoff, Condorcet, fallback, range voting, and normalized range voting.
Keywords Computational complexity · Electoral control · Copeland · Maximin · Veto ·
Plurality with runoff · Veto with runoff · Condorcet · Fallback · Range voting · Normalized
range voting

1 Introduction
Computational social choice has established itself as a central part in the research and
development of multiagent systems and artificial intelligence. Without going into the
details here, it is important to note that preference aggregation and voting—and the
related scenarios of strategic behavior so as to change the outcome of elections—have
many applications in artificial intelligence and, especially, in multiagent systems (e.g.,
in information extraction [57], planning [15], recommender systems [28], ranking algorithms [14], computational linguistics [53], automated scheduling [32], collaborative filtering [55], etc.). Interestingly, as noted by Hemaspaandra [36, p. 7971], “At the 2017

The authors are ordered alphabetically.
This paper merges and extends two preliminary versions that appeared in the proceedings of the 18th
International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems (AAMAS 2019) [21] and in
the proceedings of the 15th International Computer Science Symposium in Russia (CSR 2020) [50];
the latter paper was also presented at the 16th International Symposium on Artificial Intelligence and
Mathematics (ISAIM 2020) with nonarchival website proceedings.
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AAMAS conference, for example, there were four sessions devoted to Computational
Social Choice; no other topic had that many sessions.”
Since the seminal work of Bartholdi, Orlin, Tovey, and Trick [5–7], the founders of
computational social choice, many strategic voting problems have been proposed and
studied from a complexity-theoretic point of view. These strategic voting problems
include
• manipulation where voters cast their votes strategically;
• bribery where an external agent bribes some voters—without exceeding a given
budget—so as to change their votes; and
• electoral control where an external agent (usually called the chair) tries to alter the
outcome of an election by structural changes such as adding, deleting, partitioning, or
replacing either candidates or voters.

For a broad overview of these strategic actions and their applications in artificial intelligence and multiagent systems and for a comprehensive survey of related results, we refer to
the book chapters by Conitzer and Walsh [12], Faliszewski and Rothe [25], and Baumeister
and Rothe [8] and to the comprehensive list of references cited therein.
We will focus on electoral control, first and foremost on control by replacing but also
on control by adding and by deleting either candidates or voters. There is a long line of
research centered on the complexity of control. So, before providing the specific motivation for our results, let us briefly outline the history of research on electoral control, focusing on the particular scenarios we will be concerned with.
Bartholdi, Tovey, and Trick [7] were the first to propose control of elections as a malicious way of tampering with their outcome via changing their structure, e.g., by adding or
deleting voters or candidates. They introduced the constructive variant where the goal of
an election chair is to make a favorite candidate win. Focusing on plurality and Condorcet
elections, they determined which control scenarios these rules are immune to (i.e., impossible for the chair to successfully exert control), and in cases where these rules are not
immune, they studied the complexity of the associated control problems, showing either
resistance (NP-hardness) or vulnerability (membership in P). Complementing their work,
Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra, and Rothe [33] introduced the destructive variant of control where the chair’s goal is to prevent a despised candidate’s victory. Pinpointing the
complexity of destructive control in plurality and Condorcet elections, they also studied the
constructive and destructive control complexity of approval voting.
As surveyed by Faliszewski and Rothe [25] and Baumeister and Rothe [8], plenty of
voting rules have been analyzed in terms of their control complexity since then. In addition
to the just mentioned results on plurality, Condorcet, and approval voting (and its variants)
[7, 9, 16, 19, 33]; the complexity of control in various scenarios has been thoroughly analyzed for Copeland [9, 24]; maximin [23, 45, 47, 61]; k-veto and k-approval [39, 43, 46,
62]; Bucklin and fallback voting [16, 17, 20, 22], range voting and normalized range voting
[48], and Schulze voting [49, 54]. Among these voting rules, fallback voting (a hybrid system due to Brams and Sanver [10] that combines Bucklin with approval voting) and normalized range voting (both will be defined in Sect. 3) are special in that they are the only
two natural voting rules with a polynomial-time winner problem that are currently known
to have the most resistances to standard control attacks. “Standard control” here refers to
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control by adding, deleting, or partitioning either candidates or voters because these are the
control types originally introduced by Bartholdi, Tovey, and Trick [7].1
On the other hand, the computational complexity of replacing either candidates or voters—the control action we mostly focus on—was first studied by Loreggia et al. [40–43].
Replacement control models voting situations in which the number of candidates or voters
are predefined and cannot be changed by the chair. For instance, a parliament often consists
of a fixed number of seats whose occupants must be replaced if they are removed from their
seats. From another viewpoint, the chair might try to veil his or her election tampering via
replacement control actions by making sure that the number of participating candidates
and voters is the same as before, hoping that the election might appear to be unchanged at
first glance. There are also other types of electoral control, such as more natural models of
control by partition introduced by Erdélyi, Hemaspaandra, and Hemaspaandra [18], but we
will not consider those in this paper.
Compared with the standard control types (adding/deleting/partitioning voters or candidates), much less is known for the control action of replacing voters or candidates. It can
be seen as a combination of adding and deleting them, with the additional constraint that
the same number of voters/candidates must be added as have been deleted. Other types
of combining standard control attacks, namely multimode control, have been investigated
by Faliszewski, Hemaspaandra, and Hemaspaandra [23]. In their model, an external agent
is allowed to perform different types of control actions at once such as deleting and/or
adding voters and/or candidates. Although some types of multimode control seem to be
similar to replacement control, the key difference lies in the tightly coupled control types
of replacement control, whereas in multimode control the combined types of standard electoral control can often be handled separately. This leads to the interesting and subtle situation that resistances of voting rules to certain types of standard control do not transfer trivially to related types of replacement control, whereas this indeed can happen for multimode
control.
The reader may ask, why do we need yet another paper on the complexity of control?
That is, what is the main motivation for the research presented here? Well, the answer is
twofold.
First, from a theoretical perspective, it is unsatisfactory that our knowledge about the
complexity of control is still incomplete; there are several important voting rules for which
we still have some unsolved open cases regarding certain control actions, especially for
replacement control. In this paper, we are filling many of these gaps (see Sect. 2 and, in
particular, Table 1 for the details).
Second, from a practical perspective, a designer of a multiagent system will have to
have a careful look at which specific application of voting is planned in his or her system
and which strategic scenarios the system will most likely be attacked with. Then, to make

1

As defined by Bartholdi, Tovey, and Trick [7], for control by partition of either candidates or voters, there
is a first round in which the candidates or voters are partitioned into two subgroups which separately elect
winners who then may proceed to the final-round election. Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra, and Rothe [33]
introduced two tie-handling rules, ties eliminate and ties promote, that determine which of the first-round
winners proceed to the final runoff in case of a tie among two or more candidates in any of the two firstround subelections. Further, there are two variants of control by partition of candidates, one with runoff
(where both subgroups send their winners to the final round) and one without (where the winners of one
subgroup face all candidates of the other in the final round). Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra, and Menton
[35] showed that certain destructive variants of these problems in fact are the same. In this paper, we will
not consider any cases of control by partition, though.
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Table 1  Overview of results on the complexity of control by adding, deleting, and replacing either candidates or voters in various voting rules. Our results are in boldface. Previous results [7, 23, 24, 33, 39, 43,
48] are in gray. Entries “NPC” are a shorthand for “NP-completeness” and indicate resistance, “P” vulnerability, and “I” immunity results. The complexity of CCRV for 2-approval —marked by “?”—is still open
(a) Constructive control
Copeland
Maximin
Plurality
2-Approval
3-Approval
k-Approval, k ≥ 4
Veto
2-Veto
k-Veto, k ≥ 3
Plurality with runoff
Veto with runoff
Condorcet voting
Fallback voting
Range voting
Normalized range voting
𝛼

CCAV

CCDV

CCRV

CCAC

CCDC

CCRC

NPC

NPC

NPC

NPC

NPC

NPC
P
P
P
NPC
P
P
NPC
P
P
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC

NPC
P
P
NPC
NPC
P
P
NPC
P
P
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC

NPC
P
?
NPC
NPC
P
P
NPC
P
P
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC

NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
I
NPC
I
NPC

P
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
P
NPC
P
NPC

NPC

NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
P
NPC
P
NPC

DCAV

DCDV

DCRV

DCAC

DCDC

DCRC

NPC

NPC

P

P

NPC
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

NPC
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

NPC

P
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
P
NPC
P
NPC

P
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
I
NPC
I
NPC

P

(b) Destructive control
Copeland
Maximin
Plurality
2-Approval
3-Approval
k-Approval, k ≥ 4
Veto
2-Veto
k-Veto, k ≥ 3
Plurality with runoff
Veto with runoff
Condorcet voting
Fallback voting
Range voting
Normalized range voting
𝛼

NPC
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

P
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC
P
NPC
P
NPC

a reasonable decision as to which voting rule to choose, the designer will have to know the
computational (and other) properties of these strategic (e.g., control) actions against his
or her system for the various voting rules. The more complete our knowledge is about the
complexity of control scenarios for the most commonly used voting rules, the better will be
the designer’s decision and the better will be the multiagent system.
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Overview of the paper:
Before diving into the technical details of our results, we give an overview of our main contributions in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we define the voting rules and control problems to be studied,
fix our notation, and give some background on computational complexity. We then study the
complexity of various control scenarios for Copeland𝛼 in Sect. 4, maximin in Sect. 5, k-veto in
Sect. 6, plurality with runoff and veto with runoff in Sect. 7, Condorcet in Sect. 8, fallback in
Sect. 9, and for range voting and normalized range voting in Sect. 10. Finally, we conclude in
Sect. 11.

2 Our main contributions
In the following, we highlight our main contributions in detail and compare them with the
related work to demonstrate how our contributions have improved the state of the art in electoral control. Table 1 gives an overview of previously known and our new results on the complexity of control by replacing, adding, and deleting either candidates or voters for numerous
voting rules. For the formal definition of voting rules and control scenarios mentioned and for
the notation of control problems, such as CCAV, the reader is referred to Sect. 3.
• Faliszewski et al. [24] and Loreggia [40] investigated the complexity of control in Copeland𝛼 elections, leaving open the case of destructive control by replacing voters for any
rational 𝛼, where 0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1. We settle this open problem.
• Faliszewski, Hemaspaandra, and Hemaspaandra [23] and Maushagen and Rothe [45, 47]
investigated the complexity of control in maximin elections but focused on standard control types (i.e., on the cases of constructive and destructive control by adding, deleting, and
partitioning either candidates or voters). This leaves the corresponding cases of control by
replacing candidates or voters open. We solve these problems. Moreover, we also solve a
more general problem called exact destructive control by adding and deleting candidates,
a special form of multimode control.
• Lin [39] and Loreggia et al. [43] focused on control in k-veto (see also the work of Maushagen and Rothe [46] on control in veto elections). Open cases are constructive control
by replacing voters in k-veto elections for k ≥ 2. We solve these open cases, providing a
dichotomy result for k-veto with respect to the values of k.
• The standard control scenarios were studied by Bartholdi, Tovey, and Trick [7] and
Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra, and Rothe [33] for Condorcet voting, by Erdélyi et al. [16,
17, 20, 22] for fallback elections, and by Menton [48] for range voting and normalized
range voting, leaving open for all these rules the cases of constructive and destructive control by replacing either candidates or voters.
• Finally, we investigate the complexity of control for two common voting rules that, somewhat surprisingly, have not been considered yet in the literature, namely plurality with runoff and veto with runoff.
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3 Preliminaries
An election E is given by a pair E = (C, V), where C is a finite set of candidates and V is
a finite multiset of votes. Voters typically2 express their preferences over the candidates by
linear orders over C, such as c b a d for C = {a, b, c, d}, where the leftmost candidate is the
most preferred one by this voter and preference (strictly) decreases from left to right. When
a subset X ⊆ C of candidates occurs in a vote (e.g., c X d for X = {a, b}), this means that
the candidates in X are ranked in this vote according to a fixed order (e.g., assuming the
lexicographic order, c X d stands for c a b d ). A voting rule (or, more technically, a voting
correspondence) 𝜏 maps each election (C, V) to a subset W ⊆ C of the candidates, called
the 𝜏 winners (or simply the winners if 𝜏 is clear from the context) of (C, V).
For an election E = (C, V) and two candidates a, b ∈ C , let NE (a, b) be the number of
voters preferring a to b. We drop E from the notation if it is clear from the context. Furthermore, for any set X (e.g., of candidates or voters), let |X| denote the cardinality of X. For
ease of exposition, in this paper we exchangeably use the words vote and voter.
Letting E = (C, V) be a given election, we consider the following voting rules.
Copeland𝛼	For each pairwise comparison between any two candidates, say a and b, if NE (a, b) > NE (b, a), a receives one
point and b zero points. If NE (a, b) = NE (b, a), both a
and b receive 𝛼 points, where 𝛼 ∈ [0, 1] is a rational number. The Copeland𝛼 score of any candidate c is the total
number of points c receives from all votes in the election,
and all candidates with the highest Copeland𝛼 score win.
Maximin	The maximin score of a candidate a ∈ C is defined as
minb∈C⧵{a} NE (a, b), and all candidates with the highest
maximin score wins.
k-Approval	Each voter gives one point to every candidate in the top-k
positions, and all candidates with the highest score win.
In particular, 1-approval is often referred to as plurality
voting in the literature.
k-Veto	A candidate gains a point from each vote in which he or
she is ranked higher than in the last k positions (i.e., the
candidates in the last k positions are vetoed), and all candidates with the highest score win. In particular, 1-veto is
simply referred to as veto.
Plurality with Runoff (PRun)	Each voter only approves of his or her top-ranked candidate. If there is a candidate c who is approved by every
voter, then c is the unique winner. Otherwise, this voting rule takes two stages to select the winner. In the first
stage, all candidates except the two who receive the,
respectively, most and second-most approvals are eliminated from the election. If more than two candidates
have the same highest total approvals, a tie-breaking rule

2

Some voting rules, such as fallback voting, require a different input format to specify votes, as will be
explained below.
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is applied to select exactly two of them, and if there is
one candidate with the most approvals but several candidates with the second-most approvals, a tie-breaking
rule is used to select exactly one of those with the second-most approvals. Then the remaining two candidates,
say c and d, compete in the second stage (runoff stage).
In particular, if NE (c, d) > NE (d, c) then c wins; and if
NE (d, c) > NE (c, d) then d wins. Otherwise, a tie-breaking rule applies to determine the winner between c and d.
Veto with Runoff (VRun)	Each voter vetoes exactly the last-ranked candidate. This
voting rule is defined similarly to PRun, with a slight difference in the first stage: all candidates except the two
candidates who have the least and second-least vetoes are
eliminated from the election (again applying a tie-breaking rule if necessary).
Condorcet	A Condorcet winner is a candidate c who beats all other
candidates in pairwise contests, i.e., for each other candidate d, it holds that NE (c, d) > NE (d, c). Note that a Condorcet winner does not always exist, but if there is one,
he or she is unique.
Fallback	
In a fallback election (C, V), each voter v submits his or her preferences as a subset of candidates
Sv ⊆ C that he or she approves of and, in addition,
a strict linear ordering of the approved candidates.
For instance, if a voter v approves of the candidates
Sv = {c1 , ..., ck } ⊆ C and orders them lexicographically,
his or her vote would be denoted as c1 ⋯ ck | C ⧵ Sv.
Let score(C,V) (c) = |{v ∈ V ∣ c ∈ Sv }| be the number of
approvals of c and scorei(C,V) (c) be the number of level i
approvals of c (i.e., the number of voters who approve of
c and rank c in their top i positions). For convenience, let
score0(C,V) (c) = 0 for every c ∈ C . The fallback winner(s)
will then be determined as follows:
1. A candidate c is a level 𝓁 winner if score𝓁(C,V) (c) > |V|∕2. Letting i be the smallest integer
such that there is a level i winner, all candidates with the most level i approvals win.
2. If there is no fallback winner on any level, all candidates with the most approvals win.
Range Voting	Instead of a linear order over the m candidates, each voter
is associated with a size-m vector v ∈ {0, 1, … , k}m describing the points the voter gives to each candidate. The number
k is the maximum number of points a voter can give to a
candidate, i.e., in such a k-range election, every voter gives
at most k points to a candidate. The k-range-voting winners
are the candidates with the most points in the given k-range
election. 1-range voting is also known as approval voting.
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Table 2  Special cases of the 𝜏-Constructive-Multimode-Control problem studied in this paper
Problems

Restrictions

Adding voters

𝓁AC = 𝓁DC = 𝓁DV = 0, D = �

Adding candidates
Deleting voters
Deleting candidates
Replacing voters
Replacing candidates

𝓁DC = 𝓁AV = 𝓁DV = 0, W = �
𝓁AC = 𝓁DC = 𝓁AV = 0, D = W = �
𝓁AC = 𝓁AV = 𝓁DV = 0, D = W = �
|V � | = |W � |, 𝓁AV = 𝓁DV, 𝓁AC = 𝓁DC = 0, D = �
|C� | = |D� |, 𝓁AC = 𝓁DC, 𝓁AV = 𝓁DV = 0, W = �

Normalized Range Voting	Similarly to range voting, each voter is associated with a
size-m vector v ∈ {0, 1, … , k}m. Additionally, each voter’s
vote is normalized to the range of 0 to k in the following
way. For each candidate c, let s be the number of points this
candidate gains from the voter and smin and smax be the minimal and maximal score the voter gives to any candidate.
k(s−s )
Then the normalized score that v gives to c is s −smin . Note
max
min
that if smax = smin , the voter is indifferent to all candidates
and can therefore be ignored. Again, the k-normalizedrange-voting winners are the candidates with the most normalized points in the given k-range election.
We study various control problems that can be considered as special cases of the following problem [23], which is defined for a given voting rule 𝜏 .
𝜏-Constructive-Multimode-Control
Input:

An election (C ∪ D, V ∪ W) with a set C of (registered) candidates, 3 a set D of as yet unregistered candidates, a list V of registered voters, a list W of as yet unregistered voters, a
distinguished candidate c ∈ C , and four nonnegative integers 𝓁AV, 𝓁DV, 𝓁AC, and 𝓁DC,
with 𝓁AV ≤ |W|, 𝓁DV ≤ |V|, 𝓁AC ≤ |D|, and 𝓁DC ≤ |C|.

Question: Are there V ′ ⊆ V , W ′ ⊆ W , C� ⊆ C ⧵ {c}, and D′ ⊆ D such that |V ′ | ≤ 𝓁DV, |W ′ | ≤ 𝓁AV,
|C′ | ≤ 𝓁DC, |D′ | ≤ 𝓁AC, and c is a 𝜏 winner of the election ((C ⧵ C� ) ∪ D� , (V ⧵ V � ) ∪ W � )?
We may sometimes omit mentioning explicitly that these candidates are registered.

In 𝜏-Destructive-Multimode-Control, we ask whether there exist subsets V ′, W ′, C′, and D′ as in the above definition such that c is not a 𝜏 winner in
((C ⧵ C� ) ∪ D� , (V ⧵ V � ) ∪ W � ).
We will study several special cases or restricted versions of multimode control, such as
adding, deleting, or replacing either candidates or voters. Table 2 gives an overview of the
restrictions compared to the general multimode control problem.
Throughout the paper, we will use a four-letter code to denote our problems. The first
two characters CC/DC stand for constructive/destructive control, the third character A/D/R
stands for adding/deleting/replacing, and the last one V/C for voters/candidates. For example, DCRV stands for destructive control by replacing voters. For simplicity, in each problem in the above table, we use 𝓁 to denote the integer(s) in the input that is not necessarily
required to be 0. For example, when considering CCRV, we use 𝓁 to denote 𝓁AV = 𝓁DV.
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As mentioned in the introduction, since the seminal work of Bartholdi, Tovey, and Trick
[7] control by adding and deleting candidates or voters has been extensively studied in
the literature (see, e.g., [11, 17, 34, 44, 49, 60, 62]). However, the complexity of control
by replacing candidates or voters has been introduced and studied just recently by Loreggia et al. [40–43].
We remark that our proofs are based on the nonunique-winner model but can be modified to work for the unique-winner model of the control problems as well.3
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basics of complexity theory, such as the
complexity classes P and NP and the notions of NP-hardness and NP-completeness under
(polynomial-time many-one) reductions. We refer to Tovey’s tutorial [58] for a concise
introduction to complexity theory and to the books by Arora and Barak [2], Garey and
Johnson [27], and Rothe [56] for more comprehensive discussions.
We call a voting rule immune to a type of control if it is never possible for the chair to
reach his or her goal by this control action; otherwise, the voting rule is said to be susceptible to this control type. A susceptible voting rule is said to be vulnerable to this control
type if the associated control problem is in P, and it is said to be resistant to it if the associated control problem is NP-hard. Note that all considered control problems are easily
seen to be in NP, so any resistance result immediately implies NP-completeness, and we
only provide the NP-hardness proofs since membership of these problems in NP is easy
to check. Our NP-hardness results are mainly based on reductions from the RestrictedExact-Cover-By-3-Sets (RX3C) problem [29] and the Hitting-Set problem [37]:
Restricted-Exact-Cover-By-3-Sets (RX3C)
Input:

A set U = {u1 , … , u3𝜅 } and a collection S = {S1 , … , S3𝜅 } of 3-element subsets of U such that
each u ∈ U occurs in exactly three subsets S ∈ S .

Question: Does S contain an exact 3-set cover for U , i.e., a subcollection S′ ⊆ S such that every element of U occurs in exactly one member of S′?

If we do not request every u ∈ U to occur in exactly three elements of S in the RX3C
problem, we obtain the generalized X3C problem.
Hitting-Set
Input:

A set U = {u1 , … , us } with s ≥ 1, a family S = {S1 , … , St } of nonempty subsets Si ⊆ U , and
an integer 𝜅 with 1 ≤ 𝜅 ≤ s.

Question: Is there a subset U ′ ⊆ U , |U ′ | ≤ 𝜅 , such that each Si ∈ S is hit by U ′ (i.e., Si ∩ U � ≠ � for all
Si ∈ S )?

Note further that all voting rules considered here are susceptible to the control scenarios we study. Since the corresponding proofs can be easily obtained by appropriate examples, we will omit them in most cases. The only exceptions are Condorcet and
range voting: While among the voting rules we consider these two are the only ones that
are immune to some of the standard control scenarios (namely, to constructive control by
3

In the nonunique-winner model, for a constructive (respectively, destructive) control action to be successful, it is enough to make the distinguished candidate c a winner, possibly among others, of the resulting
election (respectively, it must be ensured that c is not even a winner), whereas in the unique-winner model,
a constructive (respectively, destructive) control action is considered to be successful only when c alone
wins (respectively, it is enough to ensure that c is not the only winner).
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Table 3  Complexity of control for Copeland 𝛼 . Our results are in boldface. “NPC” stands for “NP-complete” and “P” stands for “polynomial-time solvable”
CCAV CCDV CCRV CCAC CCDC CCRC DCAV DCDV DCRV DCAC DCDC DCRC
NPC

NPC

NPC

NPC

NPC

NPC

NPC

NPC

NPC

P

P

P

adding candidates [7, 48] and to destructive control by deleting candidates [33, 48]), we
will explicitly show that susceptibility holds in these control scenarios for Condorcet (see
Example 1) and range voting (see Example 2).
Assuming that the reader is familiar with graph theory (see also the books by BangJensen and Gutin [4] and West [59]), we will in some proofs make use of the following
problems to show membership in P.
Integral-Minimum-Cost-Flow (IMCF)
Input: A network G = (V, E), capacity functions b𝛼 , b𝛽 ∶ E → ℕ0, a source vertex x ∈ V , a sink vertex
y ∈ V ⧵ {x}, a cost function g ∶ E → N0, and an integer r.

Task:

Find a minimum cost flow from x to y of value r. Recall that a flow f is a function assigning to
each arc (u, v) ∈ E an integer number f (u,∑v) such that (1) b∑
𝛼 (u, v) ≤ f (u, v) ≤ b𝛽 (u, v); and (2) for
4
f
(u,
v)
=
every
node
v
except
x
and
y,
it
holds
that
(u,v)∈E
(v,u)∈E f (v, u). The cost of a flow f is
∑
∑
(u,v)∈E f (u, v) ⋅ g(u, v), and the value of f is
(x,v)∈E f (x, v).

In the above definitions, b𝛼 and b𝛽 are called the lower-bound capacity and the upperbound capacity, respectively. The IMCF problem is well-known to be polynomial-time
solvable [1].
b-Edge-Cover (b-EC)
Input:

An undirected multigraph G = (V, E) without loops, two capacity functions b𝛼 , b𝛽 ∶ V → ℕ0,
and an integer r.

Question: Is there a b-edge cover in G of size at most r, i.e., a subset E′ ⊆ E of at most r edges such that
each node v ∈ V is incident to at least b𝛼 (v) and at most b𝛽 (v) edges in E′?

The b-EC problem is also known to be polynomial-time solvable [26, 30].

4 Copeland˛ voting
We start by completing our knowledge on control complexity in Copeland𝛼 elections. Previously, Faliszewski et al. [24] and Loreggia [40] investigated the complexity of control in
Copeland𝛼 elections, leaving open the cases of destructive control by replacing voters and
of constructive and destructive control by replacing candidates. In this section, we fill the
gaps. We refer to Table 3 for a summary of our results in this section.

4

For simplicity, we write b𝛼 (u, v) for b𝛼 ((u, v)), b𝛽 (u, v) for b𝛽 ((u, v)), and g(u, v) for g((u, v)) throughout
this paper.
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Definition 1 (Lang, Maudet, and Polukarov [38]) A voting rule satisfies Insensitivity
to Bottom-ranked Candidates (IBC) if for any election with at least two candidates, the
winners do not change after deleting a subset of candidates who are ranked after all other
candidates in all votes.
Note that both Copeland𝛼 and maximin satisfy IBC. Loreggia et al. [42, 43] established
the following relationship between CCRC and CCDC, and between DCRC and DCDC.
Lemma 1 (Loreggia et al. [42, 43]) Let 𝜏 be a voting rule satisfying IBC. Then 𝜏-CCRCis
NP-hard if 𝜏-CCDC is NP-hard, and 𝜏-DCRCis NP-hard if 𝜏-DCDC is NP-hard.
By Lemma 1 and the facts that Copeland𝛼 satisfies IBC and that, as shown by Faliszewski et al. [24], Copeland𝛼-CCDC is NP-hard for any rational 𝛼 with 0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1, we have
the following result.
Corollary 1 For any rational 𝛼 with 0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1, Copeland𝛼-CCRCis NP-complete.
However, for each rational 𝛼 with 0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1, Copeland𝛼-DCDC is not NP-hard but in P
[24], so Lemma 1 does not imply NP-hardness of Copeland𝛼-DCRC. In fact, we now show
that this problem can be solved in polynomial time.
Theorem 1 For any rational 𝛼 with 0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1, Copeland𝛼-DCRCis in P.
Proof To show membership in P, we will provide an algorithm that runs in polynomial
time. Given a Copeland𝛼-DCRC instance ((C ∪ D, V), c, 𝓁), we first check the trivial
case, and immediately accept if c is already not winning the election (C, V). Otherwise,
for any two candidates c1 , c2 ∈ C ∪ D, let Score(c1 , c2 ) be the number of points c1 receives
by c2’s presence in the election (i.e., Score(c1 , c2 ) = 1 if N(C∪D,V) (c1 , c2 ) > N(C∪D,V) (c2 , c1 ),
Score(c1 , c2 ) = 𝛼 if N(C∪D,V) (c1 , c2 ) = N(C∪D,V) (c2 , c1 ), and Score(c1 , c2 ) = 0 otherwise).5
We now try to find a candidate d ∈ (C ∪ D) ⧵ {c} and an integer 𝓁 ′ with 1 ≤ 𝓁 ′ ≤ 𝓁 so
that d beats c by replacing 𝓁 ′ candidates. For a pair (d, 𝓁 � ), we can check if this is possible
in polynomial time in the following way. Firstly, we compute Score(c, e) and Score(d, e)
for every e ∈ (C ∪ D) ⧵ {c, d}. Then we sort C ⧵ {c, d} in decreasing order according to
Score(c, e) − Score(d, e) for each candidate e ∈ C ⧵ {c, d} and let C� ⊆ C ⧵ {c, d} contain
the first 𝓁 ′ candidates according to this ordering. Furthermore, we sort D ⧵ {d} in decreasing order according to Score(d, e) − Score(c, e) and let D� ⊆ D ⧵ {d} contain the first 𝓁 ′
candidates according to this ordering if d ∉ D and the first 𝓁 � − 1 candidates according to
this ordering if d ∈ D. We then check if c is not winning in ((C ⧵ C� ) ∪ D� ∪ {d}, V).
Correctness of the algorithm follows from the fact that we iterate over all possible candidates that can prevent c from winning and all possible numbers of replacements we may
need to this end, and then check whether we can be successful by adding and deleting the
most optimal candidates in regards to how they affect the points balance of c and the candidate that should beat c after this replacement.
To see that the above algorithm runs in polynomial time, note that we can iterate over
all pairs of candidates and replacements in O(|C ∪ D|𝓁) time and checking whether a pair

5

Note that the value of Score(c1 , c2 ) does not depend on any other candidates in the election.
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is successful takes O(|C|log(|C|) + |D|log(|D|)) time for sorting and choosing the subsets
and polynomial time for winner determination. 	
◻
It remains to handle the case of destructive control by replacing voters. We solve it in
the following theorem.
Theorem 2 For any rational 𝛼 with 0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1, Copeland𝛼-DCRV is NP-complete.
Proof Our proof is a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 4.17 (showing that for
every rational number 𝛼 such that 0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1, Copeland𝛼-CCAV is NP-complete) given by
Faliszewski et al. [24], with the only difference that there are a number of new registered
votes. In particular, from an instance (U, S) of the RX3C problem, it is shown by Faliszewski et al. [24] that an instance of CCAV with the following property can be constructed in
polynomial time.6 Let |U| = |S| = 3𝜅 . The candidate set is

C = U ∪ {p, r, s} ∪ D,
where D is a set of t padding candidates with t a sufficiently large integer but bounded by a
polynomial in 𝜅 (e.g., t = 9(𝜅 + 1)3). The multiset V of registered votes are constructed so
that, with respect to these registered votes, the Copeland𝛼 scores of p is t , of r is t + 3𝜅 , and
of every other candidate is at most t − 1. Moreover, it holds that
– N(C,V) (s, p) − N(C,V) (p, s) = 𝜅 − 1,
– N(C,V) (r, u) − N(C,V) (u, r) = 𝜅 − 3 for every u ∈ U , and
– |N(C,V) (c, c� ) − N(C,V) (c� , c)| ≥ 𝜅 + 1 for all other pairs of candidates c and c′ in C.
(|N(C,V) (c, c� ) − N(C,V) (c� , c)| is the absolute value of N(C,V) (c, c� ) − N(C,V) (c� , c).)
We refer to [24] for the details of how these votes are created. In addition to the above
registered votes, we add the following registered votes. First, for every two candidates
c, c� ∈ C such that N(C,V) (c, c� ) − N(C,V) (c� , c) ≥ 𝜅 + 1, we add 2𝜅 registered votes, among
which 𝜅 of them are of the form c c� C ⧵ {c, c� } and the other 𝜅 of them are of the form
�����������������
�����������������
C
⧵ {c, c� }⃗ c c�, where C
⧵ {c, c� }⃗ is the reversal of C ⧵ {c, c� }. Let V1 be the multiset of the
above newly added votes. Then we add a multiset V2 of 𝜅 votes, each of which ranks r in
the top, ranks p in the last place, and ranks s just before p. (Other candidates are ranked
arbitrarily between r and s.) For notational brevity, let us redefine V ∶= V ∪ V1 ∪ V2 as the
multiset of all registered votes hereinafter in the proof. Then it is fairly easy to check that
the following conditions hold.
– The Copeland𝛼 scores of all candidates remain the same as before the creation of
V1 ∪ V2;
– N(C,V) (s, p) − N(C,V) (p, s) = 2𝜅 − 1;
– N(C,V) (r, u) − N(C,V) (u, r) = 2𝜅 − 3 for every u ∈ U ; and
– |N(C,V) (c, c� ) − N(C,V) (c� , c)| ≥ 2𝜅 + 1 holds for all other pairs of candidates c and c′ not
specified above.

6

The reduction in [24] is in fact from the X3C problem, which is a generalization of RX3C where the
restriction that every u ∈ U occurs in exactly three elements of S is dropped.
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Table 4  Complexity of control for maximin. Our results are in boldface. “NPC” stands for “ NP-complete”
and “P” stands for “polynomial-time solvable”
CCAV CCDV CCRV CCAC CCDC CCRC DCAV DCDV DCRV DCAC DCDC DCRC
NPC

NPC

NPC

NPC

P

NPC

NPC

NPC

NPC

P

P

P

The unregistered votes are constructed according to S . Precisely, for every S ∈ S ,
there is an unregistered vote with the following preference:

p (U ⧵ S) r S (C ⧵ ({p, r, s} ∪ U)) s.
Let W denote the set of all unregistered votes. Additionally, we set 𝓁 = 𝜅 . Finally, we let r
be the distinguished candidate (who is the current winner).
We move on to the proof for the equivalence of the two instances.
(⇒) Assume that U admits an exact set cover S′ ⊆ S . Let W ′ ⊆ W be the set of unregistered votes corresponding to S′. We claim that after replacing V2 with W ′, r is not a winner
anymore. Let E = (C, V ⧵ V2 ∪ W � ). Observe that if |N(C,V) (c, c� ) − N(C,V) (c� , c)| > 2𝜅 + 1,
then c still beats c′ in E, as we replace at most 𝜅 votes. As S′ is an exact set cover of U ,
for every u ∈ U , there are exactly 𝜅 − 1 votes in W ′ which rank u above r. In addition, as
N(C,V) (r, u) = 2𝜅 − 3 holds for every u ∈ U and all votes in V2 rank r in the first place, we
know that r is beaten by all candidates in U in the election E. So, the Copeland𝛼 score of r
decreases to t in E. Moreover, as all votes in V2 rank s above p, all votes in W ′ rank p in the
top, and N(C,V) (s, p) − N(C,V) (p, s) = 2𝜅 − 1, we have that NE (p, s) − NE (s, p) = 1, i.e., in the
election E the candidate p beats s. Therefore, the Copeland𝛼 score of p in E increases to
t + 1. Clearly, r is no more a winner in E.
(⇐) Assume that there are V ′ ⊆ V and W ′ ⊆ W such that |V � | = |W � | ≤ 𝜅 , and
r is not a winner in the election E = (C, V ⧵ V � ∪ W � ). As pointed out above, if
N(C,V) (c, c� ) − N(C,V) (c� , c) ≥ 2𝜅 + 1, then c still beats c′ after replacing at most 𝜅 votes.
This means that replacing at most 𝜅 votes can only change the Copeland𝛼 scores of p, s,
and r (see the above conditions). More importantly, between p and s, as all unregistered
votes rank s in the last place, replacing at most 𝜅 votes does not increase the score of s.
Moreover, as |N(C,V) (r, c� ) − N(C,V) (c� , r)| ≥ 2𝜅 + 1 for all other candidates c� ∈ C ⧵ U ,
replacing at most 𝜅 votes can only change the head-to-head comparisons between r and
candidates in U . This implies that in the election E, r has Copeland𝛼 score at least t. Therefore, we know that p is the only candidate that prevents r from winning in E. Then, as
|N(C,V) (p, c) − N(C,V) (c, p)| ≥ 2𝜅 − 1 for all candidates c ∈ C ⧵ {p, s}, the Copeland𝛼 score
of p in E can be at most t + 1. This implies that the Copeland𝛼 score of r in E is exactly t.
As the comparisons between r and any of the other candidates in C ⧵ U do not change by
replacing at most 𝜅 votes, this is possible only when r is beaten by everyone in U in the
election E. This means that for every u ∈ U , there are at least 𝜅 − 1 votes in W ′ which
rank u above r. Due to the construction of the unregistered votes, for each S ∈ S that corresponds to an unregistered vote ranking u above r, it holds that u ∉ S . As this holds for all
u ∈ U and W ′ contains at most 𝜅 votes, we can conclude that the subcollection of S corresponding to W ′ is an exact set cover of U . 	
◻
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Table 5  Head-to-head comparisons of candidates with respect to the registered votes in the proof of Theorem 3. * means that the value does not have any impact on the correctness of the reduction
c

d

u∈U

maximin score

c

−

2𝜅

2𝜅

2𝜅

d
u� ∈ U

3𝜅 + 1
3𝜅 + 1

−
𝜅

4𝜅 + 1
∗

3𝜅 + 1
≤𝜅

5 Maximin voting
Let us now turn to maximin voting. Faliszewski, Hemaspaandra, and Hemaspaandra [23]
have already investigated the complexity of constructive and destructive control by adding
and deleting either candidates or voters. Maushagen and Rothe [45, 47] settled all cases
of constructive and destructive control by partitioning either candidates or voters. We will
complete the picture on control in maximin elections by providing results on constructive
and destructive control by replacing either candidates or voters. Our results in this section
are summarized in Table 4.
It is known that constructive control by deleting candidates for maximin is polynomialtime solvable [23]. Hence, assuming P ≠ NP, Lemma 1 cannot be used to obtain NP-hardness of Maximin-CCRC. However, as stated below, Loreggia [42] introduced another useful lemma.

Definition 2 A voting rule is said to be unanimous if whenever the same candidate is
ranked in the top position in all votes, this candidate wins.
Lemma 2 (Loreggia [42]) Let 𝜏 be an unanimous voting rule that satisfies IBC. If 𝜏-CCAC
is NP-hard, then 𝜏-CCRCis NP-hard.
Due to this lemma and the facts that (1) maximin is unanimous; (2) maximin satisfies
IBC; and (3) Maximin-CCACis NP-complete [23], we have
Corollary 2 Maximin-CCRCis NP-complete.
The following theorem handles constructive and destructive control by replacing voters.
Our proof is a modification of the proof of constructive control by adding voters in maximin [23]. In the following, for two subsets A and B of candidates and a linear order over
candidates, A B means that a b for every a ∈ A and b ∈ B.
Theorem 3 Maximin-CCRV and Maximin-DCRV are NP-complete.
Proof We start with the constructive case. Let (U, S) be a given RX3C instance such that
|U| = |S| = 3𝜅 . We construct the following Maximin-CCRV instance. Let the set of candidates be C = U ∪ {c, d} such that {c, d} ∩ U = �. The distinguished candidate is c. The
registered votes are as follows:
• there are 3𝜅 + 1 votes of the form d U c;
• there are 𝜅 votes of the form c U d ; and
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• there are 𝜅 votes of the form c d U .

Let V denote the multiset of the above 5𝜅 + 1 registered votes. The head-to-head comparisons of candidates (i.e., |N(C,V) (c, c� )| for all c, c� ∈ C ) and their maximin scores with
respect to the registered votes are summarized in Table 5.
Moreover, for each S ∈ S , we create an unregistered vote in W of the form

(U ⧵ S) c S d.
We use v(S) to denote this vote. Finally, we set 𝓁 = 𝜅 , i.e., we are allowed to replace at
most 𝜅 voters.
The above Maximin-CCRV instance clearly can be constructed in polynomial time. We
claim that we can make c the winner of the election by replacing up to 𝜅 voters if and only
if S contains an exact set cover of U .
(⇒) Assume that U admits an exact set cover S′ ⊆ S . Let W � = {v(S) ∣ S ∈ S� } be the
set of the unregistered votes corresponding to this exact set cover. Clearly, |W � | = |S� | = 𝜅 .
Let V ′ be a multiset of 𝜅 registered votes of the form d U c. We claim that c becomes a winner in the election E� = (C, (V ⧵ V � ) ∪ W � ). Let us now analyze the maximin scores of the
candidates in E′. First, as all votes in W ′ rank c above d, and all votes in V ′ rank c in the
last position, it holds that NE� (c, d) = 2𝜅 − 0 + 𝜅 = 3𝜅 . As S′ is an exact set cover of U ,
for every candidate u ∈ U there is exactly one vote, namely, the vote v(S) such that u ∈ S ,
which ranks c above u and is contained in V ′. In addition, as all votes in V ′ rank c in the
end, we know that NE� (c, u) = 2𝜅 + 1 for every u ∈ U . So, the maximin score of c in the
election E′ increases from 2𝜅 to 2𝜅 + 1. Now we start the analysis for the candidate d. As
all votes in W ′ rank d in the last position and all votes in V ′ rank d in the first position, the
maximin score of d in E′ decreases from 3𝜅 + 1 to 2𝜅 + 1. As the maximin score of every
candidate u ∈ U is at most 𝜅 with respect to V, and we are allowed to replace at most 𝜅
votes, the maximin score of u in E′ can be at most 2𝜅 . In summary, c and d are the only two
candidates having the maximum maximin score in E′, and hence c is a winner in E′.
(⇐) Assume that there is a subset V ′ ⊆ V and a subset W ′ ⊆ W such that |V � | = |W � | ≤ 𝜅
and c wins the election (C, (V ⧵ V � ) ∪ W � ). Let Ê = (C, (V ⧵ V � ) ∪ W � ), and let
S� = {S ∈ S ∣ v(S) ∈ W � }. An important observation is that the maximin score of c in Ê
can be at most 2𝜅 + 1. In fact, no matter which up to 𝜅 unregistered votes are included
in W ′, there is at least one candidate u ∈ U such that there is at most one unregistered vote
in W ′ which ranks c above u, implying that NÊ (c, u) ≤ 2𝜅 + 1. From this observation, we
know that V ′ must consist of exactly 𝜅 votes and, moreover, all votes in V ′ must rank d
above c, since otherwise d would have maximin score at least 3𝜅 + 1 − (𝜅 − 1) = 2𝜅 + 2
in Ê , contradicting that c is a winner in Ê . This means that V ′ consists of exactly 𝜅 registered votes of the form d U c. Now the maximin score of d in Ê is determined as
3𝜅 + 1 − 𝜅 = 2𝜅 + 1. We claim that S′ is an exact set cover of U . For the sake of contradiction, assume that this is not the case. Then there is a candidate u ∈ U such that none of
the sets in S contains u. In light of the above construction of the unregistered votes, all
the 𝜅 votes in W ′ rank this particular candidate u above c, resulting in the maximin score
of c in Ê being at most 2𝜅 , contradicting that c is a winner in E′.
The destructive version works identically, except that the first group of votes (i.e., votes
of the type d U c) consists of 3𝜅 registered votes and the distinguished candidate is d. In
this case, one can check that, similarly to the analysis in the above (⇒) direction, after
replacing 𝜅 registered votes of the form d U c with 𝜅 unregistered votes corresponding to
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an exact set cover of U , the maximin scores of c and d are, respectively, 2𝜅 + 1 and 2𝜅 ,
leading to d not being a winner anymore. For the proof of the other direction, one observes
that the maximin score of d, after replacing at most 𝜅 votes from V and by as many votes
from W, is at least 3𝜅 − 𝜅 = 2𝜅 , and the maximin score of every u ∈ U can be at most 2𝜅 .
This means that c is the only candidate that may have maximin score at least 2𝜅 + 1 in the
final election. Analogously to the analysis in the above (⇐) direction, we can show that the
candidate c achieves the maximin score 2𝜅 + 1 if and only if there exists a set of 𝜅 unregistered votes corresponding to an exact set cover of U . 	
◻
It remains to show the complexity of destructive control by replacing candidates for
maximin. In contrast to the NP-hardness results for the other replacing cases, we show that
Maximin-DCRC is polynomial-time solvable. In fact, we show P membership of a more
general problem called 𝜏-Exact-Destructive-Control-by-Adding-and-Deleting-Candidates, denoted by 𝜏 -EDCAC+DC, where 𝜏 is a voting rule. In particular, this problem is a
variant of 𝜏-Destructive-Multimode-Control, where 𝓁AV = 𝓁DV = 0, W = �. Moreover, it
must hold that in the solution |C� | = 𝓁DC and |D� | = 𝓁AC (i.e., the chair deletes exactly 𝓁DC
candidates and adds exactly 𝓁AC candidates). Note that the number of candidates added and
the number of candidates deleted do not have to be the same.
Theorem 4 Maximin-EDCAC+DC is in P.
Proof Our input is a Maximin-EDCAC+DC instance as defined above. Suppose that the
chair adds exactly 𝓁AC candidates from D and deletes exactly 𝓁DC candidates from C. Note
that 𝓁DC < |C| since the chair must not delete the distinguished candidate c. Our algorithm works as follows. It checks if there is a pivotal candidate c′ ≠ c that beats c in the
final election. In case c has maximin score at most k for some integer k in the final election, there exists some candidate d ∈ (C ∪ D) ⧵ {c}, not necessarily different from c′ with
N(c, d) ≤ k . Our algorithm checks whether there is a final election including c, c′, and d,
the candidate c has maximin score at most k, and c′ has maximin score at least k + 1, where
k ∈ {0, 1, … , |V| − 1}. Note that we may restrict ourselves to values k ≤ ⌈�V�∕2⌉ − 1. Otherwise, c does not lose any pairwise comparison and is a weak Condorcet winner and thus
a maximin winner.
In more detail, the algorithm first tries to find the candidate c� ∈ (C ∪ D) ⧵ {c} and the
threshold score k as discussed above, and then proceeds with the following steps.
1. Let D(c� ) = {d ∈ (C ∪ D) ⧵ {c} ∶ N(c, d) ≤ k ∧ (c� = d ∨ N(c� , d) > k)}. If D(c� ) = �
or N(c� , c) ≤ k , we immediately reject for the pair (c� , k). Otherwise, we try to find a
candidate d ∈ D(c� ) (not necessarily different from c′). The candidate d has the function
to fix the score of c below or equal to k. In order to keep c′’s score above the score of c,
it must hold either c� = d or N(c� , d) > k.7 We go to the next step.
2. Check whether 𝓁DC ≤ |C| − 1 − |C ∩ {c� , d}| and 𝓁AC ≥ |D ∩ {c� , d}|. If this is the case,
proceed with the next step. Otherwise, we reject because there is no way for the chair
to keep both c′ and d in (or to add them to) the final election.

7

Note that if the maximin score of c is less than k, the candidate c′ can also beat c with maximin score k,
but this case is captured by another pair (c� , k).
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3. Let C1 = {c�� ∈ C ⧵ {c, c� , d} ∶ N(c� , c�� ) ≤ k}. The candidates in C1 must all be deleted
in order to keep the maximin score of c′ higher than k. If |C1 | > 𝓁DC , we discard this
subcase and try the next triple (c� , k, d). Otherwise, the chair deletes all candidates in C1
and arbitrary other candidates in C ⧵ {c, c� , d} such that exactly 𝓁DC candidates have been
deleted. We go to the next step.
4. Let D1 = {a ∈ D ⧵ {c� , d} ∶ N(c� , a) > k} . Candidates in D1 are the only candidates which may be added and the score of c′ does not decrease. Hence, if
|D1 | < 𝓁AC − |D ∩ {c� , d}|, we reject for the triple (c� , k, d) since the chair must add
some candidates leading to a lower score than k + 1 for c′. Otherwise, we accept.
If the given instance is a YES-instance, at least one such triple (c� , k, d) must lead to the
algorithm accepting it. However, if we are given a NO-instance, the algorithm must reject.
Finally, the algorithm runs in polynomial time because there are polynomially many triples
to check and each of them can be done in polynomial time as described above. 	 ◻
Note that Maximin-DCRC is polynomial-time Turing-reducible to MaximinEDCAC+DC. Then, from Theorem 4 we obtain the following result.
Corollary 3 Maximin-DCRCis in P.
Theorem 4 generalizes the polynomial-time solvability results for Maximin-DCAC and
Maximin-DCDC obtained by Faliszewski et al. [23]. We also point out that Faliszewski,
Hemaspaandra, and Hemaspaandra [23] showed that Maximin-CCACu+DC is polynomialtime solvable, where the subscript u refers to control by adding an unlimited number of
candidates, as originally defined by Bartholdi, Tovey, and Trick [7]: In this case, the chair
is allowed to add as many unregistered candidates as desired but can only delete a limited
number of candidates.

6 
k‑veto
Turning now to k-veto and starting with control by replacing voters, it is known that VetoCCRV and k-Veto-DCRV for all possible k are polynomial-time solvable [43], which
leaves open the complexity of k-Veto-CCRV for k ≥ 2. We complement these results by
showing that 2-Veto-CCRV is polynomial-time solvable and k-Veto-CCRV is NP-complete for k ≥ 3, achieving a dichotomy result for constructive control by replacing voters in
k-veto with respect to the values of k. Our results in this section are summarized in Table 6.
As a notation, let V c (W c) be the set consisting of all voters in V (W) vetoing c, and
define V ¬c = V ⧵ V c (W ¬c = W ⧵ W c).
Theorem 5 2-Veto-CCRV is in P.
Proof Let (C, V ∪ W), 𝓁 , and c ∈ C be the components of a given 2-Veto-CCRV instance,
as described in Sect. 3. Recall that c is the distinguished candidate in the input. Our algorithm distinguishes the following cases:

|V c | ≤ min(𝓁, |W| − |W c |).
Case 1:	
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Table 6  Complexity of control for k-veto. Our results are in boldface. “NPC” stands for “NP-complete” and “P” stands for “polynomial-time solvable”
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	In this case, the algorithm returns “YES” since c can be made a winner with
zero vetoes by replacing all registered votes vetoing c with the same number of
unregistered votes not vetoing c.
|W| − |W c | ≤ min(𝓁, |V c |).
Case 2:	

	In this case, the optimal choice for the chair is to replace |W| − |W c | voters in V
vetoing c by the same number of voters from W not vetoing c. Hence, all votes
in W ¬c are ensured in the final election. In addition, all votes in V ¬c are also in
the final election, as none of these votes needs to be exchanged in an optimal
solution. However, the chair possibly needs to exchange further 𝓁 − |W| + |W c |
V-voters vetoing c by the same number of W-voters vetoing c. Anyway, c has
exactly

vc = |V c | − (|W| − |W c |) = |(V ∪ W)c | − |W|
vetoes in the final election. Due to these observations, the question is equivalent to searching for no more than vc voters in V c ∪ W c that shall belong to the final election such that
at least max(0, |V c | − 𝓁) and at most |V c | − |W| + |W c | among them belong to V c. We
sequentially check for the exact number 𝓁 ′, where

max(0, |V c | − 𝓁) ≤ 𝓁 � ≤ |V c | − |W| + |W c |,
of V-voters that are kept in the final election. This implies that we keep exactly vc − 𝓁 �
votes from W c in the final election. Clearly, if the given instance falls into this case and is a
YES-instance, at least one of these checked numbers leads to a YES answer.
In the following, we transform the instance into an equivalent b-EC instance in polynomial time, thus providing a reduction from 2-Veto-CCRV to b-EC.
For each candidate d ∈ C ⧵ {c}, we create a vertex d. In addition, we create two vertices cV and cW representing vetoes that nondistinguished candidates receive from voters in V
or W vetoing c, respectively. Each voter in V c (W c) vetoing some candidate d ∈ C ⧵ {c}
and c yields an edge between d and cV (cW ). The capacities are as follows:
– b𝛼 (cV ) = b𝛽 (cV ) = 𝓁 �. These capacities ensure that exactly 𝓁 ′ votes from V c are kept in
the final election.
– b𝛼 (cW ) = b𝛽 (cW ) = vc − 𝓁 �. These capacities ensure that exactly vc − 𝓁 � votes from W c
are kept in the final election.
– b𝛽 (d) = |V ∪ W| and b𝛼 (d) = vc − |(V ¬c ∪ W ¬c )d | for every candidate d ∈ C ⧵ {c}.
As discussed above, all votes in V ¬c ∪ W ¬c are in the final elections. These votes give
|(V ¬c ∪ W ¬c )d | vetoes to the candidate d. Hence, the lower-bound capacity for d is to
ensure that in the final election d has at least the same number of vetoes as c. The
upper-bound capacity for d is not important and can be changed to any integer that is
larger than the maximum possible vetoes the candidate d can obtain.
It is fairly easy to check that there is a b-edge cover with at most vc edges if and only if c
can be made a winner in the final election by replacing exactly |V c | − 𝓁 � votes.
Case 3:	
𝓁 ≤ min(|V c |, |W| − |W c |.
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	In this case, the optimal choice for the chair is to replace exactly 𝓁 voters in V
vetoing c with 𝓁 voters from W not vetoing c. In other words, we have ensured
that the final election contains all voters in V ¬c, exactly |V c | − 𝓁 voters in V c, and
exactly 𝓁 voters from W ¬c. This observation enables us to reduce the 2-VetoCCRV instance in this case to the following b-EC instance.
	The vertex set is {cV } ∪ (C ⧵ {c}), i.e., we create a vertex cV first and then for
each candidate in C ⧵ {c} we create a vertex denoted by the same symbol. For
each voter in V c vetoing some d ∈ C ⧵ {c} (and c), we create an edge (cV , d). In
addition, for each voter in W ¬c vetoing two distinct candidates d and e, we create
an edge (d, e). The capacities of the vertices are as follows:
– b𝛼 (cV ) = b𝛽 (cV ) = |V c | − 𝓁 . This capacity makes sure that exactly |V c | − 𝓁 voters
from V c remain in the final election.
– For every d ∈ C ⧵ {c}, we set b𝛽 (d) = |V ∪ W| and
(
)
b𝛼 (d) = max 0, |V c | − 𝓁 − |(V ¬c )d | .

The lower bound ensures that in the final election d has at least the same number of
vetoes as c. Here, |(V ¬c )d | is the number of vetoes of d obtained from voters in V ¬c
which, as discussed above, are ensured in the final election. The upper bound is not
very important and can be set as any integer larger than the maximum possible number
of vetoes that d can obtain in the final election.
Given the above discussions, it is fairly easy to check that c can be made a winner by
replacing 𝓁 voters if and only if there is a b-edge cover of size at most |V c |.
Each subcase can be done in polynomial time. Consequently, the overall algorithm terminates in polynomial time. Since we thus have a polynomial-time reduction from 2-VetoCCRV to b-EC and b-EC can be solved in polynomial time, the theorem is proven. 	 ◻
We fill the complexity gap of CCRV for k-veto by showing that k-Veto-CCRV is NP
-complete for every k ≥ 3. The proof is an adaption of the NP-hardness proof of constructive control by adding voters for 3-veto due to Lin [39].8
Theorem 6 For every constant k ≥ 3, k-Veto-CCRV is NP-complete.

Proof We show our result only for k = 3 and argue at the end of the proof how to handle the cases k ≥ 4. Our proof provides a reduction from the RX3C problem. Given an
instance (U, S) of RX3C, where |U| = |S| = 3𝜅 , we construct an instance of 3-VetoCCRV as follows. Let the candidate set be C = {c} ∪ {d1 , d2 , d3 } ∪ U , where the set

8

We remark in passing that Loreggia et al. [43] showed NP-hardness for k-Approval-CCRV with
k ≤ m − 3 from which NP-hardness of k-Veto-CCRV with k ≥ 3 immediately follows (k-veto and (m − k)
-approval are the same for constant m), but their proof (given in the PhD thesis of Loreggia [42]), which
reduces X3C to 3-Approval-CCRV, does not make it clear how the reduction can be adapted to k-approval
with k ≤ m − 3 (in particular, since the addition of dummy candidates would also increase m).
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{c, d1 , d2 , d3 } is disjoint from U. The distinguished candidate is c. For ease of exposition,
let n = 3𝜅 . The multiset V consists of the following 2n − 2𝜅 + 3𝜅n registered voters:
• There are n + 𝜅 voters vetoing c, d1, and d2;
• There are n voters vetoing d1, d2, and d3; and
• For each u ∈ U , there are n − 1 voters vetoing u and any two arbitrary candidates in
{d1 , d2 , d3 }.

Note that with the registered voters, the distinguished candidate c has n + 𝜅 vetoes, each
u ∈ U has n − 1 vetoes, and di , i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, has at least n vetoes. Let the multiset W of
unregistered voters consist of the following n voters. For each S ∈ S , there is a voter vetoing the candidates in S . Finally, we are allowed to replace at most 𝜅 voters, i.e., 𝓁 = 𝜅.
We claim that c can be made a 3-veto winner by replacing at most 𝜅 voters if and only if
an exact 3-set cover of U exists.
(⇐) Assume that U has an exact 3-set cover S′ ⊆ S . After replacing the 𝜅 votes
corresponding to S′ from W with 𝜅 voters in V vetoing c, c has (n + 𝜅) − 𝜅 = n vetoes,
every u ∈ U has (n − 1) + 1 = n vetoes, and each d1, d2, and d3 has at least n vetoes.
Clearly, c becomes a winner.
(⇒) Assume that c can be made a 3-veto winner by replacing at most 𝓁 voters. Let
′
V ⊆ V and W ′ ⊆ W be the two multisets such that |V � | = |W � | and c becomes a winner
after replacing all votes in V ′ with all votes in W ′. Observe first that |V ′ | and |W ′ | must
be exactly 𝜅 , since otherwise c has at least n + 1 vetoes and there exists one u ∈ U having at most n − 1 vetoes in the final election, contradicting that c becomes a winner in the
final election. In addition, no matter which 𝜅 voters are in W ′, there must be at least one
candidate u ∈ U who has at most n vetoes after the replacement. This implies that each
voter in V ′ must veto c. As a result, c has (n + 𝜅) − 𝜅 = n vetoes after the replacement.
This further implies that, for each u ∈ U , there is at least one voter in W ′ who vetoes u. As
|W � | = 𝜅 , due to the construction of W, the collection of the 3-subsets corresponding to
the 𝜅 voters in W ′ form an exact 3-set cover.
To show NP-hardness of k-Veto-CCRV for k ≥ 4, we additionally create k − 3 dummy
candidates being vetoed by every vote. The correctness argument is analogous.
Turning now to control by replacing candidates in k-veto, Loreggia et al. [43] solved
the two cases of constructive and destructive control by replacing candidates for veto only
(i.e., for k-veto with k = 1). Note that Loreggia et al. [43] solved both cases for k-approval
for any k. However, this does not solve these two cases for k-veto since their proofs (which
again can be found in the PhD thesis of Loreggia [42]) rely on the fact that k-approval satisfies IBC, but k-veto does not.9 We solve these two cases, CCRC and DCRC, for k-veto
with k ≥ 2 in Theorems 7 and 8.
Theorem 7 For every constant k ≥ 2, k-Veto-CCRCis NP-complete.

9

Indeed, to see that k-veto does not satisfy IBC, consider the set C = {a, b, c1 , … , ck } of candidates and let
there be only one voter with vote a b c1 ⋯ ck . Then a and b win the election under k-veto, but if we remove
the bottom ranked candidate ck , only a wins the election alone, so the set of winners can be changed by
removing a bottom-ranked candidate.
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Proof To prove NP-hardness of k-Veto-CCRCfor k ≥ 2, we will modify the reduction provided by Lin [39] to prove that k-Veto-CCAC and k-Veto-CCDC are NP-hard. Since his
reduction was designed so as to prove both cases at once but we only need the “adding
candidates” part, we will simplify the reduction.
Let (U, S, 𝜅) be an instance of Hitting-Set with U = {u1 , … , us }, s ≥ 1,
S = {S1 , … , St }, t ≥ 1, and integer 𝜅 , 1 ≤ 𝜅 < s (without loss of generality, we may
assume that 𝜅 < s since (U, S, 𝜅) is trivially a YES-instance if 𝜅 ≥ s).
We construct an instance ((C ∪ U, V), c, 𝜅) of k-Veto-CCRC with candidates
C = {c, d} ∪ C� ∪ X ∪ Y , where

C� ={c�1 , … , c�k−1 },
X ={x1 , … , xk−1 }, and
Y ={y1 , … , y𝜅 },
and unregistered candidates U . Let V contain the following votes:
•
•
•
•
•

(t + 2s)(s − 𝜅 + 1) votes of the form Y ⋯ c C′;
(t + 2s)(s − 𝜅 + 1) − s + 𝜅 votes of the form Y ⋯ d X ;
for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ t , one vote of the form Y ⋯ c X Si;
for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ s, one vote of the form Y ⋯ d X ui ; and
for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ s, (t + 2s)(s − 𝜅 + 1) + 𝜅 votes of the form Y ⋯ c U ⧵ {ui } X ui.

Let M = (t + 2s)(s − 𝜅 + 1). Without the unregistered candidates, vetoes are assigned to
the other candidates as follows:
candidates in C

c

d

c� ∈ C �

x∈X

y∈Y

number of vetoes

M(s + 1) + s𝜅 + t

M+𝜅

M

M(s + 1) + 𝜅(s + 1) + t

0

We show that (U, S, 𝜅) is a YES-instance of Hitting-Set if and only if c can be made
a k-veto winner of the election by replacing 𝜅 candidates from C with candidates from U .
(⇒) Assume there is a hitting set U ′ ⊆ U of S of size 𝜅 (since 𝜅 < s, if U ′ is a hitting
set of size less than 𝜅 , we fill U ′ up by adding arbitrary candidates from U ⧵ U ′ to U ′ until
|U � | = 𝜅 ). We then replace the candidates from Y with the candidates from U ′. Since c, d,
and candidates from C′ have (t + 2s)(s − 𝜅 + 1) vetoes and candidates from X and U ′ have
at least (t + 2s)(s − 𝜅 + 1) + 𝜅 vetoes, c is a k-veto winner.
(⇐) Assume c can be made a k-veto winner of the election by replacing 𝜅 candidates.
Since the 𝜅 candidates from Y have zero vetoes but c has at least one veto, we need to
remove each candidate of Y (and no other candidate), and in turn we need to add 𝜅 candidates from U . Note that c cannot have more than (t + 2s)(s − 𝜅 + 1) vetoes, for otherwise c
would lose to the candidates from C′. Let U ′ ⊆ U be the set of 𝜅 candidates from U that are
added to the election. Since |U � | = 𝜅 > 0, c will lose all s((t + 2s)(s − 𝜅 + 1) + 𝜅) vetoes
from the last group of voters. Furthermore, in order to tie the candidates in C′, c cannot
gain any vetoes from the third group of voters. Thus the 𝜅 added candidates from U need
to be a hitting set of S . Also note that with the 𝜅 added candidates from U , c also ties d
(who lost 𝜅 vetoes from the fourth group of voters) and beats the candidates from X and the
added candidates from U . 	
◻
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The same result can be shown for destructive control by replacing candidates in
k-veto elections via a similar proof.
Theorem 8 For every constant k ≥ 2, k-Veto-DCRCis NP-complete.

Proof As in the proof of Theorem 7, we will prove NP-hardness of k-Veto-DCRC, k ≥ 2,
by providing a reduction from Hitting-Set to k-Veto-DCRC that is a simplified and
slightly modified variant of a reduction used by Lin [39] to show that k-Veto-DCAC and
k-Veto-DCDC are NP-hard.
Let (U, S, 𝜅) be an instance of Hitting-Set with U = {u1 , … , us }, s ≥ 1,
S = {S1 , … , St }, t ≥ 1, and integer 𝜅 , 1 ≤ 𝜅 ≤ s.
We construct an instance ((C ∪ U, V), c, 𝜅) of k-Veto-DCRC with candidates
C = {c, c� } ∪ X ∪ Y , where X = {x1 , … , xk−1 } and Y = {y1 , … , y𝜅 }, and unregistered candidates U . Let V contain the following votes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2(s − 𝜅) + 2t(𝜅 + 1) + 4 votes of the form ⋯ c Y X c′;
2t(𝜅 + 1) + 5 votes of the form ⋯ c′ X c;
for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ t , 2(𝜅 + 1) votes of the form ⋯ c′ X Si;
for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ s , two votes of the from ⋯ c Y X ui;
for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 𝜅 , 2(s − 𝜅) + 2t(𝜅 + 1) + 6 votes of the form c c′ ⋯ yi X ; and
for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ s , 2(s − 𝜅) + 2t(𝜅 + 1) + 6 votes of the form c c′ ⋯ ui X .

In (C, V), c wins the election with 2t(𝜅 + 1) + 5 vetoes while c′ has 2(s − 𝜅) + 4t(𝜅 + 1) + 4
vetoes and every other candidate has at least 2(s − 𝜅) + 2t(𝜅 + 1) + 6 vetoes.
To complete the proof of Theorem 8, we will now show that (U, S, 𝜅) is a YES-instance
of Hitting-Set if and only if c can be prevented from being a k-veto winner of the election
by replacing 𝜅 candidates from C with candidates from U .
(⇒) Assume there is a hitting set U ′ ⊆ U of S of size 𝜅 (since 𝜅 < s, if U ′ is a hitting set
of size less than 𝜅 , we again fill U ′ up by adding arbitrary candidates from U ⧵ U ′ to U ′ until
|U � | = 𝜅 ). Replacing the candidates from Y with the candidates from U ′, c gains 2(s − 𝜅)
vetoes and now has 2(s − 𝜅) + 2t(𝜅 + 1) + 5 vetoes and c′ loses 2t(𝜅 + 1) vetoes and now
has 2(s − 𝜅) + 2t(𝜅 + 1) + 4 vetoes, so c does no longer win the election.
(⇐) Assume c can be prevented from being a k-veto winner of the election by replacing at most 𝜅 candidates. We first argue why we must remove all 𝜅 candidates from Y.
Firstly, from removing c′ from the election, c’s strongest rival, c does not gain any vetoes
and then there won’t be any candidate in the election that can beat c. Secondly, removing
any candidate in X from the election will lead to c′ gaining vetoes (which c′ cannot afford)
while c can in the best case gain the same number of vetoes as c would gain by replacing
candidates from Y. Thus removing candidates from Y is the best choice. All 𝜅 candidates
from Y need to be removed, for otherwise c does not gain any vetoes. Then 𝜅 candidates
from U need to be added to the election. Note that c will always gain 2(s − 𝜅) vetoes from
those replacements, which will bring c to 2(s − 𝜅) + 2t(𝜅 + 1) + 5 vetoes, so every candidate other than c′ cannot beat c. In order for c′ to beat c, c′ cannot gain any vetoes from the
third group of voters. Therefore, for each Si ∈ S , at least one uj ∈ Si needs to be added to
the election. Thus the 𝜅 added candidates from U need to correspond to a hitting set of S .

◻
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Table 7  Complexity of control for plurality with runoff. All results are ours. “NPC” stands for “ NP-complete” and “P” stands for “polynomial-time solvable”
CCAV CCDV CCRV CCAC CCDC CCRC DCAV DCDV DCRV DCAC DCDC DCRC
P

P

P

NPC

NPC

NPC

P

P

P

NPC

NPC

NPC

Although we do not focus on parameterized complexity [13, 51] here, we mention in
passing that the proofs of Theorems 7 and 8 in fact even show W[2]-hardness of CCRCand
DCRC, for k-veto with k ≥ 2.

7 Plurality with runoff and veto with runoff
We now turn to plurality with runoff and veto with runoff, two quite common voting rules
that proceed in two stages, eliminating the “weakest” candidate(s) in the first stage and
then holding a runoff among the two surviving candidates for a winner to emerge. To the
best of our knowledge, no results on control in plurality with runoff or veto with runoff are
known to date. However, a related work has been done by Guo and Shrestha [31] who studied the complexity of control for two-stage voting rules X Then Y, where X and Y are both
voting rules. Particularly, under X Then Y, the rule X is first applied and then all winning
candidates under X enter a runoff election whose winners are determined by Y. Plurality
(respectively, veto) with runoff can be considered as an X Then Y rule where Y is plurality
(respectively, veto), and X is a rule which selects exactly two candidates with the highest
plurality score (respectively, with the fewest vetoes). Nevertheless, it should be pointed out
that such an X Then Y rule has not been investigated by Guo and Shrestha [31].
Our results in this section are summarized in Table 7.
We first show that the problems CCAV, CCDV, and CCRV for both plurality with runoff and veto with runoff are polynomial-time solvable when ties are broken in favor of the
chair in both stages. More precisely, if several candidates are tied in the first stage, the chair
has the right to select the two candidates who survive this stage, and if in the second stage
NE (c, d) = NE (d, c) for the two candidates c and d who survive the first stage, the chair is
obligated to select the final winner between c and d.
Instead of showing the results separately one-by-one, we prove that a variant of the multimode control problem, 𝜏-Exact Constructive Control by Adding and Deleting Voters,
denoted by 𝜏-ECCAV+DV, is polynomial-time solvable, where 𝜏 is either plurality with
runoff or veto with runoff. In this exact variant of 𝜏-Constructive-Multimode-Control,
we require that the number of added voters and the number of deleted voters are exactly
equal to the corresponding given integer, i.e., we require that |V � | = 𝓁DV and |W � | = 𝓁AV.
Moreover, we have 𝓁AC = 𝓁DC = 0 and D = �. Note that each of CCAV, CCDV, and CCRV
is polynomial-time reducible to ECCAV+DV.
For an election (C, V), a candidate d ∈ C , and 𝜏 ∈ {PRun, VRun}, let 𝜏(C,V) (d) be the
number of voters in V approving d if 𝜏 is PRun, and be the number of voters in V vetoing d if 𝜏 is VRun. In the proof of the following theorem we will show P membership of
PRun-ECCAV+DV and VRun-ECCAV+DV by reducing them to the problem IntegralMinimum-Cost-Flow (IMCF), defined in Sect. 3, which is known to be polynomial-time
solvable [1].
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Fig. 1  An illustration of constructing the IMCF instance in
the proof of Theorem 9
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Theorem 9 For each 𝜏 ∈ {PRun, VRun}, 𝜏 -ECCAV+DV is in P.
Proof Let (C, V), W, c ∈ C, 𝓁AV, and 𝓁DV be the components of a given instance as
described in the definition of 𝜏-ECCAV+DV. Here, c is the distinguished candidate. We
first give the algorithm for 𝜏 being plurality with runoff, and then we discuss how to modify the algorithm for the case where 𝜏 is veto with runoff.
𝜏 = PRun. Our algorithm tries to find a candidate d ∈ C ⧵ {c} and four nonnegative
c
d
c
d
, 𝓁AV
, 𝓁DV
, and 𝓁DV
such that 𝓁Xc + 𝓁Xd ≤ 𝓁X for X ∈ {AV, DV}. This candiintegers 𝓁AV
c
date d is supposed to be the one who competes with c in the runoff stage. Moreover, 𝓁AV
d
(respectively, 𝓁AV) is supposed to be the number of voters added from W that approve c
c
d
(respectively, 𝓁DV
) is supposed to be the number of voters deleted
(respectively, d), and 𝓁DV
from V that approve c (respectively, d). Given such a candidate and integers, we determine
c
d
(respectively, 𝓁AV
) approve c
whether we can add exactly 𝓁AV votes from W of which 𝓁AV
c
d
)
(respectively, d), and delete exactly 𝓁DV votes from V of which 𝓁DV (respectively, 𝓁DV
approve c (respectively, d). Clearly, the original instance is a YES-instance if and only if
at least one of these tests leads to a YES answer. We show how to find the answer to each
subinstance in polynomial time. First, we immediately discard a currently tested candidate d if one of the following conditions holds:
•
•
•
•

c
𝓁DV
> 𝜏(C,V) (c);
d
𝓁DV
> 𝜏(C,V) (d);
c
𝓁AV > 𝜏(C,W) (c); or
d
𝓁AV
> 𝜏(C,W) (d).

So let us assume that none of the above conditions holds. Then the number of voters
approving c and d in the final election are determined. More precisely, the number of voters
e
e
. For notational simplicity, for each e ∈ {c, d},
− 𝓁DV
approving e ∈ {c, d} is 𝜏(C,V) (e) + 𝓁AV
e
e
let 𝜏(e) = 𝜏(C,V) (e) + 𝓁AV − 𝓁DV. Let

s = min{𝜏(c), 𝜏(d)}.
To ensure that c and d participate in the runoff stage, each candidate a ∈ C ⧵ {c, d}
may have at most s approvals in total. A second condition for c to be a runoff winner against d is that c is not beaten by d in their pairwise comparison. Since there are
n� = |V| + 𝓁AV − 𝓁DV voters in the final election (C, V � ), d must win at most ⌊n�∕2⌋ duels
∑
against c. Let A = C ⧵ {c, d} and 𝜏(C,V) (A) = a∈A 𝜏(C,V) (a). Moreover, for X ∈ {AV, DV},
let 𝓁XA = 𝓁X − 𝓁Xc − 𝓁Xd . As d in turn wins 𝜏(d) comparisons against c in all votes who
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approve d, if ⌊n�∕2⌋ − 𝜏(d) < 0, we reject the currently tested candidate d and regard the
next one. Otherwise, we search for exactly
A
|V| − 𝜏(C,V) (c) − 𝜏(C,V) (d) −𝓁DV
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
=𝜏(C,V) (A)
A
voters added from W
voters in V not deleted and approving candidates in A, and exactly 𝓁AV
and approving some a ∈ A such that the final election contains at most ⌊n�∕2⌋ − 𝜏(d) voters
who approve some a ∈ A first and prefer d over c. We solve this question by reducing it to
the IMCF problem.
The construction of the IMCF instance is illustrated in Figure 1. In more detail, there
is a source x, a sink y, and two nodes V A and W A. Moreover, each voter in V ∪ W approving some a ∈ A yields a node. Additionally, each a ∈ A yields a node a. If not mentioned
otherwise, each cost is equal to zero. There is an arc from x to V A with lower-bound and
upper-bound capacities
A
b𝛼 (x, V A ) = b𝛽 (x, V A ) = 𝜏(C,V) (A) − 𝓁DV
.

There is another arc from x to W A with lower-bound and upper-bound capacities
A
b𝛼 (x, W A ) = b𝛽 (x, W A ) = 𝓁AV
.

Each voter v ∈ V who approves some candidate in A yields an arc (V A , v) with upper-bound
capacity 1 and lower-bound capacity 0. The cost of this arc is equal to 1 if v prefers d to c.
Analogously, we define edges from W A to vertices w corresponding to voters in W who
approve some a ∈ A. There is an arc from some v ∈ V ∪ W to some a ∈ A with upperbound capacity 1 and lower-bound capacity 0 if and only if v approves a. Each a ∈ A yields
an arc (a, y) with upper-bound capacity s and lower-bound capacity 0.
One can check that there is a (maximum) flow with value
A
A
𝜏(C,V) (A) − 𝓁DV
+ 𝓁AV

and (minimum) cost of at most ⌊n�∕2⌋ − 𝜏(d) if and only if we can find exactly
A
A
(remaining) voters in V approving some a ∈ A and exactly 𝓁AV
voters added
𝜏(C,V) (A) − 𝓁DV
from W approving some a ∈ A such that each a ∈ A has at most s approvals, and a weak
majority of voters prefers c to d in the final election.
𝜏 = VRun. Notice that in this case, 𝜏(C,V) (a) denotes the number of voters vetoing a in
the election (C, V). The algorithm is similar to the above described algorithm with the following differences. First, for X ∈ {AV, DV}, 𝓁Xc and 𝓁xd are defined analogously but with
respect to vetoes of c and d, respectively. Technically, this is achieved by replacing the
occurrences of the word “approve” (respectively, “approves” and “approving” and “approvals”) with the word “veto” (respectively, “vetoes” and “vetoing” and “vetoes”) throughout the above algorithm. Second, we replace ⌊n�∕2⌋ − 𝜏(d) marked above with ⌊n�∕2⌋ − 𝜏(c).
Recall that in the above algorithm, we use the condition ⌊n�∕2⌋ − 𝜏(d) < 0 to reject a tested
candidate d, as in this case a majority of voters in the final election prefer d to c. When
the rule used is veto with runoff, a majority of voters in the final election prefer d to c
if ⌊n�∕2⌋ − 𝜏(c) < 0. Finally, in the IMCF instance constructed in the above algorithm, we
change the capacity of each arc from a ∈ A to y so that the lower- bound capacity is s′,
where s� = max{𝜏(c), 𝜏(d)}, and the upper-bound capacity is |V ∪ W|. The reason is that
in veto with runoff, the two candidates with the least vetoes survive the first stage of the
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election. Therefore, if the final vetoes of c and d are both at most s′ with one of them being
exactly s′, and c and d are the two candidates surviving the first stage, it must be the case
that each other candidate has at least s′ vetoes in the final election. 	
◻
The exact versions of the destructive multimode control for plurality with runoff and
veto with runoff are polynomial-time solvable, too.
Theorem 10 PRun-EDCAV+DV and VRun-EDCAV+DV are in P.
Proof To solve a PRun-EDCAV+DV or VRun-EDCAV+DV instance I with the distinguished candidate p, we solve m − 1 instances of the constructive exact multimode problems PRun-ECCAV+DV or VRun-ECCAV+DV, respectively, each of which takes the
same input as I with only the difference that the distinguished candidate is someone in
C ⧵ {p}, where C is the set of candidates in the input and m = |C|. Moreover, all the m − 1
instances have different distinguished candidates. Clearly, I is a YES-instance of either of
the two destructive problems if and only if at least one of these m − 1 instances of the corresponding constructive problem is a YES-instance. Due to Theorem 9, each these m − 1
instances can be solved in polynomial time. Therefore, I can be solved in polynomial time.
◻

Note that for each Y ∈ {CCAV, CCDV, CCRV, DCAV, DCDV, DCRV} and for each
X ∈ {PRUN, VRUN}, X-Y is polynomial-time Turing-reducible to its exact version.
Then, given the above results, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4 For each Y ∈ {CCAV, CCDV, CCRV, DCAV, DCDV, DCRV}, both PRun-Y
and VRun-Y are in P.
Concerning control by adding candidates, we have the following results for plurality
with runoff and veto with runoff.
Theorem 11 PRun-CCAC, PRun-DCAC, VRun-CCAC, and VRun-DCACare NP-complete.
Proof We prove the theorem by reductions from the RX3C problem. Let (U, S), where
|U| = |S| = 3𝜅 , be an instance of the RX3C problem. We prove the theorem for the four
different problems separately.
PRun-CCAC. For each u ∈ U , we create a registered candidate, denoted by the same
symbol. In addition, we create two registered candidates, q and c, with c being the distinguished candidate. Moreover, for each S ∈ S , we create an unregistered candidate,
denoted by the same symbol. Regarding the votes, we create 16 + 24𝜅 votes in total defined
as follows.
• First, we create nine votes with q in the first position.
• Second, we create seven votes with c in the first position.
• Third, for each u ∈ U , we create two votes with u in the first position.

The preferences over candidates other than the top-ranked one in the above 16 + 6𝜅
votes can be set arbitrarily.
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• Finally, for each S ∈ S and each u ∈ S , we create two votes of the form S u c q ⋯.

We complete the construction by setting 𝓁 = 𝜅 , i.e., we are allowed to add at most 𝜅 candidates. It remains to prove the correctness of the reduction: There is an exact 3-set cover if
and only if c can be made a winner by adding up to 𝜅 candidates.
(⇒) If there is an exact 3-set cover S� ∈ S , we claim that S′ is a solution of the
PRun-CCAC instance constructed above. Clearly, after adding candidates in S′, q has 9
approvals, c has 7 approvals, every S ∈ S� has 6 approvals, and every u ∈ U has 8 − 2 = 6
approvals. Then, according to the definition of plurality with runoff, q and c enter the runoff stage. Clearly, a majority of voters prefer c to q, and hence c becomes the unique winner
after adding all candidates in S′.
(⇐) Consider now the opposite direction. Observe that to ensure c to survive the first
stage, at least 𝜅 candidates must be added, since otherwise there were at least one candidate u ∈ U which receives at least 8 approvals, resulting in q and u entering the runoff
stage. Let S′ be a solution of the PRun-CCAC instance. As discussed, we have |S� | = 𝜅 .
If S′ is not an exact 3-set cover, again there is a candidate u ∈ U such that u is not in
any subset of S′. According to the construction of the instance, the candidate u receives
at least 8 approvals after adding the candidates in S′, and hence survives the first stage
with q. Therefore, S′ must be an exact 3-set cover of U.
PRun-DCAC. The reduction differs from the above proof for PRun-CCAC only in that
the distinguished candidate is q. The correctness relies on the observation that candidate c
is the only candidate that can preclude q from winning.
VRun-CCAC. For each u ∈ U , we create a registered candidate, denoted still by u for
simplicity. In addition, we create two registered candidates c and q with c being the distinguished candidate. Hence, the set of registered candidates is C = U ∪ {c, q}. The unregistered candidates are created according to S , one for each S ∈ S , denoted by the same
symbol for simplicity. We create a multiset V of votes as follows.
• We create one vote of the form S U c q.
• For each u ∈ U , we crate 6𝜅 − 3 votes of the form c q S U ⧵ {u} u.
• For each S ∈ S , we create 6𝜅 + 5 votes as follows:

– 3𝜅 + 1 votes of the form q U c S ⧵ {S} S;
– 3𝜅 + 1 votes of the form c U q S ⧵ {S} S ; and
– three votes of the form q U S ⧵ {S} c S.
• For each S = {ux , uy , uz } ∈ S , we further create six votes as follows:

– two votes of the form c q U ⧵ {ux } S ⧵ {S} ux S;
– two votes of the form c q U ⧵ {uy } S ⧵ {S} uy S ; and
– two votes of the form c q U ⧵ {uz } S ⧵ {S} uz S.
We are allowed to add at most 𝜅 candidates, i.e., 𝓁 = 𝜅 . Note that in the election restricted
to the registered candidates,
• c has 3𝜅 ⋅ (3𝜅 + 1) + 9𝜅 vetoes,
• q has 3𝜅 ⋅ (3𝜅 + 1) + 1 vetoes, and
• every u ∈ U has 6𝜅 + 3 vetoes.

Hence, c is not a veto with runoff winner of the election. It remains to prove the correctness
of the reduction.
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(⇒) Assume that there is an exact 3-set cover S′ ⊆ S of U. After adding the candidates
in S′, candidate q has one veto, every S ∈ S� has at least 6𝜅 + 11 vetoes, every u ∈ U has
6𝜅 + 3 − 2 = 6𝜅 + 1 vetoes, and c has 6𝜅 vetoes. Hence, q and c move on to the runoff
stage. As more voters prefer c over q, c becomes the final winner.
(⇐) Suppose that we can add a subset S′ ⊆ S of at most 𝜅 unregistered candidates to
make c a winner under veto with runoff. Observe first that S′ must contain exactly 𝜅 candidates, since otherwise c would have at least 6𝜅 + 3 vetoes, while at least one candidate in U
would have at most 6𝜅 + 3 − 2 = 6𝜅 + 1 vetoes. Hence, this candidate in U and q would be
the two candidates going to the runoff stage. Then, from |S� | = 𝜅 , it follows that c has 6𝜅
vetoes after adding candidates in S′. If S′ is not an exact 3-set cover, there must be a
candidate u ∈ U occurring in at least two subsets of S′. Then the candidate u has at most
6𝜅 + 3 − 4 = 6𝜅 − 1 vetoes, leading to q and u being the two candidates competing in the
runoff stage. We can conclude that S′ is an exact 3-set cover.
VRun-DCAC. The reduction differs from the one for VRun-CCAC only in that the distinguished candidate is q. The correctness relies on the observation that candidate c is the
only candidate that can preclude q from winning.
Next, we study the complexity of control by deleting candidates for plurality with runoff
and veto with runoff.
Theorem 12 PRun-CCDC, PRun-DCDC, VRun-CCDC, and VRun-DCDC are NP
-complete.
Proof Again, letting (U, S) with |U| = |S| = 3𝜅 be a given RX3C instance, we separately
provide our four reductions from RX3C to PRun-CCDC, PRun-DCDC, VRun-CCDC, and
VRun-DCDC, respectively. Let U = {u1 , u2 , … , u3𝜅 }. Without loss of generality, assume
that 𝜅 ≥ 4.
PRun-CCDC. From (U, S), we create the following instance of PRun-CCDC. Let
C = {c, q} ∪ U ∪ S be the set of candidates and c the distinguished candidate. We create a
multiset V of 9𝜅 2 + 21𝜅 + 1 votes as follows.
•
•
•
•
•

We create 2𝜅 votes of the form q u1 u2 … u3𝜅 S c.
We create 𝜅 + 1 votes of the form q u3𝜅 u3𝜅−1 … u1 S c.
For each u ∈ U , we create 3𝜅 − 3 votes of the form u U ⧵ {u} S c q.
For each S ∈ S , we create three votes of the form S c C ⧵ (S ∪ {c, q}) q.
For each S = {ux , uy , uz } ∈ S , we further create six votes as follows:
– two votes of the form S ux C ⧵ {c, q, ux } c q;
– two votes of the form S uy C ⧵ {c, q, uy } c q; and
– two votes of the form S uz C ⧵ {c, q, uz } c q.

Furthermore, let 𝓁DC = 𝜅 . It remains to prove the correctness.
(⇒) Assume there is an exact set cover S′ ⊆ S . After deleting the candidates in S′, q
has 2𝜅 + 𝜅 + 1 = 3𝜅 + 1 approvals, c has 3𝜅 approvals, every remaining S ∈ S ⧵ S� has 9
approvals, and every u ∈ U has 3𝜅 − 3 + 2 = 3𝜅 − 1 approvals. Hence, q and c go to the
runoff stage, leading to c being the final winner.
(⇐) Assume that it is possible to make c a plurality-with-runoff winner of the election by deleting a set C� ⊆ C ⧵ {c} of at most 𝜅 candidates. Note that q ∉ C�, since otherwise there would be two candidates in U receiving at least 3𝜅 − 3 + 2𝜅 = 5𝜅 − 3 and
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Table 8  Plurality scores of candidates in the reduction for PRun-DCDC in the proof of Theorem 12. The
numbers in the equation in each row corresponding to a candidate are the plurality scores of the candidates
received respectively from the four groups of votes constructed above
plurality scores
q

(3𝜅 + 4) + 0 + 0 + 0 = 3𝜅 + 4

c
u∈U
S∈S
hi
aj

0+0+0+0=0
0 + (3𝜅 − 3) + 0 + 0 = 3𝜅 − 3
0+0+9+0=9
0+0+0+1=1
0+0+0+0=0

3𝜅 − 3 + 𝜅 + 1 = 4𝜅 − 2 approvals, preventing c from winning. Therefore, q has at least
3𝜅 + 1 approvals in the final election. Furthermore, none of the candidates in U can be
deleted, i.e., U ∩ C� = �. In fact, if we delete some candidate u ∈ U , then the candidate
ranked immediately after u in the 3𝜅 − 3 votes created for u (in the third voter group) would
receive at least (3𝜅 − 3) + (3𝜅 − 3) = 6𝜅 − 6 approvals, preventing c from winning. This
means that the deletion of one candidate in U invites the deletion of all candidates in U ,
to make c the winner. However, we are allowed to delete at most 𝜅 candidates. In summary, we have C′ ⊆ S . After deleting the candidates in C′, c has 3|C′ | approvals. Note that
|C� | = 𝜅 must hold, since otherwise at least one candidate in U would receive more approvals than candidate c, after deleting all candidates in C′; hence, this candidate and q would
be the two candidates going to the runoff stage. Therefore, we know that c receives 3𝜅
approvals after deleting all candidates in C′. If C′ is not an exact 3-set cover, there must be
a candidate u ∈ U who occurs in at least two subsets of C′. Due to the construction, candidate u receives at least 3𝜅 − 3 + 2 + 2 = 3𝜅 + 1 approvals, implying that q and u are the
two candidates surviving the first stage, contradicting that c is the final winner after deleting all candidates in C′. Thus C′ must be an exact 3-set cover.
PRun-DCDC. The candidate set is
C = {c, q} ∪ U ∪ S ∪ {h1 , … , h9𝜅 2 +15𝜅 } ∪ A,
where A = {a1 , … , a𝜅 }. For two positive integers x and y such that x < y ≤ 9𝜅 2, we define

H[x, y] = {hz ∣ x ≤ z ≤ y}.
We create in total 18𝜅 2 + 36𝜅 + 4 votes classified into the following groups.
1. There are 3𝜅 + 4 votes of the form q C ⧵ {q}.
2. For each i ∈ [3𝜅], there are 3𝜅 − 3 votes of the form

ui H[(i − 1) ⋅ 𝜅, i ⋅ 𝜅] C ⧵ (A ∪ H[(i − 1) ⋅ 𝜅, i ⋅ 𝜅] ∪ {ui , c, q}) c q A.
3. For each S ∈ S , S = {ux , uy , uz }, where {x, y, z} ⊆ [3𝜅], there are nine votes as follows:
•
•
•
•

three votes of the form S c q C ⧵ {S, c, q};
two votes of the form S ux c q C ⧵ {S, ux , c, q};
two votes of the form S uy c q C ⧵ {S, uy , c, q}; and
two votes of the form S uz c q C ⧵ {S, uz , c, q}.
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4. There are 9𝜅 2 + 15𝜅 votes denoted by v1 , … , v9𝜅 2 +15𝜅 such that for every i ∈ [9𝜅 2 + 15𝜅]),
the vote vi is of the form

hi A c q C ⧵ ({c, q, hi } ∪ A).
Let V denote the multiset of the above constructed votes. The distinguished candidate is q.
Finally, we define 𝓁 = 𝜅 , i.e., we are allowed to delete at most 𝜅 candidates from C. The
time to construct the above instance is clearly bounded by a polynomial in the size of the
RX3C instance.
We are left with the proof of correctness of the reduction. It is useful to first provide a
summary of the plurality scores of all candidates for a better understanding of the following arguments. We refer to Table 8 for such a summary.
Due to Table 8, q survives the first stage but c does not. One can check that q is beaten
by c but beats everyone else. As a consequence, q is the winner of the above constructed
election.
(⇒) Assume that there is an exact set cover S′ ⊆ S of U . Let E = (C ⧵ S� , V). We
claim that q is no longer the winner of the election E. With the help of Table 8 one can
check easily that in the election E the two candidates q and c receive the most approvals.
Particularly, if a candidate S ∈ S� is deleted, the three votes of the form S c q C ⧵ {S, c, q}
give three approvals to c. Then, as |S� | = 𝜅 , after deleting the candidates in S′, the candidate c receives 3𝜅 new approvals. In addition, as S′ is an exact set cover, for every
u ∈ U , there is exactly one S ∈ S� such that u ∈ S . Then, due to the construction of the
votes in the third group, the plurality score of u increases by exactly two, reaching to
3𝜅 − 3 + 2 = 3𝜅 − 1. Other candidates clearly have only constant plurality scores. Therefore, c and q are the two candidates that survive the first stage, and this is the case no matter which tie-breaking scheme is used. As c beats q in the election E, we know that q is no
longer a winner.
(⇐) Assume that there is a subset C� ⊆ C ⧵ {q} of at most 𝜅 candidates such that q is no
longer a winner of (C ⧵ C� , V). First, it is easy to verify that it is impossible to prevent q
from surviving the first stage by deleting at most 𝜅 candidates. Additionally, candidate c is
the only one beating q. Due to these two observations, we know that the candidates surviving the first stage of (C ⧵ C� , V) must be c and q. By Table 8, there are candidates in U who
receive at least 3𝜅 − 3 approvals in E. This means that the deletion of the candidates in C′
increases the plurality score of c to at least 3𝜅 − 3. Note that after deleting candidates in C′,
none of the votes in the groups (1), (2), and (4) rank c in the top. Therefore, the plurality score of c must be from votes in the group (3). Another significant observation is that
C′ ⊆ S and, moreover, |C� | = 𝜅 , since otherwise at least one candidate in U has a higher
plurality score than that of c in E. Therefore, we know that in the election E, c has plurality
score exactly 3𝜅 . Finally, we claim that C′ is an exact set cover of U . Assume for the sake
of contradiction that this is not the case. Then there exists at least one candidate u ∈ U
such that there are two S, S� ∈ C� such that u ∈ S ∩ S�. By the construction of the votes
in the group (3), the candidate u will be ranked in the top in four votes (two of the form
S u c q C ⧵ {S, u, c, q} and two of the form S� u c q C ⧵ {S� , u, c, q}). This means that in the
election E, the plurality score of u is at least 3𝜅 − 3 + 4 = 3𝜅 + 1, which is larger than that
of c. However, in this case, c is excluded in the first stage, a contradiction.
VRun-DCDC. The candidate set is the same as in the reduction for PRun-CCDC. Precisely, we define

C = {c, q} ∪ U ∪ S,
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q

0

c
u∈U
S∈S

3
2
6

where q is the distinguished candidate. We create the following votes.
• There are three votes of the form q S U c.
• For each S = {ux , uy , uz } ∈ S , we create six votes as follows:

– two votes of the form c q U ⧵ {ux } S ⧵ {S} ux S;
– two votes of the form c q U ⧵ {uy } S ⧵ {S} uy S ; and
– two votes of the form c q U ⧵ {uz } S ⧵ {S} uz S.
• For each u ∈ U , there are two votes of the form c q S U ⧵ {u} u.

Finally, we define 𝓁 = 𝜅 , i.e., we are allowed to delete at most 𝜅 candidates from C ⧵ {q}.
Clearly, the above instance of VRun-DCDC can be constructed in polynomial time. We
show that there is an exact set cover of U if and only if the above VRun-DCDC instance is
a YES-instance. The number of vetoes of all candidates are summarized in Table 9.
From Table 9, we know that q and some u ∈ U survives the first stage of the election.
In addition, it is easy to verify that q beats everyone else except c, and hence q wins the
election.
(⇒) Assume that U admits an exact set cover S′ ⊆ S . Let E� = (C ⧵ S� , V). We claim
that q is no longer a winner in the election E′. To this end, let us first analyze the vetoes of
candidates in E′. Observe that deleting candidates only in S never changes the vetoes of c
and q. So, the vetoes of q and c in E′ are still 0 and 3, respectively. For each u ∈ U , as S′ is
an exact set cover of U , there is exactly one S ∈ S� such that u ∈ S . Then, after deleting S
from C, u receives two more vetoes from the two votes of the form c q U ⧵ {u} S ⧵ {S} u S ,
resulting in a final veto count of 2 + 2 = 4. As this holds for all candidates in U , the two
candidates surviving the first stage of the election are q and c. As pointed out above, c
beats q, and hence c substitutes q as the new winner in E′.
(⇐) Assume that there is a subset C� ⊆ C ⧵ {q} of at most 𝜅 candidates such that q is no
longer a winner of (C ⧵ C� , V) under veto with runoff. Let E� = (C ⧵ C� , V). From Table 9,
it holds that every candidate in C ⧵ C′ except q has a positive veto count in E′. Moreover, as
in each of the above constructed votes there are more than 𝜅 + 1 candidates ranked after q
and |C′ | ≤ 𝜅 , in the election E′, q has no vetoes. This means that q survives the first stage
of E′. Then, as c is the only candidate that beats q, we know that c is the other candidate
who survives the first stage together with q. This implies that c ∉ C�. As in each vote not
vetoing c, there are more than 𝜅 + 1 candidates ranked after c, and it holds that |C′ | ≤ 𝜅 , we
⋃
know that the veto count of c in E′ is 3. Let S� = C� ∩ S and U � = U ⧵ S∈S� S . We first
prove the following claims.
Claim 1 U ′ ⊆ C′.
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Assume for the sake of contradiction there exists a candidate u ∈ U � such that u ∉ C�.
Then, due to the definition of the votes, u has two vetoes in E′. However, this contradicts
with the fact that c is the candidate that survives the first stage with q. This proves Claim 1.
Claim 2 U � = �.
Let t = |C� ∩ S| and t� = |C� ∩ U|. If U ′ ≠ ∅, then we have t < 𝜅 . As S′ covers at
most 3t elements of U , it holds that t� ≥ 3𝜅 − 3t . It follows that t + t� ≥ 3𝜅 − 2t > 𝜅 , a contradiction. This proves Claim 2.
Due to the above claim, we know that S′ covers U . Then, as |S′ | ≤ 𝜅, S′ must be an
exact set cover of U .
VRun-CCDC. The reduction for VRun-CCDC is similar to the above reduction for
VRun-DCDC with only the difference that we set c as the distinguished candidate. If U
admits an exact set cover, then as shown above, after deleting the candidates corresponding
to this set cover, c becomes the winner. For the other direction, one observes first that the
above two claims still hold in this case. Then it is easy to see that if c becomes a winner
after deleting at most 𝜅 candidates, the deleted candidates must correspond to an exact set
cover of U .
Finally, we study the complexity of control by replacing candidates for plurality with
runoff and veto with runoff.
Observe that plurality with runoff is unanimous. Then the NP-hardness result for PRunCCAC studied in Theorem 11 and Lemma 2 directly yields NP-hardness of PRun-CCRC
. In addition, plurality with runoff satisfies IBC when ties are broken deterministically.
Hence, from Lemma 1 and the NP-hardness of PRun-DCDC stated in Theorem 12, it follows that PRun-DCRC is NP-hard when ties are broken deterministically. However, in the
proof of NP-hardness of PRun-DCDC, the distinguished candidate q has a strictly higher
plurality score than any other candidate. So, no matter which tie-breaking scheme is used, q
survives the first stage. In addition, as c is the candidate who replaces q as the winner in the
final election, it does not matter which candidate in U survives the first stage with q in the
original election. Therefore, NP-hardness applies to all tie-breaking schemes. (Precisely,
we modify the instance of PRun-DCDC by adding an additional set of 𝜅 unregistered candidates who are ranked after all the other candidates in all votes.)
However, it is easy to check that veto with runoff is not unanimous and does not satisfy IBC either. Hence, we cannot obtain NP-hardness for VRun-CCRC and VRun-DCRC
using Lemmas 1 and 2. Nevertheless, we can show NP-hardness of these problems by
modifications of the proofs for VRun-CCAC and VRun-DCDC studied in Theorems 11
and 12. In particular, to obtain NP-hardness of VRun-CCRC, we modify the instance of
VRun-CCAC by adding an additional set of 𝜅 registered candidates and rank them before
all the other candidates in all votes. More importantly, we rank all the 𝜅 registered candidates in an arbitrary but fixed order so that they have to be replaced to guarantee the victory of the distinguished candidate. To obtain NP-hardness of VRun-DCRC, we modify
the instance of VRun-DCDC by creating a set of 𝜅 unregistered candidates, and rank them
directly after q in all votes (i.e., q and these 𝜅 candidates are ranked consecutively in all
votes with q being the first one among them). The relative order among these 𝜅 candidates
does not matter.
Summing up, we have the following results.
Theorem 13 PRun-CCRC, PRun-DCRC, VRun-CCRC, and VRun-DCRCare NP-complete.
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Table 10  Complexity of control for Condorcet. Our results are in boldface. “NPC” stands for “NP-complete,” “P” for “polynomial-time solvable,” and “’I” for “immune”
CCAV CCDV CCRV CCAC CCDC CCRC DCAV DCDV DCRV DCAC DCDC DCRC
NPC

NPC

NPC

I

P

P

P

P

P

P

I

P

Note that the NP-hardness results in the above three theorems (Theorems 11, 12,
and 13) hold regardless of the tie-breaking rule used because no tie occurs in either stage
of the constructed elections.

8 Condorcet voting
In this section, we study Condorcet voting. Our results of this section are summarized in
Table 10.
For Condorcet we will show that it is vulnerable to three types of replacement control,
yet resistant to the fourth one, starting with the resistance proof.
Theorem 14 Condorcet-CCRV is NP-complete.
Proof We prove NP-hardness by reducing RX3C to Condorcet-CCRV.10 Let (U, S) be an
RX3C instance with U = {u1 , … , u3𝜅 }, 𝜅 ≥ 2 (which may be assumed, as RX3C is trivially
solvable when 𝜅 = 1), and S = {S1 , … , S3𝜅 }. The set of candidates is C = U ∪ {c} with c
being the distinguished candidate. The votes are constructed as follows:
• There are 2𝜅 − 3 registered votes of the form u1 ⋯ u3𝜅 c in V and
• for each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ 3𝜅 , there is one unregistered vote of the form Sj c U ⧵ Sj in W.

The ordering of candidates in Sj and U ⧵ Sj does not matter in any of those votes. Finally,
set 𝓁 = 𝜅.
Analyzing the election (C, V), u1 is the Condorcet winner; in particular, c loses against
every ui ∈ U with a deficit of 2𝜅 − 3 votes, i.e.,

N(C,V) (ui , c) − N(C,V) (c, ui ) = 2𝜅 − 3.
We will now show that (U, S) is a YES-instance of RX3C if and only if c can be made the
Condorcet winner of the election by replacing 𝜅 votes from V with votes from W.
(⇒) Assume there is an exact cover S′ ⊆ S of U . We remove 𝜅 votes of the form
u1 ⋯ u3𝜅 c from the election and replace them by the votes of the form Sj c U ⧵ Sj for
all Sj ∈ S�. Let (C, V � ) be the resulting election. Since S′ is an exact cover of U , for each
ui ∈ U ,

N(C,V � ) (ui , c) − N(C,V � ) (c, ui ) = (2𝜅 − 3 − 𝜅 + 1) − (𝜅 − 1) = −1 < 0.

10

A similar reduction was used by Bartholdi, Tovey, and Trick [7] to prove that Condorcet-CCAV is NP
-hard.
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Thus c now defeats each ui ∈ U in pairwise comparison and, therefore, has been made the
Condorcet winner of (C, V � ).
(⇐) Assume that c can be made a Condorcet winner of the election by replacing at most
𝜅 votes. Recall that c has a deficit of

N(C,V) (ui , c) − N(C,V) (c, ui ) = 2𝜅 − 3
to every ui ∈ U in the original election. Thus exactly 𝜅 votes need to be removed from the
election, for otherwise c’s deficit of at least 𝜅 − 2 to every other candidate cannot be caught
up on, since at least one other candidate is in front of c in every unregistered vote. With
𝜅 removed votes, c’s deficit to every other candidate is now decreased to 𝜅 − 3. However,
none of the 𝜅 votes from W replacing the removed votes can rank some ui ∈ U in front of c
more than once, as otherwise we would have

N(C,V � ) (ui , c) ≥ 𝜅 − 1 > 𝜅 − 2 ≥ N(C,V � ) (c, ui )

for at least one ui ∈ U in the resulting election (C, V � ), and c would not win. Let S′ ⊆ S
be the set such that each Sj ∈ S� corresponds to the vote Sj c U ⧵ Sj from W that is added to
the election to replace a removed vote. Every unregistered voter ranks three candidates of
U in front of c. By the pigeonhole principle, in order for the 𝜅 new votes to rank each of the
3𝜅 candidates of U in front of c only once, S′ needs to be an exact cover of U .
By contrast, we show vulnerability to destructive control by replacing voters for Condorcet via a simple algorithm.
Theorem 15 Condorcet-DCRV is in P.
Proof To prove membership in P, we will provide an algorithm that solves the problem in
polynomial time and outputs, if possible, which of the registered voters must be replaced
by which unregistered voters for c to not win.
The input to our algorithm is an election (C, V ∪ W), the distinguished candidate c ∈ C ,
and a positive integer 𝓁 . The algorithm will output either a pair (V � , W � ) with V ′ ⊆ V ,
W ′ ⊆ W , and |V � | = |W � | ≤ 𝓁 (i.e., for c to not win, there are votes in V ′ that must be
removed and votes in W ′ that must be added to the election instead), or that control is
impossible.
First, the algorithm checks whether c is already not winning the election (C, V) and outputs (�, �) if this is the case, and we are done.
Otherwise, c currently wins, and the algorithm iterates over all candidates d ∈ C ⧵ {c}
and first checks whether N(C,V) (c, d) − N(C,V) (d, c) + 1 ≤ 2𝓁 (if this is not the case, d loses
to c in any case and we can skip this candidate.)
Let V ′ ⊆ V contain at most 𝓁 votes from V preferring c to d and let W ′ ⊆ W contain at
most 𝓁 votes from W preferring d to c. If one of them is smaller than the other, remove
votes from the larger one until they are equal in size.
Then we check whether NE (c, d) ≤ NE (d, c) in the election E = (C, (V ∪ W � ) ⧵ V � )). If
this is the case, c does not beat d in direct comparison, so c cannot win the election. The
algorithm then outputs (V � , W � ).
Otherwise, d cannot beat c and the algorithm proceeds to the next candidate. If, after
all iterations, no candidate was found that beats or ties c, the algorithm outputs “control
impossible.” Obviously, this algorithm runs in polynomial-time and solves the problem.
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Bartholdi, Tovey, and Trick [7] observed that, due to the Weak Axiom of Revealed
Preference, Condorcet voting is immune to constructive control by adding candidates,
and Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra, and Rothe [33] made the same observation regarding destructive control by deleting candidates. For control by replacing candidates,
however, Condorcet is susceptible both in the constructive and in the destructive case,
as shown in the following example.
Example 1 To see that Condorcet is susceptible to constructive control by replacing candidates, consider a set C = {b, c} with two registered candidates, a set D = {d} with just one
unregistered candidate, and only one vote of the form b c d over C ∪ D. We can turn c (who
does not win according to b c) into a Condorcet winner by replacing b with d (so we now
have c d).
For susceptibility in the destructive case, just consider C� = {c, d} and D� = {b}, and
replace d with b, all else being equal.
Moreover, since in Condorcet elections the direct comparison between two candidates cannot be influenced by deleting or adding other candidates to the election, Condorcet-CCRCand Condorcet-DCRCare both easy to solve.
Theorem 16 Condorcet-CCRCis in P.
Proof To prove membership in P, we will provide an algorithm that solves the problem in
polynomial time and outputs, if possible, which of the original candidates must be replaced
by which unregistered candidates for c to win.
The input to our algorithm is an election (C ∪ D, V), the distinguished candidate c ∈ C ,
and a positive integer 𝓁 . The algorithm will output either a pair (C� , D� ) with C� ⊆ C ⧵ {c},
D′ ⊆ D, and |C� | = |D� | ≤ 𝓁 (i.e., for c to win, there are candidates in C′ that must be
removed and candidates in D′ that must be added to the election instead), or that control is
impossible.
First, we check whether c already wins the election (C, V) and output (�, �) if this is the
case, and we are done.
Otherwise, let C� ⊆ C ⧵ {c} be the set of candidates from C ⧵ {c} that beat or tie c in
direct comparison and let D′ ⊆ D be a set of at most |C′ | candidates from D that c beats in
direct comparison.
If |C′ | ≤ 𝓁 and |C� | = |D� |, we output (C� , D� ), and otherwise we output “control
impossible.”
Obviously, the algorithm solves the problem and runs in polynomial time.
Theorem 17 Condorcet-DCRCis in P.
Proof An algorithm that solves the problem works as follows: Given an election (C ∪ D, V),
a distinguished candidate c ∈ C , and an integer 𝓁 , it checks whether c is not winning the
election (C, V) and outputs (�, �) if this is the case.
Otherwise, it checks whether there is a candidate d ∈ D who beats or ties c in direct
comparison, whether there is another candidate b ∈ C with b ≠ c and whether 𝓁 ≥ 1. If
these conditions are satisfied, it outputs ({b}, {d}), and otherwise “control impossible.”
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Table 11  Complexity of control for fallback voting. Our results are in boldface. “NPC” stands for “NP
-complete” and “P” stands for “polynomial-time solvable”
CCAV CCDV CCRV CCAC CCDC CCRC DCAV DCDV DCRV DCAC DCDC DCRC
NPC

NPC

NPC

NPC

NPC

NPC

P

P

P

NPC

NPC

NPC

This algorithm outputs either a successful pair (C� , D� ) with C� ⊆ C ⧵ {c}, D� ∈ D, and
|C | = |D� | ≤ 𝓁 if c can be prevented from winning by replacing at most 𝓁 candidates, or
else “control impossible.” Obviously, the algorithm is correct and runs in polynomial time.
�

9 Fallback voting
We will now consider fallback voting and show that it is vulnerable to one type of replacement control and resistant to the others. Our results for fallback voting are summarized in
Table 11.
Theorem 18 Fallback-CCRV is NP-complete.
Proof To prove NP-hardness, we will modify the reduction from X3C that Erdélyi and
Rothe [22] (and Erdélyi et al. [16]) used to show NP-hardness of Fallback-CCAV. Let
(U, S) be an X3C instance with U = {u1 , … , u3𝜅 }, 𝜅 ≥ 2, and S = {S1 , … , St }, t ≥ 1.
The set of candidates is C = U ∪ B ∪ {c} with c being the distinguished candidate and
B = {b1 , … , bt(3𝜅−4) } a set of t(3𝜅 − 4) dummy candidates. In V (corresponding to the
registered voters), there are the 3𝜅 − 1 votes (recall the input format in fallback elections
described in Sect. 3):
• 2𝜅 − 1 votes of the form U ∣ B ∪ {c} and
• for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 𝜅 , one vote of the form bi ∣ U ∪ (B ⧵ {bi }) ∪ {c}.

In W (corresponding to the unregistered voters), there are the following t votes:
– For each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ t , let Bj = {b(j−1)(3𝜅−4)+1 , … , bj(3𝜅−4) } and include in W the vote
Bj Sj c | (U ⧵ Sj ) ∪ (B ⧵ Bj ).
Finally, set 𝓁 = 𝜅.
Having no approvals in (C, V), c does not win. We will show that (U, S) is a YESinstance of X3C if and only if c can be made a fallback winner of the constructed election
by replacing at most 𝜅 votes from V with as many votes from W.
(⇒) Suppose there is an exact cover S′ ⊆ S of U . Remove 𝜅 votes U | B ∪ {c} from the
̂
election and add, for each Sj ∈ S�, the vote Bj Sj c | (U ⧵ Sj ) ∪ (B ⧵ Bj ) instead. Let (C, V)
be the resulting election. It follows that
• score(C,V)
̂ (bi ) ≤ 2 for every bi ∈ B,
• score(C,V)
̂ (ui ) = 𝜅 for every ui ∈ U (𝜅 − 1 approvals from the remaining registered voters and one approval from the added voters since S′ is an exact cover of U ), and
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• score(C,V)
̂ (c) = 𝜅.

Thus no candidate has a majority on any level and c is one of the winners since he or she
ties all candidates of U for the most approvals overall.
(⇐) Suppose c can be made a fallback winner of the election by replacing at most 𝜅
votes from V with as many votes from W. Since c has no approvals in (C, V) and we can
only add at most 𝜅 approvals for c, the only chance for c to win is to have the most approvals in the last stage of the election. Regardless of which votes we remove or add to the
election, every dummy candidate can have at most two approvals, which will at least be
tied by c if we add 𝜅 ≥ 2 unregistered votes to the election. We need to remove 𝜅 votes
U ∣ B ∪ {c} from the election; otherwise, some ui ∈ U would have at least s approvals,
whereas c could gain no more than 𝜅 − 1 approvals from adding unregistered votes. Each
ui ∈ U receives 𝜅 − 1 approvals from the remaining registered votes of the original election
and c receives 𝜅 approvals from the added votes. Additionally, every added voter approves
of three candidates from U . Hence, in order for c to at least tie every candidate from U ,
each ui ∈ U can only be approved by at most one of the added votes. Since there are 𝜅
added votes, there must be an exact cover of U .
By contrast, we establish vulnerability of the destructive case of control by replacing
voters for fallback voting. The proof employs a rather involved polynomial-time algorithm
solving this problem.
Theorem 19 Fallback-DCRV is in P.
Proof We provide a polynomial-time algorithm that solves the problem and computes
which voters need to be removed and which need to be added to prevent the distinguished
candidate from being a fallback winner. The algorithm is inspired by an algorithm designed
by Erdélyi and Rothe [22] (see also Erdélyi et al. [16]) to prove membership of fallbackDCAV in P.
For an election (C, V), let maj(V) = ⌊�V�∕2⌋ + 1 and let
i
def(C,V)
(d) = maj(V) − scorei(C,V) (d)

be the deficit of candidate d ∈ C to a strict majority in (C, V) on level i, 1 ≤ i ≤ |C|. Note
that the number of voters is always the same, namely |V|, and so we will use maj(V) even
after we have replaced some voters.
The input of the algorithm is an election (C, V ∪ W), a distinguished candidate c ∈ C ,
and an integer 𝓁 . The algorithm will output either a pair (V � , W � ) with V ′ ⊆ V , W ′ ⊆ W ,
and |V � | = |W � | ≤ 𝓁 (i.e., for c to not win, there are votes in V ′ that must be removed and
votes in W ′ that must be added to the election instead), or that control is impossible.
The algorithm runs through n = maxv∈V∪W |Sv | stages which we call the majority stages
and one final stage which we call the approval stage. In the majority stages the algorithm
checks whether c can be beaten in the first n levels of the fallback election by replacing at
most 𝓁 voters, and in the approval stage it checks whether c can be dethroned in the last
stage of the fallback election by this control action.
The algorithm works as follows: If c is already not winning in (C, V), we output (�, �)
and are done.
Majority Stage i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n: For i > 1, this stage is reached if we could not successfully
control the election in majority stages 1 through i − 1. Note that in each majority stage i
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we assume that a candidate that is approved by a voter on level j > i is disapproved by this
voter. Now, for every candidate d ∈ C ⧵ {c}, we check whether d can beat c on level i of
the fallback election. First, we check if the following two conditions hold:
i
def(C,V)
(d) ≤𝓁;

(1)

scorei(C,V) (d) >scorei(C,V) (c) − 2𝓁.

(2)

If at least one of (1) and (2) does not hold, d cannot have a strict majority on level i or cannot beat c on this level, no matter which at most 𝓁 votes we replace, and we skip d and proceed to the next candidate (or the next stage if all candidates failed to beat c in this stage).
Otherwise (i.e., if both (1) and (2) hold), we determine the largest Wd ⊆ W such that
|Wd | ≤ 𝓁 and all votes of Wd approve of d and disapprove of c on the first i levels. Furthermore, we determine the largest Vd ⊆ V such that |Vd | ≤ 𝓁 and all votes of Vd approve of c
and disapprove of d on the first i levels. Again, if |Vd | ≠ |Wd |, we fill up the smaller vote
list with votes as follows until they are equal in size:
• If |Vd | < |Wd |, we fill up Vd with votes of V ⧵ Vd who approve of neither c nor d until
we either have |Vd | = |Wd | or run out of those votes, and in the latter case we now keep
adding to Vd those votes of V ⧵ Vd who approve of both c and d while prioritizing those
votes that approve of c on levels up to i − 1 over votes that approve of c on level i. Only
if this is still not enough to make these two vote lists equal in size, we remove votes
from Wd until both lists are equally large.
• If |Vd | > |Wd |, we fill up Wd with votes of W ⧵ Wd that approve of both c and d on the
first i levels while prioritizing those votes that approve of c on level i over votes that
approve of c on levels up to i − 1, and if this is not enough to make these two vote lists
equal in size, we add those votes from W ⧵ Wd to Wd that disapprove of both c and d.
Again, only if this is still not enough to make them both equal in size, we will remove
votes from Vd (while prioritizing votes that approve of c on level i) until both lists are
equally large.

Now, knowing that the resulting lists Vd and Wd are equal in size, we check the following
condition:

scorei(C,(V⧵V
scorei(C,(V⧵V

d )∪Wd )

d )∪Wd )

(d) ≥maj(V);

(d) >scorei(C,(V⧵V

d )∪Wd )

(3)

(c).

(4)

If (3) or (4) does not hold, d cannot beat c and win on level i, and we skip d and proceed to
the next candidate or the next stage.
Otherwise, we check the following condition:

scorei−1
(C,(V⧵V

d )∪Wd )

(c) ≥maj(V).

(5)

If (5) does not hold, we output (Vd , Wd ), as d wins on the ith level and so prevents c from
winning. Note that for i = 1 condition (5) always fails to hold, so the following steps are
only done in majority stages 2 through n. If (5) does hold, then c wins on an earlier level
and we failed to control the election. We will try to fix this, if at all possible, in two steps.
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Firstly, if there are votes in Wd that approve of c on levels up to i − 1 and of d on the
first i levels (this would mean that all votes in Vd approve of c and disapprove of d on the
first i levels), then we remove, by taking turns, one of them from Wd and one from Vd that
approve of c on level i as long as possible and as long as

scorei(C,(V⧵V

d )∪Wd )

(d) ≥ maj(V)

and (4) still hold. Note that we can skip this step if Wd was not filled up with votes in earlier
steps to bring Wd and Vd to the same size.
Secondly, we find the largest vote lists Wcd ⊆ (W ⧵ Wd ) and Vcd ⊆ (V ⧵ Vd ) such that:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

|Vd ∪ Vcd | ≤ 𝓁,
|Vcd | = |Wcd |,
all votes in Vcd approve of c on the first i − 1 levels,
all votes in Wcd approve of c on level i or disapprove of c, and
we have
scorei(C,(V⧵(V

d ∪Vcd ))∪Wd ∪Wcd )

(d) ≥ max{maj(V), scorei(C,(V⧵(V

d ∪Vcd ))∪Wd ∪Wcd )

(c) + 1}.

Items (a), (b), and (e) make sure that we still have a valid replacement action and items (c)
and (d) find the best votes to be added and removed such that c loses approvals on the first
i − 1 levels.
Then we check the following condition:

scorei−1
(C,(V⧵(V

d ∪Vcd ))∪Wd ∪Wcd )

(c) ≥maj(V).

(6)

If (6) holds, c cannot be prevented from reaching a strict majority in the first i − 1 levels
without d not reaching a strict majority or failing to beat c on level i as well.
Otherwise, d still has a strict majority on level i and c cannot beat d with a strict majority on earlier levels, so we output (Vd ∪ Vcd , Wd ∪ Wcd ) as a successful pair.
ApprovalStage: This stage will only be reached if it was not possible to find a successful
control action in majority stages 1 through n.
We first check whether the following holds:

score(C,V) (c) − 𝓁 < maj(V).

(7)

If (7) does not hold, we output “control impossible” since, after replacing at most 𝓁 suitable votes, (1) we could not find a candidate that beats c in the majority stages and reaches
a strict majority and (2) c cannot be prevented from reaching a strict majority in overall
approvals; so c must win, no matter which at most 𝓁 votes are replaced.
Otherwise (i.e., if (7) holds), we iterate over all candidates d ∈ C ⧵ {c} and check
whether

score(C,V) (c) − 2𝓁 > score(C,V) (d).
If this is the case, we skip d and proceed to the next candidate or, if none is left, we output
“control impossible” since then d cannot catch up on his or her deficit to c.
Otherwise, we will try to make d overtake c in overall approvals while decreasing c’s
overall approvals as much as possible in order to prevent c from reaching a strict majority.
We again determine the largest Wd ⊆ W such that |Wd | ≤ 𝓁 and all votes of Wd approve
of d and disapprove of c. Furthermore, we again determine the largest Vd ⊆ V such that
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|Vd | ≤ 𝓁 and all votes of Vd approve of c and disapprove of d. Once more, if |Vd | ≠ |Wd |,
we fill up the smaller vote list with votes as follows until they are equal in size:
• If |Vd | < |Wd |, we fill up Vd with votes of V ⧵ Vd who approve of both c and d until
we either have |Vd | = |Wd | or run out of those votes, and in the latter case we now
keep adding to Vd those votes of V ⧵ Vd who approve of neither c nor d. Only if this
is still not enough to make the two lists equal in size, we remove votes from Wd until
both lists are equally large.
• If |Vd | > |Wd |, we fill up Wd with votes of W ⧵ Wd that disapprove of both c and d
until we either have |Vd | = |Wd | or run out of those votes, and in the latter case we
now keep adding to Wd those votes of W ⧵ Wd that approve of both c and d. We prefer adding votes disapproving both c and d over votes approving both c and d since
the former type of votes keep c’s score as low as possible. Again, only if this is still
not enough to make both vote lists equal in size, we remove votes from Vd until both
lists are equally large. Afterwards, if there are votes in V ⧵ Vd that approve of both c
and d and votes in W ⧵ Wd that disapprove of both c and d, we add as many as possible of them to Vd and Wd , respectively, always ensuring that |Vd | = |Wd | still holds.
By doing this, we further reduce c’s score without changing the score balance of c
and d.

Then we check the following conditions:

score(C,(V⧵Vd )∪Wd ) (d) >score(C,(V⧵Vd )∪Wd ) (c),

(8)

score(C,(V⧵Vd )∪Wd ) (c) <maj(V).

(9)

If (8) and (9) are true, output (Vd , Wd ) since we have successfully prevented c from reaching a strict majority and found a candidate d that beats c by approval score.
Otherwise, we proceed to the next candidate or, if none is left, output “control
impossible.”
Correctness of the algorithm follows from the explanations given during its description:
The algorithm takes the safest way possible to guarantee that a YES-instance is verified.
Clearly, the algorithm runs in polynomial time.
Turning to control by replacing candidates, fallback is resistant in both the constructive
and the destructive case.
Theorem 20 Fallback-CCRCand Fallback-DCRCare NP-complete.
Proof Erdélyi and Rothe [22] (see also the subsequent journal version by Erdélyi et al.
[16]) showed that fallback is resistant to constructive and destructive control by deleting candidates. Recall that in the former problem (denoted by Fallback-CCDC), we are
given a fallback election (C, V), a distinguished candidate c ∈ C , and an integer 𝓁 , and
we ask whether c can be made a fallback winner by deleting at most 𝓁 votes, whereas in
the destructive variant (denoted by Fallback-DCDC), for the same input we ask whether
we can prevent c from winning by deleting at most 𝓁 votes. To prove the theorem, we will
reduce
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Table 12  Complexity of control for range voting (second row) and for normalized range voting (the third
row). Our results are in boldface. “NPC” stands for “ NP-complete,” “P” for “polynomial-time solvable,”
and “I” for “immune”
CCAV CCDV CCRV CCAC CCDC CCRC DCAV DCDV DCRV DCAC DCDC DCRC
NPC

NPC

NPC

NPC

NPC

NPC

I

P

NPC

NPC

P

NPC

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

I

NPC

NPC

P

NPC

– Fallback-CCDC to Fallback-CCRCand
– Fallback-DCDC to Fallback-DCRC, respectively.
Let ((C, V), c, 𝓁) be an instance of Fallback-CCDC (or Fallback-DCDC). We construct from (C, V) a fallback election (C ∪ D, V � ) with (dummy) unregistered candidates
D = {d1 , … , d𝓁 }, D ∩ C = �, where we extend the votes of V to the set of candidates C ∪ D
by letting all voters disapprove of all candidates in D, thus obtaining V ′. Our distinguished
candidate remains c, and the deletion bound 𝓁 now becomes the limit on the number of
candidates that may be replaced.
Since all candidates from D are irrelevant to the election and can be added to the election without changing the winner(s), it is clear that c can be made a fallback winner of
(C, V) by deleting up to 𝓁 candidates from C if and only if c can be made a fallback winner of (C ∪ D, V � ) by deleting up to 𝓁 candidates from C and adding the same number of
dummy unregistered candidates from D. This gives the desired reduction in both the constructive and the destructive case.

10 Range voting and normalized range voting
Now we study range voting and normalized range voting. Our results in this section are
summarized in Table 12.
We first solve the cases in which range voting and normalized range voting have the
same complexity and can be solved at one go starting with constructive control by replacing voters that follows from a result by Menton [48] that makes use of the fact that approval
voting is a special case of range voting and normalized range voting.
Theorem 21 (Menton [48]) If approval voting is resistant to a case of control, range voting and normalized range voting will also be resistant for any scoring range.
Corollary 5 Range-Voting-CCRV and Normalized-Range-Voting-CCRV are NP-complete.
The destructive variant can be solved by a simple algorithm for range voting and normalized range voting.
Theorem 22 Range-Voting-DCRV and Normalized-Range-Voting-DCRV are in P.
Proof To prove membership in P of both problems, we will provide an algorithm that
solves the problems in polynomial time and outputs, if possible, which of the registered voters must be replaced by which unregistered voters for c to not win. The input
to our algorithm is a k-range election (C, V ∪ W), the distinguished candidate c ∈ C , and
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an integer 𝓁 . The algorithm will output either a pair (V � , W � ) with V ′ ⊆ V , W ′ ⊆ W , and
|V � | = |W � | ≤ 𝓁 (i.e., for c to not win, there are votes in V ′ that must be removed and votes
in W ′ that must be added to the election instead), or that control is impossible.
First, the algorithm checks whether c is already not winning the election (C, V) and outputs (�, �) if this is the case, and we are done.
Otherwise (i.e., if c is initially winning), we will try to find a candidate d ∈ C ⧵ {c} who
can beat the distinguished candidate c if voters are replaced. Since removing voters from or
adding voters to the election does not affect the number of points (normalized or not) other
voters give to the candidates, we can compute the change of the points balance (for range
voting and normalized range voting, respectively) of c and d for each voter in V ∪ W . Formally, let v ∈ V ∪ W and svc and svd be the (normalized) points given to c and d by voter v.
Let dist(C,{v}) (c, d) = svc − svd be the points difference that c and d would gain if v were part
of the election. Order the voters in V and W, respectively, according to those values. Let
V � = � and W � = �. Then, in at most 𝓁 rounds, choose one vote v ∈ V to remove from the
election that maximizes the points balance in favor of c (i.e., v = arg max dist(C,{v}) (c, d))
v∈V

and one vote from w ∈ W to add to the election that maximizes the points balance in favor
of d (i.e., w = arg min dist(C,{v}) (c, d)). If the replacement of v with w changes the points
v∈V

balance of c and d in favor of d (i.e., if dist(C,{w}) (c, d) − dist(C,{v}) (c, d) < 0), set
V = V ⧵ {v}, V � = V � ∪ {v}, W = W ⧵ {w}, and W � = W � ∪ {w}.
Afterwards, check whether c is beaten by d in (C, (V ⧵ V � ) ∪ W � ) and output (V � , W � ) if
this is the case. If there is no such candidate d, output that control is impossible. The algorithm solves the problems and runs in polynomial-time.
Turning now to control by replacing candidates, we start by examining constructive and destructive control for range voting and show that these problems are easy to
solve. First note that Menton [48] showed that range voting (just like its special variant
approval voting [33]) is immune to constructive control by adding candidates and to
destructive control by deleting candidates. For control by replacing candidates, however, range voting is susceptible both in the constructive and in the destructive case, as
shown in the following example.
Example 2 Consider a set C = {c, d} of registered candidates, a set D = {e} with only one
unregistered candidate, and one voter v with points vector (1, 2, 0), where C ∪ D is ordered
lexicographically (i.e., c gets one point, d two, and e zero points). If we are allowed to
replace one candidate, c loses in the 2-range election (C, V) under range voting, but wins
if d is replaced by e. This shows that range voting is susceptible to constructive control by
replacing candidates.
We can use the same candidate sets C and D and the points vector (1, 0, 2) for v to show
susceptibility of range voting for destructive control by replacing candidates analogously.
Theorem 23 Range-Voting-CCRCand Range-Voting-DCRCare in P.
Proof For range voting, adding or removing candidates does not affect the points given
to other candidates. Therefore, for an input of Range-Voting-CCRC and Range-VotingDCRC, respectively, we do the following after checking whether the chair’s constructive or
destructive goal is reached trivially (and accepting in this case).
In the constructive case, we need to check whether the number of registered candidates that beat the distinguished candidate c is at most 𝓁 and whether there are enough
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unregistered candidates that do not beat c so that each of them can replace one registered
candidate beating c. If so, we accept; otherwise, control is impossible.
In the destructive case, we check if there exists an unregistered candidate d that beats c;
if so, we choose an arbitrary registered candidate that is not c and replace this candidate
by d; otherwise, control is impossible.
In contrast to range voting, we now show that normalized range voting is resistant to
constructive and destructive control by replacing candidates. Starting with constructive
control, we adapt a reduction by Menton [48] to reduce Hitting-Set to Normalized-RangeVoting-CCRC.
Theorem 24 Normalized-Range-Voting-CCRCis NP-complete.
Proof The reduction is a simple modification of the reduction that Menton [48] used to
show that normalized range voting is resistant to constructive control by adding candidates.
Given a Hitting-Set instance (U, S, 𝜅), construct a Normalized-Range-Voting-CCRC
instance as follows. Let C = E ∪ {c, w} with E = {e1 , … , e𝜅 } be the set of registered candidates and D = U the set of unregistered candidates.
• 2t(𝜅 + 1) + 4s voters give a score of 2 to c and each ei ∈ E , and a score of 0 to all other
candidates;
• 3t(𝜅 + 1) + 2𝜅 voters give a score of 2 to w and each ei ∈ E , and a score of 0 to all
other candidates;
• for each b ∈ U , 4 voters give a score of 2 to b and each ei ∈ E , a score of 1 to w, and a
score of 0 to all other candidates; and
• for each Si ∈ S , 2(𝜅 + 1) voters give a score of 2 to each b ∈ Si and each ei ∈ E , a
score of 1 to c, and a score of 0 to all other candidates.

The voters are exactly the same as in the reduction for Normalized-Range-Voting-CCAC
of Menton [48] (the number of voters in the second group are adjusted to the nonuniquewinner model) except that every voter gives the candidates from E the maximum number
of points. Since w gains zero points from the second group of voters in order for w to
have a chance of winning, all candidates from E need to be removed. Together with the
fact that we can pad every solution of the Hitting-Set instance to contain exactly 𝜅 elements of U we can conclude that (U, S, 𝜅) is a YES-instance of Hitting-Set if and only if
((C ∪ D, V), w, 𝜅) is a YES-instance of Normalized-Range-Voting-CCRC.
For the destructive variant we can use the NP-hardness of Normalized-Range-VotingDCDC proven by Menton [48].
Theorem 25 Normalized-Range-Voting-DCRCis NP-complete.
Proof To show NP-hardness we will reduce Normalized-Range-Voting-DCDC to Normalized-Range-Voting-DCRC. Given a Normalized-Range-Voting-DCDC instance
((C, V), c, 𝓁), construct a set of unregistered candidates D with |D| = 𝓁 and let every voter
v ∈ V give every candidate from D as many points as he or she gives to c. Therefore, c
and every candidate from D will always have the same number of points. Since c is always
part of the election (removing c would trivially achieve the destructive goal), adding any
candidate of D never affects the number of points given to other candidates. Therefore, if at
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most 𝓁 candidates from C ⧵ {c} can be removed from the election (C, V) to make c not win
(i.e., ((C, V), c, 𝓁) is a YES-instance of Normalized-Range-Voting-DCDC), we can add
the same number of candidates from D to the election without changing the winners, so
((C ∪ D, V), c, 𝓁) is a YES-instance of Normalized-Range-Voting-DCRC. For the converse
direction, if we cannot make c be beaten in (C, V) by removing at most 𝓁 candidates, we
cannot do so by adding candidates from D. Menton [48] showed that Normalized-RangeVoting-DCDC is NP-hard. Thus the theorem is proven.

11 Conclusions and open problems
We have investigated the computational complexity of control for Copeland𝛼 , maximin,
k-veto, plurality with runoff, veto with runoff, Condorcet, fallback, range voting, and
normalized range voting, closing a number of gaps in the literature. Table 1 on page 5 in
Sect. 2 gives an overview of our and previously known results on the complexity of control
by replacing, adding, and deleting either candidates or voters for the voting rules mentioned above.
Our proofs are based on the nonunique-winner model but can be modified to work for
the unique-winner model of the control problems as well. Notice that the complexity of
CCRV for 2-approval remains the only open problem in Table 1. The polynomial-time
algorithm for 2-Veto-CCRV from the proof of Theorem 5 cannot be trivially extended to
2-approval. In 2-veto, any optimal solution only replaces registered voters in V that veto
the distinguished candidate. However, this is not the case in 2-approval. In a worst case, we
need to replace registered votes in V that do not approve of c with some unregistered votes
in W that also do not approve of c. It is not clear how to reduce such a worst-case instance
to an equivalent b-EC instance.
We point out that the complexity of partitioning either candidates or voters (in the various scenarios due to Bartholdi, Tovey, and Trick [7] and Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra,
and Rothe [33]) is still open for plurality with runoff and veto with runoff. In addition, it
would also be interesting to study the parameterized complexity of control problems for
plurality with runoff and veto with runoff. Third, it is important to point out that our NP
-completeness results provide purely a worst-case analysis and whether these problems
are hard to solve in practice needs to be further investigated. Finally, our polynomial-time
algorithm in Theorem 9 relies on that ties are broken in favor of the chair. It would be interesting to see if the result still holds for other tie-breaking rules. It has been observed that
tie-breaking rules may affect the complexity of strategic voting problems [3, 52, 63].
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C HAPTER 5
T HE C OMPLEXITY OF C LONING C ANDIDATES
IN M ULTIWINNER E LECTIONS

5.1 Summary
We study how multiwinner elections can be tampered with by cloning candidates. For that we adapt
the model for cloning candidates introduced by Elkind, Faliszewski, and Slinko [53] to multiwinner
elections and define the following decision problems for a multiwinner voting rule R.
R-P OSSIBLE -C LONING -GC
Input:
Question:

A multiwinner election E = (C,V, k), a cost function ρi : N → N for every ci ∈ C, a distinguished candidate p ∈ C, and a budget B.
Is there a cloning vector K = (K1 , . . . , Km ) with ∑ci ∈C ρi (Ki ) ≤ B such that p (or one of her
clones) is in a winning committee under R in at least one cloned multiwinner election EK
resulting from E via K?

R-N ECESSARY-C LONING -GC is defined analogously but we require that the cloning vector makes p
(or one of her clones) part of a winning committee in all (instead of “at least one”) cloned multiwinner
elections resulting from E via the cloning vector.
Just like Elkind, Faliszewski, and Slinko [53] we study three cost models Z ERO -C OST, U NIT-C OST,
and G ENERAL -C OST. The corresponding problems with Z ERO -C OST and U NIT-C OST are denoted
by replacing “GC” with “ZC” and “UC”, respectively, in the problem names. Our model is more
focused than the singlewinner variant of Elkind, Faliszewski, and Slinko [53] in that we do not take
on a probabilistic viewpoint in regards to when we view a cloning action as successful and only
capture the extreme points by viewing a cloning action as successful if the distinguished candidate
(or one of her clones) is in a winning committee in at least one or in all cloned multiwinner elections
resulting from a cloning action.
We study the complexity of R-P OSSIBLE -C LONING -{GC,UC,ZC} and R-N ECESSARY-C LONING {GC,UC,ZC} for the multiwinner voting rules defined in Chapter 2. In order to have polynomialtime winner determination for STV we use lexicographic tie-breaking for ties between candidates
and arbitrary tie-breaking for ties between voters. Even with those simple tie-breaking rules both
decision problems are intractable for STV: Possible cloning is NP-hard for STV in all cost models
and coNP-hard for necessary cloning in all cost models. SNTV is easy for possible cloning and trivial
for necessary cloning. Surprisingly, possible cloning with Z ERO -C OST and U NIT-C OST is easy for
k-Borda while it is NP-hard for Bloc. All other cases for Bloc and k-Borda are NP-hard. The reduction
that is used to show NP-hardness of k-Borda-N ECESSARY-C LONING -ZC also holds for k = 1 (i.e.,
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the singlewinner variant of k-Borda) and therefore solves a problem left open by Elkind, Faliszewski,
and Slinko [53].
The Chamberlin–Courant voting rules that we study have NP-hard winner determination meaning the
decision problems defined above are trivially NP-hard for all cost models as well so we investigate the
parameterized complexity of the problems with the number of candidates and the number of voters as
parameters.

5.2 Publication – Neveling and Rothe [119]
M. Neveling and J. Rothe. The complexity of cloning candidates in multiwinner elections. In
Proceedings of the 19th International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems,
pages 922–930. IFAAMAS, 2020.

5.3 Personal Contribution
The writing was done jointly with Jörg Rothe. Modeling and technical parts are to be attributed to my
contribution.
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ABSTRACT
We initiate the study of cloning in multiwinner elections, focusing on single-transferable vote (STV), single-nontransferable vote
(SNTV), bloc, k-Borda, t-approval-CC, and Borda-CC. Transferring
the model of cloning due to Elkind et al. [15] from single-winner to
multiwinner elections, we consider decision problems describing
possible and necessary cloning in the zero-cost, the unit-cost, and
the general-cost model and study their computational complexity.
We show that, depending on the multiwinner voting rule and on
the cost model chosen, some of these cloning problems are in P,
some are NP-hard, and some of the latter (for which, in fact, already
winner determination is NP-hard) are fixed-parameter tractable.
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1

INTRODUCTION

A common thread in computational social choice—see, e.g., the
books edited by Brandt et al. [6] and Rothe [32]—is to study how
the outcome of elections can be tampered with and how resistant
voting rules are against such attempts in terms of computational
complexity. The most thoroughly studied types of attack are manipulation (see, e.g., Conitzer and Walsh [12] and Baumeister and
Rothe [4, Section 4.3.3]), electoral control (see, e.g., Faliszewski
and Rothe [17] and Baumeister and Rothe [4, Section 4.3.4]), and
bribery (see, e.g., Faliszewski and Rothe [17] and Baumeister and
Rothe [4, Section 4.3.5]). On the other hand, relatively few papers
have studied attacks by cloning candidates (see the related work
below), and they are typically concerned with cloning in singlewinner voting rules. We initiate the study of cloning in multiwinner
elections, where the goal is not to elect a winner but to elect a
winning committee of a certain size (see, e.g., the book chapter by
Faliszewski et al. [18]). Multiwinner elections have various applications ranging from parliament elections over short-listing possible
employees to selecting items to offer to a group of people (see Lu
and Boutilier [26], Elkind et al. [14], and Skowron et al. [34] for
more detailed descriptions of the mentioned settings). In each of
those settings, cloning candidates might be beneficial for a candidate to be voted into the resulting committee. For instance, in a
Proc. of the 19th International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems
(AAMAS 2020), B. An, N. Yorke-Smith, A. El Fallah Seghrouchni, G. Sukthankar (eds.), May
9–13, 2020, Auckland, New Zealand. © 2020 International Foundation for Autonomous
Agents and Multiagent Systems (www.ifaamas.org). All rights reserved.

parliament election the campaign manager of a party, whose candidates may look like clones to ignorant voters, might be inclined
to nominate a strategically chosen number of candidates for the
party. Another application of cloning in multiwinner elections are
movie recommender systems [21] in which a set of movies is recommended depending on the users’ preferences: To influence the
election result by spreading out and diminishing the support of a
particular disliked movie, one might add to the election additional,
very similar movies (e.g., other movies of the same genre or with a
similar cast or by the same director).
In social choice theory, Tideman [35] introduced the notion of
cloning and studied the independence of clones property for various
voting rules. In particular, he showed that the single-winner variant of single-transferable vote (STV) is independent of clones. In a
follow-up paper, Zavist and Tideman [36] studied independence of
clones for the ranked pairs rule and presented a variant of ranked
pairs that is even “completely independent of clones.” Schulze voting
is another widely used voting rule that is independent of clones [33].
In anonymous settings, such as the internet, voters may be tempted
and able to cast their vote twice (or more often). This was the motivation for Conitzer [10] to introduce false-name manipulation as
cloning of voters instead of candidates.1 Recently, the independence
of clones property was studied for the single-winner variant of STV
with top-truncated votes by Ayadi et al. [1].
The paper by far most closely related to our work is due to Elkind
et al. [15] (see also their follow-up paper [16]). They were the first to
study how resistant single-winner voting rules are against cloning
in terms of computational complexity. Adapting their model of
cloning to multiwinner (rather than single-winner) elections, we
consider decision problems describing possible cloning (where we
ask whether a given candidate can become a member of a winning
committee in at least one cloned multiwinner election, i.e., for at
least one ordering of the clones) and necessary cloning (where we
ask the same question for all cloned multiwinner elections, i.e., for
all orderings of the clones), where the cloning costs are specified
according to three cost models: zero cost, unit cost, and general
cost. We study these problems in terms of their computational
complexity and show that, depending on the multiwinner voting
rule and on the cost model chosen, some of these cloning problems
are in P, some are NP-hard, and some of the latter (for which, in
fact, already winner determination is NP-hard) are in FPT, i.e., they
are fixed-parameter tractable.
Organization. In Section 2, we present some background from
social choice theory and multiwinner voting rules. In Section 3, we
describe our model and define the problems to be studied in terms
of their complexity. Section 4 contains our results and Section 5 our
conclusions and some open problems.
1 False-name

manipulation [2, 30] has also been studied in cooperative game theory
and the related property of duplication monotonicity [3, 24] in fair division.

2

PRELIMINARIES

A multiwinner election E = (C, V , k) is defined by a set of candidates
C = {c 1 , . . . , cm }, a list of votes V = (v 1 , . . . , vn ), and a committee
size k. Votes are strict linear orders over the candidates and we write
them each as a sequence of candidates, with the voter’s preference
strictly decreasing from left to right, so the leftmost (rightmost)
candidate in a vote is most (least) preferred by this voter (e.g., if
C = {a, b, c, d}, a vote b a c d means that b is preferred to a, a to c,
and c to d).
Given a multiwinner election (C, V , k), a multiwinner voting
rule returns a nonempty family of size-k subsets of C, referred to
as the winning committees. Given (C, V , k) and a fixed t ≥ 1, the
t-approval score of a candidate a ∈ C is the number of votes in which
a is ranked in the first t positions, and a’s Borda score is the total
number of points a scores in all votes of V , where a is rewarded
with m − i points whenever a is ranked in the ith position of a vote.
We consider the following multiwinner voting rules (with n
voters and committee size k):
Single transferable vote (STV): Let q = ⌊n/(k +1)⌋ + 1 be the
quota. Iteratively, if a candidate c is ranked first in at least q votes,
add c to the winning committee and remove both c and q votes
that rank c first from the multiwinner election, or else eliminate a
candidate from the multiwinner election that is ranked first in the
smallest number of votes. The iteration halts as soon as k candidates
have been selected. To break ties between candidates we will use a
predefined lexicographic tie-breaking order and ties between votes
(i.e., when a candidate is ranked first in more than q votes but only
q of those votes will be removed) are broken arbitrarily.2
Single nontransferable vote (SNTV): Choose k candidates
with highest 1-approval score.
Bloc: Choose k candidates with highest k-approval score.
k-Borda: Choose k candidates with highest Borda score.
t-approval-CC (where CC stands for “Chamberlin–Courant”
[9]): A voter v approves a committee if v ranks a committee member in the first t positions and disapproves it otherwise. The committee(s) with the most approvals from the voters win(s).
Borda-CC: Works similarly as t-approval-CC except that the
voters assign to each committee the Borda score of its highest
ranked member in their preferences.
Note that t-approval-CC and Borda-CC have an NP-hard winner
determination problem [26, 29], though they are in FPT if parameterized by the number of candidates or voters [5].
For (C, V , k) a multiwinner election and candidates c, d ∈ C, let
score(C,V ,k ) (c) denote the number of points c scores (according to
t-approval or Borda which is always clear from the context) and let
dist (C,V ,k ) (c, d) = score(C,V ,k ) (c) − score(C,V ,k ) (d)

denote the difference between the scores of c and d in (C, V , k). We
sometimes omit the subscript (C, V , k) if it is clear from the context.
→
−
If S ⊆ C is a subset of the candidates, S in a vote denotes a ranking
←
−
of these candidates in an arbitrary but fixed order and S denotes
this ranking in reverse order. For example, for C = {a, b, c, d} and
S = {a, d } and assuming the lexicographic order of candidates,
→
−
←
−
c S b denotes the vote c a d b and the vote c S b denotes c d a b.
2 We

cannot use “parallel-universe tie-breaking” [11] for STV since winner determination would then already be NP-hard.

3

MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITIONS

In this section, we will formalize how cloning is modeled for multiwinner elections. Let E = (C, V , k) be a multiwinner election with
C = {c 1 , . . . , cm } and V = (v 1 , . . . , vn ). Let K = (K 1 , . . . , Km ) with
Ki ≥ 0 be a vector, called a cloning vector. Intuitively, Ki means
that the candidate c i is cloned Ki times and c i is replaced by her
clones in the multiwinner election. If Ki = 0, the candidate c i is not
cloned and simply remains in the multiwinner election. Note that
Elkind et al. [15] require that every candidate is cloned at least once,
which is equivalent to our definition, but we feel it may be more
natural and convenient if one can choose not to clone a candidate.
A multiwinner election E K = (C ′, V ′, k) is created by cloning
from E via the cloning vector K if C ′ = (C \ {c i ∈ C | Ki ≥
(j)
1}) ∪ {c i | 1 ≤ j ≤ Ki } and V ′ = (v 1′ , . . . , vn′ ) with each vi′ ∈ V ′
being a total order over C ′ that results from vi by replacing cloned
candidates in the vote vi with their clones (i.e., for each clone c i′
of c i , it holds that c i′ is preferred to c j ∈ C ′ in vi′ if and only if c i is
preferred to c j (or her original candidate if c j is a clone) in vi ).
Note that there can be several possible cloned multiwinner elections depending on how the clones of the same candidate are ordered in the votes. The goal of cloning a multiwinner election is
to make a distinguished candidate (always called p) or one of p’s
clones a member of at least one winning committee. Regarding
the ordering of clones of the same candidate in the votes, we use
an optimistic and a pessimistic approach. In the optimistic setting,
cloning via a cloning vector K is considered to be successful if the
distinguished candidate (or one of her clones) is a member of a
winning committee for at least one cloned multiwinner election
via K. In the pessimistic setting, cloning via a cloning vector K is
considered to be successful if the distinguished candidate (or one
of her clones) is a member of a winning committee in all cloned
multiwinner elections via K. Additionally, as is common in the
literature, we adopt the so-called nonunique-winner model in which
we assume a cloning action to be successful if the distinguished
candidate is part of at least one winning committee instead of all
winning committees, which would be required in the unique-winner
model. Furthermore, we consider the cost of cloning candidates.
In the general-cost (GK) model, for every candidate c i ∈ C there
is a cost function ρ i : N → N with ρ i (0) = ρ i (1) = 0 and for
each j, j ′ ∈ N with j < j ′ it holds that ρ i (j) ≤ ρ i (j ′ ). ρ i (j) is the
cost of cloning the ith candidate j times and replacing her in all
votes with her clones. There also is an integer B, called the budget.
Additionally, we study two natural special cases of the general-cost
model: The unit-cost (UC) model in which ρ i (j) = j − 1 for all i and
j ≥ 1 (i.e., every additional clone costs one and there is a maximum
number of additional clones), and a special case of the unit-cost
model, the zero-cost (ZK) model, in which either the budget is set
to infinity, or ρ i (j) = 0 for all i and j ≥ 1. In the latter cost model,
since the budget is not a concern in this case, we seek to find out
whether a successful cloning is even possible in the first place.
We can now define the decision problems we will consider. Let R
be a multiwinner voting rule. In the problem R-Possible-CloningGC, we are given a multiwinner election E = (C, V , k), a cost function ρ i : N → N for every c i ∈ C, a distinguished candidate
p ∈ C, and a budget B, and we ask whether there is a cloning vector
Í
K = (K 1 , . . . , Km ) with c i ∈C ρ i (Ki ) ≤ B such that p (or one of its

Table 1: Overview of complexity results for various multiwinner voting rules

voting rule
STV
SNTV
Bloc
k-Borda

parameter

#candidates
t-approval-CC
#voters
Borda-CC
#voters

ZC

P
?

Possible-Cloning
UC
NP-hard
P
NP-hard
P
?
FPT
?

clones) is in a winning committee under R in at least one cloned
multiwinner election E K resulting from E via K.
The problem R-Necessary-Cloning-GC is defined analogously,
except that we ask whether p ends up in a winning committee under
R for all multiwinner elections E K obtained from E by cloning via K.
If we use the unit-cost or the zero-cost model in this definition,
we replace GC in the problem name by UC or ZC and omit the cost
functions in the problem instances, and in the case of the zero-cost
model we also omit the budget.
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic notions
of computational complexity theory, both in the classical branch
(see, e.g., the books by Papadimitriou [28] and Rothe [31]) and
the parameterized branch (see, e.g., the books by Downey and Fellows [13] and Niedermeier [27]). Since the zero-cost model is a
special case of the unit-cost model, which in turn is a special case
of the general-cost model, it holds that: R-⋆-Cloning-ZC reduces
to R-⋆-Cloning-UC, which in turn reduces to R-⋆-Cloning-GC,
where ⋆ ∈ {Possible, Necessary}.

4

RESULTS

In this section, we present our results on the complexity of cloning
in various multiwinner voting rules; see Table 1 for an overview.
Question marks in this table indicate open problems and “–” means
that influencing the outcome of a multiwinner election via this type
of cloning and under this multiwinner voting rule is impossible.

4.1

STV

We show that possible cloning with zero cost is NP-hard for STV,
even if the committee size is fixed to two.
2.

Theorem 4.1. STV-Possible-Cloning-ZC is NP-hard, even if k =

Proof. To prove this theorem, we will need the following observation and lemmas (proofs are omitted due to space constraints).
Observation 1. Cloning a candidate does not change the plurality
score of any other candidates or their clones.
Lemma 4.2. In an STV multiwinner election, the order in which
candidates (or their last standing clones) are deleted from the multiwinner election in rounds where the quota is not reached cannot be
changed by cloning those candidates.
Lemma 4.3. In an STV multiwinner election, a candidate in a winning committee that is always added last to its winning committees

GC

ZC

Necessary-Cloning
UC
GC

NP-hard
W[1]-hard

?

coNP-hard
–
NP-hard
NP-hard
FPT
FPT
?

W[1]-hard

can be cloned without changing the outcome of the multiwinner election.
To show NP-hardness of STV-Possible-Cloning-ZC, we now
reduce from the well-known NP-hard problem X3C (see, e.g., Garey
and Johnson [20]) to STV-Possible-Cloning-ZC. Let (X , S) with
X = {x 1 , . . . , x 3s } and S = {S 1 , . . . , S 3s } be a given X3C instance
and assume that every x i ∈ X appears in exactly three elements
of S (that this restriction of X3C is still NP-complete was shown
by Gonzalez [22]). We also assume that s ≥ 3 is even, which can
be achieved by duplicating the instance. The set of candidates is
C = {p, c, d, e, f } ∪ X ∪ S ∪ B, where B = {b1 , . . . , b3s } and p is the
distinguished candidate. Set the committee size to k = 2. Since we
are in the zero-cost model, the budget is set to infinity. For each
x i ∈ X , let Sx i = {S j ∈ S | x i ∈ S j }. We define V to consist of the
votes shown in Table 2.
Table 2: List of votes V for the proof of Theorem 4.1
number
2

9 s2 + 49 s2 + 13
1
s +1
2
s +2
2
s +5
s +2
2
s +2
2
4s + 8
4s + 7
4s + 4
4s + 4

vote
de f p
d Si c p
Si e p
Si f p
x i Sx i c p
bi S i e p
bi S i f p
pc
cpe
epc
f pc

for
1
1
1
1
1
1

≤i
≤i
≤i
≤i
≤i
≤i

≤
≤
≤
≤
≤
≤

3s
3s
3s
3s
3s
3s

→
− −−−→
We will break ties according to the linear order B C \ B.
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.1, we will now show that
(X , S) is a yes-instance of X3C if and only if p can be made a
winner of at least one winning committee obtained from (C, V , 2)
by cloning, i.e., we have a yes-instance of STV-Possible-CloningZC. Due to space constraints, however, we will only sketch the
proof of the implication from left to right (and will then prove the
converse direction in full detail): From left to right, suppose there is

an exact cover S ′ . Clone d twice, and order them in such a way that
the s votes of the form d Si p c for every Si ∈ S ′ are not removed
from the election when one clone of d is added to the winning
committee. Then, p is later added to the winning committee.
For the converse direction, assume there is no exact cover. From
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 we know that cloning candidates other than
d has no effect on the outcome of the multiwinner election. Note
that candidate d has s points more than needed to reach the quota
and d will not gain any additional points before p is eliminated. If
the clones of d are ordered in a way such that no clone reaches the
quota and every clone has at least 4s +9 points then the multiwinner
election proceeds as if d were not cloned and added to the winning
committee up to the point in time when p is eliminated from the
multiwinner election.
If there are clones with fewer than 4s + 9 points, they will be
eliminated before the elimination of p and transfer their points to
other clones of d. If all clones with fewer than 4s + 9 points are
eliminated and there is still no clone who reaches the quota, we
have the same situation as before where p will be eliminated. If at
some point a clone of d reaches the quota (and p is still present in the
multiwinner election), she will be added to the winning committee
and all but up to s of her first-place votes will be removed, leaving s
votes where d was in the first position in the original multiwinner
election. Since q arbitrary first-place votes are removed if a clone of
d has more first-place votes than the quota, we can definitely “save”
some of those votes only by cloning d and assigning clones to the
top of those votes that are not added to the winning committee.
Note that if d is not cloned at all, d reaches the quota with s extra
votes. Due to arbitrary tie-breaking of votes we might still be lucky
and (at most) s votes of the form d Si c p are not removed from the
election. Then we arrive at the same situation as below.
We will now show that it does not matter which s votes are
prevented from being removed from the multiwinner election when
a clone of d reaches the quota, since p will always be eliminated
when there is no exact cover. Firstly, whenever a clone of d reaches
the quota and is added to the winning committee, all remaining
clones will be eliminated next, since they have at most s points and
all other candidates have more than s points at any time. Secondly,
saving votes of the form d e f p · · · from being removed is not
advantageous for p, since she can beat e and f only much later in the
multiwinner election (as can be seen in the original election). Also,
the other votes that can be saved will give p additional points only
if c is deleted earlier than p. Notice that in the original multiwinner
election the candidates from S were eliminated immediately after
d was added to the winning committee. By saving some votes of
the form d Si c p · · · we can save up to s candidates in S from
being eliminated in the first 5s + 1 rounds; let S ′ be the set of those
candidates. Instead of the candidates from S without those up to
s candidates, B and X can be eliminated earlier. Note that when
candidates from B are eliminated, they are tieing the candidates
from S ′ in points but we will see soon that we want the candidates
from S ′ to be eliminated as late as possible for p to have a chance
to survive longer.
Without candidates from B, the remaining candidates from S
now have more points than p. Since we cannot prevent the candidates from X from being eliminated before c, those candidates will
transfer their points to either c or a candidate from S ′ that is still

standing. To be precise, a candidate x i will transfer her s + 5 points
to a still-standing candidate from S x i ∩ S ′ or to c if all candidates
corresponding to members of S x i have already been eliminated.
If c gains points during the elimination of the candidates from X ,
c will have more points than p. Therefore, p only survives the round
after the elimination of all candidates from X if for every x i there
is an S j ∈ S ′ with S j ∈ Sx i that is still present in the multiwinner
election. Since |S ′ | ≤ s and every S j ∈ S is in exactly three subsets
Sx i , this is only possible if S ′ is an exact cover, which contradicts
the assumption that there is none.
❑
Note that, by Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3, influencing the result of
the multiwinner election by cloning is impossible if k = 1. This is,
in fact, not very surprising, since single-winner STV is independent
of clones [35].
The reduction above can be modified to show that constructive
control by adding candidates—see [4, 17] for its definition and an
overview of results for it—is NP-hard for STV.
Regarding STV-Necessary-Cloning-ZC, we can show that it is
coNP-hard (the proof is omitted due to space constraints). Notice
that in contrast to the Possible-Cloning variant we cannot fix k
here.
Theorem 4.4. STV-Necessary-Cloning-ZC is coNP-hard.
Proof. To show coNP-hardness of STV-Necessary-Cloning-ZC,
we now reduce from the complement of X3C to STV-NecessaryCloning-ZC. Let (X , S) be a given X3C instance, where X =
{x 1 , . . . , x 3s } and S = {S 1 , . . . , S 3s }. Again, assume that every
x i ∈ X appears in exactly three elements of S (recall the result by Gonzalez [22]). We also assume that s ≥ 3, which can
be achieved by duplicating the instance. The set of candidates is
C = {p, r 1 , r 2 } ∪ X ∪ S ∪ B ∪ D ∪ E ∪ F , where B = {b1 , . . . , b3s },
D = {d 1 , . . . , ds }, E = {e 1 , . . . , e 3s }, F = { f 1 , . . . , f 3s }, and p is the
distinguished candidate. Set the committee size to k = s + 1. Since
we are in the zero-cost model, the budget is set to infinity. For each
x i ∈ X , let Sx i = {S j ∈ S | x i ∈ S j }. We define V to consist of the
votes shown in Table 3.
Table 3: List of votes V for the proof of Theorem 4.4
number

vote

for

25s + 2
1
2
3
4
2
1
1
5
4

d j r1 r2 S1 p
d j r 1 r 2 Si p
Si ei p
bi S i f i p
x i Sx i r 1 p
p
r1 p
r2 r1 p
ei p
fi p

1
1
1
1
1

≤j
≤j
≤i
≤i
≤i

≤s
≤ s and 1 ≤ i ≤ 3s
≤ 3s
≤ 3s
≤ 3s

1 ≤ i ≤ 3s
1 ≤ i ≤ 3s

−→
→
−
→
−→
−→
−→
−
We will use the linear order X p r 1 r 2 B S D F E to break ties.
It does not matter how ties are broken if more than one candidate

reaches the quota, or which votes are removed from the multiwinner
election if a candidate scores more points than the quota.
Let us analyze the multiwinner election (C, V , s + 1) we have just
constructed. Since |V | = 54s + s(28s + 2) + 4, the quota is





54s + s(28s + 2) + 4
4
+ 1 = 28s +
+ 1 = 28s + 1.
s +2
s +2

Each candidate d j ∈ D reaches the quota with 28s + 2 points and
is added to the winning committee, and all but one vote d j · · ·
for each d j ∈ D is removed from the multiwinner election. Since
d j is removed from each remaining vote, r 1 gains s points. In the
following round, no one reaches the quota and r 2 is removed from
the multiwinner election. In the next round, p and every candidate
from S are tied for the lowest score, so p is eliminated due to the
tie-breaking rule and is not part of the winning committee.
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.4, we will now show that
(X , S) is a no-instance of X3C if and only if p can be made part of at
least one winning committee obtained from (C, V , s + 1) by cloning,
i.e., we have a yes-instance of STV-Necessary-Cloning-ZC.
From left to right, suppose there is no exact cover. We now show
that there is a cloning vector such that for every possible ordering
of clones p is part of a winning committee. Consider the cloning
vector in which every candidate from D is cloned twice and consider
three cases on how clones of a d j ∈ D can be ordered: (1) one clone
reaches the quota and the other has a score of one, (2) one clone
reaches the quota and the other has a score of zero (i.e., the ordering
of clones is always the same for the votes where d j was in the top
position), and (3) both clones do not reach the quota. In the first
two cases, the candidate who reaches the quota will be added to the
winning committee and after all but one of her top position votes
were removed from the multiwinner election, there is now a vote
(2)
(2)
d j r 1 r 2 Si p in which the other clone d j is in the top position
and scores one point. In the third case, both clones score at least
two points and the multiwinner election continues without adding
any one of them to the winning committee. Notice that, in all three
cases, r 1 and r 2 do not gain points and, after all clones of candidates
from D who reach the quota were added to the winning committee,
the remaining clones have score at most one. So, r 1 and r 2 are
eliminated from the multiwinner election in the next two rounds
and after that all second clones of candidates from the cases (1) and
(2) as well. At some point during the following rounds, for each
d j ∈ D whose clones are ordered according to case (3), one clone
might be eliminated which would lead to the other clone reaching
the quota in the next round. From the then not removed vote of the
form d j · · · either some Si ∈ S or p gains a point. The latter would
help p reaching the quota (but it is not needed), so we assume the
worst case that some Si ∈ S gains a point and that the clones from
case (3) are eliminated or added to the winning committee now.
Therefore, as soon as r 1 and r 2 and all clones of candidates from D
are not part of the multiwinner election anymore, there is a subset
S ′ ⊆ S with |S ′ | ≤ s of candidates from S who gained at least one
and up to s points from the removed clones of candidates from D.
Then we have the following scores:
Candidate
Score

p
4

bi ∈ B
3

ei ∈ E
5

fi ∈ F
4

xi ∈ X
4

Si ∈ S \ S ′ Si ∈ S ′
2
≥3
Therefore, no one reaches the quota in the following round, so
all candidates from S \ S ′ (transferring their points to candidates
from E ′ = {ei ∈ E | Si ∈ S \ S ′ }) and B (transferring their points to
candidates from F ′ = { fi ∈ F | Si ∈ S \ S ′ } and S ′ ) are eliminated.
Then the scores for the remaining candidates are as follows:
Candidate p ei ∈ E ′ ei ∈ E \ E ′ fi ∈ F ′
Score
4
7
5
7
fi ∈ F \ F ′ x i ∈ X Si ∈ S ′
4
4
≥6
Due to the tie-breaking rule each candidate x j ∈ X is now eliminated transferring each of her four points to either a candidate
from Sx j if Sx j ∩ S ′ , ∅ or else to p. It follows that p does
not gain points during this round only if S ′ is a cover of X , as
then, for every candidate x j ∈ X , there would be one candidate
from S ′ sitting between x j and p in those four votes of the form
x j Sx j r 1 p. Since |S ′ | ≤ s, the cover S ′ must be an exact cover,
which is not possible. Therefore, p gains at least four points from
the elimination of candidates from X . Since p now has at least eight
points and the score of candidates from F and E did not change,
all those candidates are eliminated transferring their points to p.
Note that |E ′ | = |F ′ | = |S \ S ′ | ≥ 2s. Then the score of p is at least
8 + 3s(5 + 4) + (3 + 2)|S \ S ′ |27s + 5|S \ S ′ | + 8 ≥ 37s + 8. Therefore,
p is added to the winning committee. Due to space constraints, we
omit the proof of the direction from right to left.
❑

4.2

SNTV

By modifying a proof of Elkind et al. [15], we obtain:
Theorem 4.5. SNTV-Possible-Cloning-GC is in P.
Necessary cloning for SNTV (in any cost model) is impossible
if p is not already in a winning committee, since we can order the
clones such that one of the clones is in front of all other clones of
her original candidate in all votes. Therefore, all but one clone of a
candidate have zero points and the one clone has the same number
of points as its original candidate in the initial multiwinner election.
Therefore, if a candidate was part of a winning committee, then
one of her clones is in a winning committee as well.

4.3

Bloc Voting

For bloc voting, we have NP-hardness results both for possible
and necessary cloning in the zero-cost model. We omit the proof
for possible cloning due to space constraints and present that for
necessary cloning in detail here.
2.

Theorem 4.6. Bloc-Possible-Cloning-ZC is NP-hard, even if k =

Theorem 4.7. Bloc-Necessary-Cloning-ZC is NP-hard, even if
k = 2.
Proof. For a fixed t ≥ 2, t-approval-Necessary-Cloning-ZC
was shown to be NP-hard by Elkind et al. [15]. We will reduce
2-approval-Necessary-Cloning-ZC to Bloc-Necessary-CloningZC. Let ((C, V ), p) be an instance of 2-approval-Necessary-CloningZC. Set the committee size to k = 2. Therefore, bloc voting uses

2-approval scores. We create an additional candidate w < C and
a set D of |V | + 1 additional dummy candidates. Next, we create
a list V ′ of |V | + 1 votes which have w in the first position and a
dummy candidate from D in the second position such that every
dummy candidate only scores one point from those new votes. The
other candidates can be ordered arbitrarily. Furthermore, the new
candidates are ordered last in all votes of V . We show that ((C, V ), p)
is a yes-instance of 2-approval-Necessary-Cloning-ZC if and only
if ((C ∪ D ∪ {w }, V ∪ V ′, 2), p) is a yes-instance of Bloc-NecessaryCloning-ZC.
From left to right, assume that ((C, V ), p) is a yes-instance of 2approval-Necessary-Cloning-ZC. Then we can clone candidates
from C such that p has the highest score in (C, V ). Note that the score
of p is larger than 1 and at most |V |. Thus we can clone candidates
from C such that p has the second highest score in (C ∪D ∪ {w }, V ∪
V ′, 2), since the candidates from C do not gain additional points
from V ′ , all additional dummy candidates score only one point and
w scores |V | +1 points which is a higher score than p has. Therefore,
p is in a winning committee of (C ∪ D ∪ {w }, V ∪ V ′, 2).
For the converse direction, assume that ((C, V ), p) is a no-instance
of 2-approval-Necessary-Cloning-ZC. Then, whichever candidates of C we clone, p is never a winner of (C, V ), which means
that there is a candidate with a higher score than p. Therefore, p
is always behind one candidate of C in (C ∪ D ∪ {w }, V ∪ V ′, 2) as
well, since cloning w or dummy candidates does not change the
allocation of points in V and no candidate of C gains additional
points from the votes in V ′ . If p has the second-highest score of
all candidates in C, it could still reach a winning committee if we
could reduce the score of w by cloning her, but this is not possible
since the voters of V ′ could order the clones of w such that one
clone scores |V ′ | = |V | + 1 points, which is a higher score than any
candidate in C can have. It follows that p cannot be in any winning
committee of (C ∪ D ∪ {w }, V ∪ V ′, 2) if the order of clones cannot
be controlled.
❑

4.4

k-Borda

Elkind et al. [15] proved that k-Borda-Possible-Cloning-GC is NPhard for the single-winner version. This lower bound immediately
transfers to the multiwinner variant of the problem. When restricted
to unit costs, we can show that it is easy to solve (the proof is omitted
due to space constraints).
Theorem 4.8. k-Borda-Possible-Cloning-UC is in P.
On the other hand, in the zero-cost model the problem becomes
NP-hard for k-Borda, even for size-1 committees.
Theorem 4.9. k-Borda-Necessary-Cloning-ZC is NP-hard, even
if k = 1.
Proof. We prove NP-hardness by reducing X3C to 1-BordaNecessary-Cloning-ZC.
Given an X3C instance (X , S) with X = {x 1 , . . . , x 3s } and S =
{S 1 , . . . , S 3s } (again, we assume that every x i ∈ X appears in exactly three elements of S), the candidate set is C = {p, a, d} ∪ X ∪ S
and V is defined to consist of the following votes:
→
−
←
−
(1) 7s + 1 times a vote a p X S d and a vote X a p S d.

→
−
←
−
(2) A vote X p S a d and a vote X p S a d.
(3) For every Si ∈ S and for every x j ∈ Si , there is a vote
−−−−−−−→
←−−−−−−−
x j Si a p X \ {x j } S \ {Si } d and a vote x j Si a p X \ {x j } S \
{Si } d.

We also need some voters to control the point balances between
p and every x i ∈ X and between p and a:
→
−
←
−
(4) 13 times a vote a p X S d and a vote p a X S d.
→
−
←
−
(5) 9s times a vote X a p S d and a vote X p a S d.
(6) For every x j ∈ X , there are 2s + 4 times a vote
←−−−−−−−
−−−−−−−→
X \ {x j } a p x i d S and a vote x i d p a X \ {x j } S.
→
−
←
−
(7) 8 times a vote X p a S d and a vote p X a S d.
→
−
←
−
(8) 16 times a vote X p a S d and a vote a d p X S.

We have the following point balances between p and the others:
dist (C,V ,1) (p, a) = −(14s + 2) + (6s + 2) − 18s + 24s
= −26s + 24s = −2s,

dist (C,V ,1) (p, x i ) = −(7s + 1) − (3s + 1) − 18 + 3s(9s − 3)
−(9s − 13)(3s + 2) − (2s + 4) = 2,

dist (C,V ,1) (p, Si ) > 6, and dist (C,V ,1) (p, d) > 0.

Lemma 4.10. In the constructed election, if a candidate from C \ S
is cloned more than once, p or all clones of p lose the election.
Lemma 4.11. In the constructed election, cloning a candidate Si ∈
S twice changes the point balances between p and the other candidates
in the following way:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

p
p
p
p
p
p

loses at most 6 points on both clones of Si ,
gains 2 points on a,
loses 2 points on each x j ∈ Si ,
does not gain or lose points on any x j ∈ X \ Si ,
gains points on d, and
never loses points on candidates in S \ {Si }.

The proofs of Lemmas 4.10 and 4.11 are omitted due to space
constraints. Equipped with these two lemmas, we now show that
(X , S) is a yes-instance of X3C if and only if (C, V ) is a yes-instance
of 1-Borda-Necessary-Cloning-ZC.
From left to right, suppose there is an exact cover S ′ . Clone
every Si ∈ S ′ twice (i.e., the original candidate Si is substituted by
a clone and there is an additional clone of Si ). From Lemma 4.11 and
the point balances in the original election it follows that p is now
tieing a and every x i ∈ X in points and beats every other candidate.
Therefore, p is a winner of the election.
From right to left, suppose we can make p a winner of the election
by cloning candidates. From Lemma 4.10 it follows that we must
clone candidates from S to make p not lose the election immediately.
Adding an additional clone of any Si ∈ S to the election improves
p’s point balance with a by 2 points and worsens p’s point balance
with all x j ∈ Si by 2 points. Considering the point balances before
cloning any candidates, it follows that we may only clone each
Si ∈ S at most twice (which means adding an additional clone
of Si ∈ S to the election), as otherwise p would be beaten by all
x j ∈ Si . Furthermore, we need to add at least k additional clones of
candidates from S for p to at least tie a. Therefore, there exists an
exact cover of X in S.
❑

Since 1-Borda is equivalent to the single-winner variant of kBorda we also showed that Necessary-Cloning-ZC is NP-hard for
single-winner Borda. The complexity of this problem was left open
by Elkind et al. [15].

4.5

t-approval-CC

As winner determination for CC multiwinner voting rules is NPhard, all considered problems are trivially NP-hard for those rules as
well. We will now show, however, that t-approval-CC-NecessaryCloning-GC is fixed-parameter tractable when parameterized by
the number of either candidates or voters. The following lemma
(the proof of which is omitted due to space constraints) will be
helpful in the proofs of Theorems 4.13 and 4.14, the former of
which is presented here while the latter is again omitted due to
space constraints.
Lemma 4.12. Given a multiwinner election (C, V , k) and a candidate p ∈ C, if we can make p be a member of a winning committee
under t-approval-CC and for all possible orderings of clones, we can
do so by cloning candidates up to t times.
Theorem 4.13. For a fixed t ≥ 2, t-approval-CC-NecessaryCloning-GC is in FPT when parameterized by the number of candidates.
Proof. Adapting the FPT-algorithm by Bredereck et al. [8] for
t-approval-CC-Shift Bribery and using Lemma 4.12 we obtain
an FPT-algorithm that solves the problem. Given an instance of
t-approval-CC-Necessary-Cloning-GC with m candidates and n
voters, iterate over all possible cloning vectors (K 1 , . . . , Km ) with
Ki ≤ t for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m that are feasible within the budget B. For
each such cloning vector, iterate over all committees W in a cloned
multiwinner election via K that preclude p or any clone of p. For
each combination of cloning vector K and committee W , solve the
following integer linear program (ILP). Let m ′ ≤ mt be the number
of candidates in a cloned multiwinner election via K. There are m!
different types of votes in the original multiwinner election and
m ′ ! different types of votes in any cloned multiwinner election
via K. We order them arbitrarily and associate with each i ∈ [m!]
and each j ∈ [m ′ !] the ith and jth vote type of the original and
cloned multiwinner election, where [a] is the set of integers less
than or equal to an integer a. We then create an integer variable
Si, j for each pair of vote types. Si, j represents the number of votes
that had type i in the original multiwinner election and then have
type j in the cloned multiwinner election after all partial votes
were extended to complete votes. With ni being the number of
votes of type i in the original multiwinner election, we create the
Í
constraint j ∈[m ′ !] Si, j = ni for every i ∈ [m!] to ensure that
the number of votes stays the same in the cloned election. Next,
Í
we introduce a constraint i ∈[m!], j ∈[m ′ !] Si, j · feas(i, j) = 0 that
ensures that it is possible to transform a vote of type i in the original
multiwinner election to a vote of type j in the cloned multiwinner
election. Here, we use a boolean variable feas(i, j), which is zero
if a vote of type i ∈ [m!] can be transformed to a vote of type
j ∈ [m ′ ], and is one otherwise. We now create integer variables
N j for each j ∈ [m ′ !] which describe the number of votes of type
Í
j in the cloned multiwinner election: i ∈[m!] Si, j = N j . Then we
have to make sure that the committee W beats all committees

that contain p or clones of p. For a committee C ′ and vote type
i in the cloned multiwinner election, denote by ω(i, C ′ ) the score
that a vote of type i assigns to the committee C ′ . Then, for each
committee W ′ containing p or clones of p, we create the constraint:
Í
Í
′
i ∈[m ′ !] ω(i,W ) · Ni > i ∈[m ′ !] ω(i,W ) · Ni .
The ILP tells us if there is any ordering of clones such that W
beats every committee containing p or clones of p. If the ILP is
not solvable for every committee W , there is a cloning vector such
that in every cloned multiwinner election via this cloning vector
there always is a committee containing p or a clone of p among the
winning committees for all orderings of clones, so output accept.
If all cloning vectors have been iterated over and there always is
some ordering of clones such that a committee not containing p
or clones of p beats all committees containing p or clones of p in a
cloned multiwinner election, output reject. Due to Lemma 4.12 we
only need to check cloning vectors in which every component is at
most t. Additionally, feas(i, j) and ω(i, C ′ ) can be precomputed in
FPT before the ILP is solved.
Regarding the runtime, the ILP will be called at most t m · 2mt
times and can be solved in FPT due to the famous result by Lenstra
Jr. [25] (which was improved by Kannan [23] and by Fredman and
Tarjan [19]) that ILPs can be solved in FPT with respect to the
number of integer variables as the parameter.
❑
Theorem 4.14. For a fixed t ≥ 2, t-approval-CC-NecessaryCloning-GC is in FPT when parameterized by the number of voters.
Next, we turn to t-approval-CC-Possible-Cloning-GC. We cannot use Lemma 4.12 for this problem, as it may be necessary to
clone a candidate more than t times, since the order of clones may
be chosen freely.
Example 4.15. Let t = 1 (i.e., we consider 1-approval-CC), C =
{p, c 1 , c 2 } and V consist of the following voters:
• one vote p · · · ,
• n 1 votes c 1 · · · for some n 1 > 1, and
• n 2 votes c 2 · · · for some n 2 > 1.

If k = 2, we can make p be part of a winning committee only by
cloning c 1 at least n 1 > t times or c 2 at least n 2 > t times and
by assigning a different clone of c 1 (respectively of c 2 ) to the top
position of each of her first-ranked votes.
However, with the notion of relevant candidates we can show
that the problem is in FPT when it is parameterized by the number
of voters. The proof of Theorem 4.16 is omitted here due to space
constraints.
Theorem 4.16. For a fixed t ≥ 2, t-approval-CC-Possible-Cloning-GC is in FPT when parameterized by the number of voters.

4.6

Borda-CC

We will show that Borda-CC-Possible-Cloning-GC is W [1]-hard
even for committees of size k = 1 (in which case Borda-CC is just
single-winner Borda) when parameterized by the number of voters.
Theorem 4.17. Borda-CC-Possible-Cloning-GC is W [1]-hard
when parameterized by the number of voters, even if the committee
size is one and there are only two different values of costs.

Proof. We prove W [1]-hardness by providing a parameterized
reduction from the problem Multicolored-Independent-Set:
Given an undirected graph G = (V (G), E(G)), an integer f , and
a partition of V (G) into f sets W1 , . . . ,Wf , does there exist an independent set X ⊆ V (G) (i.e., the induced subgraph of G restricted
to X has no edges) that contains exactly one vertex of every set Wi ,
1 ≤ i ≤ f ? Multicolored-Independent-Set is W [1]-hard when
parameterized by the number of colors [13].
Let (G, f , (W1 , . . . ,Wf )) be a Multicolored-Independent-Set
instance. We may assume that the number of vertices for each color
is the same (so |V (G)| = ℓ · f for some ℓ ≥ 1) and that there are no
edges between vertices with the same color. For v ∈ V (G), denote
by E(v) the set of edges incident to v and by d(v) the degree of v.
For each color i, 1 ≤ i ≤ f , denote by δ (i) the sum of degrees of
Í
vertices with color i, and let ∆ = 1≤i ≤f δ (i).
From (G, f , (W1 , . . . ,Wf )) we will now construct a Borda-CCPossible-Cloning-GC instance. Let C = {p} ∪ V (G) ∪ E(G) ∪ H ∪
D 1 ∪D 2 with H = {h 1 , . . . , h f } and D 1 and D 2 being sets of dummy
candidates whose sizes we will define later. For a color i, 1 ≤ i ≤ f ,
(i)
(i)
let Wi = {v 1 , . . . , v ℓ } and for a subset X ⊆ V (G), let G \ X be
the graph G without vertices (and incident edges) of X . Define V
to consist of these votes:
(1) For every color i, with 1 ≤ i ≤ f , there are two votes:
−−−−−→
−−−−−→
−−−−−−−−→ −−−−−−−−−→ −−−−−−−−→
(i )
(i )
(i )
(i ) −
p h i E(v 1 ) v 1 · · · E(v ℓ ) v ℓ E(G \ Wi ) V (G) \ Wi H \ {h i } D 2 D 1,
←−−−−−
←−−−−−
−−−−−−−−− ←−−−−−−−−− ←−−−−−−−−
(i )
(i )
(i )
(i ) ←
p h i E(v ℓ ) v ℓ · · · E(v 1 ) v 1 E(G \ Wi ) V (G) \ Wi H \ {h i } D 2 D 1 .
←−−−←− ←
→
− −→ −−−→−→ −−−−→
−←− ←−−−−
(2) Two votes: p H D 2 E(G)D 1 V (G) and E(G)D 1 H D 2 p V (G).

To determine the number of dummy candidates needed, let us
consider the point balances between p and candidates hi ∈ H and
e j ∈ E(G) from the votes in the first group:
dist(p, hi ) = 2 + (f − 1)(2(E(G) + V (G)) + f + 2),

dist(p, e j ) = 4 + 2(ℓ − 1) + (f − 2)(2ℓ + E(G) + 3) + ∆.

Then we set D 2 to contain dist(p, hi )+2(f −1) candidates and D 1
to contain dist(p, e j ) + 2(f − 2) + 1 candidates. Let B = f . Regarding
the price functions, for every v ∈ V (G) let the cost of cloning v
twice be one and cloning her more than twice be B + 1. Then let
the cost of cloning any other candidate more than once be B + 1.
Finally, let k = 1. It is easy to see that we will only need to worry
about the scores of p, of candidates from H , and of candidates E(G),
since p beats all other candidates even if candidates from V (G)
are cloned. For hi ∈ H and e j ∈ E(G), p is trailing behind hi with
2(f − 1) points and behind e j with 2(f − 2) + 1 points. We will now
show that (G, f , (W1 , . . . ,Wf )) is a yes-instance of MulticoloredIndependent-Set if and only if the above constructed instance of
Borda-CC-Possible-Cloning-GC is a yes-instance.
From left to right, suppose there is multicolored independent set
X ⊆ V (G). Clone every v ∈ X twice (i.e., the original candidate v
is substituted by a clone and there is an additional clone of v). Let i
be the color of a v ∈ X (i.e., v ∈ Wi ). From the additional clone of v
the candidate p gains two points on every candidate H \ {hi }. Since
|V ′ | = h and each candidate in X has a different color p is now tied
with every candidate in H . Since the vertex candidates cloned are
an independent set for each e = {v, v ′ }, at least one of v and v ′
(say v) was not cloned. If v is of color i then there is another vertex

candidate of color i that was cloned (since X contains a vertex of
every color), so p gained one point on e, and from the cloned vertex
candidates that were not of the colors of v and v ′ candidate p gained
2(f − 2) points, so p at least ties e. Therefore, p now ties or beats
all candidates from H and E(G) and wins the multiwinner election.
From right to left, suppose there is no multicolored independent
set. We can clone at most f vertex candidates twice. They must be
of different colors each and we need to clone f vertex candidates
or else p cannot beat all candidates from H . Let us analyze how a
cloned vertex candidate v ∈ V (G) with color i affects the points
balance between p and the edge candidates in E(G): (1) p gains zero
points on edge candidates in E(v), (2) p gains one point on edge
candidates who were incident to vertices of Wi \ {v} in G, and (3) p
gains two points on all other edge candidates.
Since there is no multicolored independent set of size f , in each
X ⊆ V (G) with |X | = f and each v ∈ X having a different color,
there must be v, v ′ ∈ X such that e = {v, v ′ } ∈ E(G). Assume the
candidates in X were cloned twice. Since v and v ′ were cloned and
no other candidate with the colors of v and v ′ were cloned, p could
not gain any points on e from the cloning of v and v ′ . Although
p gains 2(f − 2) points on e from the cloning of candidates X \
{v, v ′ }, e still beats p by one point. So, p cannot win the multiwinner
election.
❑
Since in the reduction above the ordering of clones did not matter,
the following holds as well.
Corollary 4.18. Borda-CC-Necessary-Cloning-GC isW [1]-hard
when parameterized by the number of voters, even if k = 1.

5

CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS

We have initiated the study of cloning in various well-known multiwinner elections. Our complexity results are summarized in Table 1.
They imply that cloning is intractable in general and is tractable
only for simple multiwinner voting rules (SNTV) or a few restricted
cases (e.g., k-Borda-Possible-Cloning-ZC/UC). Studying the parameterized complexity of the related problems might be fruitful
since cloning for more involved voting rules (such as t-approval-CC)
can be fixed-parameter tractable, even though that is not necessarily
so (e.g., not for Borda-CC).
There are a number of interesting open problems. Specifically,
the parameterized complexity of possible cloning in t-approval-CC
for #candidates (rather than #voters) remains open in all cost models,
and so does that of possible and necessary cloning in Borda-CC in
the zero-cost and unit-cost models for #voters and in all cost models
for #candidates. Of course, there are many more multiwinner voting
rules than those studied here (see the book chapter by Faliszewski
et al. [18] for an overview), and we propose to extend to them the
study initiated here.
Further possible research directions are to study additional cost
models such as all-or-nothing cost-functions, as was done by Bredereck et al. [7] for Shift-Bribery, and to further explore the parameterized complexity for problems that are NP-hard.
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C HAPTER 6
C OMPLEXITY OF S HIFT B RIBERY FOR
I TERATIVE VOTING RULES

6.1 Summary
We extend the study of shift bribery, introduced by Faliszewski et al. [66] and formally defined and
studied by Elkind, Faliszewski, and Slinko [52], to iterative voting rules that elect the winner(s) of an
election in multiple rounds.
For this chapter we will give an alternative but equivalent definition of shift bribery as it was defined
in Chapter 2 that is more convenient to handle.
E -C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY
Input:
Question:

An election (C,V ) with n voters, a designated candidate p ∈ C, a budget B, and a list of
price functions ρ = (ρ1 , . . . , ρn ).
Is it possible to make p the unique E -winner of the election by shifting p in the votes such
that the total price does not exceed B?

For the destructive variant we are trying to prevent p from being the unique E -winner. The price
functions ρ = (ρ1 , . . . , ρn ) with ρi : N → N describe how much it costs the briber to move p in a voter’s
vote forward (in the constructive case) or backward (in the destructive case). In particular, ρi (k) is
the cost of moving p in the ith voter’s vote k positions forwards or backwards (for the constructive
or destructive variant, respectively). To capture this behavior we require, for the constructive variant,
that ρi is nondecreasing (i.e., ρi (`) ≤ ρi (` + 1)), ρi (0) = 0, and ρi (`) = ρi (` − 1) for each ` ≥ r with r
being the position of p in the (not-bribed) vote of voter i. Analogously, for the destructive variant we
require that ρi is nonincreasing, ρi (0) = 0, and ρi (`) = ρi (` − 1) for each ` ≥ |C| − r + 1 with r being
the position of p in the (not-bribed) vote of voter i. For both variants the last condition is a technical
requirement so that we cannot move p beyond the first or last position in a vote.
For all iterated variants of scoring rules defined in Chapter 2 we found that they are NP-hard for
constructive and destructive shift bribery in both winner models. Furthermore, the price function as
defined above only allows moving the designated candidate forwards in the constructive case (respectively, backwards in the destructive case) which makes sense for voting rules for which a candidate’s
final result in an election can only be improved if she is moved forward in the preferences of the
voters. This so-called monotonicity property holds for scoring rules but does not hold for the iterative
version except for iterated plurality and iterated veto. Therefore, we investigate whether the complexity changes if we drop the requirement that the designated candidate can only be shifted in one
direction and give two examples of iterative scoring rules for which the problem still remains NP-hard.
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We conjecture that the complexity also remains the same for all of our other nonmonotonic iterative
scoring rules.

6.2 Publication – Maushagen, Neveling, Rothe, and Selker [106]
C. Maushagen, M. Neveling, J. Rothe, and A.-K. Selker. Complexity of shift bribery for iterative
voting rules. Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research. Submitted.
A preliminary version of this paper was published in the proceedings of the 17th International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems (AAMAS’18, see [107]).

6.3 Personal Contribution
The writing was done jointly with my co-authors. Theorems 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, and 14 are to be attributed
to my contribution.
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Abstract
In iterative voting systems, candidates are eliminated in consecutive rounds until either a fixed number
of rounds is reached or the set of remaining candidates does not change anymore. We focus on iterative
voting systems based on the positional scoring rules plurality, veto, and Borda and study their resistance
against shift bribery attacks due to Elkind, Faliszewski, and Slinko (2009) and Kaczmarczyk and Faliszewski (2016). In constructive shift bribery (Elkind et al., 2009), an attacker seeks to make a designated
candidate win the election by bribing voters to shift this candidate in their preferences; in destructive shift
bribery (Kaczmarczyk & Faliszewski, 2016), the briber’s goal is to prevent this candidate’s victory. We
show that many iterative voting systems are resistant to these types of attack, i.e., the corresponding decision problems are NP-hard. These iterative voting systems include iterated plurality as well as the voting
rules due to Hare (see, e.g., the book by Taylor, 2005), Coombs (see, e.g., the article by Levin & Nalebuff,
1995), Baldwin (1926), and Nanson (1882); variants of Hare voting are also known as single transferable
vote, instant-runoff voting, and alternative vote.

1. Introduction
One of the main themes in computational social choice (Brandt, Conitzer, Endriss, Lang, & Procaccia,
2016; Rothe, 2015) is to study the complexity of manipulative attacks on voting systems, in the hope that
proving computational hardness of such attacks may provide some sort of protection against them. Besides
manipulation (Bartholdi, Tovey, & Trick, 1989; Conitzer, Sandholm, & Lang, 2007)—also referred to as
strategic voting—and electoral control (Bartholdi, Tovey, & Trick, 1992; Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra,
& Rothe, 2007), much work has been done to study bribery attacks. For a comprehensive overview of the
formal models and the related complexity results, we refer to the book chapters by Conitzer and Walsh
(2016) for manipulation, by Faliszewski and Rothe (2016) for control and bribery, and by Baumeister and
Rothe (2015) for all three topics.
Bribery in voting was introduced by Faliszewski, Hemaspaandra, and Hemaspaandra (2009a, see also
the article by Faliszewski, Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra, & Rothe, 2009b). In their model, a briber
intends to change the outcome of an election to his or her own advantage by bribing certain voters without
∗. This paper extends the preliminary conference versions that appear in the proceedings of the 17th International Conference
on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems (AAMAS’18, see Maushagen, Neveling, Rothe, & Selker, 2018) and in the
nonarchival website proceedings of the International Symposium on Artificial Intelligence and Mathematics (ISAIM’18) by
presenting all proofs (some of which were omitted in the conference versions due to space limitations) in full detail, by
adding new results on iterated veto and veto with runoff in Theorems 11 and 12, and by adding more illustrating examples
and discussion (such as the discussion in Section 7 with new Theorems 13 and 14).
c AI Access Foundation. All rights reserved.
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exceeding a given budget. Bribery shares some features with manipulation, as the briber (just like a
strategic voter) has to find the right preference orders that the bribed voters are then requested to change
their votes to. Bribery also shares some features with electoral control, as the briber (just like an election
chair) has to pick the right voters to bribe so as to make the cost of bribing them as inexpensive as possible
and to stay within the allowed budget.
We will focus on shift bribery, which was introduced by Faliszewski et al. (2009b) in the context of
so-called irrational voters for Copeland elections and was then studied in detail by Elkind et al. (2009) for
the constructive variant (where the briber’s goal is to make a favorite candidate win the election) and was
later studied by Kaczmarczyk and Faliszewski (2016) in the destructive variant (where the briber’s goal
is to make sure that a despised candidate does not win the election). In swap bribery, which generalizes
shift bribery, the briber has to pay for each swap of any two candidates in the votes. Shift bribery additionally requires that swaps always involve the designated candidate that the briber wants to see win (in the
constructive case) or not win (in the destructive case).
A natural interpretation of swap bribery—and thus in particular of shift bribery—regards campaign
management: A campaign manager organizing a political campaign for some candidate seeks to influence
the public opinion about this candidate by legal activities such as, e.g., running targeted television ads.
Those ads might influence voters to change their opinion (and consequently their vote) of the targeted
candidate positively or negatively. Campaign managers are restricted by a budget and need to choose the
right ads to run in order to increase their candidates’ chances of winning. Shift bribery can be seen to
model campaign management in a more ethical way than general swap bribery, as campaign managers
then always target their own candidates only and thus cannot change the voters’ opinions over pairs of
other candidates.
Another natural interpretation of swap bribery regards election fraud detection: If the winner of an
election can be dethroned by only a few changes (by swapping candidates) to the votes then the election
might have been tampered with or, from a more optimistic viewpoint, small errors in the counting of the
votes might have influenced the election result. In that situation, a recounting would be required since
for a close election result only few errors in the counting are needed to elect a candidate that is not the
“true” winner of the election. This has been studied as the margin of victory (Xia, 2012; Reisch, Rothe, &
Schend, 2014), which is closely related to destructive bribery. In this context, shift bribery models a more
fine-grained search for election fraud which targets only a specific candidate.
Swap bribery generalizes the possible winner problem (Konczak & Lang, 2005; Xia & Conitzer, 2011),
which itself is a generalization of unweighted coalitional manipulation. Therefore, each of the many
hardness results known for the possible winner problem is directly inherited by the swap bribery problem.
This was the motivation for Elkind et al. (2009) to look at restricted variants of swap bribery such as shift
bribery.
Even though shift bribery possesses a number of hardness results (Elkind et al., 2009), it has also been
shown to allow exact and approximate polynomial-time algorithms in a number of cases (Elkind et al.,
2009; Elkind & Faliszewski, 2010; Schlotter, Faliszewski, & Elkind, 2017). For example, Elkind et al.
(2009) provided a 2-approximation algorithm for shift bribery when using Borda voting.1 This result was
1. In Borda with m candidates, each vote is a linear order of the candidates, the ith candidate in a vote scores m − i points, and
whoever has the most points wins. Borda is a very prominent positional scoring rule and can be described by the scoring
vector (m − 1, m − 2, . . . , 0). Other prominent positional scoring rules are plurality, where only the top candidates in the votes
score a point and no one else (i.e., plurality has the scoring vector (1, 0, . . . , 0)), and veto (a.k.a. antiplurality), where all
except the bottom candidates in the votes score a point (i.e., veto has the scoring vector (1, . . . , 1, 0)); again, whoever has the
most points wins in these rules.
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extended by Elkind and Faliszewski (2010) to all positional scoring rules; they also obtained somewhat
weaker approximations for Copeland and maximin voting. Very recently Faliszewski, Manurangsi, and
Sornat (2019) further extended this result to a polynomial-time approximation scheme. For Bucklin and
fallback voting, the shift bribery problem is even exactly solvable in polynomial time (Schlotter et al.,
2017).2 In addition, Bredereck, Chen, Faliszewski, Nichterlein, and Niedermeier (2014b) were the first
to analyze shift bribery in terms of parameterized complexity, and only recently a long-standing open
problem regarding the parameterized complexity of bribery (including shift bribery) with the number of
candidates as the parameter (see the survey by Bredereck, Chen, Faliszewski, Guo, Niedermeier, and
Woeginger (2014a) for a deeper discussion on this problem) was solved by Knop, Koutecký, and Mnich
(2017) for a multitude of voting rules. Furthermore, Bredereck, Faliszewski, Niedermeier, and Talmon
(2016b) introduced combinatorial shift bribery in which a single shift bribery action affects multiple voters and Bredereck, Faliszewski, Niedermeier, and Talmon (2016a) studied shift bribery in the context of
multiwinner elections for various committee selection rules.
While the complexity of shift bribery has been comprehensively investigated for many standard voting
rules, it has not been considered yet for iterative voting systems. To close this glaring gap, we study shift
bribery for eight iterative voting systems that are based on any one of the Borda, plurality, and veto rules
(see Footnote 1 for their definitions) and that each proceed in rounds, eliminating after each except the last
round the candidates performing worst in a certain sense:
• The system of Baldwin (1926) eliminates the candidates with the lowest Borda score and
• the system of Nanson (1882) eliminates the candidates whose scores are lower than the average
Borda score, while
• the system of Hare (see, e.g., the book by Taylor, 2005) eliminates the candidates with the lowest
plurality score,
• the system called iterated plurality (again see, e.g., the book by Taylor, 2005) eliminates the candidates that do not have the highest plurality score,
• the system called iterated veto is defined analogously to iterated plurality, except based on the veto
rather than the plurality score, and
• the system of Coombs (defined, e.g., in the paper by Levin & Nalebuff, 1995) eliminates the candidates with the lowest veto score.
The last two systems that we consider differ from the above iterative voting systems because they always
use exactly two rounds:
• Plurality with runoff (as defined, e.g., in the book by Taylor, 2005) eliminates the candidates that do
not have the highest plurality score, except in the case where there is a unique plurality winner—it
then eliminates all candidates that do not have the highest or second-highest plurality score; in the
second round, all remaining candidates with the highest plurality score then win.
2. Faliszewski, Reisch, Rothe, and Schend (2015) have complemented these results on Bucklin and fallback voting. In particular,
they studied a number of bribery problems for these rules, including a variant called “extension bribery,” which was previously
introduced by Baumeister, Faliszewski, Lang, and Rothe (2012) in the context of campaign management when the voters’
ballots are truncated.
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Constructive
Destructive
Constructive
Destructive

Hare

Coombs

Baldwin

Nanson

NP-c (Thm. 1)
NP-c (Thm. 2)

NP-c (Thm. 3)
NP-c (Thm. 4)

NP-c (Thm. 5)
NP-c (Thm. 6)

NP-c (Thm. 7)
NP-c (Thm. 8)

Iterated Plurality

Plurality with Runoff

Iterated Veto

Veto with Runoff

NP-c (Thm. 9)
NP-c (Thm. 10)

NP-c (Thm. 9)
NP-c (Thm. 10)

NP-c (Thm. 11)
NP-c (Thm. 12)

NP-c (Thm. 11)
NP-c (Thm. 12)

Table 1: Summary of complexity results for shift bribery problems
• Veto with runoff is defined analogously, except that veto scores instead of plurality scores and veto
winners instead of plurality winners are considered.
These voting systems have been thoroughly studied and are also used in the real world. Among the
systems we consider, Hare voting and variants thereof (some of which are called single transferable vote,
instant-runoff voting, or alternative vote) are most widely used, for example in Australia, India, Ireland,
New Zealand, Pakistan, the UK, and the USA.
Table 1 gives an overview of our complexity results for constructive and destructive shift bribery in
our eight voting systems,3 where the shorthand NP-c stands for “NP-complete.” Our results complement
results by Davies, Katsirelos, Narodytska, Walsh, and Xia (2014) who have shown unweighted coalitional
manipulation to be NP-complete for Baldwin and Nanson voting (even with just a single manipulator)—
and also for the underlying Borda system (with two manipulators; for the latter result, see also the paper
by Betzler, Niedermeier, and Woeginger (2011)). Davies et al. (2014) also list various appealing features
of the systems by Baldwin and Nanson, including that they have been applied in practice (namely, in
the State of Michigan in the 1920s, in the University of Melbourne from 1926 through 1982, and in the
University of Adelaide since 1968) and that (unlike Borda itself) they both are Condorcet-consistent.4
Axiomatic properties of iterative voting systems were also studied by Freeman, Brill, and Conitzer (2014)
who showed, in particular, that Hare is the only iterative voting system based on scoring rules that satisfies
the independence-of-clones property. Further, it was shown by Bartholdi and Orlin (1991) that Hare (which
is called STV in their work) is NP-hard to manipulate even with only one manipulator. This result was
complemented by Davies, Narodytska, and Walsh (2012) who showed the same result for Coombs and a
general class of iterative versions of scoring rules. For plurality with runoff, it was shown by Conitzer
et al. (2007) that unweighted coalitional manipulation is NP-hard. Finally, plurality with runoff and veto
with runoff were also studied by Erdélyi, Neveling, Reger, Rothe, Yang, and Zorn (2021) with respect to
electoral control.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will provide the needed definitions regarding
elections and voting systems (in particular, iterative voting systems), define the shift bribery problem, and
give some background on computational complexity. We will then study the complexity of shift bribery
for Hare and Coombs elections in Section 3, for Baldwin and Nanson elections in Section 4, for iterated
plurality and plurality with runoff in Section 5, and for iterated veto and veto with runoff in Section 6.
3. As shown by Xia (2012), destructive bribery is closely related to the margin of victory, a critical robustness measure for
voting systems. Reisch et al. (2014) add to this connection by showing that the former problem can be easy while the latter
is hard.
4. A Condorcet winner is a candidate who defeats every other candidate in a pairwise comparison. Such a candidate does not
always exist. A voting rule is Condorcet-consistent if it chooses only the Condorcet winner whenever there exists one.
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Further, in Section 7 we will discuss how the nonmonotonicity property of our iterative voting systems
can be exploited in our reductions showing NP-hardness, exemplified for Hare voting and plurality with
runoff. Finally, we will conclude in Section 8 by presenting some open problems related to our work.

2. Preliminaries
Below, we provide the needed notions and notation.
Elections and voting systems. An election is specified as a pair (C,V ) with C being a set of candidates and
V a profile of the voters’ preferences over C, typically given by a list of linear orders of the candidates. A
voting system is a function that maps each election (C,V ) to a subset of C, the winner(s) of the election. An
important class of voting systems is the family of positional scoring rules whose most prominent members
are plurality, veto, and Borda count, see, e.g., the book chapters by Zwicker (2016) and Baumeister and
Rothe (2015) and also the survey by Rothe (2019) on using Borda in collective decision making.
Recall from Footnote 1 in Section 1 that, in plurality, each voter gives her top-ranked candidate one
point; in veto (a.k.a. antiplurality), each voter gives all except the bottom-ranked candidate one point; in
Borda with m candidates, each candidate in position i of the voters’ rankings scores m − i points; and the
winners in each case are those candidates scoring the most points.
Iterative voting systems. The iterative voting systems we will study are based on plurality, veto, and
Borda but, unlike those, their election winner(s) are determined in consecutive rounds. For all iterative
voting systems considered here except for plurality with runoff and veto with runoff (which will be defined
shortly afterwards), if in some round all remaining candidates have the same score (for instance, there may
be only one candidate left), then all those candidates are proclaimed winners of the election. In each
preceding round, however, all candidates with the lowest score are eliminated.5
Recall from Section 1 that the eight scoring methods we will use work as follows: The iterative voting
systems due to Hare, Coombs, and Baldwin use, respectively, plurality, veto, and Borda scores in order to
decide which candidates are the weakest and thus to be removed. The Nanson system eliminates in every
(except the last) round all candidates that have less than the average Borda score. Iterated plurality eliminates all candidates that do not have the highest plurality score, and iterated veto eliminates all candidates
that do not have the highest veto score.
Unlike the above multiple-round iterative voting systems, plurality with runoff (respectively, veto with
runoff ) always proceeds in two rounds: In the first round, it eliminates all candidates that do not have the
highest plurality score (respectively, veto score), unless there is a unique plurality winner (respectively,
veto winner) in which case all candidates are eliminated except those with the highest or second-highest
plurality score (respectively, veto score); in the second round, all candidates with the highest plurality
score (respectively, veto score) win.
Shift bribery. For any given voting system E , we now define the problem E -S HIFT-B RIBERY, which is
a special case of E -S WAP -B RIBERY, introduced by Faliszewski et al. (2009b) in the context of so-called
irrational voters for Copeland and then comprehensively studied by Elkind et al. (2009). Informally stated,
given a profile of votes, a swap-bribery price function exacts a price for each swap of any two candidates
in the votes, and in shift bribery only swaps involving the designated candidate are allowed.
5. In the original sources defining these iterative voting systems as stated in the Introduction, certain tie-breaking schemes are
used whenever more than one candidate has the lowest score in some round. For the sake of convenience and uniformity,
however, we prefer eliminating them all and will therefore disregard tie-breaking issues in such a case.
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E -C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY
Given:
Question:

An election (C,V ) with n votes, a designated candidate p ∈ C, a budget B, and a list of price
functions ρ = (ρ1 , . . . , ρn ).
Is it possible to make p the unique E winner of the election by shifting p in the votes such that the
total price does not exceed B?

In the corresponding problem E -D ESTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY, given the same input, we ask whether
it is possible to prevent p from being a unique winner.
These problems are here defined in the unique-winner model where a constructive (respectively, destructive) bribery action is considered successful only if the designated candidate can be made (respectively, can be prevented from being) the only winner of the election. We also consider these problems in
the nonunique-winner model where for a constructive (respectively, destructive) bribery action to be considered successful it is required that the designated candidate is merely one among possibly several winners
(respectively, does not win at all). Note that a yes-instance of E -C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY in the
unique-winner model is also a yes-instance of the same problem in the nonunique-winner model, whereas a
yes-instance of E -D ESTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY in the nonunique-winner model is also a yes-instance
of the same problem in the unique-winner model; analogous statements apply to the no-instances of these
problems by swapping the unique-winner model with the nonunique-winner model. We will make use of
these facts in our proofs that all work in both winner models.
Membership in NP is obvious for all considered problems, so it will be enough to show only NPhardness so as to prove in fact NP-completeness.
Regarding the list of price functions ρ = (ρ1 , . . . , ρn ) with ρi : N → N, in the constructive case ρi (k)
indicates the price the briber has to pay in order to move p in vote i by k positions to the top (respectively,
to the bottom in the destructive case). For all i, we require that ρi is nondecreasing (ρi (`) ≤ ρi (` + 1)),
ρi (0) = 0, and if p is at position r in vote i then ρi (`) = ρi (` − 1) whenever ` ≥ r in the constructive case
(respectively, whenever ` ≥ |C| − r + 1 in the destructive case). The latter condition ensures that p can be
shifted upward no farther than to the top (respectively, the bottom).6 When the voter i in ρi is clear from
the context, we omit the subscript and simply write ρ.
Our proofs use the following notation: A vote of the form a b c indicates that the voter ranks candidate
a on top position, then candidate b, and last candidate c. If a set S ⊆ C of candidates appears in a vote
→
−
←
−
as S , its candidates are placed in this position in lexicographical order. By S we mean the reverse of
the lexicographical order of the candidates in S. If S occurs in a vote without an arrow on top, the order
in which the candidates from S are placed here does not matter for our argument. We use · · · in a vote to
indicate that the remaining candidates may occur in any order.
Computational complexity. We assume familiarity with the standard concepts of complexity theory, including the classes P and NP, polynomial-time many-one reducibility, and NP-hardness and -completeness.
We will use the following NP-complete problem:
E XACT-C OVER - BY-3-S ETS (X3C)
Given:
Question:

A set X = {x1 , . . . , x3m } and a family of sets S = {S1 , . . . , Sn } such that Si ⊆ X and |Si | = 3 for all
Si ∈ S .
S
Does there exist an exact cover of X, i.e., a subset S 0 ⊆ S such that |S 0 | = m and Si ∈S 0 Si = X?

6. If p is in the first (respectively, the last) position of a vote, this voter cannot be bribed and we tacitly assume a price function
of ρ(t) = 0 for each t ≥ 0. We will disregard these voters when setting price functions for the other voters in our proofs.
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In instances of X3C, we assume that each x j ∈ X is contained in exactly three sets Si ∈ S ; thus
|X| = |S |. Gonzalez (1985) shows that X3C under this restriction remains NP-hard. Note that if not stated
otherwise, we will use (X, S ) to denote an X3C instance, where X = {x1 , . . . , x3m }, S = {S1 , . . . , S3m },
and Si = {xi,1 , xi,2 , xi,3 }. Also note that we assume xi,1 to be the x j ∈ Si with the smallest subscript and xi,3
to be the x j ∈ Si with the largest subscript.
O NE -I N -T HREE -P OSITIVE -3SAT
Given:
Question:

A set X of boolean variables, a set S of clauses over X, each containing exactly three unnegated
literals.
Does there exist a truth assignment to the variables in X such that exactly one literal is set to true
for each clause in S?

In instances of O NE -I N -T HREE -P OSITIVE -3SAT, we assume that each x j ∈ X is contained in exactly
three clauses. Porschen, Schmidt, Speckenmeyer, and Wotzlaw (2014) show that this restricted problems
remains NP-complete.
For more background on computational complexity, the reader is referred to, for instance, the textbooks
by Garey and Johnson (1979), Papadimitriou (1995), and Rothe (2005).

3. Hare and Coombs
We start by showing NP-hardness of shift bribery for Hare elections.
Theorem 1. In both the unique-winner and the nonunique-winner model, Hare-C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFTB RIBERY is NP-hard.
Proof. NP-hardness follows by a reduction from X3C. Given an X3C instance (X, S ), construct an
instance ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) of Hare-C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY with candidate set C = X ∪ S ∪ {p},
designated candidate p, and the following list V of votes, with # denoting their number:
#
1
1
1
4
1
3

vote

for

−−−−−→
Si xi,1 X \ {xi,1 } · · ·
−−−−−→
Si xi,2 X \ {xi,2 } · · ·
−−−−−→
Si xi,3 X \ {xi,3 } · · ·
−−−−→
xi X \ {xi } · · ·
Si p · · ·
p ···

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

For votes of the form Si p · · · , we use the price function ρ(1) = 1, and ρ(t) = m + 1 for all t ≥ 2; and
for every other vote, we use the price function ρ with ρ(t) = m + 1 for all t ≥ 1. Finally, set the budget
B = m. Without loss of generality, we assume that m > 1.
Note that p scores three points while the rest of the candidates score four points each, so p is eliminated
in the first round and does not win the election without bribing voters.
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We claim that (X, S ) is in X3C if and only if ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) is in Hare-C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFTB RIBERY, regardless of the winner model.
(⇒) Suppose that (X, S ) is a yes-instance of X3C. Then there exists an exact cover S 0 ⊆ S of size
m. We now show that it is possible for p to become a unique Hare winner of an election obtained by
shifting p in the votes without exceeding the budget B. For every Si ∈ S 0 , we bribe the voter with the vote
of the form Si p · · · by shifting p once, so her new vote is of the form p Si · · · ; each such bribe action costs
us only 1 from our budget, so the budget will not be exceeded. In the first round, p now has m + 3 points,
every candidate from S 0 has 3 points, and every other candidate has 4 points. Therefore, all candidates
in S 0 are eliminated. In the second round, all candidates in X now gain one point from the elimination
of S 0 , since it is an exact cover. Therefore, p and all candidates in X proceed to the next round and the
remaining candidates S \ S 0 are eliminated. In the next round with only p and the candidates from X
remaining, p has 3m + 3 points, while every candidate in X scores 7 points (recall that every xi ∈ X is
contained in exactly three members of S ). Since all candidates from X have been eliminated now, p is
the only remaining candidate and thus the unique Hare winner.
(⇐) Suppose that (X, S ) is a no-instance of X3C. Then no subset S 0 ⊆ S with |S 0 | ≤ m covers X.
We now show that we cannot make p become a Hare winner of an election obtained by bribing voters
without exceeding budget B. Note that we can only bribe at most m voters with votes of the form Si p · · ·
without exceeding the budget. Let S 0 ⊆ S be such that Si ∈ S 0 exactly if the voter with the vote Si p · · ·
has been bribed. Clearly, |S 0 | ≤ m and in all those votes p has been shifted once to the left, so p is now
ranked first in these votes. Therefore, p now has 3 + |S 0 | points and every Si ∈ S 0 scores 3 points. Since
every other candidate scores as many points as before the bribery (namely, 4 points), the candidates in S 0
S
are eliminated in the first round. Let X 0 = {xi ∈ X | xi ∈
/ S j ∈S 0 S j } be the subset of candidates xi ∈ X
that are not covered by S 0 . We have X 0 6= 0/ (otherwise, S 0 would have been an exact cover of X). In the
second round, unlike the candidates from X \ X 0 , the candidates in X 0 will not gain additional points from
eliminating the candidates in S 0 . Thus, in the current situation, the candidates from X 0 and S \ S 0 are
trailing behind with 4 points each and are eliminated in this round.7 Therefore, in the next round, only p
and the candidates from X \ X 0 are remaining in the election. Let x` ∈ X \ X 0 be the candidate from X \ X 0
with the smallest subscript. Since all candidates from S are eliminated, p has 3m + 3 points and every
candidate from X \ X 0 except x` has 7 points. On the other hand, x` gains additional points from eliminating
the candidates from X 0 ; therefore, x` survives this round by scoring more than 7 points. In the final round
with only p and x` remaining, p is eliminated, since 3m · 7 > 3m + 3.
Example 1. Let (X, S ) be a yes-instance of X3C defined by
X
S

= {x1 , . . . , x6 } and

= {{1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6}, {2, 3, 6}, {2, 4, 5}, {1, 3, 4}, {1, 5, 6}}.

Construct ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) from (X, S ) as in the proof of Theorem 1; in particular, the budget is B = 2.
If we bribe the voters with S1 p · · · and S2 p · · · so as to shift p to the top of their votes, p will be the unique
winner of the election that proceeds as follows (where the numbers in the columns below candidates give
their scores):
7. Note that in the case that |S 0 | = 1, i.e., only one voter was bribed, p also gets eliminated in this round and is consequently
not a Hare winner, which is what we want to show. Therefore, we will now assume that at least two voters were bribed.
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Round

p

1
2
3

5
5
9

x∈X
4
5
7

S1 , S2

S3 , S4 , S5 , S6

3
out
out

4
4
out

Now consider a no-instance (X, S ) of X3C with
X

= {x1 , . . . , x6 } and

= {{1, 2, 4}, {4, 5, 6}, {2, 3, 6}, {2, 3, 5}, {1, 3, 4}, {1, 5, 6}}.

S

If we bribe no voter, p gets eliminated in the first round and so does not win. If we bribe one voter, say
the one with vote S1 p · · · , then p gets eliminated in the second round:
Round

p

x1

x2 , x4

x3 , x5 , x6

S1

1
2
3

4
4
out

4
5
≥ 28

4
5
≥7

4
4
out

3
out
out

Si ∈ S \ {S1 }
4
4
out

Since (X, S ) is a no-instance of X3C, no matter which two subsets Si , S j ∈ S we choose, at least one
xk is in both subsets, so p loses the direct comparison in the last round. For example, if we bribe the voters
with S1 p · · · and S2 p · · · , the election proceeds as follows:
Round

p

x1

x3

x4

x2 , x5 , x6

S1 , S2

S3 , S4 , S5 , S6

1
2
3
4

5
5
9
9

4
5
14
42

4
4
out
out

4
6
7
out

4
5
7
out

3
out
out
out

4
4
out
out

This completes Example 1.
Next, we show that shift bribery is NP-hard for Hare also in the destructive case.
Theorem 2. In both the unique-winner and the nonunique-winner model, Hare-D ESTRUCTIVE -S HIFTB RIBERY is NP-hard.
Proof.

Again, we use a reduction from X3C. Construct from a given X3C instance (X, S ) a Hare-D E instance ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) as follows. Let D = {d1 , . . . , d3m } be a set of 3m
dummy candidates. The candidate set is C = X ∪ S ∪ D ∪ {p, w} with designated candidate p. The list V
of votes is constructed as follows:
STRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY
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#
2
2
2
7
1
12
18m
6

vote

for

−−−−−→
Si xi,1 X \ {xi,1 } w p · · ·
−−−−−→
Si xi,2 X \ {xi,2 } w p · · ·
−−−−−→
Si xi,3 X \ {xi,3 } w p · · ·
−−−−→
xi X \ {xi } w p · · ·
p Si · · ·

w p ···
p ···

di Si p · · ·

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

For votes of the form p Si · · · , we use the price function ρ(1) = 1, and ρ(t) = m + 1 for all t ≥ 2; and
for every other vote, we use the price function ρ with ρ(t) = m + 1 for all t ≥ 1. Finally, set the budget
B = m.
Without bribing, the election (C,V ) proceeds as follows:
Round

p

w

1
2
3

21m
39m
39m + 12

12
12
out

xi ∈ X
7
13
13

Si ∈ S
6
out
out

di ∈ D
6
out
out

It follows that p has won the election after three rounds.
We claim that (X, S ) is in X3C if and only if ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) is in Hare-D ESTRUCTIVE -S HIFTB RIBERY, regardless of the winner model.
(⇒) Suppose that (X, S ) is a yes-instance of X3C. Then there exists an exact cover S 0 ⊆ S of size
m. We now show that it is possible to eliminate p from an election obtained by shifting p in the votes
without exceeding the budget B. For every Si ∈ S 0 , we bribe the voter with the vote of the form p Si · · ·
by shifting p once, so her new vote is of the form Si p . . . ; each such bribe action costs us only 1 from our
budget, so the budget will not be exceeded. Now the election proceeds as follows:
Round
1
2
3
4

p

w

20m
12
32m
12
32m 33m + 12
39m 39m + 12

xi ∈ X Si ∈ S 0 Si ∈ S \ S 0 di ∈ D
7
11
out
out

7
13
13
out

6
out
out
out

6
out
out
out

We see that p is eliminated in the fourth round and w wins.
(⇐) Suppose that (X, S ) is a no-instance of X3C. Then no subset S 0 ⊆ S with |S 0 | ≤ m covers X.
We now show that p will not be eliminated in any election obtained by bribing voters without exceeding
budget B but will in fact become the only winner. Note that we can only bribe at most m voters with
votes of the form p Si · · · without exceeding the budget. Let S 0 ⊆ S be such that for every Si ∈ S 0 we
have bribed the voter whose vote is p Si · · · . We can assume that |S 0 | > 0. Every candidate in S 0 will
10
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gain an additional point and therefore survives the first round. All candidates from D and S \ S 0 will be
eliminated, since p only loses at most m points.
In the second round, the remaining candidates from S will additionally gain six points from the
elimination of candidates in D and will score 13 points in this round (and in all subsequent rounds with
p still standing). If a candidate Si ∈ S was eliminated in the previous round, every xi ∈ Si gains two
additional points in this round. Partition X into sets X0 , X1 , X2 , and X3 so that xi ∈ Xk ⇔ |{S j ∈ S 0 | xi ∈
S j }| = k for k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. Note that X0 , X1 , X2 , and X3 are disjoint and |X0 | > 0, but one or two of
X1 , X2 , and X3 may be empty. Then xi ∈ X j scores 7 + (6 − 2 j) ∈ {7, 9, 11, 13} points depending on how
many times xi is covered by S 0 . Therefore, every xi ∈ X0 scores more points than w who has 12 points.
Thus there are candidates from X that survive this round and other candidates from X (more precisely,
candidates from X1 , X2 , or X3 ) who are eliminated.
In the third round, the candidate x` ∈ X with the smallest subscript who is still standing gains at least
seven points from the eliminated candidates, so that x` scores at least 16 points.8 All other candidates still
score the same number of points as in the last round. Therefore, p scores at least 20m points, w scores
still 12 points, every Si ∈ S 0 scores 13 points, and every still standing candidate from X except x` scores
at most 13 points. Since w can only gain additional points when all candidates from X are eliminated
and only x` gains points from the elimination of candidates from X \ {x` } in the subsequent rounds, all
candidates X \ ({x` } ∪ X0 ) and w are eliminated. Then all still standing candidates from X0 \ {x` } and
candidates from S 0 who each score 13 points are eliminated, which leaves p and x` in the last round. In
this round, p scores 39m + 12 points and x` scores 39m points, so p solely wins the election, no matter how
we bribe voters within the budget, i.e., we have a no-instance of Hare-D ESTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY in
both winner models.
Next, we turn to shift bribery for Coombs elections. While the idea of the reduction is similar, and
perhaps even simpler than in the previous two proofs, the proof of correctness is way more involved.
Theorem 3. In both the unique-winner and the nonunique-winner model, Coombs-C ONSTRUCTIVE S HIFT-B RIBERY is NP-hard.
Proof. To prove NP-hardness, we now describe a reduction from X3C to Coombs-C ONSTRUCTIVE S HIFT-B RIBERY. Given an X3C instance (X, S ), construct an election (C,V ) with the set C = {p, w, d1 ,
d2 , d3 } ∪ X ∪ Y of candidates, where p is the designated candidate and Y = {yi | xi ∈ X}. Construct the
following list V of votes:
#
1
2m
2m
1
m

vote
···
···
···
···
···

for

xi,1 xi,2 xi,3 p
−−−−→
p Y \ {yi } yi xi
→
−
p Y w d1 d2 d3
→
−
p Y w X d1 d2 d3
→
−
pY w

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

For votes of the form · · · xi,1 xi,2 xi,3 p, we use the price function ρ(1) = ρ(2) = ρ(3) = 1, and
ρ(t) = m + 1 for all t ≥ 4; and for all the remaining votes, we use the price function ρ(t) = m + 1 for all
t ≥ 1. Furthermore, our budget is B = m.
8. Since this candidate x` is still in the election, x` cannot have been in X3 and thus must have had at least nine points.
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The candidates have the following veto counts: p has 3m vetoes, each xi ∈ X has 2m vetoes, w has
m vetoes, d3 has 2m + 1 vetoes, and the remaining candidates each have 0 vetoes. Therefore, p will be
eliminated in the first round and thus does not win the election.
We claim that (X, S ) is in X3C if and only if ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) is in Coombs-C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFTB RIBERY, regardless of the winner model.
(⇒) Assume that (X, S ) is in X3C. This means that there exists a subset S 0 ⊆ S with |S 0 | = m and
Si ∈S 0 Si = X. So we have a partition of X into three sets, X = X1 ∪ X2 ∪ X3 , such that:

S

X1 = {xi ∈ Si | xi has the lowest subscript in Si ∈ S 0 },

X3 = {xi ∈ Si | xi has the highest subscript in Si ∈ S 0 }, and

X2 = X \ (X1 ∪ X3 ).

Let Y = Y1 ∪Y2 ∪Y3 be the corresponding partition of Y .
We bribe the voters with votes of the form · · · xi,1 xi,2 xi,3 p for Si ∈ S 0 so that they change their votes to
· · · p xi,1 xi,2 xi,3 . Since S 0 is an exact cover of X, it follows that p now has a total of 2m vetoes, whereas
each x ∈ X3 receives an additional veto for a total of 2m + 1. The number of vetoes for the remaining
candidates remain unchanged. If a candidate has the highest number of vetoes then she has the fewest
number of points and cannot proceed to the next round (unless all candidates have the same score). Here,
the candidates in X3 and d3 have the fewest number of points (and fewer than the other candidates) and
therefore are eliminated in the first round.
Without the candidates in X3 , each candidate in X2 gets an additional veto and the candidates in Y3 each
take all but one of the vetoes of the eliminated candidates in X3 . Furthermore, d2 receives the vetoes of d3 .
As a consequence, in the second round the candidates in X2 and d2 have the fewest number of points (and
fewer than the remaining candidates) and are eliminated.
Similarly to the first round, vetoes from candidates in X2 and d2 are passed on to candidates in X1 and
Y1 and to d1 . Thus the candidates have the following veto counts in the third round: p and each y ∈ Y2 ∪Y3
receive 2m vetoes, w receives m vetoes, each y ∈ Y1 receives zero vetoes, and d1 and each xi ∈ X1 receive
2m + 1 vetoes. Consequently, all the candidates xi ∈ X1 and d1 are eliminated in the third round, so in the
next round there are no candidates from X and no di , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3.
It follows that w receives 2m + 1 additional vetoes in the fourth round, so w has the most vetoes in this
round and is eliminated. We need 3m further rounds until p ends up as the last remaining candidate and
sole winner of the election. In each of these rounds, the candidate in Y that is still alive and has the highest
subscript has at least 2m + 2m + 1 + m = 5m + 1 vetoes, while p always has only 3m vetoes.
(⇐) Suppose that (X, S ) is a no-instance of X3C. We will show that ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) then is a noinstance of Coombs-C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY in the nonunique-winner (and thus also in the
unique-winner) model. Observe that if we were going to make p a winner of the election, we would have
to bribe at least m voters with a vote of the form · · · xi,1 xi,2 xi,3 p; otherwise, p would have at least 2m + 1
vetoes and would be eliminated right away in the first round. Due to our budget, on the other hand, we can
bribe no more than m (and thus would have to bribe exactly m) such voters and cannot bribe any further
voters. Let S 0 ⊆ S be such that Si ∈ S 0 exactly if the voter with the vote of the form · · · xi,1 xi,2 xi,3 p
has been bribed. Note that |S 0 | = m and S 0 does not cover X because we have a no-instance of X3C.
Now p has only 2m vetoes and will not be eliminated in the first round.
Let X1 be the set of candidates xi ∈ Si for Si ∈ S 0 with the smallest subscript in Si , let X2 be the set of
candidates xi ∈ Si for Si ∈ S 0 with the second-smallest subscript in Si , and let X3 be the set of candidates
xi ∈ Si for Si ∈ S 0 with the highest subscript in Si . Note that X1 ∪ X2 ∪ X3 6= X, since S 0 does not cover X.
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For w to have more vetoes than p, the candidates d1 , d2 , and d3 need to be eliminated. For that to
happen, there must be three rounds in which no other candidate has more than 2m + 1 vetoes. In the round
where di , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, is eliminated, all still standing candidates in Xi are eliminated as well. Assume there
were three rounds in which 2m + 1 was the maximal number of vetoes for a candidate. Then d1 , d2 , d3 ,
and all candidates in X1 ∪ X2 ∪ X3 are eliminated. Note that those candidates that are not covered by S 0
always have only 2m vetoes and are still participating in the election. Therefore, in the next round, p and
w have 3m vetoes each, the remaining candidates from X have at most 2m + 1 vetoes, and the candidates
from Y have at most 2m vetoes. So even if p survives the first rounds with the candidates d1 , d2 , and d3
still present, p will then surely be eliminated in the following round. If there is at least one voter who shifts
p only one or two positions upward, then p has to drop out with d1 or even before d1 drops out, because
at the latest after two rounds (with 2m + 1 being the maximal number of vetoes for a candidate) p receives
another veto and thus has at least the same number of vetoes as d1 .
Example 2. Let (X, S ) be a yes-instance of X3C defined by
X
S

= {x1 , . . . , x6 } and

= {{1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6}, {2, 3, 6}, {2, 4, 5}, {1, 3, 4}, {1, 5, 6}}.

Construct ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) from (X, S ) as in the proof of Theorem 3; in particular, the budget is B = 2.
If we bribe the voters that correspond to the sets in the exact cover, S1 and S2 , to change their votes from
· · · x1 x2 x3 p and · · · x4 x5 x6 p to · · · p x1 x2 x3 and · · · p x4 x5 x6 , then p alone wins the election that
proceeds as follows, where in order to make this example easier to follow, the numbers in the table count
the candidates’ vetoes, not their points, i.e., the candidates with the highest number in a round (row) get
eliminated:
Round

p

w

x1 , x4

x2 , x5

x3 , x6

y1

y2

y3

y4

y5

y6

d1

d2

d3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

4
4
4
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

2
2
2
7
out
out
out
out
out
out

4
4
5
out
out
out
out
out
out
out

4
5
out
out
out
out
out
out
out
out

5
out
out
out
out
out
out
out
out
out

0
0
0
4
4
4
4
4
4
31

0
0
4
4
4
4
4
4
27
out

0
4
4
4
4
4
4
23
out
out

0
0
0
4
4
4
19
out
out
out

0
0
4
4
4
15
out
out
out
out

0
4
4
4
11
out
out
out
out
out

0
0
5
out
out
out
out
out
out
out

0
5
out
out
out
out
out
out
out
out

5
out
out
out
out
out
out
out
out
out

It follows that p is the sole winner of the election.
Now consider a no-instance (X, S ) with
X
S

= {x1 , . . . , x6 } and

= {{1, 2, 4}, {4, 5, 6}, {2, 3, 6}, {2, 3, 5}, {1, 3, 4}, {1, 5, 6}}.

Recall that we can bribe at most two voters. If we bribe fewer than two voters, however, p will be
eliminated in the first round. Since (X, S ) is a no-instance of X3C, no matter which two subsets Si , S j ∈ S
we choose, at least one xk is in both Si and S j . For example, if we bribe the voters that correspond to the
sets S1 and S2 , changing their votes from · · · x1 x2 x4 p and · · · x4 x5 x6 p to · · · p x1 x2 x4 and · · · p x4 x5 x6 ,
then the election proceeds as follows:
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Round

p

w

x1

x2 , x5

x3

x4 , x6

y1

y2 , y5

y3

y4 , y6

d1

d2

d3

1
2
3
4
···

4
4
5
out
···

2
2
2
2
···

4
4
5
out
···

4
5
out
out
···

4
4
4
4
···

5
out
out
out
···

0
0
0
4
···

0
0
4
4
···

0
0
0
0
···

0
4
4
4
···

0
0
5
out
···

0
5
out
out
···

5
out
out
out
···

Since x4 is in both S1 and S2 , p gets an additional veto in round 3 and is subsequently eliminated. The
same will happen for similar reasons in every other case.
This completes Example 2.
We now modify the previous reduction so as to work for the destructive case in Coombs elections.
Theorem 4. In both the unique-winner and the nonunique-winner model, Coombs-D ESTRUCTIVE -S HIFTB RIBERY is NP-hard.
Proof.

To prove NP-hardness, we again reduce from the NP-complete problem X3C to Coombs-D E STRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY . Given an X3C instance (X, S ) where we may assume that m > 2 for |X| =
3m, we construct a D ESTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY instance ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) as follows. Let C = X ∪S ∪
D ∪ {p, w, y} be the candidate set with designated candidate p and a set D = {di, j | 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ 4}
of dummy candidates. Let D = D1 ∪ D2 ∪ D3 ∪ D4 be a partition of D with D j = {di, j | 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1} for
1 ≤ j ≤ 4. The list V of votes is then constructed as follows:
#
1
4m
4m + 1
1
3
2

vote

for

· · · p Si
p · · · w xi,1 xi,2 xi,3 Si
· · · p X di,1 di,2 di,3 di,4
p · · · y xi
··· p
p ··· w

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ m−1
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

Unlike in the previous proofs, it is here necessary that the candidates that are represented by “· · · ” are
placed in lexicographical order. For votes of the form · · · p Si , we use the price function ρ(1) = 1, and
ρ(t) = 2m + 1 for all t ≥ 2; and for all the remaining voters, we use the price function ρ(t) = 2m + 1 for
all t ≥ 1. Finally, we set the budget B = 2m.
Analyzing the constructed election without bribing voters, the candidates have the following veto
counts: p has three vetoes, w has two vetoes, each x ∈ X has one veto, each Si ∈ S and each d ∈ D4 has
4m + 1 vetoes, and the remaining candidates each have zero vetoes. It follows that all candidates from S
and D4 are eliminated. The candidates from D4 transfer their vetoes to candidates in D3 who each have
4m + 1 vetoes now; p gets 3m additional vetoes from the eliminated candidates in S ; and the remaining
12m2 vetoes (from the second group of voters) are shared among candidates from X. Since they are ordered
lexicographically in those votes, there must be one candidate from X (now and in the following rounds)
that obtains more than 4m + 1 vetoes leading to the elimination of all candidates from X in the following
rounds. In each of these following rounds, the candidate who receives some of those 12m2 vetoes from a
previously eliminated candidate (starting with w) will now be eliminated, eventually leaving p as the last
standing candidate and sole winner.
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We claim that (X, S ) is in X3C if and only if ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) is in Coombs-D ESTRUCTIVE -S HIFTB RIBERY, regardless of the winner model.
(⇒) Assume that (X, S ) is in X3C. This means that there exists a subset S 0 ⊆ S with |S 0 | = m and
Si ∈S 0 Si = X. So we have a partition of X into three sets, X = X1 ∪ X2 ∪ X3 , such that:

S

X1 = {xi ∈ Si | xi has the lowest subscript in Si ∈ S 0 },

X3 = {xi ∈ Si | xi has the highest subscript in Si ∈ S 0 }, and

X2 = X \ (X1 ∪ X3 ).

We bribe the voters with a vote of the form · · · p Si with Si ∈ S \ S 0 such that they change their vote
to · · · Si p. Now the election proceeds as follows, where we again count the vetoes and not the points:
Round

p

w

y

S0

1
2
3
4
5

2m + 3
3m + 3
3m + 3
3m + 3
4m2 + 2

2
2
2
2
4m2 + 2

0
0
m
2m
3m

4m + 1
out
out
out
out

S \S 0
4m
4m
4m
4m
4m

X1

X2

X3

D1

D2

D3

D4

1
1
1
4m + 1
out

1
1
4m + 1
out
out

1
4m + 1
out
out
out

0
0
0
4m + 1
out

0
0
4m + 1
out
out

0
4m + 1
out
out
out

4m + 1
out
out
out
out

We see that p is eliminated in the fifth round, whereas y and some other candidates from S \ S 0 are
still in the election. Hence, p does not win.
(⇐) Suppose that (X, S ) is a no-instance of X3C. Then no subset S 0 ⊆ S with |S 0 | ≤ m covers X.
We now show that p will not be eliminated in an election obtained by bribing voters without exceeding
budget B but will in fact become the only winner. Note that we can only bribe at most 2m voters with votes
of the form · · · p Si without exceeding the budget. Let S 0 ⊆ S be such that for every Si ∈ S \ S 0 we
have bribed the voter whose vote was · · · p Si and now is · · · Si p. We can assume that |S \ S 0 | > 0.
Every candidate in S \ S 0 will gain an additional point and therefore survives the first round. All
candidates in D4 and S 0 will be eliminated in the first round. It follows that p has 3m + 3 vetoes in the
second round. At this point, p is in each voter group other than the third voter group (with votes of the
form · · · p X di,1 di,2 di,3 di,4 ) either the most (groups 2, 4, and 6) or the least preferred (groups 1 and 5)
candidate; therefore, p does not receive any further vetoes before some candidate d ∈ D1 is eliminated.
We note that |S 0 | ≥ m. Since S 0 is not an exact cover of X, we have at least one x ∈ X which is in
two sets S, S0 ∈ S 0 . Let X 0 = {x ∈ X | ∃ S, S0 ∈ S 0 , S 6= S0 , x ∈ S ∩ S0 }. After two further rounds in which
4m + 1 is the maximum number of vetoes, the candidates d ∈ D \ D1 are eliminated. If each x ∈ X 0 is still
in the election, it follows that each x ∈ X 0 has at least 4m + 2 vetoes such that some candidates x ∈ X 0 will
be eliminated. It follows that in the next round w receives at least 4m + 2 vetoes such that w has the most
vetoes while the candidates d ∈ D1 still have 4m + 1 vetoes. Otherwise, if at least one candidate x ∈ X 0
is eliminated, it follows that w receives at least 4m + 2 vetoes at the latest in the fourth round, while each
d ∈ D1 still has 4m + 1 vetoes. After w is eliminated, in each following round the candidate x with the
highest subscript and later the candidate S with the highest subscript and y will be eliminated. It follows
that only p and the candidates d ∈ D1 are still in the election. In each following round, p has at most
4m2 − 4m + 1 vetoes while the still standing candidate d ∈ D1 with the highest subscript receives at least
12m2 + 7m + 3 vetoes. Hence, eventually p alone wins the election.
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4. Baldwin and Nanson
We now show NP-hardness of shift bribery for Baldwin and Nanson elections. Note that our reductions
are inspired by and similar to those used by Davies et al. (2014) to show NP-hardness of the unweighted
coalitional manipulation problem for these voting systems.
For a preference profile V over a set of candidates C, let avg(V ) be the average Borda score of the
candidates in V (i.e., avg(V ) = (|C|−1)|V |/2). To conveniently construct votes, for a set of candidates C and
c1 , c2 ∈ C, let
−−−−−−−→ ←−−−−−−−
W(c1 ,c2 ) = (c1 c2 C \ {c1 , c2 }, C \ {c1 , c2 } c1 c2 ).

Under Borda, from the two votes in W(c1 ,c2 ) candidate c1 scores |C| points, c2 scores |C| − 2 points, and all
other candidates score |C| − 1 points. Also, observe that if a candidate c∗ ∈ C is eliminated in some round
and c∗ ∈
/ {c1 , c2 } then all other candidates lose one point due to the votes in W(c1 ,c2 ) ; if c∗ = c1 then c2
loses no points but all other candidates lose one point; and if c∗ = c2 then c1 loses two points and all other
candidates lose one point. Therefore, if c∗ is eliminated, the point difference caused by this elimination
with respect to the votes in W(c1 ,c2 ) remains the same for all candidates, with two exceptions: (a) If c∗ = c1
then c2 gains a point with respect to every other candidate, and (b) if c∗ = c2 then c1 loses a point with
respect to every other candidate. Furthermore, let score(C,V ) (x) denote the number of points candidate x
obtains in a Borda election (C,V ), and let dist(C,V ) (x, y) = score(C,V ) (x) − score(C,V ) (y).
We start with the complexity of shift bribery in Baldwin elections for the constructive case.
Theorem 5. In both the unique-winner and the nonunique-winner model, Baldwin-C ONSTRUCTIVE S HIFT-B RIBERY is NP-hard.

Proof. To prove NP-hardness, we reduce the NP-complete problem X3C to Baldwin-C ONSTRUCTIVE S HIFT-B RIBERY. From a given X3C instance (X, S ), we construct an election (C,V ) with the set of
candidates C = {p, w, d} ∪ X ∪ S and designated candidate p and with V consisting of two lists of votes,
V1 and V2 , where V1 contains the following votes:
#

votes

for

#

votes

for

1
2
2

W(S j ,p)
W(x j,1 ,S j )
W(x j,2 ,S j )

1 ≤ j ≤ 3m
1 ≤ j ≤ 3m
1 ≤ j ≤ 3m

2
2
7

W(x j,3 ,S j )
W(w,xi )
W(w,p)

1 ≤ j ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

The votes in V1 give the following scores to the candidates in C:
score(C,V1 ) (xi ) = avg(V1 ) + 4 for every xi ∈ X,

score(C,V1 ) (S j ) = avg(V1 ) − 5 for every S j ∈ S ,
score(C,V1 ) (p) = avg(V1 ) − 3m − 7,

score(C,V1 ) (w) = avg(V1 ) + 6m + 7,
score(C,V1 ) (d) = avg(V1 ).
Furthermore, V2 contains the following votes:
#
2m + 1
2m + 9

#

votes

for

W(d,S j )
W(d,xi )

1 ≤ j ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
16

1
2m + 14

votes
W(p,d)
W(d,w)
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The votes in V2 give the following scores to the candidates in C:
score(C,V2 ) (xi ) = avg(V2 ) − (2m + 9) for every xi ∈ X,

score(C,V2 ) (S j ) = avg(V2 ) − (2m + 1) for every S j ∈ S ,
score(C,V2 ) (p) = avg(V2 ) + 1,

score(C,V2 ) (w) = avg(V2 ) − (2m + 14),

score(C,V2 ) (d) = avg(V2 ) + 12m2 + 32m + 13.

Let V = V1 ∪ V2 and avg(V ) = avg(V1 ) + avg(V2 ). Then we have the following Borda scores for the
complete preference profile V over C:
score(C,V ) (xi ) = avg(V ) − 2m − 5 for every xi ∈ X,

score(C,V ) (S j ) = avg(V ) − 2m − 6 for every S j ∈ S ,
score(C,V ) (p) = avg(V ) − 3m − 6,

score(C,V ) (w) = avg(V ) + 4m − 7,

score(C,V ) (d) = avg(V ) + 12m2 + 32m + 13.

−−−−−−→
Regarding the price function, for every first vote of W(S j ,p) (i.e., a vote of the form S j p C \ {S j , p}), let
ρ(1) = 1 and ρ(t) = m + 1 for every t ≥ 2. For every other vote, let ρ(t) = m + 1 for every t ≥ 1. Finally,
we set the budget B = m.
It is easy to see that p is eliminated in the first round in the election (C,V ) and thus does not win.
We claim that (X, S ) is in X3C if and only if ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) is in Baldwin-C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFTB RIBERY, regardless of the winner model.
(⇒) Suppose there is an exact cover S 0 ⊆ S . Then we bribe the first votes of W(S j ,p) for every
S j ∈ S 0 by shifting p to the left once. Note that we won’t exceed our budget, since shifting once costs
1 in those votes and |S 0 | = m. After this bribery, for every S j ∈ S 0 , the two votes from W(S j ,p) result
−−−−−−→
←−−−−−−
in two votes that are symmetric to each other (i.e., p S j C \ {S j , p} equals the vote C \ {S j , p} S j p in
reverse order) and can thus be disregarded from now on, as all candidates gain the same number of points
from those votes and all candidates lose the same number of points if a candidate is eliminated from the
election. After those m votes have been bribed, only the scores of p and every S j ∈ S 0 change. With
score(C,V ) (p) = avg(V ) − 2m − 6 and score(C,V ) (S j ) = avg(V ) − 2m − 7, all candidates in S 0 are tied for
the last place. If any S j ∈ S 0 is eliminated in a round, the three candidates x j,1 , x j,2 , and x j,3 will lose two
points more than the candidates from S 0 \ {S j } that were in the last position before S j was eliminated.
Therefore, those three candidates from X will then be in the last position in the next round. This means
that all candidates S 0 and every xi ∈ X that is covered by S 0 will be eliminated in the subsequent rounds.
Since S 0 is an exact cover, now there is no candidate from X left. Thus the point difference between p and
w is 1 and between p and the remaining S j ∈ (S \ S 0 ) is −6. Note that p can beat d only if no candidate
of C \ {p, d} is still participating. So in the next round, w is eliminated. From this p gains seven points
on all S j ∈ (S \ S 0 ), so these are tied for the last place. Therefore, the remaining candidates from S
are eliminated, which leaves p and d for the next and final round, where d is eliminated and p wins the
election alone.
(⇐) Suppose there is no exact cover. It is obvious that at most m of the first votes of W(S j ,p) can be
bribed without exceeding the budget. Without bribing, p is in the last place and the point difference to the
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second-to-last candidate(s) is dist(C,V ) (p, S j ) = m, 1 ≤ j ≤ 3m. By bribing, as explained above, p gains
m + 1 points on m candidates from S , which then will be eliminated from the election. This leads to the
elimination of all xi ∈ X that are covered by the set S 0 ⊆ S of candidates that were eliminated. Since
there is no exact cover, S 0 doesn’t cover X. So there are candidates X 0 ⊆ X, |X 0 | ≥ 1, who were not
eliminated before, as for every candidate xi ∈ X 0 all three candidates S j ∈ (S \ S 0 ) with xi ∈ S j are still
in the election. With the candidates C1 = {p, w, d} ∪ (S \ S 0 ) ∪ X 0 still standing, the point differences of
p to the other remaining candidates are as follows:
dist(C1 ,V ) (p, d) = −2m − 5 − 2m(2m + 1) − |X 0 |(2m + 9) − (2m + 14) < 0,

dist(C1 ,V ) (p, w) = 1 − 2|X 0 | < 0,

dist(C1 ,V ) (p, xi ) = −1 for every xi ∈ X 0 , and

dist(C1 ,V ) (p, S j ) ≤ 0 for every S j ∈ S \ S 0 .

Therefore, p is in the last place and is eliminated and thus does not win.
The proof of the following theorem, which handles the destructive variant for Baldwin, uses a similar
idea as the proof of Theorem 5. That is why we refrain from presenting all proof details in full; a proof
sketch will suffice.
Theorem 6. In both the unique-winner and the nonunique-winner model, Baldwin-D ESTRUCTIVE -S HIFTB RIBERY is NP-hard.
Proof Sketch. To prove NP-hardness, we reduce the NP-complete problem X3C to Baldwin-D ESTRUC TIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY . From a given X3C instance (X, S ), we construct an election (C,V ), where C =
{p, w, b, d} ∪ X ∪ S is the set of candidates, p is the designated candidate, and V consists of two lists of
votes, V1 and V2 , where V1 contains the following votes:
#

votes

for

1
2
2
2

W(p,S j )
W(S j ,x j,1 )
W(S j ,x j,2 )
W(S j ,x j,3 )

1≤
1≤
1≤
1≤

#
j ≤ 3m
j ≤ 3m
j ≤ 3m
j ≤ 3m

2
3m + 7
m + 10

votes

for

W(w,xi )
W(w,d)
W(b,S j )

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ j ≤ 3m

Furthermore, V2 contains the following votes:
#
1
2m + 7
3m + 3

votes

for

#

W(d,p)
W(p,S j )
W(p,xi )

1 ≤ j ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

6m + 14
3m2 + 33m + 12

votes
W(p,w)
W(p,b)

Let V = V1 ∪V2 . Then we have the following Borda scores for the complete profile V :
score(C,V ) (xi ) = avg(V ) − 3m − 11 for every xi ∈ X,

score(C,V ) (S j ) = avg(V ) − 3m − 12 for every S j ∈ S ,
score(C,V ) (d) = avg(V ) − 3m − 6,

score(C,V ) (w) = avg(V ) + 3m − 7,

score(C,V ) (b) = avg(V ) − 3m − 12,

score(C,V ) (p) = avg(V ) + 18m2 + 72m + 25.
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Regarding the price function, for every first vote of W(p,S j ) (i.e., a vote of the form p S j C \ {S j , p}), let
ρ(1) = 1 and ρ(t) = m + 1 for every t ≥ 2. For every other vote, let ρ(t) = m + 1 for every t ≥ 1. Finally,
we set the budget B = m.
It is easy to see that p wins the election (C,V ).
We claim that (X, S ) is in X3C if and only if ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) is in Baldwin-D ESTRUCTIVE -S HIFTB RIBERY, regardless of the winner model.
(⇒) Suppose there is an exact cover S 0 ⊆ S . Then we bribe the first votes of W(p,S j ) for every S j ∈ S 0
by shifting p to the right once. With a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 5, d alone wins the
election, i.e., p is not among the winners.
(⇐) Suppose there is no exact cover. Then, for every S 0 ⊆ S with |S 0 | ≤ m, there is at least one
xi ∈ X that is not covered by S 0 . It is obvious that at most m of the first votes of W(p,S j ) can be bribed
without exceeding the budget. We can then show, similarly as in the proof of Theorem 5, that d will always
be eliminated before w and therefore p cannot be prevented from winning the election alone.
Finally, we turn to Nanson elections for which we again will show that shift bribery is NP-hard. The
reduction below will only use pairs of votes of the form W(c1 ,c2 ) . The average Borda score for those two
votes is |C| − 1. The candidate c1 scores one point more than the average Borda score and c2 scores one
point fewer than the average Borda score. The other candidates score exactly the average Borda score. If
a candidate is eliminated in a round, the average Borda score required to survive the next round decreases
by one. Regardless of which candidate is eliminated, all remaining candidates that are not c1 or c2 lose one
point and still have exactly the average Borda score. If c2 is eliminated, c1 loses its advantage with respect
to the average Borda score and now scores exactly the average Borda score as well. If one of the other
candidates is eliminated, c1 continues to have one point more than the average Borda score. By symmetry,
this holds analogously for c2 : If c1 is eliminated, c2 scores the average Borda score, and if one of the other
candidates is eliminated, c2 still has one point fewer than the average Borda score.
Theorem 7. In both the unique-winner and the nonunique-winner model, Nanson-C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFTB RIBERY is NP-hard.
Proof. To prove NP-hardness, we reduce the NP-complete problem X3C to Nanson-C ONSTRUCTIVE S HIFT-B RIBERY. Again, starting from a given X3C instance (X, S ), we construct an election (C,V ) with
the set of candidates C = {p, w1 , w2 , d} ∪ X ∪ S , where p is the designated candidate. Then we construct
two sets of votes, V1 and V2 , where V1 contains the following votes:
#

votes

for

1
1
1
1

W(S j ,p)
W(xi ,p)
W(x j,1 ,S j )
W(x j,2 ,S j )

1 ≤ j ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ j ≤ 3m
1 ≤ j ≤ 3m

#
1
4
15m
3m

votes

for

W(x j,3 ,S j )
W(S j ,w1 )
W(w1 ,w2 )
W(p,w1 )

1 ≤ j ≤ 3m
1 ≤ j ≤ 3m

Furthermore, V2 contains the following votes:
#
2m
2
4

votes

for

W(p,d)
W(d,S j )
W(d,xi )

1 ≤ j ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
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Let V = V1 ∪V2 . Then we have the following Borda scores for the complete profile V :
score(C,V ) (xi ) = avg(V ) for every xi ∈ X,

score(C,V ) (S j ) = avg(V ) for every S j ∈ S ,
score(C,V ) (p) = avg(V ) − m,

score(C,V ) (w1 ) = avg(V ),

score(C,V ) (w2 ) = avg(V ) − 15m,
score(C,V ) (d) = avg(V ) + 16m.

The price function is again defined as follows. For every first vote of W(S j ,p) (i.e., a vote of the form
S j p C \ {S j , p}), let ρ(1) = 1 and ρ(t) = m + 1 for every t ≥ 2. For every other vote, let ρ(t) = m + 1 for
every t ≥ 1. Finally, we set the budget B = m.
It is easy to see that p is eliminated in the first round of the election (C,V ) and so does not win.
We claim that (X, S ) is in X3C if and only if ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) is in Nanson-C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFTB RIBERY, regardless of the winner model.
(⇒) Suppose there is an exact cover S 0 ⊆ S . Then, for every S j ∈ S 0 , we bribe the first vote of
W(S j ,p) by shifting p to the left once in all those votes. Note that we won’t exceed our budget, since this
bribe action costs 1 per vote and |S 0 | = m. With the additional m points, p reaches the average Borda score
and is not eliminated in the first round. However, all candidates in S 0 lose one point and are eliminated.
Additionally, w2 will be eliminated as well.
In the next round, w1 will be eliminated, since she has 11m points fewer than the average Borda score
required to survive this round. Since the candidates in S 0 were eliminated in the last round and S 0 is an
exact cover, every candidate in X now has fewer points than the average Borda score and is eliminated.
In the third round, only p, d, and the candidates in S \ S 0 are still standing. Therefore, the only pairs
of votes that are not symmetric are W(S j ,p) , twice W(d,S j ) for every S j ∈ (S \ S 0 ), and 2m pairs of W(p,d) .
Since |S \ S 0 | = 2m, we have that p scores exactly the average Borda score and survives this round, just
as d. Every S j ∈ (S \ S 0 ) has one point fewer than the average Borda score and is eliminated. This leaves
only p and d in the last round, which p alone wins.
(⇐) Suppose there is no exact cover. Then, for every S 0 ⊆ S with |S 0 | = m, there is at least one
xi ∈ X that is not covered by S 0 . Note that we can only bribe the first votes of any W(S j ,p) without
exceeding the budget. For p to survive the first round, we need to bribe m of those votes by shifting p to
the left once. Let S 0 ⊆ S be such that S 0 contains S j exactly if the first vote of W(S j ,p) has been bribed.
Then every S j ∈ S 0 has a score of avg(V ) − 1 and p has a score of avg(V ). Therefore, in the first round,
every candidate from S 0 and w2 are eliminated from the election.
In the second round, w1 will be eliminated because of the 15m pairs of votes W(w1 ,w2 ) and the elimination of w2 . Furthermore, a candidate xi ∈ X reaches the average Borda score with p and d still standing
only if all three S j ∈ S with xi ∈ S j are also not yet eliminated. Since the candidates in S 0 were eliminated
in the previous round, for every S j ∈ S 0 , all three xi ∈ S j will be eliminated in this round. Since S 0 is
not an exact cover, there are candidates X 0 ⊆ X that survive this round. d also reaches the average Borda
score, as there are 2m candidates S \ S 0 and those candidates S \ S 0 survive due to w1 .
In the next round, the candidates still standing are p, d, X 0 , and S \ S 0 . Because |X 0 | ≥ 1, candidate
p has |X 0 | points fewer than the average Borda score and is eliminated in this round. Thus p does not
win.
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Our last result in this section shows that the destructive variant of shift bribery in Nanson elections is
intractable as well.
Theorem 8. In both the unique-winner and the nonunique-winner model, Nanson-D ESTRUCTIVE -S HIFTB RIBERY is NP-hard.
Proof. To prove NP-hardness, we reduce the NP-complete problem X3C to Nanson-D ESTRUCTIVE S HIFT-B RIBERY. Once more, given an X3C instance (X, S ), we construct an election (C,V ) with the set
of candidates C = {p, w1 , w2 , w3 , d} ∪ X ∪ S , where p is the designated candidate and (X, S ) is the given
X3C instance. Then we construct two sets of votes, V1 and V2 , where V1 contains the following votes:
#

votes

for

1
1
2
2
2

W(p,S j )
W(d,xi )
W(x j,1 ,S j )
W(x j,2 ,S j )
W(x j,3 ,S j )

1 ≤ j ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ j ≤ 3m
1 ≤ j ≤ 3m
1 ≤ j ≤ 3m

#
6
20m
19m
3m + 1

votes

for

W(S j ,w3 )
W(w1 ,w2 )
W(w3 ,w1 )
W(w3 ,d)

1 ≤ j ≤ 3m

Furthermore, V2 contains the following votes:
#

votes

1
1

W(d,p)
W(p,xi )

for

#
3m + 1

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

votes
W(p,w3 )

Let V = V1 ∪V2 . Then we have the following Borda scores for the complete profile V :
score(C,V ) (xi ) = avg(V ) + 4 for every xi ∈ X,

score(C,V ) (S j ) = avg(V ) − 1 for every S j ∈ S ,
score(C,V ) (d) = avg(V ),

score(C,V ) (w1 ) = avg(V ) + m,
score(C,V ) (w2 ) = avg(V ) − 20m,

score(C,V ) (w3 ) = avg(V ) + m,

score(C,V ) (p) = avg(V ) + 9m.
The price function is again defined as follows. For every first vote of W(p,S j ) (i.e., a vote of the form
p S j C \ {S j , p}), let ρ(1) = 1 and ρ(t) = m + 1 for every t ≥ 2. For every other vote, let ρ(t) = m + 1 for
every t ≥ 1. Finally, we set the budget B = m.
It is easy to see that p will only have fewer points than the average Borda score if all candidates from
S , X, and the candidate w3 are eliminated while d is still standing. Without bribing, d is eliminated in the
third round while w3 is still standing, and eventually p wins the election (C,V ).
We claim that (X, S ) is in X3C if and only if ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) is in Nanson-D ESTRUCTIVE -S HIFTB RIBERY, regardless of the winner model.
(⇒) Suppose there is an exact cover S 0 ⊆ S . Then, for every S j ∈ S 0 , we bribe the first vote of
W(p,S j ) by shifting p to the right once in all those votes. Note that we won’t exceed our budget, since this
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bribe action costs 1 per vote and |S0 | = m. After those m votes have been bribed, every S j ∈ S 0 gains a
point and therefore survives the first round. All other candidates S \ S 0 and w2 are eliminated.
Let C1 = {p, d, w1 , w3 } ∪ X ∪ S 0 be the set of candidates present in the second round. w1 loses 19m
points on the average Borda score from the elimination of w2 and is eliminated. Additionally, all candidates
of X lose four points on the average Borda score but still survive this round, as they now have exactly the
average Borda score.
Let C2 = {p, d, w3 } ∪ X ∪ S 0 be the candidates in the third round. In this round, only w3 is eliminated
because w3 lost 19m points on the average Borda score from the elimination of w1 .
Let C3 = {p, d} ∪ X ∪ S 0 be the candidates in the fourth round. The scores are as follows:
score(C3 ,V ) (xi ) = avg(V ) for every xi ∈ X,

score(C3 ,V ) (S j ) = avg(V ) − 6 for every S j ∈ S 0 ,
score(C3 ,V ) (d) = avg(V ) + 3m + 1,

score(C3 ,V ) (p) = avg(V ) + 3m − 1.
Therefore all candidates in S 0 are eliminated. In the following round, all candidates in X are eliminated. This leaves only p and d in the final round in which p is eliminated and thus cannot win.
(⇐) Suppose there is no exact cover. Then, for every S 0 ⊆ S with |S 0 | ≤ m, there is at least one
xi ∈ X that is not covered by S 0 . Note that we can only bribe the first votes of any W(p,S j ) without exceeding
the budget.
We now show that, even with optimal bribing, d will be eliminated in the third round and, therefore,
p alone wins the election. Within our budget, we can prevent at most m candidates from S , say S 0 , of
being eliminated in the first round by bribing the corresponding vote of W(p,S j ) . Since S 0 cannot be an
exact cover of X, there is at least one xi ∈ X for which all S j ∈ S with xi ∈ S j are eliminated. This xi is
eliminated in the second round, as it has lost six points on the average Borda score from the eliminations
of candidates in the previous round. In the third round, w3 is still participating since w2 and w1 were
only eliminated in the first and second round, respectively. Therefore, the score of d minus the average
Borda score of this round is at most −1, which means that d is eliminated in this round. Thus, there is no
candidate left that can prevent p from winning the election.

5. Iterated Plurality and Plurality with Runoff
In this section, we show hardness of shift bribery for iterated plurality and plurality with runoff, handling
both voting systems simultaneously and starting with the constructive case.
Theorem 9. In both the unique-winner and the nonunique-winner model, for iterated plurality and plurality with runoff, C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY is NP-hard.
Proof. To prove NP-hardness, we reduce X3C to C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY for these two voting systems. Let (X, S ) be a given X3C instance. We construct the C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY
instance ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) as follows. Let C = {p, w} ∪ X ∪ S ∪ D be the set of candidates, where p is the
designated candidate and D = {di, j | 1 ≤ i ≤ 3m and 1 ≤ j ≤ m − 7} is a set of dummy candidates. The list
V of votes is constructed as follows:
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#

vote

for

1
2
2
2
1
m
m
3

Si p · · ·
−−−−−→
Si xi,1 X \ {xi,1 } · · ·
−−−−−→
Si xi,2 X \ {xi,2 } · · ·
−−−−−→
Si xi,3 X \ {xi,3 } · · ·
−−−−→
Si di, j X \ {xi } · · ·
−−−−→
xi X \ {xi } · · ·
→
−
di, j X · · ·
w p ···

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m, 1 ≤ j ≤ m − 7
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m, 1 ≤ j ≤ m − 7

For voters with votes of the form Si p · · · , we use the price function ρ(1) = 1, and ρ(t) = m + 1 for all
t ≥ 2; and for every other voter, we use the price function ρ(t) = m + 1 for t ≥ 1. Finally, set the budget
B = m.
Without bribing, p has a score of zero and is eliminated immediately in both voting systems.
We claim that (X, S ) is in X3C if and only if ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) is in C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY
for either of the two voting systems, regardless of the winner model.
(⇒) Suppose that (X, S ) is a yes-instance of X3C. Then there exists an exact cover S 0 ⊆ S of
size m. We now show that it is possible for p to become a unique iterated-plurality (respectively, pluralitywith-runoff) winner of an election obtained by shifting p in the votes without exceeding the budget. For
every Si ∈ S 0 , we bribe the voter with the vote of the form Si p · · · , so her new vote is of the form p Si · · · .
In the first round p, every xi ∈ X, every di, j ∈ D, and every Si ∈ S \ S 0 is a plurality winner, so only these
candidates participate in the next round. In the second round, p receives three further points from the three
voters whose vote is w p · · · . Every candidate x j ∈ X receives two further points from the votes of the form
Si x j · · · with x j ∈ Si and Si ∈ S 0 . Every di, j with Si ∈ S 0 and 1 ≤ j ≤ m − 7 receives one additional point
from the voters with vote Si di, j · · · . It follows that p has the most points and therefore p is the unique
iterated-plurality (respectively, plurality-with-runoff) winner.
(⇐) Suppose that (X, S ) is a no-instance of X3C. Then, for every S 0 ⊆ S with |S 0 | = m, there is at
least one candidate in X that is not covered and, therefore, at least one candidate in X occurring in at least
two sets from S 0 . We show that it is not possible for p to become a winner of the election obtained from
the original election by bribing without exceeding the budget.
To become a winner of such a bribed election, it is necessary for p to get at least m points in the first
round. Due to the budget, it is also necessary to bribe m voters with a vote of the form Si p · · · with
Si ∈ S 0 . It follows that p, each x ∈ X, each Si ∈ S \ S 0 , and each di, j ∈ D participate in the second
round. As mentioned above, at least one candidate in X receives at least four further points due to the
fact that S 0 is not a cover of X. Thus p does not win. That means that ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) is a no-instance
of C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY for either of iterated plurality and plurality with runoff regardless of
the winner model.
We have the same result in the destructive case. This is the first proof where we use an NP-complete
problem other than X3C to show NP-hardness, namely O NE -I N -T HREE -P OSITIVE -3SAT, which was
also defined in Section 2.
Theorem 10. In both the unique-winner and the nonunique-winner model, for iterated plurality and plurality with runoff, D ESTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY is NP-hard.
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Proof. To prove NP-hardness, we reduce the NP-complete problem O NE -I N -T HREE -P OSITIVE -3SAT
to D ESTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY for both voting systems. Let (X, S) be a given O NE -I N -T HREE P OSITIVE -3SAT instance, where X = {x1 , . . . , x3m } and S = {S1 , . . . S3m } with Si = {xi,1 , xi,2 , xi,3 } ⊆ X
for each 1 ≤ i ≤ 3m. Without loss of generality, we can assume that m > 6. We construct the D ESTRUC TIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY instance for both voting systems as follows. Let C = {p, w, e, f } ∪ D ∪Y ∪ X with
D = {di, j | 1 ≤ i ≤ 3m and 1 ≤ j ≤ 2m − 1} and Y = {yi, j | 1 ≤ i ≤ 3m and 1 ≤ j ≤ 4} and where p is the
designated candidate. The list V of votes is constructed as follows:
#
1
1
1
1
4
1
2m
2m
2m − 1
m

votes

for

p xi · · ·
yi,1 xi,1 xi,2 w p · · ·
yi,2 xi,2 xi,3 w p · · ·
yi,3 xi,1 xi,3 w p · · ·
yi,4 xi,1 xi,2 xi,3 p · · ·
xi di, j p · · ·
di, j p · · ·
w p ···
e p ···
f p ···

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2m − 1
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2m − 1

For votes of the form p xi · · · we use the price function ρ(1) = 1 and p(t) = m + 1 for all t ≥ 2. For
every other vote, we use the price function ρ(t) = m + 1 for t ≥ 1. Finally, set the budget B = m.
Without bribing, the election proceeds as follows. In the first round, p scores 3m points, w and every
di, j ∈ D scores 2m points, and each of the remaining candidates scores fewer than 2m points. In the second
round, p scores 18m − 1 points, w scores 11m points, and every di, j scores 2m + 1 points. It follows that p
is the unique winner for either of iterated plurality and plurality with runoff.
We claim that (X, S) is in O NE - IN -T HREE -P OSITIVE -3SAT if and only if ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) is in D E STRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY for either of the two voting systems, regardless of the winner model.
(⇒) Suppose that (X, S) is a yes-instance of O NE - IN -T HREE -P OSITIVE -3SAT. Then there exists a
subset U ⊆ X such that for each clause S j we have |U ∩ S j | = 1. We bribe the voters with the vote of the
form p xi · · · with xi ∈ U so that the new vote has the form xi p · · · . It follows that p, w, every xi ∈ U,
and every di, j ∈ D reach the second round with 2m points each. In the second round, p gains 3m − 1
additional points while w gains 3m additional points. It follows that p is not a winner of the election, so
((C,V ), p, B, ρ) is a yes-instance of D ESTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY for both voting systems, regardless
of the winner model.
(⇐) Suppose that (X, S) is a no-instance of O NE - IN -T HREE -P OSITIVE -3SAT. We show that ((C,V ),
p, B, ρ) is also a no-instance of D ESTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY for both voting systems. To ensure that
p is not the only plurality winner in the first round, it is necessary to bribe m voters with votes of the form
p xi · · · to now vote xi p · · · . Note that we can only bribe at most m such voters without exceeding the
budget. Let U ⊆ X be the set of candidates that benefit from the bribery action. It follows that p, every
di, j ∈ D, every xi ∈ U, and w can move forward to the next round with 2m points each. In this round,
the designated candidate p gains 3m − 1 additional points from the votes of the form e p · · · and f p · · · ;
every candidate di, j with xi ∈
/ U gains one additional point; every candidate xi ∈ U can receive at most 18
additional points; and w is discussed separately in the following paragraph.
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To prevent the victory of p, it is necessary that w gains at least 3m points (since if w gains only
3m − 1 points, it follows that w and p move forward to the final round, where p would achieve a clear
victory). For w to gain at least one point from any one of the three votes of the form yi,1 xi,1 xi,2 w p · · · ,
yi,2 xi,2 xi,3 w p · · · , and yi,3 xi,1 xi,3 w p · · · , it is necessary that at most one candidate xi, j participates in
the second round. On the other hand, if no candidate xi, j participates in the second round, p gains four
points from the voters of the fifth line, whose vote is yi,4 xi,1 xi,2 xi,3 p · · · , i.e., this clause harms w. Only
a clause Si with |Si ∩ U| = 1 helps w to reduce the point difference to p. Since (X, S) is a no-instance of
O NE - IN -T HREE -P OSITIVE -3SAT, there are at most 3m − 2 clauses with this property.
With these clauses w can reduce the point difference to two. With the two remaining clauses the point
difference is growing. This implies that p is always a unique winner of the election, i.e., ((C,V ), p, B, ρ)
is a no-instance of D ESTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY for both voting systems, regardless of the winner
model.

6. Iterated Veto and Veto with Runoff
In this section, we show hardness of shift bribery for iterated veto and veto with runoff, again handling
both voting systems simultaneously and starting with the constructive case.
Theorem 11. In both the unique-winner and the nonunique-winner model, for veto with runoff and iterated
veto, C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY is NP-hard.
Proof. To prove NP-hardness, we reduce X3C to C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY for veto with
runoff and iterated veto at the same time. Let (X, S ) be a given X3C instance and construct the C ON STRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY instance ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) as follows. Let C = {p, d1 , d2 } ∪ X ∪ S be the set
of candidates, where p is the designated candidate, and construct the voter preferences in V as follows:
#

votes

for

1
2
2
2
2m − 6
2m
m
m+2
2m
1

· · · Si p
· · · xi,1 Si
· · · xi,2 Si
· · · xi,3 Si
· · · d2 Si
· · · xi
· · · d2 xi d1
· · · d2 Si d1
· · · d2
· · · p d1

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

For votes of the form · · · Si p, we use the price function ρ(1) = 1, and ρ(t) = m + 1 for all t ≥ 2; and
for every other voter, we use the price function ρ(t) = m + 1 for t ≥ 1. Finally, set the budget B = m.
Note that for both voting rules, p is eliminated in the first round with 3m vetoes and therefore cannot
be the winner without bribing voters.
We claim that (X, S ) is in X3C if and only if ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) is in C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY
for either of iterated veto and veto with runoff, regardless of the winner model.
(⇒) Suppose that (X, S ) is a yes-instance of X3C. Then there exists an exact cover S 0 ⊆ S of size
m. Shift p one position forward in the votes of the form · · · Si p for each Si ∈ S 0 , so that the new vote has
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the form · · · p Si . It follows that p, each S ∈ S \ S 0 , each xi for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3m, and d2 are veto winners with
2m vetoes each and thus proceed to the second round. Since S 0 is an exact cover, each xi receives two
additional vetoes from the voters in lines 2–4 corresponding to the sets in the exact cover and m vetoes
from the voters in line 7. Furthermore, each S ∈ S \ S 0 receives m + 2 vetoes from the voters in line 8,
whereas p receives m vetoes from the voters in line 1 and only one additional veto from the voter in the last
line. Since d2 gains far more than m + 1 vetoes in this round, it follows that p is the unique veto winner of
the bribed election. Thus ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) is a yes-instance of C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY for either
of iterated veto and veto with runoff, regardless of the winner model.
(⇐) Suppose that (X, S ) is a no-instance of X3C. This means that for every S 0 ⊆ S , |S 0 | ≤ m,
there is an x0 ∈ X that is not covered by any S ∈ S 0 .
To not be eliminated in the first round and to not exceed the budget of m, p has to lose exactly m vetoes
so as to tie with the 2m vetoes of the xi . This is only possible by bribing the voters in the first line. Let
S 0 ⊆ S , |S 0 | = m, be the set that corresponds to the Si of the bribed voters. Candidates p and d2 as
well as each S ∈ S \ S 0 and each xi , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3m, reach the second round with 2m vetoes. However, in
the second round, the x0 ∈ X that was not covered by S 0 receives only m additional vetoes in contrast to
p who receives m + 1 additional vetoes. It follows that p is not winning the election for either of the two
voting rules. That means that ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) is a no-instance of C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY for
either of iterated veto and veto with runoff, regardless of the winner model.
We now turn to the destructive variant of shift bribery for iterated veto and veto with runoff.
Theorem 12. In both the unique-winner and the nonunique-winner model, for veto with runoff and iterated
veto, D ESTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY is NP-hard.
Proof. To prove NP-hardness, we reduce the NP-complete problem O NE -I N -T HREE -P OSITIVE -3SAT
to D ESTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY for veto with runoff and iterated veto simultaneously. Given an instance (X, S) of O NE -I N -T HREE -P OSITIVE -3SAT, where X = {x1 , . . . , x3m } and S = {S1 , . . . , S3m }, with
Si = {xi,1 , xi,2 , xi,3 } ⊆ X for each 1 ≤ i ≤ 3m, we construct the election (C,V ) with candidate set C =
{p, w, d1 , d2 } ∪ X, designated candidate p, and the following list V of votes:
#

votes

for

1
2
2
2
7
2m
22m
2m
m
2m
8m − 1

· · · p xi
· · · p xi,1 xi,2 d1
· · · p xi,2 xi,3 d1
· · · p xi,1 xi,3 d1
· · · w xi,1 xi,2 xi,3 d1
· · · d2 xi
· · · d2 xi d1
· · · d2
··· p
··· w
· · · w d1

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

For every vote of the form · · · p xi , let the price function be ρ(1) = 1 and ρ(t) = m + 1 for every t ≥ 2.
For every other vote, define ρ(t) = m + 1 for every t ≥ 1. Finally, we set the budget B = m.
It is easy to see that p is the winner of this election for both voting rules.
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We claim that (X, S) is in O NE -I N -T HREE -P OSITIVE -3SAT if and only if ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) is in D E for either of veto with runoff and iterated veto, regardless of the winner
model.
STRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY

(⇒) Assume that (X, S) is in O NE -I N -T HREE -P OSITIVE -3SAT. Then there is a subset X 0 ⊆ X such
that for each clause Si we have |X 0 ∩ Si | = 1. Bribe the voters with votes of the form · · · p xi with xi ∈ X 0
so that the new vote has the form · · · xi p. It follows that p, w, d2 , and each xi ∈ X 0 have the fewest vetoes
(namely, 2m) and therefore proceed to the second round. In the second round, p receives 2m vetoes from
the votes in line 1 and for each of the 3m clauses two vetoes from the voters in lines 2–4 for a total of 8m
additional vetoes, whereas w only receives a total of 8m − 1 vetoes. It follows that p is not a winner of the
election for either of the two voting rules.
(⇐) Let (X, S) be a yes-instance of D ESTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY for veto with runoff (respectively,
iterated veto), i.e., it is possible to bribe voters so that p does not win the election. Recall that it is only
possible to bribe voters in line 1 without ecxeeding the budget. In the first round, p receives m vetoes, i.e.,
the fewest vetoes of all candidates. Due to the votes in line 7, the only candidate capable of receiving fewer
vetoes than p or the same number of vetoes as p in the second round is w.9 However, this is only possible
if p receives at least 9m − 1 additional vetoes since w has 10m − 1 vetoes in the second round from the last
two lines alone. p receives 3m of these additional vetoes from line 1—after bribing voters so that p is in
the last position, or eliminating the xi in the first round—leaving a gap of 6m − 1 vetoes. For each clause
S j such that no xi ∈ S j is present in the second round, p receives six additional vetoes (lines 2–4), whereas
w receives in this case seven additional vetoes from the voters in line 5, i.e., this widens the gap between p
and w instead of closing it. That means that for each clause S j , there has to be at least one xi ∈ S j present
in the second round, i.e., for each clause S j , a voter with a vote of the form · · · p xi with xi ∈ S j needs to
be bribed to cast a vote of the form · · · xi p to bring the respective vetoes down to 2m, the same as, e.g.,
d2 . However, if at least two literals, say xi and xk , in a clause S j are present in the second round, p receives
no additional veto, which does not help to close the gap between p and w. The only possibility remaining
for p not to be a winner of the bribed election is that the bribed voters correspond to the variables set to
true in an assignment where in each clause there is exactly one literal true, i.e., we have a yes-instance of
O NE -I N -T HREE -P OSITIVE -3SAT.

7. Using the Nonmonotonicity Property
Informally stated, a voting rule is said to be monotonic if winners can never be turned into nonwinners by
improving their position in some votes, everything else remaining the same.10 Intuitively, that is to say that
only shifting a candidate forward (closer to the top) is beneficial, whereas shifting a candidate backward
(closer to the bottom) is not. In shift bribery under some monotonic voting rule, it thus makes only sense
for the briber to shift the designated candidate forward in the constructive case (respectively, backward in
the destructive case). However, all voting rules considered here except iterated plurality and iterated veto
are not monotonic, and in nonmonotonic voting rules, shifting the designated candidate backward in the
constructive case (respectively, forward in the destructive case) could also be beneficial for the briber.
It would therefore be interesting to find out whether the complexity of our problems changes when the
nonmonotonicity of voting rules is specifically allowed, or even required, to be exploited in shift bribery
9. Note that d1 will definitely be eliminated in the first round.
10. This definition captures just one common notion of monotonicity, the one we will be using here; but note that there are also
other notions of monotonicity for voting rules known in social choice theory.
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actions. Indeed, with slight modifications to the proofs, we can show that Hare-C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFTB RIBERY and plurality-with-runoff-C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY are still NP-hard if the designated
candidate can only be shifted backward. We conjecture that all other proofs (except the proofs for the
monotonic voting rules iterated plurality and iterated veto) can be adapted in such a way as well.
We start with constructive shift bribery in Hare elections where the only allowed bribery action is to
shift the designated candidate backward.
Theorem 13. In both the unique-winner and the nonunique-winner model, Hare-C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFTB RIBERY is NP-hard even if the designated candidate can only be shifted backward.
Proof. NP-hardness again follows by a reduction from X3C. Construct from a given X3C instance
(X, S ) an instance ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) of Hare-C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY with candidate set C =
X ∪ S ∪ D ∪ {p, w}, where D = {d1 , . . . , d3m } is a set of dummy candidates and p the designated candidate,
and the following list V of votes:
#
1
1
1
4
6
1
6
3

vote

for

−−−−−→
Si xi,1 X \ {xi,1 } w p · · ·
−−−−−→
Si xi,2 X \ {xi,2 } w p · · ·
−−−−−→
Si xi,3 X \ {xi,3 } w p · · ·
−−−−→
xi X \ {xi } w p · · ·
→
−
w X p ···

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

p Si · · ·

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

di Si p w · · ·

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

p ···

For votes of the form p Si · · · , we use the price function ρ(1) = 1, and ρ(t) = m + 1 for all t ≥ 2; and
for every other vote, we use the price function ρ with ρ(t) = m + 1 for all t ≥ 1. Finally, set the budget
B = m.
Without bribing the voters the election proceeds as follows:
Round

p

w

x1

1
2
3
4

3m + 6
12m + 6
12m + 6
12m + 6

6
6
out
out

4
7
13
21m + 6

xi ∈ X \ {x1 }
4
7
7
out

Si ∈ S
3
out
out
out

di ∈ D
3
out
out
out

It follows that p is eliminated in the last round and does not win the election.
We claim that (X, S ) is in X3C if and only if ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) is in Hare-C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFTB RIBERY, regardless of the winner model, even if the designated candidate can only be shifted backward.
(⇒) Suppose that (X, S ) is a yes-instance of X3C. Then there exists an exact cover S 0 ⊆ S of size
m. We now show that it is possible for p to become a unique Hare winner of an election obtained by
shifting p in the votes without exceeding the budget B. For every Si ∈ S 0 , we bribe the voter with the vote
of the form p Si · · · by shifting p once, so her new vote is of the form Si p · · · ; each such bribe action costs
us only 1 from our budget, so the budget will not be exceeded. Now the election proceeds as follows:
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Round
1
2
3

p

w xi ∈ X Si ∈ S 0 Si ∈ S \ S 0 di ∈ D

2m + 6 6
8m + 6 6
26m + 12 out

4
6
out

4
7
7

3
out
out

3
out
out

We see that p is the only candidate still standing in the fourth round and thus the only Hare winner of
the bribed election.
(⇐) Suppose that (X, S ) is a no-instance of X3C. Then no subset S 0 ⊆ S with |S 0 | ≤ m covers X.
We now show that p will be eliminated in all elections obtained by bribing voters without exceeding
budget B. Note that we can only bribe at most m voters with votes of the form p Si · · · without exceeding
the budget. Let S 0 ⊆ S be such that for every Si ∈ S 0 we have bribed the voter whose vote is p Si · · · .
We can assume that |S 0 | > 0.
Every candidate in S 0 will gain an additional point and therefore survives the first round. All candidates from D and S \ S 0 will be eliminated, since p only loses at most m points.
In the second round, the remaining candidates from S will gain three additional points from the
elimination of candidates in D and score seven points in this round (and in all subsequent rounds with p still
standing). If a candidate Si ∈ S was eliminated in the previous round, every x j ∈ Si gains one additional
point in this round. Partition X into sets X0 , X1 , X2 , and X3 so that xi ∈ Xk ⇔ |{S j ∈ S 0 | xi ∈ S j }| = k for
k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. Note that X0 , X1 , X2 , and X3 are disjoint and |X0 | > 0, but one or two of X1 , X2 , and X3 may
be empty. Then xi ∈ X j scores 4 + (3 − j) ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7} points depending on how many times xi is covered
by S 0 . Therefore, every xi ∈ X0 scores more points than w who has six points. So, there are candidates
from X that survive this round and other candidates from X (i.e., candidates from X1 , X2 , or X3 ), who are
eliminated.
In the third round, the candidate x` ∈ X with the smallest subscript who is still standing gains at least
four points from the eliminated candidates, so that she scores at least nine points now (since no candidates
from X3 are left in the election). All other candidates still score the same number of points as in the previous
round. Therefore, p scores 4|S \ S 0 | + 6 points, w scores six points (if w was not already eliminated along
with the candidates from X1 ), every Si ∈ S 0 scores seven points, and every still standing candidate from
X except x` scores at most seven points. Since w can only gain additional points when all candidates from
X are eliminated and only x` gains points from the elimination of w or candidates from X \ {x` } in the
subsequent rounds, all candidates X \ ({x` } ∪ X0 ) and w are eliminated. Then all still standing candidates
from X0 \ {x` } and candidates from S 0 who score seven points each are eliminated, which leaves p and x`
in the last round. In this round, p scores 12m + 6 points and x` scores 21m + 6 points, so p is eliminated
from the election and does not win.
Next, we show the corresponding result for plurality with runoff.
Theorem 14. In both the unique-winner and the nonunique-winner model, plurality-with-runoff-C ON STRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY is NP-hard even if the designated candidate can only be shifted backward.
Proof. To prove NP-hardness, we reduce X3C to C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY for plurality with
runoff. Let (X, S ) be a given X3C instance, where X = {x1 , . . . , x3m } and S = {S1 , . . . , S3m }. Also,
we require that m > 3. We construct the C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY instance ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) as
follows. Let C = {p} ∪ X ∪ S ∪ D ∪Y with sets of dummy candidates D = {di, j | 1 ≤ i ≤ 3m and 1 ≤ j ≤
2m2 − 5m − 4} and Y = {yi | 1 ≤ i ≤ 3m + 1} and designated candidate p. The list V of votes is constructed
as follows:
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#
1
2
2
2
3m
1
m−3
m−4
2m
1

vote

for

p Si · · ·
−−−−−→
Si xi,1 w X \ {xi,1 } · · ·
−−−−−→
Si xi,2 w X \ {xi,2 } · · ·
−−−−−→
Si xi,3 w X \ {xi,3 } · · ·
w p ···
yi p
Si w p
Si p w
xi w p
di, j xi w p · · ·

1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m + 1
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m
1 ≤ i ≤ 3m, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2m2 − 5m − 4

For votes of the form p Si · · · , we use the price function ρ(1) = 1, and ρ(t) = m + 1 for all t ≥ 2; and
for every other vote, we use the price function ρ(t) = m + 1 for t ≥ 1. Finally, set the budget B = m.
Without bribing, only p and w reach the second and final round with 3m points each. Clearly, w alone
wins the election with only p and w present.
We claim that (X, S ) is in X3C if and only if ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) is in C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFT-B RIBERY
for plurality with runoff, regardless of the winner model.
(⇒) Suppose that (X, S ) is a yes-instance of X3C. Then there exists an exact cover S 0 ⊆ S of
size m. We now show that it is possible for p to become a unique plurality-with-runoff winner of an
election obtained by shifting p in the votes without exceeding the budget. For every Si ∈ S 0 , we bribe the
voter with the vote of the form p Si · · · once, so her new vote is of the form Si p · · · .
In the first round, w scores 3m points; p, every xi ∈ X, and every Si ∈ S 0 score 2m points each; every
Si ∈ S \ S 0 scores 2m − 1 points; and every candidate from D and Y scores only one point. Since w is the
only plurality winner, all second-place candidates (namely, p, every xi ∈ X, and every Si ∈ S 0 ) proceed to
the second round.
In the second round, every Si ∈ S 0 still scores the same number of points as in the first round, w
gains 2m(m − 3) additional points, p gains (3m + 1) + 2m(m − 4) additional points, and every xi ∈ X gains
(2m2 − 5m − 4) + 4 additional points. Therefore, p alone wins the election with 2m2 − 3m + 1 points, ahead
of w and every xi ∈ X with 2m2 − 3m points each, and every Si ∈ S 0 with 2m points each.

(⇐) Suppose that ((C,V ), p, B, ρ) is a yes-instance of Plurality-with-runoff-C ONSTRUCTIVE -S HIFTB RIBERY. Notice that if no voters are bribed, p and w are leading in the election with 3m points each,
so they both proceed to the final round. It is easy to see that w wins against p in a one-on-one election.
To prevent w and p from being the only candidates in the second round, m voters with votes of the form
p Si · · · have to be bribed. Let S 0 ⊆ S be such that Si ∈ S 0 if the voter with vote p Si · · · has been
bribed. Then w, p, every xi ∈ X, and every Si ∈ S 0 survive the first round. Since every other candidate
is deleted in the first round, p now scores 2m2 − 5m + 1 points and beats w by a margin of one point.
Moreover, p beats every Si ∈ S 0 since the candidates from S 0 did not gain any additional points in this
round. Regarding the candidates from X, every xi ∈ X gains 2m2 − 5m − 4 points and two additional points
for every S j ∈ S \ S 0 with xi ∈ S j that was eliminated in the first round. Since there are exactly three
S j ∈ S with xi ∈ S j , every xi ∈ X can gain six points if all those candidates were eliminated in the last
round, which would let xi overtake p by one point. In order for p to beat all xi ∈ X, at least one S j ∈ S
with xi ∈ S j needs to be in S 0 and is therefore still standing in the second round. Since |S 0 | = m and there
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are 3m candidates in X, p can beat every xi ∈ X (and subsequently win the election) only if S 0 is an exact
cover of X.

8. Conclusions and Open Questions
We have shown that shift bribery is NP-complete for each of the iterative voting systems of Hare, Coombs,
Baldwin, Nanson, iterated plurality, plurality with runoff, iterated veto, and veto with runoff, each for both
the constructive and the destructive case and in both the unique-winner and the nonunique-winner model.
This contrasts previous results due to Elkind et al. (2009), Elkind and Faliszewski (2010), and Schlotter
et al. (2017) showing that shift bribery can be solved efficiently by exact or approximation algorithms for
many natural voting rules that do not proceed iteratively. Indeed, the iterative nature of the voting rules we
have studied seems to be responsible for the hardness of shift bribery.
While these are interesting theoretical results complementing earlier work both on shift bribery and
on these voting systems, NP-hardness of course has its limitations in terms of providing protection against
shift bribery attacks in practice. Therefore, it would be interesting to also study shift bribery for these
voting systems in terms of approximation and parameterized complexity and to do a typical-case analysis. Based on our results in this article, Zhou and Guo (2020) already obtained first results regarding the
parameterized complexity of iterative voting systems with respect to a fixed number of shifts, votes, or
candidates. Further, they have shown that the hardness of shift bribery for the Hare, Coombs, Baldwin,
and Nanson rules also holds for unit price cost functions. It would be particularly interesting to determine the role of the cost function for the hardness of shift bribery. Furthermore, it would be interesting
future work to study in detail the effect that specific tie-breaking models (such as the “parallel universes”
model (Conitzer, Rognlie, & Xia, 2009) and other models) may have on the complexity of shift bribery
problems for iterative voting rules.
A feature shared by most of the iterative voting rules we have studied is that many of them are not
monotonic. This has the somewhat counterintuitive effect that shifting the designated candidate forward in
some votes can actually hurt this candidate’s chances to win, and shifting the designated candidate backward can increase these chances. We have discussed this feature in Section 7, showing that constructive
shift bribery remains NP-hard even if we are allowed to only shift the designated candidate backward in
some votes for two iterative voting systems: Hare voting and plurality with runoff. We leave the analogous
question open for the remaining iterative voting systems studied here (except, of course, for the monotonic
rules iterated plurality and iterated veto), and conjecture that they share this property. Even more interestingly, we pose as an open question whether there is a nonmonotonic voting system—a natural one or an
artificially constructed one—for which unrestricted shift bribery is NP-hard but becomes efficiently solvable when restricted to shift bribery actions specifically exploiting their nonmonotonicity (i.e., allowing to
shift the designated candidate only backward in the constructive case, or forward in the destructive case).
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C HAPTER 7
C ONCLUSIONS
We have studied how efficiently elections can be tampered with depending on which voting rule we
choose to evaluate the election.
In Section 3 we have studied electoral control for the Borda Count and solved all open cases of
standard electoral control and some cases of online electoral control. Borda turns out to be very
resistant to constructive electoral control being resistant to all (standard) constructive types and in
contrast vulnerable to most types of destructive electoral control. For future work we propose to
solve the open problems of online candidate control, in particular involving partitioning the set of
candidates. Furthermore, for the NP-hard cases parameterized complexity can be studied with, e.g.,
the number of candidates or voters as the parameter and for the vulnerable cases, the complexity of the
more general cases with weighted elections can be studied. Lastly, the study of structured domains1
(i.e., single-peaked and single-crossing elections) has been given attention lately [17, 22, 67, 159] and
we propose to study whether the complexity of control for Borda changes if elections are structured.
In Section 4 we have studied electoral control focusing on control by replacing candidates or voters for
various voting rules thus taking a step to complete the picture of complexity results regarding electoral
control. One important case is still open which is constructive control by replacing candidates for 2approval. The problem is seemingly related to the corresponding problem with 3-veto which is shown
to be in P but the same approach cannot be used here. Since the problems for constructive control by
adding candidates and by deleting candidates are in P for 2-approval, constructive control by replacing
candidates is likely to be in P for 2-approval as well. On the contrary, showing that the problem is
NP-hard would be interesting as we found that the complexity of replacement control usually follows
the complexity of the corresponding problems of control by addition and deletion. Next, the problems
for control by partitioning of candidates or voters are still open for plurality/veto with run-off. Lastly,
showing dichotomy results for pure scoring rules similar to Hemaspaandra and Schnoor [90] is a
challenging and interesting task.
In Section 5 we have devised a model for studying electoral control by cloning candidates in the setting
of multiwinner elections and found a wide range of complexity results from easy cases like SNTV over
cases that are easy in some ways but hard in others like k-Borda to cases like STV for which cloning
is generally hard. We propose to solve the open cases regarding k-approval-CC and Borda-CC and
extend our study to other multiwinner voting rules. In particular, Bredereck et al. [29] considered
approximative versions of k-approval-CC and Borda-CC that only compute an approximated solution
but run in polynomial time. Furthermore, it is interesting to study other classes of prize functions such
1 Structured

domains are motivated by the fact that, in practice, the voters’ preferences are rarely purely random but
structured in some way. For example, in political elections all candidates can be ordered on a left-right scale and voters
tend to vote according to this scale. That is, a voter belonging to the left spectrum obviously prefers candidates on the
left to candidates on the right.
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as all-or-nothing prices. Lastly, our model could be extended to take on a probabilistic perspective
similar to the model of cloning in singlewinner elections by Elkind, Faliszewski, and Slinko [53].
In Section 6 we have studied shift bribery for iterative scoring rule. We found that iterative scoring rules seem to be very resistant to shift bribery by showing NP-hardness of shift bribery for all
iterative scoring rules that we have studied. In contrast, the standard non-iterative scoring rules are
sometimes vulnerable to shift bribery as is the case for k-approval [52]. We have also investigated
how nonmonotonicity affects the complexity of shift bribery by allowing the distinguished candidate
to be shifted backwards in the constructive case and forwards in the destructive case and found no
change in complexity. We propose to continue this study by proving or disproving our conjecture that
using the nonmonotonicity of iterative scoring rules does not change the complexity of shift bribery
for them. Since we have found exclusively NP-hardness results studying parameterized complexity
for our problems with common parameters—the number of candidates, the number of voters, or the
budget—seems natural. Recently, Zhou and Guo [160] started research in this direction by studying
the parameterized complexity of shift bribery for four of our iterative voting rules finding a wide range
of results including FPT and W[1]-hard cases. We propose to solve the cases that they left open and
extend their study to other iterative voting rules. Moreover, we have studied iterative versions of the
scoring rules plurality, veto, and Borda but there are many more scoring rules for which the iterative
versions could be studied. It would be interesting to know if shift bribery is NP-hard for all of them
which seems likely.
The study of the computational complexity of election tampering attempts (in particular, electoral
control and bribery) has been a thriving research direction in computational social choice. In this
thesis we have only covered worst-case complexity which admittedly is not the last word of wisdom.
Rothe and Schend [139] argue that often times although some voting rule is resistant (i.e., NP-hard)
against some form of election tampering on average the corresponding problem can be solved efficiently. Therefore, finding hardness in the average-case in addition to hardness in the worst-case
is an interesting and important challenge for future work. Recently, Spielman, and Teng [148] proposed smoothed complexity theory which investigates the running time of algorithms when the input
is randomly perturbed. In essence, smoothed complexity tries to answer the question of how robust or
fragile worst-case instances of hard problems are. Therefore, smoothed complexity theory stands between worst-case and average-case analysis. Baumeister, Hogrebe, and Rothe [11] proposed to apply
smoothed complexity to computational social choice. Furthermore, finding connections or interactions between the different subfields of computational social choice often yields interesting results as
was done by Rey and Rothe [133] who, inspired by electoral control, have studied structural control
in weighted voting games or Rothe, Schadrack, and Schend [138] who have used the Borda Count
for FEN-hedonic games. Lastly, over the many years of research in computational social choice we
have gained substantial insights into voting rules but applications of our insights besides for elections
are sparse, so as a long term goal we propose to find new applications beyond computational social
choice where our knowledge of voting rules becomes valuable.
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